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INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1985 the University of the Pacific hosted a major conference, called
to celebrate John Muir's life and legacy. It also toasted the John Muir Papers Microform
Project, which is nearing completion after a five-year effort to gather, organize and
publish all of Muir's extant journals, correspondence and holograph manuscripts. Over
250 registrants from all parts of the West gathered to hear twenty-five speakers and
panelists from thirteen different academic institutions in nine different states and the
District of Columbia.
Collectively the papers presented at the conference's eight academic sessions represent
the cutting edge of Muir scholarship in America today. Many of them broke new ground
in Muir historiography by utilizing scholarly resources in the Muir-Hanna family collection at the University of the Pacific that had not been accessible before. Recognizing
their importance, THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN has selected twelve of the most important
for publication in this special double issue. To help lend perspective to this anthology
we asked four of the conference moderators - Richard Tenaza, J. Curtis Kramer and
James D. Heffernan of the University of the Pacific faculty, and Harlan Hague of San
Joaquin Delta College - to prepare remarks which have been incorporated into this
introduction.
The name of John Muir is famous throughout the western United States. Beyond the
Rockies he is less well-known but still familiar to scholars and environmentalists. Some
in the English-speaking world also recognize Muir as a naturalist and writer. Yet for all
his celebrity status, many have only the haziest notions of his accomplishments, and very
few could discuss the historical significance of the man and his work.
This special Muir issue addresses not only Muir's life as an environmental activist and
natural philosopher but his place in the larger context of environmental history. He was
an extraordinary figure who led the nation to a new appreciation of nature and its impact
on the human spirit . In an era when the western world considered land and its products
ready prey for development and exploitation, Muir taught that the environment is not
a commodity but an extension of ourselves , not lifeless matter to be bought and sold but
a living entity that needs the same respect, cultivation and protection as does human life
itself. Muir not only pioneered in the field of ecology but also in geology, botany and
zoology. A great writer as well as a teacher, he found a responsive national audience for
his articles and books which are still today reaching new audiences in dozens of reprints
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and reissues . In the sciences and the arts, in philosophy and ecology, he opened new
dimensions of experience and inquiry. Truly he was a man for all seasons, a Leonardo of
his day whose depth and complexity are yet to be fully appreciated. The pages which
follow take up some of these themes and open new insights on this remarkable figure.
This anthology begins with Millie Stanley's personal perspective on Muir's boyhood
years in Wisconsio. For years Stanley has lived and tramped the same grounds Muir
explored in his first American experiences ; her narrative gifts and insights open new
dimensions on Muir family history.
Ronald Limbaugh's article is a reassessment of Muir's religious and philosophical
outlook and its relationship to the modern environmental movement. Drawing upon
marginalia and endnotes from Muir's personal library, the article utilizes for the first
time scholarly resources not previously available to the academic community.
Considering the "impact of ice," Bart O 'Brien and Paul Sheats address the geological
and philosophical questions raised in the controversy between Muir and Whitney over
the origins of Yosemite Valley. Since James Hutton in 1795 and John Playfair in 1802
wrote of glacial evidence in Europe, the role of ice in molding the earth's crust has been
openly debated . Not until Louis Agassiz' work in the 1830s did the scientific community
accept the notion of glacial erosion and deposition to explain geologic phenomena previously attributed to the Noachian Deluge or iceberg rafting . As O 'Brien explains, Muir
was the first to appreciate fully the magnitude of glaciation that developed much of the
magnificent Sierran landscape . Sheats, writing from a different perspective, conveys the
love Muir had for ancient Yosemite glaciers. Where many romantic writers before him
had associated glaciers with fear, silence and death, Muir's eloquent prose tamed the
glacial landscape by describing glaciers as playgrounds and sanctuaries for birds, butterflies and daisies.
Richard Fleck and Edmund Schofield develop complementary themes in their articles
on Muir's literary and intellectual debt to Thoreau and the New England literati. Fleck
finds both literal and symbolic associations between Muir and the New England naturalist
whose works Muir read and reread during a lifetime of study. Schofield's article demonstrates convincingly that while Muir never physically set foot in New England until
he was over fifty years old, the ideas and people of that region profoundly influenced
him from his earliest contacts with its literary tradition while a student in Wisconsin.
The essential New England gift to Muir, claims Schofield, was the transcendentalist
vision of man's relation to nature. That vision Muir reflected in the conservation
movement.
The articles by Kathleen Wadden and Lisa Mighetto focus on Muir's personal and
spiritual relationship with Yosemite, and on his sensitivity and concern for all forms of
wildlife. In his lifelong study of nature and its mysteries, Muir was both macro- and
microscopic in his inquiries which ranged from glacial sculpturing to insect footprints
in the sands of Yosemite Valley. With equal excitement and intensity he studied the
natural history of water ouzels , giant sequoias, tree squirrels and terminal moraines .
Both articles emphasize not only Muir's ecological vision but also his biocentric approach
to life in all its diversity.
The global vision of Muir's later years is the subject of articles by Frank Buske and
P.J Ryan. As Buske shows, John Muir was the first American to humanize Alaska, and
his writings generated the first stirrings of the Alaskan tourist industry. Ryan follows
Muir's ramble through the southern hemisphere and his eleventh-hour search for the
world 's tallest trees in the remote hinterlands of Australia and Tasmania.
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Richard Orsi's revisionist account of the Southern Pacific Railroad's environmental
interests demonstrates that Muir and the railroad's management were not far apart on
many issues . While their motives are still not entirely clear, many Southern Pacific
leaders stood with Muir on preservation questions such as Yosemite Recession and tourist
growth. As a personal friend of William H. Harriman and William Herrin, Muir was
able both to influence railroad matters and benefit from railroad largess.
In an essay that might be considered a postscript to his recently-published , wellreceived full-length biography of Muir, Frederick Turner outlines a list of possible topics
for future Muir biographers , including psycho-biography, analysis of Muir's literary
influences, a study of his business interests, and an inquiry into his relationships with
women in general and with his wife Louie in particular. Turner's article demonstrates
the depth and dimension of Muir scholarship today and also the untapped well of ideas
exposed by opening heretofore closed Muir papers to the probing inquiry of scholars.
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN takes great pride in publishing this rich series of articles
which clarifies the deep and varied activities and contributions made by John Muir to
the world . Muir spoke tO his time, he speaks to our time, and as we can be certain, will
speak to the future as it unfolds . As we look towards the sesquicentennial in 1988 of
John Muir's birth, we are honored to celebrate his life and work through this issue.
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JOHN MUIR IN WISCONSIN

•

MILLIE STANLEY

I.
"Some of the happiest days of my life were [spent] in that old slantwalled garret and
among the smooth creeks that trickled among the sedges of Fountain Lake Meadow." So
wrote John Muir to his brother David, on March 20, 1870, after he had left the Wisconsin
farmstead and eventually settled in California. "You stirred up a happy budget of memories in speaking of my [boyhood] workshop and laboratory. In recalling the mechanical
achievements of those early days I remember with satisfaction that the least successful
one was that horrid guillotine of a thing slicing off gophers ' heads ." Muir wrote this
letter from a sugar pine shanty he had built at the base of Yosemite Falls where he was
exploring the Yosemite Valley and the Sierra Nevada mountain range he called "the range
of light ." "The only sounds that strike me tonight are the flickering of the fires and the
deep roar of the falls like breakers on a rocky coast. " 1 Though living amid the grandeur
of the Yosemite Valley, Muir's thoughts turned co his first home in the United States
and the green, rolling landscape of Wisconsin.
In 1849 , when he was eleven years old, he was excited when he first saw the Muir
family 's pioneer farm located in the rown of Buffalo, Marquette County. "Oh , that
glorious Wisconsin wilderness ! Everything new and pure in the very prime of spring
when Nature's pulses were beating highest and mysteriously keeping time with our own!
Young hearts, young leaves, flowers, animals, the winds and the streams and the sparkling lake all wildly, gladly rejoicing rogether! " 2
The young boy from Scotland, who would become known as the father of our national
park system , had a wonderful place tO begin exploring his new world. This area of south
central Wisconsin was beautiful and diverse. Thousands of years before , a lobe of the
mile deep continental glacier, scouring its way southward and westward , advancing and

M illie 'Stanley lives in M arquette County , W isconsin . A graduate of Stephens College and the University of Iowa, she
is active in various local historical and literary organizations. Currently she is working on a book of M uir's W isconsin
years that draws insight from her own experience of living in the land of M uir's youth.
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retreating, had sculptured the landscape into low hills, ponds and marshes, with an
occasional outcrop of bedrock. The Muir's hundred and sixty acre farm was located on a
springfed lake with a little outlet creek winding its way westward through tall grasses
and sedges to the Fox River a short distance away. The natural landscape of the farm was
varied. It contained a prairie, the oak openings and oak woods. There were the marshes,
the fen, and the many springs bubbling up like gentle fountains in the wet sedge meadows
by the lake. The Muirs well described their land when they named it Fountain Lake
Farm.

Fountain Lake home, located in south-central W is cons in , where} ohn Muir lived from 184 9 until
1856 when his father sold the homestead to his daughter, Sarah, and her future husband, David
Galloway. This rare 1860s photograph shows the young Galloway family posed in front of the
house. The house burned to the ground in the early part of this century.

A pioneer ecologist, young John early recognized interrelationships in the natural
world . That first spring and summer as he rambled over the farmland and nearby countryside, he soon began to realize that in nature when "we pick out anything by itself we
find that it is hitched to everything else in the universe ."' His keen observations as a
youth in the Fountain Lake environs foreshadowed later discoveries in the mountains of
California.
Season followed season and the Muir family set about cultivating their farm in earnest .
John said that "farming was a grim, material, debasing pursuit under Father's generalship," and everyone was expected to do his or her share from sunup to sundown each
day. Daniel Muir was a harsh taskmaster, and severe in his treatment of his children,
especially his high-spirited eldest son. John never forgot the childhood beatings at the
hands of his father, and in years to come, he would speak out against child abuse in
surprisingly modern terms .
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As he went about his farm chores he developed the physical skills that would prove
useful ro him in his journeys inro the wilderness. In odd moments he would read a bit
from the few books in the Muir household or whittle mechanical inventions out of
shagbark hickory - the first ones being the self-setting sawmills with which he dammed
sluggish little meadow streams on the farm.
All the while , as he closely examined the natural world around him, deep feelings
began ro stir within him . Once, when he discussed poetry with his sister Mary, he said,
"You and I, Mary, began to sing at the same time in life , and our song was stimulated
by the same causes and objects .. . a shade of imagination, lakes, birds, thunderclouds
and rabbits . " 4
The young naturalist also found time for adventure. He loved to explore the Observatory, as he called the nearby eleven hundred foot rhyolite promontory that rose above
the landscape a couple of hundred feet. When he scrambled upwards through fern -filled
ravines to the top of the rounded, pinkish rockface polished by the glacial ice riding atop
the rock thousands of years before, he could see the striations that showed the direction
of the ice movement. He could dream on a summer day as he viewed the panorama of
small lakes and low hills stretching out for miles in front of \"lim in shades of blues and
greens. It foretold, perhaps, the time when he would become a noted glaciologist embroiled in geological controversy over his revolutionary theory that mountain glaciers
sculptured the Yosemite Valley.
In later years, when Muir visited Wisconsin, he found that Observatory Hill was much
smaller than he remembered, but it was still the "great cloud capped mountain" of his
childhood .
In 1855 Daniel Muir bought land four miles to the southeast. For two growing seasons
John walked to the new farm to help in the "building , breaking, fencing and planting,
which all began anew." The next year Daniel and his wife, Anne, sold the old Fountain
Lake homestead to their daughter Sarah and David Galloway just before their wedding
in October. The Muir family moved to Hickory Hill farm in the latter part of 1856.

The Muir fa~ily's second Wisconsin home, Hickory Hill, showing the entrance to the cellar where
j ohn Muir spent his early morning hours each day working on his inventions and pursuing his
studies .

John helped build a barn with structural pine beams forty and fifty feet long and ten
inches in diameter, and he dug a well through the gravel and sandstone ninety feet deep.
In 1857 the Muirs built a frame house on a long high slope with a commanding view of
the countryside.
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Though the town of Buffalo was still only sparsely settled, John, maturing, developed
a number of friendships there. One snowy winter, when he was almost twenty, he began
to correspond with several young men on neighboring farms. They were all reaching out
beyond their lives of farm labor for intellectual stimulation and emotional expression.
His friends found it easy to confide their innermost thoughts and feelings to John on
such subjects as religion, poetry, romantic fantasy and schooling. These letters continued
for sometime.
In March, 1858, Muir's friend, Bradley Brown , wrote nostalgically of their school
days just past . He recalled how their teacher, George Branch , called the scholars to order
and how they listened to his wonderful lectures . In only a few short months the schoolmaster had made a lasting impression on his students. They, in turn , recited pieces and
had merry times in school. John had walked a little over a mile from Hickory Hill to
attend that winter term at the little log school which was nestled in the oak woods on a
rise of land near the marsh and adjacent to the farm where Bradley lived.
Charles Reid spun romantic fantasy about girls as he commented on the poem Muir
had written "against the sweet little creatures." He thought that his friend wrote the
poem because of unrequited love and said he wished he had stopped in at the schoolhouse
one day when he was in such a hurry for he "might have seen the face of a young female
of eighteen with blue eyes and fair hair flowing in lines of beauty and eyes full of love"
for the poet, John Muir, Esq. Muir soon dispelled this notion when he said that the
young female of eighteen Charles referred to was only an imaginary maid.
During the school term John told of filling his "wisdom bins" but said he could only
do this one week longer before school was out and he had to return to farm work full
time . Charles advised him not to lose anything out of them, for "they are precious ...
I hope your wisdom bin is as large as the wheat bin you talk of making ." John replied
he would never stop learning .
February was coming to an end and March weather was borne in on blustery winds of
swirling snowstorms , dumping the winter's last deep snows on the woods and fields .
The occasional rise in temperature began to melt the snow, and the Canada geese filled
the air on their northern migration . In April the earth warmed, the snow melted away,
and according to Charles Reid 's brother William, it was "music to the ears to hear the
birds sing after a long, cold , dreary winter."
In May, William commented in the last of this group of letters that "the grass, bushes
and trees are beginning to look green again. It is a time of reviving of everything. Things
temporal and spiritual seem to bud out together."
The months went by. John toiled on the farm and whittled hickory inventions of
clocks, thermometers and his early-rising machine. He read the classics lent to him by
William and Jean Duncan, his generous neighbors who lived a half mile down the road
to the west. William would often ride over to the Muir farm in his buggy to see his
fellow Scotsman's latest hickory creation.
The farm world was becoming too small now for the young inventor and he was anxious
to try his wings. William suggested that he show some of his contraptions at the State
Agricultural Fair in the capital city of Madison, and after much agonizing about leaving
his family, John decided to follow his benefactor's advice. It was the hardest decision he
had ever made in his entire twenty-two years.
He left Hickory Hill in September of 1860 with his precious bundle of whittled
hickory, and took the train from nearby Pardeeville to Madison, a distance of about fifty
miles. This journey was his gateway to the world. He "jumped out of the woods, " as he
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Muir's drawings for his mechanical inventions.
put it, to become an instant success, for his inventions were the talk of the fair. He told
his sister Sarah , with whom he had a special rapport, that he was "adrift in this big,
sunny world ... tossed about by new every things everywhere."
The Muir family circle was broken when John left home. He was the eldest son and
the first of the three boys to strike our on his own. His departure created quite a stir
within the family. Although Sarah had married four years earlier, she still lived close
by.
John would always carry memories of Hickory Hill with him. A year or two after his
departure he created a feeling for the old home place when he took a good friend on an
imaginary walk around the farm:
Down here across the little ravine is my best place. But we' ll go this way first. In chis great
field is where I've sweated and played, worked and rejoiced. There is the garden where [my
sister] Margaret and I lavished many happy hours. Away down this slope and over the level
prairie is where we have caken hundreds of long walks and calked of earch and heaven. And
just by that g reat oak is where in the moonlight eveni ngs I used co spend hours with my head
up in the sky and soared among che planets- and over in this direction is where Sarah lives .

As John traveled that first fifty miles and farther, he felt keenly a sense of closeness
with his family . No matter where his wanderings took him, he would always feel that
way. "As a family we are pretty firmly united," he once said, "and you know one tree of
a close clump cannot very well fall. In my walks through the forests of humanity I find
no family clump more interwoven in root and branch than our own."
In October, 1860, the Muirs wrote to their son and brother, now in Prairie du Chien,
Wisconsin, giving the first real g limpse into the nature of members of the family.
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In that letter, David, now twenty, who had shared so many adventures with his brother,
noted that "the house looks rather empty, especially on Sunday, but we begin to get
used to it." Danny, five years younger, showed an inquisitive nature when he asked so
many questions . Margaret told of her wistful dream that John and his mills had come
back, but said she wouldn't be so selfish as to "have him back when he was better off to
be far away." The little girls, Joanna, Mary and Anna, sent their love. And Sarah showed
a motherly bent when she urged, "Tell me all the news, mind" and spoke about his
comfort and well-being .
Father gave his son a long religious lecture, the first of many. "I am glad you are well
in body. I should like to hear of your spiritual health being good [also]." He explained
about the trunk he had bought in Portage that he was sending to John in Prairie du
Chien.
Mother, like Sarah, wished for John's comfort and well-being also. She further described the trunk Father bought and meticulously detailed its contents, including the
new suit of clothes, a hat, three pairs of socks and a pair of drawers. She explained that
Father had intended to put in a silk napkin for John's neck, but forgot to do so before
he mailed the key. This was a spurt of uncharacteristic generosity on Father's part.
Anne Muir's well-written letter to her son was the first of about sixty-five still in
existence. She said she found her greatest satisfaction in the happiness of her children
and this thought always shone through . Her concise accounts of Muir family life and
neighborhood news presented an informative commentary on life in Marquette County.

Circa 1930s photograph by Herbert W. Gleason showing the northwest corner of North Hall where
Muir lived while attending the University of Wisconsin in Madison .

Later that first year away from home, John attended classes at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, and was thrilled with the study of botany, the cornerstone of his
study of all phases of nature . He and his family soon began a lifelong practice of tucking
pressed flowers and bits of greenery into their letters. As her brother traveled more
widely and sent specimens from far away places, Sarah said, "the little buds and flowers
seem to tell us of rocks and mountains and of a warm enthusiastic heart very nearly allied
to us wandering among and admiring their beauties ."
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In 1862 Muir spent his second university summer with Sarah and David Galloway at
the Fountain Lake farm to help his brother-in-law with the farm work and harvest. He
would nor go back to his father's. From that time on , no matter where his wanderlust
would take him, John would think of Sarah and David's home as his own.
At the end of a third year at the University of Wisconsin, he returned to Fountain
Lake to work and ramble during the summer. He stayed with the Galloways the next
fall and winter until early 1864. Since he had not yet been called up in the town of
Buffalo's Civil War draft, he decided to leave Marquette County for a time to explore
the Canadian wilderness .
But before he rook the train in February, he offered to buy from David a treasured
forty acres of Fountain Lake wet meadow with the stipulation that it be fenced in from
the feet of trampling livestock. "I want to keep it untrampled for the sake of its ferns
and flowers ," he said, "and even if I never see it again the beauty of its lilies and orchids
are so pressed in my mind that I shall always look back to them in imagination, across
seas and continents , and perhaps even after I am dead." But David regarded this plan as
"an impractical, sentimental dream . He thought that the fence would be broken down
and the work all done in vain . " 5
Although David would not sell this precious bit ofWisconsin landscape to his brotherin-law, that first effort in 1864 to buy and protect land for its beauty alone was the seed
of the idea of land preservation that germinated in John's heart and mind - the idea
chat rook root and grew into the national park system .
Eventually, John found his way to Indianapolis , Indiana, where he worked for a
company that made carriage parts . He relished the opp.ortunity to use his inventive,
mechanical talent to design methods for their manufacture, but a tragic accident to an
eye brought this career to an abrupt end . A metal spring pierced the eye and he nearly
lost the sight in it.
It was an emotional blow as well as physical, for as he lay in a darkened room, he
thought he might never see the beauty of a flower or sunset again . However, the sight
slowly returned, and after a few weeks, he went home to Sarah and David for further
recuperation. He knew now he must change the course of his life completely. "I must
get as close to the heart of the world as I can, " he vowed .
That summer of 1866 Muir began to fulfill his resolve as he roamed the Galloway's
recently purchased Mound Hill farm . He described one walk , "It was a fine evening the clouds which attended the sunset were grandly colored. We could see the beautiful ,
waving , swelling green hills wherever we turned .. . and those that were blue and far
away, and the clouds and the Fox River and the sky. " But his favorite place was the tiny
half acre lake over the hill behind the house. This glacial pond he called Fern Lake was
situated in a grove of young oaks with osmunda ferns growing around it tier on tier.
A few years later, when he was established in a career of exploring the California
wilderness, John Muir's thoughts once again turned toward Wisconsin - ro Fern Lake
and Fountain Lake . For a second rime he attempted to preserve a bit of Wisconsin
landscape that was dear ro him, this time a forty acre parcel adjacent to the old Muir
farm. "It is a splendid natural garden," he told Sarah in 1871 , "and I wish I could send
a portion of myself ro guard it. " He enlisted Sarah and David 's help ro negotiate a
purchase of the Fountain Lake acreage, and the three exchanged letters about it for over
a year.
"I have done my best to get David ro write you a few lines about that land affair,"
Sarah wrote to John , May 30 , 1871, "but I find I may just as well speak to the wind .
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Beautiful Fountain Lake where john Muir pursued his early interests as a naturalist.

He says he is too busy to think. The weeds among the corn are growing big and he must
away with Nell to cultivate. But he says to tell you that the ferns [at Fern Lake] shall
not be d isturbed and it shall be called yours until you come home. He says he will see
the Ennis boys about the Fountain Lake forty, but he doubts about its being bought."
In September of that year John stipulated, "If you think that the cattle and hogs can
be kept off by any ordinary care and fencing, I wish you would offer Ennis from two and
a half to ten dollars as you can agree, but if you think that the stock cannot be fenced
out I do not care to have the land at all." Even then Muir understood all too well the
damage that would be done by cattle impacting the soil and the destruction caused by
eroswn.
At Christmas time Sarah reported that the Ennis boys wanted at least ten dollars an
acre for the Fountain Lake property and that in David's opinion the cattle and hogs could
hardly be kept out . Although he was unable to buy the land at Fountain Lake for John,
David had done what he could to keep the cattle out of Fern Lake, and John was grateful. "Hearty thanks, David, for your care of the mud pond dear to nature and to me, "
he said.
Twenty-five years later, at the height of his career, Muir made one more effort to buy
Fountain Lake acreage when he came back to Portage at the time of his mother's death
in 1896. He failed for a third time.
It is ironic that John Muir, the famous naturalist, largely responsible for saving vast
tracts of wilderness for national parks, failed in his efforts to preserve bits of the Wisconsin
landscape that he loved . Today, tiny Fern Lake at Mound Hill is no more than a stagnant
pond almost trampled out of existence by cattle . There are no ferns or orchids there now.
Hickory Hill farm has been owned by the same family since 1873 and is still a busy,
active farm . The barn and remodeled house still stand in good repair and the well John
dug still supplies water.
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Muir tried throughout his life without success to preserve the "fine wild region" around Fountain
Lake. It was not until 19 57 that the area he loved so much was made into a park by Marquette
County. The park today contains a small mowed area which displays a plaque to the memory of
john Muir's years in Wisconsin,- the remainder of the 135 acres remains in a natural state. Muir's
dream of preserving this area stiff fives on: for the fast year the john Muir Chapter of the Sierra
Club has been working to expand the north side of the park . This aerial view shows the Muir Park
and its proposed addition .

The area around Fountain Lake is still primarily agricultural and much of the land
John Muir tried to buy is preserved as a Marquette County Park. In a shallow depression
on a rise of land sloping down tO the wet meadow and lake beyond, half hidden by tall
grasses, lie a few glacial boulders, that were once a part of the foundation of the frame
house built by the Muirs in 1849. On each side of the depression where the house once
stood, ancient lilac bushes still grow that Sarah Muir and her father planted over a century
and a quarter ago. These are the only remnants of the home where John Muir, the father
of our national parks, spent some of the happiest days of his life.
NOTES:
I. Letters fro m the John Muir Papers, Holt-Atherron Center for Western Studies , University of the Pacific,
Stockton , California, are quoted extensively.
2. John Muir, The Story of My Boyhood and Youth (Mad ison: University of Wisconsin Press , 1965 ), p. 53 .
3. John Muir, My First Summer in the Sierra (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1916), p. 157.
4. Newman Collection, John Muir National Historic Site, Marrinez, California.
5. John Muir, "Proceedings of the Meeting of the Sierra Club," Sierra Club Bulletin 1 (January 1896),
pp. 27 1-284.
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THE NATURE OF JOHN MUIR'S RELIGION

•

RONALD H. LIMBAUGH

l
I. INTRODUCTION

"I think I might preach nature like an apostle, but if I should enter an ordinary ecclesiastical
pulpit, I fear I should be found p reaching much that was unsanctified and unorthodox.'''

John Muir was still in the first year of his Sierra sojourn when he wrote these words
to his younger brother Daniel in Wisconsin. Ever since their self-imposed joint exile in
Canada during the Civil War, Dan had been John's closest kin and confidant . He could
tell his brother what he was never able to admit to his father: that leaving home nine
years earlier had been not just a physical separation but a spiritual journey of no return.
Nearly a decade of independent soul-searching had carried him far beyond the rigorous
Calvinism of the Scottish Kirk.
But just how far had he traveled, and how much farther would he go? Muir's family
and friends began to ask these questions 120 years ago, and today the answers still seem
elusive. Did he replace Christianity with a new faith, or did he superimpose new ideas
on a Judaeo-Christian foundation? Do the religious values and symbols that are diffused
throughout his writings represent an entirely new belief system, a combination of eastern
and western metaphysics, or an older ideology redefined in light of his wilderness experience' Was he attracted by the mystic strains of Zen Buddhism or the pantheism of
the Hindus' Was he essentially Christian, as William Bade, his first biographer, claimed;
or was he non-Christian or "pagan," as Stephen Fox has recently asserted' If his belief
systems were basically Christian, does he follow the mainstream or a divergent branch'

Ronald H. Limbaugh , professor of history, University of the Pacific, has been curator of the john Muir Papers at the
Holt-Atherton Center since 1970 and is the director of the john Muir Papers Microform Project. He has authored or
edited three books and numerous articles in various fields of western American history.
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Before -the 1960s Muir's religion was hardly a subject of controversy. Even those who
might have quibbled over the appropriate sub-classification could agree that Muir's
theology was fundamentally Christian . In Muir's lifetime , his friends and relatives had
no problem defining the broad outlines of his religious outlook . Overwhelmingly if not
exclusively Christian themselves, they never questioned the orthodox fundamentals of
his faith even if they may have occasionally quarrelled over the details. Robert Underwood
Johnson , a Scotch-Irish Presbyterian, said Muir's theology remained essentially Calvinist. 2 William F. Bade, son of Moravian immigrants and Professor of Old Testament
Literature and Semitic Languages at Pacific Theological Seminary (later Pacific School of
Religion), implied that Muir's belief in a loving CreatOr-God kept him from succumbing
to the prevailing materialist mood which Bade characterized as " unrationalized
anthropocentrism. " '
Almost everyone agrees that Muir was deeply religious. Religious terms and symbols
characterize his writings so distinctively that even his crusty friend John Burroughs
complained that "All his streams and waterfalls and avalanches and stOrm-buffeted trees
sing songs, or hymns, or psalms, or rejoice in some other proper Presbyterian manner. . . . " 4 The problem , of course, is not simply tO identify religious word associations
but to extrapolate meaning from them . Muir himself complicated matters by sidestepping
religious issues in public , and his writings are metaphorical and vague, leaving modern
scholars with the task of deducing the nature of Muir's theology from the raw materials
and memories he left behind .
Muir's writing style also complicates the search for religious meaning . A talented but
eclectic writer, he borrowed ideas and phrases from the books he read, reshaping and
rephrasing and otherwise remaking words to suit his own style. Anything he had written
earlier was also fair game for revision and reincorporation into a derivative work . The
Muir manuscript series contain a number of derivative articles whose provenance can be
traced back at least to an early newspaper or journal article. These later drafts reflect the
fine-tuning of a polished phrase-maker, and in most cases he altered the descriptive
verbiage rather than the key idea. Hence Muir's published works contain a potpourri of
old and new ideas and phrases from a variety of sources which may not reflect subtle
theological changes in his own thinking . By carefully comparing his published works
with his unpublished notes and correspondence we stand a better chance of avoiding
egregious analytical errors than if we relied on published writings alone .

II. MUIR AND THE CHRISTIAN HERITAGE
The year after Muir's death S. Hall Young, Protestant missionary and his longtime
friend, described Muir as a "devout theist . The Fatherhood of God and the Unity of
God, the immanence of God in nature and His management of all the affairs of the
universe , was his constantly reiterated belief. " 5 Muir probably would not have objected
tO this characterization, but it is roo generalized to be very meaningful. Belief in a
Creator-God , however defined, characterizes most of the world 's religious beliefs, ancient
or modern, Christian or pagan. The real question is whether he was able to reconcile his
wilderness philosophy with his Christian underpinnings , as Young and other early biographers contend, or whether he rejected Christianity altOgether in favor of a pagan world
view, as Stephen Fox's recent biography asserts. 6
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Spott Kirk in Dunbar, Scotland. One of the many churchs to which Muir's father, Daniel, probably
brought his family as he explored various denominations .
Leaving the apostasy question for later, let us begin with the Christianization of the
youthful Muir, the young John of Dunbar and Wisconsin whose personal history is
tellingly revealed in The Story of My Boyhood and Youth . Hounded and literally pounded
by his authoritarian father, he learned the Bible and the wondrous workings of the Great
Scotch God the hard way. Considering the length and severity and monotonous regimentation of this training, it is not difficult to understand why Muir was a doctrinaire
and evangelical Calvinist at least until the age of22. In 1856 , when he was 18 , he wrote
a religious essay in the form of a letter to Bradley Brown, a family friend , which sets
forth the fundamentals of his Christian orthodoxy:
.. Jesus is the Son of God, 'By him the worlds were made. By him all things consist.' He it
is who seeks you and suffers for you to save you .... 0 dear friend let us give our hearts to
Christ our Savior and love him and follow in his footsteps forever. Then however far we may
be separated while we each follow our destiny here, we shall meet again above the region of
storms in that bright mansion of the blessed[.] The home of our Saviour & Father to part again
no more forever. 7

The Divinity of Jesus, Incarnation, Redemption and Resurrection , Salvation and Immortality: all the essential Christian dogmas appear in this one passage . He grew up
firmly entrenched in the bedrock of Calvinist Christianity, and if he later glanced over
the parapet he did so with trepidation - not out of fear of his father but, in good
Christian conscience, out of concern for his soul. He left home in part to escape his
father's rule, not his father's religion . If his religious views later diverged , they changed
as a result of personal maturity, not youthful rebellion.
The Madison years and the whirl of new ideas in an unsheltered environment tested
but did not dislodge his faith. In early letters to friends and relatives he chronicled his
spiritual trials . "I am now adrift on this big sinners world and I dont know how I feel,"
he told sister Sarah. R "There is much here to lead me away from God," he later confided
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his brother-in-law. 9 Yet these temptations, if anything, ultimately reinforced his
convictions . Rather than join the devil he led a local Christian crusade as president of
the Madison YMCA. 10 Muir left college in 1863 emotionally and spiritually unscathed.
It was not the University of Wisconsin but, as he phrased it, the University of the
World that altered Muir's view of Christianity. Yet recent Muir biographers have misread
the extent of that alteration. Muir never rebuilt the orthodox foundation of his youth,
but tinkered with the superstructure during the rebellious middle period from 1868 to
1880 - the young bachelor years of the 1,000 Mile Walk and the Sierra explorations.
After 1880, family, fame, and fortune combined to moderate even some of his more
outspoken earlier views. It is noteworthy that in 1887 he laboriously copied in longhand
his sermon to Brad Brown delivered thirty years before, when he was still under his
father's wing in Wisconsin. Later to record for posterity the pious preachings of childhood
innocence is hardly the act of an alienated believer.
Muir was indeed a religious critic - his personal library and his unpublished writings
and notes, if not his printed words, leave an extensive and unmistakable trail of words
and cognitive signs. But it was not Christianity he attacked; it was the denominational
dogma that had grown up around it. Like Milton - one of his heroes, whose likeness
he kept in the family album - Muir shed his denominational garments and became a
Christian independent . 11 Jeanne Carr noted the change as early as 1866 when she complimented his "power of insight into Nature" and praised his "individualized acceptance
of religious truth." 12
to

Portrait of Milton from Muir's photograph
album .

The failure to differentiate between Christian apostasy and anti-denominationalism
has been the bane of most of Muir's recent biographers . Michael Cohen, like Stephen
Fox earlier, makes the mistake of assuming that during the 1,000 Mile Walk Muir tossed
out the baby with the bath water when he rejected "the false and abstract doctrines of
Christianity." 13 He goes on to claim that Muir proverbially, if not literally, junked the
Bible along the "pathless way," 14 although that makes it hard to explain why his personal
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library, now housed at the University of the Pacific, contains at least four well-worn
Bibles, including two with holograph annotations . Herbert Smith's biography also recognized the religious radicalism of the 1,000 Mile Walk journal, but stopped short of
asserting that Muir abandoned all of his earlier beliefs. 15
Both Muir's writings and his personal library notes provide extensive anti denominational documentation . One reason Muir never attended church after leaving
Wisconsin was to escape the pompous pieties of petty dogmatists, as the quote heading
this essay implies, not to abandon all forms of institutional religion, as Cohen infers. 16
Dogmatic hairsplitters drove him to a frenzy, as his brother David found out after
reporting a local row over various sacramental practices . Muir's reply fairly dripped with
scorn:
I do nor like rhe docrrine of close communion as held by hard shells, because rhe whole cl umsy
srrucrure of rhe rhing resrs upon a foundarion of coarse-grained dogmarism .. .. Imperious,
bolr uprighr exclusiveness upon any subjecr is hareful, bur ir becomes absolurely hideous &
impious in marrers of religion ... . I have no parience ar all for rhe man who complacenrly
wipes his pious lips & waves me away from a simple rire which commemorares rhe love &
sacrifice of Chrisr . .. nor for wanr of Chrisrian love on my parr, or rhe pracrice of self denying
virrues in seeking ro elevare myself, bur simply because in his infallable judgemenr I am
misraken in rhe number of quarrs of rhar common liquid we call warer which should be made
use of in baprism ... . 17

Sectarian dogmatism surfaced in school as well as in the pulpit, Muir noted. Remembering the Dunbar days, Muir chided Catharine Merrill for attending an unidentified
church school:
I glanced ar rhe regular ions, order, ere. in rhe caralog wh[ich] you senr, and rhe grizzly rhorny
ranks of cold enslaving "musrs"' made me shudder as I fancy I should had I looked inro a
dungeon of rhe olden rimes full of rings and rhumbscrews and iron chains. You deserve grear
credir for venruring inro such a place. None bur an Indiana Prof. would dare rhe dangers of
such a den of ecclesiasrical slave-drivers. I suppose rhar you were moved ro go among rhose
flinr Chrisrians by rhe same morives of philanrhrop[h]y wh[ich] urged you amongsr orher
forms of human depraviry. 18

Muir agreed with the sentiments of Thomas Huxley that children should be taught "the
great truths of Christian life and conduct," not "theological dogmas which their tender
age prevents them from understanding." 19
Taken in the context of his times, and weighed against the total thrust of his written
work, I maintain that Muir was no Christian apostate but a Christian reformer who
believed the doctrinal core of the early Church had been corrupted. This was a theme
which even predated Luther, and like Luther, Muir denounced the false prophets, medieval and modern, who had strayed from the True Faith. Muir found Thomas Huxley's
remark particularly apt: "I have a great respect for the Nazarenism of Jesus - very little
for later 'Christianity."' 20
But corruption assumed many forms and guises. The dogmatists were no more guilty
than the materialists who had traded Christian virtue for a pot of fool's gold. To Muir,
as to other primitivists, the western world had squandered its natural heritage, not as a
result of Biblical dominion theory but because of the adverse consequences of western
civilization, particularly in its modern, industrialized form . The pursuit of profit, the
race for riches, the madcap march across the world's wilderness frontiers - all sprang
from the false idols of greed and exploitation . Religion might well disappear in such an
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atmosphere. On the decline of the True Church and the evils of materialism, if not on
aesthetic theory, Muir agreed with Ruskin that "England now worships God Mammon ."
Doubtless Muir thought the same of the United States. 21

Thomas Huxley
III. CHRISTIANITY AND CREATIONISM
Muir's place in the modern environmental movement rests on the presumption that
his thinking is modernist, that his environmental philosophy is compatible with the
empirical findings of modern science . Often cited to support this notion is Muir's defense
of Darwin during the evolution-creation controversy that raged in the 1870s and that
has recently resurfaced . 22 Yet like so many other aspects of Muir's psychic histOry, his
views on evolution and creation have not been clearly articulated in the literature. Older
biographers identified him as a creationist, while modern scholars place him in the
evolutionist camp .
It should be clear from the outset that the modern debate is quite distinct from its
nineteenth century antecedents . We must be careful not tO confuse Muir's views with
those that have come tO characterize either the creationist dogmas of modern fundamentalists or the equally dogmatic assertions of what one scholar has termed the "evolutionary
naturalists ." 23 Like Asa Gray, Alfred Russell Wallace and other nineteenth century scientists who accepted creation doctrine, but unlike doctrinaire modern creationists, Muir
saw no conflict between the "discovered truths of evolution" and the "glorious creations
of God." 24 Neither did he "leave the comprehension of nature entirely tO science, " as
seems tO be the inclination of modern empiricists . 25 Muir's creation theology represents
the middle ground of post-Darwinian religious rationalism, a blend of empirical science
and Judaeo-Chrisrian metaphysics.
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Muir personally admired Darwin's work and even felt compelled to defend it against
the "silly, ignorant, and unbelieving men who say much about Darwinism without really
knowing anything about it." 26 The 1878 date of this defense is significant, for it was
during the 1870s that the evolution controversy expanded beyond the early storm over
man-ape linkage and began to deal with the larger question of causes . Muir accepted the
principle of natural selection as it applied to physical change, but on the larger issue he
believed the post-Darwinisrs had misinterpreted the words of their hero . One remark by
Darwin's son, Francis, Muir found especially apt: "[Darwin] considers that the theory
of Evolution is quite compatible with the belief in a God; but . . . you must remember
that different persons have different definitions of what they mean by God . " 2 7 Muir also
underscored Darwin's "inward conviction," reiterated in late life and read by his California admirer when Muir was also nearing the last years, that " ... the Universe is nor
the result of chance . " 28
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Portion of an index handwritten by Muir in the back of a volume of the Life and Letters of
Charles Darwin by Francis Darwin. This notation refers to a passage in a letter Charles Darwin
wrote to Asa Gray on May 22 , [1860] , in which he discusses the question of theology.

As a selective evolutionist, Muir adopted Darwinian theory and metaphorically applied
ir to the entire physical world. The analogy of evolution reinforced his geologic theories
on the origins of Yosemite, in contrast to other creationists who viewed catastrophism
as parr of the Divine Plan. 29 Bur Muir understood evolution ro mean nor random change
bur continuous, ongoing creation by a Divine Inventor. "World building never was
carried on more energetically than iris today[ .] In the Divine Calander [sic] this is still
the morning of Creation," he wrote on a scrap of paper in 1870. 50
If Muir's Inventor-God was no six-day wonder who eternally res red thereafter, neither
was he an indifferent and mechanistic master craftsman, or remote Firs t Cause in the
Deist tradition. The Divine Inventor constantly watched over his creation. Witness rhe
miraculous wild sheep, "the climber that never falls, & fears no precipice .. . . "To Muir
this testified nor ro an impersonal God bur a personable, anthropomorphic Deity, a
Yosemite Zeus in overalls: " . .. the divine Inventor stands revealed as a fellow workman
& rejoicing in his Creators success he shouts Well done! in congratulation as if he were
a man." 5 1
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Note the causational implications of the Divine Inventor imagery. Muir never rejected
the humanistic world view of western Christiandom even if he challenged the egocentric
drift of its modern practitioners . He found little in common between his own activist,
personal theology and the passive, impersonal cosmology of the Orient. The "eastern
way of liberation, " to use Alan Watts' phrase , 32 has profoundly influenced the psychological underpinnings of the modern environmental movement, yet Muir is not a good
candidate for posthumous ordination in the brotherhood of Gurus . His distinctive and
unadulterated Occidental mentality is reflected in both his published and unpublished
writings as well as in the margin notes of the books he read on the Orient . He was both
critical and highly selective, condoning only those Eastern ideas he found compatible
and condemning the rest . Remarking on "Prayer in Tibet ," for example , he wrote:
" . .. No thoughts of Gods or mon[a]ster[ie]s such as fill the Himalaya for the only God
all Father so visible precludes the ignorance of mystery in wh[ich] they dwell . .. . " 33
Near the end of his life, as he contemplated the biography ofLafcadio Hearn, a professed
atheist who had studied Shinto and said Christianity was "far more irrational than Buddhism," Muir had a terse response: "Creed Godless ." 34
Darwinism appealed to Muir not only because of its compatibility with his own
empirical field studies but also because of its metaphysical implications. Natural selection
directly challenged the arrogant and misguided anthropocentrism that had come to
characterize modern Western attitudes toward nature . Even if he went farther than Louis
Agassiz in accepting natural selection, as Michael Cohen has suggested, 35 Muir agreed
with both Agassiz and Wallace that evolution does not explain "higher spiritual and
intellectual phenomena. " 36 Creationists could not leave the moral progress of humanity
to chance even if they might allow random changes in the physical world . In Wallace's
words, "[B]eyond all the phenomena of nature and their immediate causes and laws there
is Mind and Purpose." 37
But hypothesizing God 's role in human moral development left the creationists ambivalent about where Divine will ended and human will began . If forged in the Divine
furnace by an infallible hand like other creatures, humans were by definition perfect.
Muir and other creationists recognized the logic of Agassiz's view that " . . . everything
that God has made is perfect of its kind and in its place, though relatively lower or
higher. . . . " 38 This was a slightly revised version of the Aristotelian principle of tinilinear
gradation, the classification of all temporal creatures by degree of "perfection ," with
man at the top of a hierarchy that started with the lowest or least complex of life forms . 39
Aristotelian science thus reinforced Christian anthropocentrism. Now humans were both
higher and superior than other earthly beings . 40 But just how superior was an open
question for much of Christian history. From St . Augustine to William Ellery Channing
the idea of human perfectibility was buried under the weight of original sin .~ 1
In the nineteenth century, the Romantic-Unitarian-universalist challenge to medieval
Christian orthodoxy revived the perfectionalist vision of the early Church. 42 Yet John
Muir - though profoundly influenced by the New England reformers - could never
quite reconcile the utopian vision of human perfection with the imperfect realities he
observed on the American frontier. From Wisconsin to California to Alaska , instead of
noble savages and Natty Bumpos, he found ravaged lands , rotting stumps and heaping
slag piles, the dismal residue of an era of exploitation by Americans alienated from nature
and corrupted by civilization. Even the Indians were morally bankrupt - hopeless
"diggers" reduced to begging and prostitution. Such were the fruits of "progress"! Muir's
experiences contributed to the primitivist bent of his thinking. At times they also turned
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his thoughts back to the old lessons of his youth, the dark moral strictures of hellfireand-brimstone Christianity. In an uncharacteristically somber mood he wrote ]. B.
McChesney from his Yosemite garret above Hutchings' Mill:
I don't agree with you in saying that in all human minds there is poetry. Man as he came from
the hand of his Maker was poetic in both mind and body, bur the gross heathenism of
civilization has generally destroyed nature, and poetry, and all that is spiritual. I am tempted
at rimes to adopt the Calvinic doctrine of total depravity .. .. Bur all have nor bowed the knee
to the earthly gold of Baal. The Lord has a natural Elect , people whose affinities unite them
to the rest of nature , and I think that you are one. _,,

But t his is not the typical Muir, the effervescent and optimistic writer of My First
Summer in the Sierra and Mountains of California . Much more common are his nature
hymns, his polished essays adorned with colorful metaphors and singing superlatives.
These celebrated his unshakable faith in a Creator-God both transcendent and immanent
-personally and majestically transcending the universe, yet spiritually immanent and
indwelling, both in nature and man. This was essentially New Testament monotheism
geared to a belief in Divine Love as the ruling principle of creation . 44
Mui r used the Divine Love trope more frequently than perhaps any other religious
metaphor. Taking issue wi th a morose Ruskin essay on mountain scenery, he deplored
remarks which indicated a disbelief in the "consistancy and sufficiency and everlastingness
of God's Love as written in nature . . .. Christianity and Mountainanity are streams from
the same fountain . " 45 Urging Catharine Merrill to come West to enjoy the "Love fountains of God," he promised that in Yosemite she would discover that the trees and water
and wind " ... all sang of fountain love just as did Jesus Christ and all of pure God
manifest in whatever form ." 46 In a passage reminiscent of Emerson's famous Nature essay
which evoked the metaphor of a "transparent eyeball," Muir found God's pulsating beauty
and love everywhere:
All of God's Universe is g lass to the soul of light. Infinitude [sic] mirrors reflecting all recei ving
a ll. The Stars w hirl & eddy & boil in the currents of the ocean called space .. .
Trees in cam plig ht & g rasses & weeds impressive beyond thought so palpably Godful in form
& in wind motion .... The pines spi ring around me higher higher ro the Star-flowered sky
are plainly full of God .... Oh the infinite abundance & universality of Beauty. Beauty is
God. What shall we say of God that we may nor say of Beaury 47

Despite the pantheistic tone of such writings, Muir consistently attributed nature's
works to a higher source. Pantheism can either mean that God is the sum total of all
things, or that all things are divine in themselves. Muir's view was quite different still.
As he explained to Annie K. Bidwell:
Every creature belonging to God when lovingly studied leads up to himself along a way char
ever becomes more & more brilliantly lighted ; & no terrestrial way is more delightful ro human
feet than flowers. Never mind very much about your plants being new. They are all new , &
every one of them is full of God. ' "

Nature is thus not God but God Manifest , the material expression of Divine Love. Muir's
debt to the Romantic Transcendentalists is apparent in this and similar passages . But
his theological roots go deeper still. Eighteenth century Neoplatonists postulated a
"Great Chain of Being," in A .O. Lovejoy's phrase, with a Creator-God at the apex. 49 In
a remarkable passage that seems to anticipate Aldo Leopold , but which is closer to
Plotinus, Muir formulated his own cosmic theory :
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Man is so related to all of Nature, that he is builded of small worlds . When God made man
"of the dust of the earth" he put into the compound fields & forests complete . All the Mens
ranges of the world. Suns & moons & all animals & plants & minerals .... Man is not only a
Channel through wh[ich) water flows, he is a bundle of worlds wh[ich] lie calm untill [sic)
sti rred by the appearance of the material symbol. Thus "all of Nature is found in man .'"
Squeeze all the universe into the size & shape of a perfect human soul & that is a whole man .'"

He reiterated the theme in a subsequent journal the next year:
What is "hig her" what is "lower" in Nature' We speak of "higher" forms, higher types etc.
in the fields of sc ientific inquiry. Now all of the individual "things" or "beings" into wh[ich)
the world is wrought are sparks of the Divine Soul variously clothed upon with flesh, leaves
or that harder tissue called rock, water, etc .... The more extensively terrestrial a being
becomes the hig her it ranks among its fellows, & the most terrestrial being is the one that
contains all of the others . Who has indeed flowed through all of the others & borne away part
of them, building them all inro itself. Such a being is man . . . ' '

This blend of creationism and evolutionism, this integration of science and metaphysics , represents not the empiricism of a modern scientist but the dualism of a Romantic naturalist. Muir's God evolved along with the Platonic idea of the Highest Good;
by the turn of the nineteenth century Romantic evolutionism came to predominate
Neoplatonic thinking . God was no longer the remote Deity of Plato's iJepublic but the
"this-worldly " God of Plato's Timaeus. Lovejoy could well have used John Muir's cosmology as a model in describing the value system that sustained nineteenth century
Neoplatonic thought:
... a piety towards the God of things as they are, an adoring delight in the sensible universe
in all its variety, an endeavor on man's part to know and understand it ever more fully , and a
conscious participation in the divine activity of creation."

"Participation in the divine activity of creation": that is the central meaning of Muir's
joyous ride down an avalanche; his reckless midnight baptism on a treacherous ledge
just below the head of Yosemite Falls; his exuberant bounding over the still-quivering
rocks of a "noble Yosemite earthquake"; and his "stormy sermon" in a windy treetop on
the Yuba River. 5 3

IV. CHRISTIANITY AND MODERN ENVIRONMENTALISM
If Muir remained Christian throughout his life, how do we square his theology with
his nature philosophy ? And how do we reconcile the notion of a Christian Muir with the
apparent anti -Christian drift of modern environmental thinking ?
That Muir marks a turning-point in modern nature theology is well-known among
Christian scholars . Kenneth Alpers noted a decade ago that Christianity and environmentalism began to part company only after Muir's time . 54 The split widened and
deepened during the turbulent '60s and the wholesale attack on White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant values. While anti-war activists and the New Left rallied against corporate
democracy and the "imperial establishment," environmentalists criticized the adverse
consequences of American material growth. 55 In the midst of this foment came Lynn
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White's seminal essay blaming the Judaeo-Christian heritage for modern environmental
ills. 56 If White's analysis was correct, Christianity and ecology were incomparable because, in White's words, "nature has no reason for existence save to serve man." 57
White's challenging thesis left Christian scholars scrambling for their concordances
and Muir scholars anxious to reassess his place in the American environmental movement .
The continued popularity of his published works, and the persistent association of his
name with modern wilderness and environmental thinking, made the reassessment all
the more urgent despite the lack of easy access to his correspondence and unpublished
writings. If Christian values contributed to environmental decay, either Muir's religious
outlook had nothing in common with his wilderness ideology, or his religious beliefs
have been seriously misinterpreted. On the other hand, if White is wrong, then we may
be able to reconcile Christianity and Muir and even find a place for them in the modern
environmental movement.
Today, after more than a decade of Biblical exegesis, the picture is much clearer.
Judaeo-Christian scholars have parried White's provocative but erroneous attempt to pin
the blame for modern environmental ills on the Genesis command to "multiply and
subdue the earth ." Their rejoinder argues that Biblical tradition does not justify environmental exploitation; that both text and tradition assert the primacy and transcendence
of a loving Creator-God who values all of creation . Taken in this context, Biblical passages
emphasizing human dominion must be tempered by passages recognizing humans as
fellow creatures responsible for protecting and cultivating the land and its inhabitants,
both human and non-human. Stewardship and self-restraint, rather than arrogance and
exploitation, are the true environmental ethics of the Judaeo-Christian tradition . 58
These same ethical principles are thoroughly embedded in the nature philosophy of
John Muir. The Romantic veneer and the symbolism in his own writings have caused
some problems of interpretation a hundred years later. But when the products of his own
pen are supplemented with the thoughts he expressed through the language of others,
the totality of his message becomes abundantly clear. He found the meaning of life in a
cosmic equation that balanced divine creation and love with universal harmony and
human happiness . Part of the equation Muir expressed in an 1872 unpublished essay
entitled "Mountainanity, Reciprocal Action of Men and Mountains":
. . . like a stream ... falling through the sky in rain or snow & flowing down rhe mrn absorbs
a portion of all ir touches & gives voice co all irs fountains, so man flowing through nature
contains a portion of everything & recognizes himself in landscapes & thrills with mysterious
sympathy co their every couch .. .. The expressions of God in Nature cannot mean love co
one hare ro another. The sermon of Jesus on the Mount is on every mount & every valley
besides , unmistakable joy & confidence beams from mrn flrs redeeming the scorms rhar fall
upon them & the mrns on wh[ich] they grow from dominion of fear ro love. They are g reat
strong tremendously fateful John Baptists proclaiming the Gospel of harmonious love in rhe
cold realms of ice. '"

Explaining the human element in Muir's metaphorical mathematics required an ethical
concept implied above but fully expressed in Alfred Wallace's last great creationist
defense, The World of Life. Reading the book late in life, Muir found in it a reiteration
of his own views on the role of mankind in the modern world. If man desires eternal
happiness he must responsibly care for the earth and all its creatures. Stewardship was
thus a cardinal rule that protected nature from human dominance; the rise of exploitation
and materialism distorted Christianity and culminated in "crimes against God and
man. " 60
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While these are familiar sentiments to those acquainted with Biblical stewardship
doctrine , 6 1 both Muir and Wallace saw in stewardship not only a rationale for conservation
but also a justification for what this author likes to call, somewhat ironically, Christian
humanism. The Muir quotation above incorporated a symbolic reference to God 's Love
as expressed in the Sermon on the Mount. 62 The central message of the Sermon is
anthropocentric: man, as the highest order of creation, uses nature responsibly for human
ends . Far from rejecting that doctrine, Muir personified Sermon scripture in his concern
for both the natural environment and the people that inhabit it. His personal lifestyle
seemed patterned after Sermon teachings on such things as Christian Witness, Virtue ,
Pacifism, Charity, Private Worship , Modesty, Humility, Non-utilitarianism, and Pastoralism . In criticizing the moral bankruptcy of modern, industrial Christianity, Muir
joined the call for Christian reform and echoed the words of fellow-creationist Alfred
Wallace: "Let us hope that the twentieth century will see the rise of a truer religion, a
purer Christianity . . . " in which morality prevails over money-making, exploitation gives
way to equity, and life's values are measured by quality instead of quantity. 6 ·' Closer to
nineteenth century social gospel advocate Walter Rauschenbush in both time and spirit
than to eighteenth century Puritan theologian Jonathan Edwards, Muir was a Christian
activist whose preoccupation with nature 's religious symbols did not overshadow his
focus on Christian moral purpose. M Unlike some modern cult-followers who have turned
away from life 's cares and responsibilities in a mystical search for perfection, John Muir,
to use John Passmore's phrase, " never ceased to be human." 65
Muir's Christian humanism had a dual objective: to serve God both in nature and in
society. His lifestyle and his principles mark him as an exemplary Christian, a model for
modern times. This is not to imply that contemporary Christianity and modern environmentalism are totally compatible. Even if Lynn White 's aim was wild, his essay shot
holes in the crassly anthropocentric garments of modern Judaeo-Christian culture. John
Muir essentially did the same thing nearly a century before even though he did it in the
name of a purer form of Christianity. Of course Judaeo-Christian culture is not the same
as Christianity, and Christianity itself is not a single religion or belief-system. It is rather
a "mixed collection of ideas," in Lovejoy's phrase, 66 without much in common except
the term . That is why millions of human beings today continue both to love and to hate
fellow human beings, to make war and peace, to preserve nature and destroy it, all in
the name of Christ. Regardless of our religious beliefs, sanity if not civilization itself
compels us to heed the timely words of both John Muir and modern environmentalists .
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View of Yosemite Valley from Inspiration Point. Photograph by Edward Parsons, 1900.
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EARTHQUAKES OR SNOWFLOWERS

•

BART O'BRIEN

I.
The Controversy Over the Formation of Yosemite Valley
Yosemite Valley was first visited by white men in 1849. Public awareness of the Valley,
however, did not come until 1851 when the Mariposa battalion chased a band of Indians
into the "deep, grassy valley. " 1 This incident coincided with a national movement involving the veneration of nature, and many transcendentalists and "nature lovers" became
interested in California's spectacular canyon. As the number of Yosemite 's pioneering
tourists increased , so did speculation as to the origin of this great Valley.
The theory of Yosemite 's geological origin proposed by Josiah Dwight Whitney, head
of the California Geological Survey, was the first generally accepted answer to the riddle
of the Valley's formation. His explanation , however, clashed with one later developed by
John Muir, Yosemite's most famous publicist and student . Muir's writings on the spiritual values of wilderness are well knovJn, but he was an observant amateur scientist as
well ; and Muir held his geological concepts as tenaciously as his beliefs on the glory of
his beloved Sierra Nevada. Muir's explorations of the Yosemite region convinced him
that the spectacular Valley had been carved by glacial action, and he defended that
contention in numerous articles . The conflicting viewpoints of John Muir and Josiah D .
Whitney grew into a national controversy, and the argument over the erosive power of
ice continued into the twentieth century when the survey of Francois E. Matthes revealed
the full story of Yosemite's beginnings.
Geology was actually an important issue to Californians before the arrival of either
Muir or Whitney. It was the the discovery of gold along the American River that first
piqued the geological · interest of Californians . After the historic discovery, both neo~
phytes and experienced miners were interested in how gold was transported and deposited, and where it had originated .
As early as 1849 a professional geologist visited the mining region of California . Philip
T. Tyson came to California, toured the gold country, and sent back a report to the
Topographical Bureau in Washington. 2 A second geologist , Dr. John B. Trask, came to
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California in 1853, and at that time, the state senate requested that he submit a further
report on the geology of California . 3
These reports, however, even when augmented by those of the Pacific Railroad explorers, were completely inadequate. California legislators, therefore, were very receptive
to the proposal, by several prominent eastern scientists, for an extensive state survey,
and on April 21 , 1860, a bill appointing Josiah Dwight Whitney to head the California
Geological Survey was passed. 4
Whitney was forty-one years old, and he brought to California the highest qualifications in both education and experience that were possible for a nineteenth century American . He had been educated at George Bancroft's Round Hill School, Yale College, and
in Europe. His practical experience had been gained in the Great Lakes region, where
he was co-director of the Michigan Surveys. Whitney's competence as a metallurgist,
chemist, geologist and writer had established him in the highest scientific circles by the
time of his trip to California. 5
Whitney divided his exploration of California into four great north/south reconnaissances . The first encompassed the Coast Range; the second, the western slope of the
Sierra; the third, the crest of the Sierra, and finally, the eastern slope of the Sierra. It
was while exploring the third area, the High Sierra, that Whitney encountered Yosemite
Valley and postulated his theory of its origin .
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Whitney survey team in the Yosemite Valley during the early 1860s. From left to right: Gabb,
J.D . Whitney andW.H . Brewer, the others are
unidentified.
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The Whitney Survey came to Yosemite Valley in June of 1863 . In the two months
spent on this part of the survey, three weeks were devoted to the survey of the route
between Big Oak Flat and Mono Lake, one week "in and about Yosemite Valley," and
the remaining weeks in exploring the areas surrounding the Valley. 6 Although Whitney 's
colleagues (William H . Brewer, Clarence King and James T. Gardener) were to return
to Yosemite in 1864, Whitney had completed his work. The single week spent exploring
and observing the Yosemite Valley provided the basis for Whitney 's explanation of how
the valley was formed .
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josiah Dwight Whitney (above) held the position of state geologist of California from 1860
to 187 4 during which time he led the California
Geological Survey . In 1863 the Whitney survey
team came to the Yosemite Valley. Members of
the team included William Henry Brewer (top) ,
Clarence King (center) , andJames T. Gardener
(bottom) , all of whom had been educated at the
Sheffield Scientific School of Yale . Brewer, a
professor of chemistry and geology, was the first
c;ssistant on the geological survey from 1860 to
1864 . King, a geologist, joined the survey in
1863 after crossing the continent on horseback
from the Missouri River. For three years he carefully studied the gold belt of the Sierra Nevada
and made paleontological discoveries that furnished the evidence upon which the accepted age
of gold-bearing rocks was determined. Gardener, an engineer, was brought to the team as
a topographer. He assisted in the survey of the
Sierra Nevada , including the selection and mapping of the "big tree tracts" in the Yosemite Valley. All photographs taken circa 1863.
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The "peculiar and almost unique type of scenery" in Yosemite, said Whitney, made
it natural to ask "how these vertical cliffs have been formed, and to what geological
causes does the Yosemite Valley owe its existence." 7 In formulating an hypothesis,
Whitney drew on his observations of other California canyons . Most of the great canyons
and valleys of California, Whitney had correctly observed, were the result of the longcontinued action of rivers and streams. These canyons, however, were V-shaped, meaning
that their walls were inclined , not vertical as those of Yosemite. Whitney, therefore,
after apologizing for the limited study and stating that the future reports of King and
Gardener might better explain the formation, conjectured that: "this mighty chasm has
been roughly hewn into its present form by the same kind of forces which have raised
the crest of the Sierra and molded the mountains into something like their present
shapes. " 8 By "the same kind offorces," Whitney was referring ro the uplifting and downfaulting that had occurred along the fault line between the Sierra Nevada and the Owens
Valley. There the crest of the Sierra was pushed up as the floor of the Owens Valley
gradually dropped. In Yosemite Valley, Whitney believed, a similar type of cataclysm
could explain the high and precipitOus Valley walls, and the absence of talus, or exfoliated
debris , along the base of the cliffs .
Whitney, however, did not ignore the past presence of a glacier in Yosemite. The
1864 survey by Clarence King and James T. Gardener, said Whitney, "obtained ample
evidence of the former existence of a glacier in the Yosemite Valley." 9 While he did not
dwell on the importance of glaciation, Whitney quoted King as saying that all the streams
entering Yosemite are "beautifully polished and grooved by the glacial action, " that the
ice reached a thickness of "at least a thousand feet, " and "four ridges in the Valley .. .
without a doubt, are glacial moraines ." 10
Although Whitney 's theory of the formation of Yosemite Valley has been refuted, it
should be noted that his hypothesis was not tOtally unfounded. There are several wellauthenticated instances of valleys that have been formed by the subsidence of portions of
the earth's crust. In California, both the Owens Valley and the Tahoe Basin were formed
in this way, and Whitney undoubtedly had such instances in mind when he outlined
his theory.
John Muir first saw Yosemite Valley in the spring of 1868. His flowing and lyric
rhetoric , describing the beauty of the mountains and calling for their preservation,
remains popular today. Indeed, Muir, the nature lover and wilderness spokesman, has
become something of a patron saint ro thousands of conservationists, mountaineers and
outdoor enthusiasts., yet Muir the scientist is little known.
While his credentials might not be as academically impressive as Whitney's, a great
deal of evidence supports Muir's position as a scientist . He gathered and classified
hundreds of plants and insects , and in the process of developing an insect collection in
the Yosemite region, he discovered two species of butterflies that were previously unknown . He also used sophisticated scientific procedures in measuring the movement of
g laciers in both California and Alaska, and more importantly, he was recognized as a
scientist by many other nineteenth century professionals . Included in this group were
Asa Gray, Joseph LeConte , and Louis Agassiz . Muir was even offered several teaching
positions at eastern universities. The combination of experience and recognition certainly,
as much as any academic qualifications, entitles John Muir to the tide of "scientist ."
John Muir's interest in science first appeared as an infatuation with mechanics on his
father's farm at Fountain Lake, Wisconsin . Here, he constructed waterwheels, windmills,
and an original double-rotary saw. 11 By the time the family had moved ro Hickory Hill,
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Muir had become an accomplished inventor. He had carved and assembled numerous
clocks, the most elaborate of which had four faces, each with a fourteen foot minute
hand. 12 This clock was built before he was twenty years old, and it was constructed
without the aid of a model.
Two specific inventions were of importance to Muir's future because they eventually
led to his attendance at the University of Wisconsin and his introduction to formal
education. The first was a bed with a timer that, at the precise minute it was set, would
rear up to an angle of forty-five degrees and drop the sleeper to his feet . The second was
an incredibly accurate thermometer. This instrument was so sensitive that as an individual
approached or stepped back, the dial registered changes in the temperature. Both of
these devices were displayed at the Wisconsin State Fair, and Muir won an honorarium
of fifteen dollars for their originality. 13 Muir's success at the State Fair gave him access
to several jobs, but he chose to enroll in the University of Wisconsin .
"To please himself, " according to biographer Linnie Marsh Wolfe, "Muir entered
chemistry and geology classes taught by Dr. Ezra Slocum Carr." 14 Muir's interest in both
fields was great and he later wrote, "I shall not forget the doctor, who first laid before
me the great book of nature ." 15 Before the end of his first term, he had a reputation as
the best chemistry student at the university, and Muir used both the university's geology
library and that of Dr. Carr to familiarize himself with the most current scientific
literature. 16 This, along with his future studies in botany, geology and biology, were to
provide Muir with the background that enabled him to write about a diversity of topics,
to understand the complexity of man's relationship with the natural world, and to label
himself a "poetico-trampo-geologist-bot, ornith-natural , etc., etc., !-!-!" 17
Despite these rather well known facts about Muir's background, the question remains
as to when he acquired the knowledge necessary to develop a new and accurate theory of
glaciers and mountain building. There is no simple answer. Muir's correspondence indicates that his primary interest as a young man was botany. During his thousand mile
walk and even after his arrival in California, Muir collected and dried a variety of plant
species. 18 An interest in geology became more evident in Muir's letters the longer he
remained in Yosemite. While botany was his main interest in 1869, by 1871 his letters
were rife with accounts of ice, snow, and rock. Muir's personal library also hints tha~ his
introduction to geology was at the hand of Dr. Carr, but his real education was selfmotivated. Muir's copy of Tyndall's Hours of Exercise in the Alps (published in 1871)
contains dozens of annotations and makes a special note of page seventy-five, where
Tyndall writes:
Here and there angular pieces of quartz, held fast by rhe ice, inserted their edges inro rhe
rocks and scratched them like diamonds, rhe scratches varying in depth and width accord ing
ro rhe magnitude of rhe curring srone. Larger masses, held similarly captive, scooped longitudinal depressions in rhe rocks over which rhey passed, while in many cases rhe polishing
must have been effected by rhe ice itself. A raindrop will wear a srone away; much more would
an ice surface , squeezed inro perfect conracr by enormous pressure, rub away rhe asperities of
rhe rocks over which for ages ir was forced ro slide. The rocks rhus polished by rhe ice itself
are so exceedingly smooth and slippery rhar ir is impossible ro stand on them where their
inclination is ar all considerable. Bur what a world ir must have been when rhe valleys were
rhus filled'' 9

This description sounds as if it pertained specifically to the rocks in and around the
Yosemite Valley, and Muir certainly noted the similarity. Inside of the front cover of his
copy of this book, Muir signed his name and "Yosemite Valley." Therefore, Muir probably
acquired this book while he was still living in Yosemite and formulating his thesis as to
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the valley's origin. Muir also corresponded with an ever-widening circle of scientists and
scholars. His papers from the early 1870s include letters dealing with geology and
observations about glaciers from Mrs. Carr, Joseph LeConte, of the University of California, M. W. Harrington, of the University of Michigan, and James Cross, of Oxford,
England. It seems apparent, as with the clocks, that Muir's initiative, perceptivity, and
diligence resulted in his acquisition of the knowledge that allowed him to describe
correctly the formation of Yosemite and other California mountain valleys.
John Muir first went to the Yosemite high country as a sheepherder, and it was while
herding sheep that he discovered the first signs of glaciation . On July 10, 1869, while
camped on Tamarack Creek above the Merced Canyon, Muir examined the parallel
scratches on some granite slabs. He next turned his attention to the composition and
color of some large boulders scattered across these slabs and determined that they were
erratics, "borne from a distance. " 20 He quickly theorized that a glacier had swept over
the region, and his ideas about the role of glaciers in the Sierra began to take shape.
Later that summer, from the slopes of Mount Hoffmann, Muir saw:
.. the billowy glaciated fields of the upper Tuolumne and looked down on lake Tenaya, ...
the largest of the many g lacier lakes in sight [situated in an] ice-sculptured lake-basin [which]
seems co have been slowly excavated by the ancient g laciers . .. . [Beyond the basin were] huge
shining domes on rhe east, over the cops of which the g rinding, wasting, molding glacier
must have swept as the wind does today. 2 '

Muir continued his studies of glaciation that summer, and when he returned to Yosemite Valley in the fall, he looked for more evidence. Patches of glacial polish near
Vernal Fall and along the broad smooth apron of Glacier Point convinced Muir that
glaciers had entered Yosemite Valley from Tenaya Canyon, Little Yosemite, and Illilouette
Gorge. Muir did not publish or even mention in correspondence his observations of 1869
and 1870, but he did, while showing tourists around Yosemite , say that Whitney's
theory of cataclysm was false, and that the Valley was actually carved by massive glaciers. 22
Some of those who listened to Muir's lectures were converted to his arguments, and
before long California newspapers were giving publicity to Muir's theories. 2 3 This was
the beginning of the controversy which was to develop over the origins of Yosemite
Valley.
John Muir's first article on glaciation was published by the New York Daily Tribune on
December 5, 1871 , under the title, "Yosemite Glaciers." The article, although clouded
by nineteenth century rhetoric, is a basic statement of the past existence of glaciers in
Yosemite Valley. In "Yosemite Glaciers," Muir makes his point when he says:
.. . the g reat valley itself, rogerher with all of irs various domes and walls, was brought fort h
and fashioned by a g rand combination of g laciers acting in certain directions against g ranite
of peculiar physical structure. All of the rocks and mountains and lakes and meadows of the
whole upper Merced basin received their specific forms and carvings almost entirely from the
same agency of ice. 24

The article launched Muir's career as a nature writer, and it was a prelude to his most
important writings on the formation of the mountains and valleys of the Sierra Nevada.
Muir's most significant scientific writings appeared over a period of years in the
Overland Monthly . His first Overland article, entitled "Living Glaciers of California,"
appeared in December, 1872. In it Muir related his discovery of a living glacier in the
Yosemite high country. This glacier, according to Muir, was the remnant of the once
great glacier that had flowed down Tenaya Canyon. 25
In 1874 and 1875, Muir published several more articles in the Overland Monthly, and
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seven of these were part of a series called "Studies in the Sierra." The "studies" were
largely taken from the journals that Muir had kept while exploring the Yosemite region
from 1869 to 1872. The articles covered several aspects of mountain building and
denudation, but were primarily accounts of the role of glaciation. In "Studies in the
Sierra" No. 1, Muir explained that the major eroding agent in forming the Sierra was
"not the earthquake nor lightning to rend and split asunder, not the stormy torrent nor
eroding rain, but the tender snowflowers, noiselessly falling through unnumbered seasons, the offspring of the sun and sea. " 2 6 These "snowflowers," continued Muir, formed
the great Sierra glaciers that could "not only wear and grind rocks by slipping over
them ... they also crush and break, carrying away vast quantities of rock, not only in
the form of mud and sand, but of splinters and blocks, from a few inches to forty to fifty
feet in diameter. " 27
By the January, 1875, publication of the seventh installment of his "Studies in the
Sierra," Muir's views on the formation of the Sierra Nevada , and specifically Yosemite
Valley, were well known by American geologists. It was also about this time that geologists began to take sides in the brewing battle between Whitney and Muir and their
opposing theories on the formation ofYosemite Valley.
The roots of the controversy, however, had been planted in 1870. It was then that
Whitney published, in the Yosemite Guidebook, a statement reconfirming his cataclysmic
explanation and minimizing the evidence of glaciation in Yosemite . Whitney even went
so far as to retract his earlier confidence in Clarence King's theory. Whitney wrote:
Much less can ir be supposed rhar rhe peculiar form of the Yosemite is due ro rh e erosive action
of ice. A more absurd theory was never advanced than rhar by which it was sought ro ascribe
ro glac iers rhe sawing our of these vertical walls .... Nothing more unlike the real work of
ice, as exhibited in the Alps, could be found . Besides, there is no reason ro suppose, or ar
least no proof, rhar g laciers have ever occupied the Valley, or any portion of ir ... so rhar rhis
theory, based on entire ignorance of the whole subject, may be dropped wi thout wasti ng any
more rime upon ir. 2 "

In Muir's extant writings, his first written comment on Whitney's theory was contained in a letter to Mrs. Ezra Slocum Carr, 29 dated April 13 , 18_70, and it was only one
sentence: "Whitney says that the bottom has fallen out of the rocks here - which I most
devoutly disbelieve ." 30 In August of 1870, Muir was to receive support for his glacial
theories from a nationally known scientist. Joseph N. LeConte was a professor of natural
history at the University of California, and he had come to Yosemite on a field trip with
a group of college students. At the request of Mrs. Carr, LeConte sought out Muir and
persuaded him to go along with the group on a trip into the high country. While they
were traveling through what is now the central section of Yosemite National Park, Muir
showed LeConte signs of glaciation and convinced him that the broad U-shaped canyons
of the high country were the pathways of the great glaciers that excavated Yosemite ..lt
LeConte proved to be an important ally to Muir because of his association with the
formal scientific community and because he published, in at least two separate places,
statements of the role of glaciers in Yosemite. In a paper entitled "Some Ancient Glaciers
of the Sierra," LeConte credited Muir with discovering the role of glaciers in the formation
of Sierra Nevada canyons, and also in his geology text book, entitled Elements of Geology,
LeConte stated:
The wonderfu l falls of the Yosemite Valley, of whi ch there are six in a radius of five miles, one
of them 1,600 feet , three 600 ro 700 feet , and rwo over 400 fep high , seem ro be an
exception ... their perpendicularity seems ro be rhe result of rhe comparative recency of the
excavation of the Valley by an ancient glacier. . '2
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Joseph LeConte of the University of California
who became an important link between Muir
and the formal scientific community.

The support from Professor LeConte brought other scientists to Muir's side. Louis Agassiz, professor of natural history at Harvard's Lawrence Scientific School and the world's
leading glaciologist, wrote after reading Muir's accounts of the Yosemite glaciers: "Here
is the first man who has any adequate conception of glacial action .... Muir is studying
to a greater purpose and with greater results than anyone else has done ." 11
Professor Whitney's theory, however, was not cast aside . Clarence King and the other
members of the California Survey rallied to the defense of the cataclysmic theory, as did
several other prominent eastern scientists . Israel C. Russell, a member of the U.S .
Geological Survey and professor of geology at the University of Michigan, after having
studied the massive moraines outside of the glacial canyons along the eastern slope of
the Sierra, declared that the absence of a similar formation outside of Yosemite provided
strong evidence against the theory that the Valley had been mainly excavated by glaciers. ·14
Another member of the U .S. Geological Survey who sided with Whitney was G.F.
Becker. In an article entitled "The Structure of a Portion of the Sierra Nevada of California," published in 1891, Becker said : "Ice seems to have played a considerable part
in clearing the canyons of fragments and in excavating shattered and decomposed
patches . . . but the ice seems, nevertheless, to have been incapable of cutting into solid
masses." ·15
Significantly, one scientist endeavoring to discover the main eroding agent in the
formation of Yosemite Valley, developed anoth'er hypothesis . It was the theory of stream
erosion, first proposed by H . W . Turner in "The Pleistocene Geology of the South-Central
Sierra Nevada, with Especial Reference to the Origin of Yosemite Valley." :; 6 Turner
maintained that Yosemite Valley is similar in many respects to certain other streamworn canyons, a·n d that Yosemite's unique features could be explained as products of
stream erosion and weathering processes, facilitated by the jointed structure of the
granite. Turner said that glaciers had done little more than clear the Valley of loose
debris. :; 7
The magnitude of the controversy generated by Whitney and Muir is revealed by its
duration . It was still alive at the turn of the century, and as late as 1905 an article
appeared in opposition to Muir's theories. H.L Fairchild presented a paper at the 1905
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meeting of the American Geological Society entitled , "Ice Erosion Theory a Fallacy."
The article, seventy-four pages in length, presented both the arguments for, and those
against ice erosion, and concluded , after analyzing the role of glaciers in most of the
mountainous regions of the world, that ice has not been established as a significant
erosive element, and that "glaciers are ineffective agents in production of valleys or
basins ." 38
The question "How was Yosemite Valley formed ?" was answered conclusively in 1930
by Francois Matthes. In the Geologic Origins of the Yosemite Valley, Matthes described the
formation of Yosemite Valley in three primary stages. In the first stage, the Merced
River meandered through a broad, level valley floor flanked by rolling hills between 500
and 1,000 feet in height. The second stage involved a series of uplifts combined with
increased stream erosion that resulted in the formation of a deep canyon . The final stage
was one of glaciation when , according to Matthes, "The Valley had been broadened and
deepened to essentially its present proportions. " 39
Thus, Muir's hypothesis of the formation of Yosemite Valley was not completely
accurate . He claimed that the canyon had been solely excavated by glaciers and that these
glaciers totally covered the Sierra Nevada mountains for a single prolonged period . 40 Dr.
Matthes revealed, however, that while Muir's basic premise on the erosive power of ice
was correct, the Valley was actually carved from an already existent canyon during at
least four separate stages of glaciation. Muir's scientific investigations, therefore, had
led him to put too much emphasis on glaciation, but his discovery of the importance of
glaciers to the process of mountain building was, nevertheless, very significant.
One question remains unanswered, and that is, why did]. D. Whitney so tenaciously
cling to his idea of a cataclysmic origin despite a later, more in-depth, study by such a
prominent geologist as Joseph N. LeConte? Although there is no conclusive answer, an
attempt at some type of rationalization of Whitney's reasoning seems imperative.
William E. Colby has written that it is not surprising that Whitney felt as he did .
Whitney was at the peak of his fame, recognized as one of America's leading geologists,
when, according to Colby:

Franfois Emile Matthes ( 187 4-1948) , born in
Amsterdam and educated in Europe, came to the
United States in 1891. Beginning in 1913 and
continuing for fourteen years , he made a detailed
study ofthe origins of Yosemite Valley. The principal results of this work were published as "The
Geologic History of the Yosemite Valley." His
avocation was working with Boy Scouts, as
shown by his uniform in this photograph taken
by a scout at the foot of Upper Yosemite Falls in
September 1936.
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He wrote and published the first guidebooks of rhe valley and in these fully expounded his
theory of irs origin . Unquestionably, as chief geologist of a stare survey of nation-wide interest,
he had given the orig in of Yosemite, already world-famous, his best considered thought.
For his mature conclusions to be questioned and even belittled by a mere youth who had no
college degree ... was lese majeste. Whitney proud and sensitive by nature , must have been
galled beyond expression. . . 4 '

The key to understanding Whitney's perseverance in holding a false theory is manifest
in Colby's last sentence. The professor was indeed "proud and sensitive" as well as
stubborn. Whitney's tenacity in clinging to hastily produced conclusions was not without
precedent . The well-known Calaveras skull incident, in which Whitney claimed a skull
unearthed in a Mother Lode mine was of neolithic origin when, in fact, it had been
planted as a joke by some local miners, is the most obvious example of the professor's
uneven judgement.
The professor's course of action became even more perplexing, after one reads his
remarks on the geology of the Hetch Hetchy canyon, a smaller but similar version of
Yosemite located less than fifty miles away.
In the 1870 edition of their Yosemite Guidebook, Whitney wrote:
Herch Herchy ... is , in many respects , almost an exact counterpart of the Yosemite. Ir is
nor on quire so grand a scale as rhar valley; bur , if there were no Yosemite , the Herch Herchy
would be fairly entitled to a world-wide fame.
·"

Whitney continued :
T here is no doubt rhar the great glacier, which , as already mentioned, originated near Mr.
Dana and Mr. Lyell , found irs way down the Tuolumne Canyon , and passed through the Herch
H erchy Valley. . . Within the Valley, the rocks are beautifully polished, up to at least 800
feet above rhe river. Indeed, ir is probable rhar the glacier was much thicker than this . ... ·"

These quotations illustrate Whitney's willingness to accept the occurrence of glaciation
in Yosemite's "exact counterpart" while refusing to accept the occurrence of glaciation
in Yosemite.
Perhaps, Whitney's actions in the Yosemite controversy can be understood in light of
the drive toward institutionalization by nineteeth century science . The late nineteeth
century marked the end of the self-educated amateur naturalists such as Audubon and
Fremont and the development of college educated professionals such as O .C. Marsh and
Asa Gray. Whitney and Muir, respectively, could be classified as representatives of each
of these groups, and the professor perhaps felt a severe threat to the progress of institutionalized science if he should be out-researched by an amateur naturalist.
Professor Whitney was no stranger to glaciation, and he undoubtedly would have
discerned its geologic significance in Yosemite' had he invested more time actually working in that region . Both in his earlier career in Michigan and ·in his post-California
efforts , Whitney studied glaciers, and he certainly understood their importance to landscape development . But, as he did at other times in his career, Whitney arrived at a
hasty conclusion , and because of his stubbornness, he refused to admit his mistake and
accept the opinion of another scientist.
The final irony in this whole controversy may rest in a midwestern cemetery. Upon
the death of Professor Whitney in 1896, his family and admirers wished to erect a
suitable monument to the man that they had loved and respected . They chose a beautiful
rose quartzite erratic boulder, 4 1 that Muir would have identified as being "borne from a
distance ."
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JOHN MUIR'S GLACIAL GOSPEL

•

PAUL D . SHEATS

I
In the year 1893, John Muir returned to the British Isles after an absence of nearly a
half-century. He first visited his native town of Dunbar, Scotland, and then made a
pilgrimage south to the English Lake District, where he paused at the grave of the poet
William Wordsworth. Wordsworth's gravesite is impressive: ancient yews shade the
green churchyard, a mountain stream whispers by, and the bald Lakeland fells rise on
all sides. "A robin came," Muir noted in his journal, "and sang on the maple as I stood
with damp eyes and a lump in my throat. What a pity it is that Wordsworth, wi th his
fine feeling for nature, died without knowledge of the glacial gospel!" 1
This anecdote provokes several observations. It offers a valuable insight into Muir's
specifically literary enthusiasms, into his respect for Wordsworth in particular and
Wordsworth's generation of romantic writers in general. Particularly provocative and
surprising, however, is his final phrase and the assumptions that apparently go with it .
The very idea of glaciers suggests not robins and gentle tears but more awful and
threatening objects. To the poet Shelley, for example, the glaciers of Mont Blanc seemed
to "creep like snakes that watch their prey," and for his wife "mountains of ice" at the
pole offered an appropriate setting for the death of Frankenstein's monster. In an early
poem unknown to Muir, Wordsworth had himself regarded the Alpine glaciers with fear
and awe, presenting them as regions of silence and death, hostile to humanity. It comes
as no surprise to readers of Muir, however, that he refuses to endorse such traditional
banishment of glaciers to the implied category of the fearful "sublime." Instead, he
groups them with the birds, butterflies, and daisies that were the objects, for most
Victorian readers, of the best-known poems of Wordsworth, and regrets above all that
this poet, with his "fine feeling for nature," was denied a knowledge of the "glacial
gospel. " 2
What does Muir mean by this phrase' He may, of course, intend "gospel" loosely, to
refer to geological theories that postdated Wordsworth's death in 1850; an obvious
example would be the theory of a universal "ice age" promulgated by the famous Swiss
glaciologist, Louis Agassiz. John Muir, on the other hand, was not one to take the word
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"gospel" lightly. As a boy he had been forced to memorize every word of the four Biblical
Gospels by his father, whose Calvinist faith placed an ultimate and usually grim stress
on the word of Scripture. As the elder Muir frequently reminded his offspring , the Word
alone stood between them and eternal fire, and as a preaching elder of the Disciples of
Christ he probably went on to emphasize the revolutionary power of the Gospels, opposing them to the Law of the Old Testament as the spirit opposes the letter, the new
the old, life death. _l Given the intensity of this Biblical education and the gravity of the
moment, it is likely that Muir intended the word "gospel" seriously: glaciers, like the
glad tidings of the Biblical Evangelists, are the vehicles of a new, divine dispensation .
It is this secondary possibility - that Muir interpreted glaciers themselves as a kind
of gospel- which this article explores. His early glacier-writings offer striking examples
of an intensely moral vision of the ancient glaciers ofYosemite, and also of the interpretive
posture they called into being , of a Muir who merged the assumptions of the natural
scientist with those of the evangelical preacher, the observer with the believer. It may
well have been his Yosemite glacier work that shaped his own personal vocation, that of
a preacher of the "gospel " of God's wilderness . Before looking at his conception of
glaciers, however, we may briefly recall the circumstances. that led him to study the
ancient ice-stre ams of the Sierra Nevada . We may easily forget that when Muir came to
California, in 1868, he brought with him a geological training that was by no means
unsophisticated . He had studied geology, among other sciences , at the University of
Wisconsin, where his instructor was Ezra Slocum Carr, the husband of his dear friend
and correspondent, Jeanne Carr, and a former student at Harvard of Agassiz. 4 It was
probably at Wisconsin, long before he saw the Sierra, that Muir became an advocate of
the "ice age " theory, and on Carr's field trips through ' the glaciated landscape around
Madison, he would have learned the elements of practical glaciology - the methods
Agassiz had used, for example, to measure the movement of the great glaciers of the
Bernese Oberland . Little survives in Muir's writings, however, to suggest that such
training was particularly significant to him until his first extended look at the glaciated
landscape of the Sierra in the summer of 1869.

Professor Ezra Slocum Carr. It was through
Carr's geology courses, his class field-trips over
the glacial landscape of Wisconsin , and his personal library that Muir developed his interest
in and advanced knowledge of geology, and glaciers in particular.
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Louis Agassiz, the prominent European naturalist and world-famous the scientist, came to
America in 1846. The following year he established himself in Boston and joined the faculty
of Harvard University as chair of zoology and
geology at Lawrence Scientific School. Although
Muir and Agassiz corresponded, they never met.
On the occasion that Agassiz was in California
he was too aged and ill to visit Muir in Yosemite ,
and Muir was too involved in recording the
movement ofhis glaciers to spare the time to travel
to San Francisco.

The published account of Muir's first summer in the Sierra is regarded by many as his
finest book, an ecstatic celebration of both a mountain landscape and a mountain self.
The book also suggests, however, that the trip stimulated his interest in glaciers. High
on the Mono Trail near Tamarack Creek he recognized signs of glacial action- "erratics,"
strangely isolated boulders, "still and deserted ," that glacial ice had brought from afar.
Remembering Moses' words in Exodus, he described them as "strangers in a strange
land," a phrase he had echoed a year earlier when describing his own lonely wanderings
in the American South. 5 Nearby he found glacial striations, parallel scratches recording
the movement and direction of the .vanished glacier, and glacial polish , "a strange, raw
wiped appearance" where the granite had been smoothed and polished by the great
weight of ice. All of this, he noted, was "a fine discovery." 6 As his party moved still
higher we find Muir excitedly recognizing other glacial phenomena - glacial lakes,
glacial meadows, various types of moraines - and see him in the act of forging hypotheses
that would become central tenets of his published research - a grand Tuolumne Glacier
that overrode the Tuolumne-Merced divide and descended into Tenaya Canyon, for example, or the startling fact that Yosemite Valley itself once brimmed with ice. On July
14, as he crossed Yosemite Creek, he looked longingly north, toward the glacier-scoured
granite of its upper basin:
Up towards the head of che basin I see groups of,domes rising above che wavelike ridges ..
Would thac I could command the rime co scudy chem' .. . Irs g lacial inscriptions and sculptures, how marvelous chey seem , how noble che scudies they offer'

If this account in fact reflects his thought at the time, Muir seems ro have sensed his
destiny with some precision. 7 Within the year that spot would become the site of several
of his most important glacial discoveries.
However clairvoyant he may have been, there can be no doubt that an immediate and
powerful catalyst to his glacial work was his discovery, by April 1870, that the eminent
State Geologist, Josiah Whitney, had made a blunder of colossal proportions in denying
the glacial origin of Yosemite Valley, a blunder Muir must have felt he was born to set
right. Through 1870 he labored to amass contrary evidence. By August, for example, a
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newly identified medial moraine beneath Half Dome helped persuade a potential ally,
Joseph LeConte, that "a glacier once filled Yosemite. " 8 The following year, 1871, saw
the discovery of what he described to his new friend Emerson as a "magnificent truth"
- unambiguous evidence that a hitherto undetected tributary glacier had flowed south
through Yosemite Creek basin into the Valley. Muir's explorations of this basin, where
he had sensed his destiny two years earlier, bore fruit in December in his first article, a
memorable study of the ancient glaciers that appeared in the New York Tribune. Days
after he sent it off he made another discovery, of a small living glacier in the shadow of
Merced Peak.

The backside of Half Dome in Yosemite Valley showing glacial marking.
A letter to Mrs. Carr in September suggests the intensity of this "ice work ."
The grandeur of rhese forces and rheir glorious results overpower me, and inhabit my whole
being. Waking or sleeping I have no resr. In dreams I read blurred .sheers of glacial writing,
or follow lines of cleavage or srruggle wirh rhe difficulries of some extraordinary rock form .
Now ir is clear rhar woe is me if I do nor drown rhis tendency roward nervous prosrrarion by
consranr labor in working up rhe derails of rhis whole question. I have been down from rhe
upper rocks only three days and am hungry for exercise already 9

Muir's commitment was rotal, even obsessive. "You will not find in me one unglacial
thought," he writes to Mrs. Carr in 1871, and in March, 1872, ''I'm not going to die
until done with my glaciers." 10 At times he seems oppressed by the magnitude of the
task, and disclaims any pretension to "grave science" or "exact research." He dismisses
his work as "drifting," "methodless rovings ."
This was my 'method of study ': I drifted abour from rock ro rock , from stream ro stream,
from grove ro g rove ... . Ir is asronishing how high and far we can climb mounrains that we
love.
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Muir nevertheless asserts that his object is the discovery of truth, what he calls the "true
meaning and interpretation" of the Lord's mountains . He conceives as well of a serious
methodology- "to spell out, by close inspection, things not well understood." 11 Repeatedly he emphasizes "close inspection": patient, exact, and intimate observation .
All depends upon the goodness of one's eyes. No sciemific book in the world can tell me how
this Yosemite granite is put rogether, or how it has been taken down. Patienr observation and
constam brooding above the rocks, lying upon them for years as the ice did, is the way ro
arrive at the truths which are graven so lavishly upon them. 12

Muir does not simply examine the traces left by the ancient glacier; he imagines himself
as the glacier in order to reconstruct its relationship to the rocks it shaped. Here and
elsewhere, his objective is not a general theory of glaciation- he seldom follows John
Tyndall, the English geologist, for example, in seeking a mathematical description of
the physics of ice movement - but rather the re-creation of these very glaciers as they
might have appeared to the senses:
I will brood above the Merced Moumains like a cloud umil all the ice-rivers of this mighty system
are fully resrored, each in its channel, harmonious as a song. Do you say send us something about
ice and lakesl ... Bide a wee, I am not idle; you will hear some day around the South Dome,
not the crash of worlds, but the crush of swedging, crevassing glaciers. . 1 ·'

Muir entered these words in his journal in October, 1871, shortly after he discovered a
living glacier; he apparently addresses the scientific community, which he will convince
by showing them, not the catastrophe proposed by Whitney ("the crash of worlds") but
the ancient glaciers themselves, in all their "swedging, crevassing" reality. 14 About this
time, in a less exultant mood, he wrote to Mrs. Carr that he would wear "tough gray
clothes, the color of granite, so no one could see or find me but yourself."
Then would I reproduce the anciem ice-rivers, and watch their workings, and dwell with
them. 1 '

His goal is that of the artist and evangelist as well as the scientist. He seeks not only to
elucidate causes, but to "reproduce" them, and to persuade his recalcitrant audience with
a visionary force that is thus irresistible. His medium is the imagination, which he
described a few years later as "healthful and real," and we may measure his success both
by the accuracy and point of his observations and the power and vividness of his prose.
It is significant that his most forceful graphic writing at this time describes not the
residual glaciers he discovered in 1871 but the ancient, invisible glaciers that were the
beneficiaries of his geological art. 16
Geological results came quickly. By the summer of 1872 measurements of the movements of the Lyell and Maclure glaciers had provided what Muir's young helper, Merrill
Moores, recalled as "the final and convincing proof ' that the canyons of the lower Sierra
were of glacial origin. 17 In that year and the next John Muir extended his studies across
and along the range, and in 1874 published, at last, his seven-part Studies in the Sierra.
Although the scientific assumptions behind this were in part mistaken- Muir neglected
the role of water erosion in the pre-glacial period, for example, and mistakenly assumed,
after Agassiz, the Sierra glaciers to be part of a continental ice sheet that reached the sea
- he nevertheless succeeded in demonstrating the paramount role of ice in the creation
of the Sierra landscape and, in particular, Yosemite Valley. His fieldwork remains remarkable for its extent and detail. As one of the discoverers of the Valley, Dr. Lafayette
H . Bunnell, put it when balancing Muir's theory against \\V'hirney's, "Mr. Muir has
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Three drawings by john Muir made to illustrate his point, "that there are many Yosemite valleys
identical in general characters . .. . And that, "all Yosemites occur at the junction of two or more
glacial canons. See Muir's Studies in the Sierra "Mountain Sculpture Origin of Yosemite Valley. ''
11

11

spent long years of study upon the glacial summits of the Sierra; and if an enthusiast, is
certainly a close student of nature." 18 Other scientists commended him. Tyndall gave
him an aneroid barometer and other ~nstruments; Louis Agassiz praised his work, and
was sent a copy of Muir's Tribune article by Mrs. Carr. 19 Muir's glacier-work established
him within the scientific community as a serious and dedicated worker, a man to be
taken seriously.
If we turn from Muir's passionate field -work to the vision of glaciers that at once
resulted from and inspired it, we are struck by the religious, moral, and imaginative
component in that vision . Muir sees the created world within the terms of natural
theology and the so-called "argument from design," which views nature as an expression
of God's purposes, insofar as human reason can infer them from observation. In this he
represents an interpretative tradition that in its modern form extends back to the late
seventeenth century and the work of such "physico-theologists" as the great John Ray.
Louis Agassiz stood firmly in this tradition, as is suggested by his delight in calling
glaciers "God's great plow. " 20 What distinguishes Muir's "glacial eye" is less its fundamental assumptions than the way it sees - the vivid detail, the religious and moral
passion, the sensitivity to the witnessing power of nature, as it speaks forth the glory
and love of God. In the case of glaciers, then, he decries the traditional literary emphasis
on their fearful sublimity. An amusing example occurs when he responds to the infidelity
to glaciers of his dear friend Mrs . Carr.
Bur glaciers, dear friend- ice is only another form of terresrriallove. I am asronished ro hear
you speak so unbelievingly of God 's glorious crystal glaciers. "They are only pests," and you
think them wrong in temperature, and they lived in " horrible rimes " . ... You speak heresy
for once, and deserve a dip in Methodist Tophet, or Vesuvius at least. "
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In his more formal writing, as in his journals, Muir consistently stresses not the inhuman
or "horrible" qualities of glaciers but their power to create, as evidenced by the landscape
they have left behind, and their power in present time to unify and harmonize that
landscape . In both respects, glaciers take on for him the function of a gospel - they
imply attributes of their Creator which were ignored or denied by competing theories,
such as Whitney's catastrophism.
Muir's first assumption, that glaciers constituted creative agents of a creative God,
emerges clearly from his account of the building of the range in which glaciers like the
Biblical Gospels bring rebirth and renewal, a new earth if not a new heaven. Beneath
their quiet surfaces they transformed what he supposed to be a largely featureless landscape into "the delightful variety of hill and dale and lordly mountain that mortals call
beauty." As the ice receded, life followed in every form, "warming and sweetening and
growing richer as the years passed away over the mighty Sierra so lately suggestive of
death and consummate desolation only." 2 2 Like the canyons they carved, these bringers
of life and beauty were the more blessed in Muir's eyes because they were not occasions
of disruption or disorder. He saw their mighty energies as ultimately derived from the
most fragile and yet common of natural objects, the snowflake.
The Master Builder chose for a roo! , not the earthquake nor lightning, ... not the stormy
rorrent nor eroding rain , but the tender snow-flowers , noiselessly falling through unnumbered
seasons, the offspring of sun and sea. 21

In a memorable passage of the 1871 Tribune essay, Muir meditates on the "sublimity" of
the "life of a glacier": unlike the rivers, the ocean, or the wind, which speak aloud and
proclaim their modes of working and power,
glaciers work apart from men, exerting their tremendous energies in silence and darkness,
outspread , spirit-like, brooding above predestined rocks unknown ro light , unborn , working
on unwearied throug h unmeasured times , unhalcing as the scars, until at length , their creations
complete , their mountains brought forrh , homes made for the meadows and the lakes, and
fields for waiting forests , earnest, calm as when they came as crystals from che sky, they
depart. 2 ·'

In some of his finest prose , Muir here endows glaciers with divinity. Their work is
invisible, unwearied, unmeasured, transcendent, and yet benign . Unlike the Burkeian
concept of a sublimity based on fear, this, if distant and majestic, is totally benign: this
glacier would be at home with the robins and lakes around Wordsworth's grave . The
origins of Muir's language suggest the height of his vision: it is borrowed in part from
Genesis, where the "spirit of God" preceded all light and form, and in part from Milton's
Paradise Lost- one of the three books he had taken with him on his walk through the
South four years earlier. In his account of creation, Milton had addressed the Holy Spirit
as being present from the first,
. and with mighty wings outspread Dove-like sacsc brooding on the vast Abyss And mad'sc
it pregnane. "

Muir borrows Milton's "brood" and "outspread," and transfers both to the second creation
wrought by the glaciers, which are likewise "pregnant" with a new world.
In a contrasting account of the death of a glacier, later in this remarkable essay, Muir
takes us to one of the high cirques of the Yosemite Creek basin, to look more closely at
the very act of creation that accompanied the departure of the ice:
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Its last work is done, and it dies. The twin lakes are full of pure, green water, and floating
masses of snow and broken ice . The domes, perfect in sculpture, gleam in new-born purity,
lakes and domes reflecting each other bright as the ice which made them. God's seasons circle
on, glad brooks born of the snow and the rain sing in the rocks, and carry sand to the naked
lakes, and, in the fullness of time, comes many a chosen plant ... grasses, and daisies, and
blooming shrubs, until lake and meadow growing throughout the season like a flower in
Summer, develop to the perfect beauty of today. 26

We see here the birth of a landscape, couched in a vivid language that again reminds us
of the Biblical creation in Genesis. Issuing from the shaping ice in gleaming, essential
purity, the naked landscape is clothed first by soil and then by life. One senses here that
for Muir the sanctity of the high Sierra landscape proceeded from the temporal proximity
of God: the nearness of Creation itself in time. He implicitly rejects the thundering,
threatening Jehovah of the Old Testament, who spoke to Job out of the whirlwind, and
instead hears his glaciers speak of the comprehensible God of the New Testament, of
the "mild gentle beautiful." Here, then, we see one sort of"glad tidings" brought by a
"glacier gospel": tidings of a working, building God who through these silent instruments brings forth beauty and order in the fullness of time .
A second attribute of glaciers, as Muir envisioned them, emerges from the landscape
they left behind them: their power to reveal the essential harmony of the natural world.
Most people, he believed, failed to recognize the true order of a mountain landscape. At
best, he wrote in an ironic moment, they perceived "that kind of natural harmony which
we commonly call confusion. " 2 7 Looking with a "glacial eye ," however, we see the
essential harmony beneath such apparent disorder, and learn what Muir recognized as
early as 1869 as "lessons of unity and interrelation. " 28 In the early 1870s glaciers supply
the key to his interpretation of the visible landscape. _Looking down into Yosemite Valley
from his perch at Sunnyside Bench, for example, he amused himself by demonstrating
how the angle of sun and shadow on the receding glacial ice led to the present arrangement
of terminal and lateral moraines, and in turn to the arrangement of forest trees and even
to the course of the river Merced itself. "Thus it appears," he wrote, "that everything
here is marching to music, and the harmonies are all so simple and young they are easily
apprehended by those who will keep still and listen and look. " 29 A more famous occasion
of such "harmonies" was the sublime spectacle of "snow banners" flying from the great
peaks of the crest before a north wind. Such splendor, Muir shows with zest, is the result
of a chain of causes: the disposition of shadows on the northern faces of peaks fosters
glaciers, which in turn carve the concave bowls that supply the snow for the north wind
to shape into snow banners . "It appears," he concludes in a late version of the essay,
"that shadows in great part determine not only the form of lofty icy mountains but also
those of the snow banners that the wild winds hang on them." 30 On another occasion,
noting that the general south-west thrust of the glaciers threw up lips and ramps along
the southern walls of such canyons as Yosemite, he points out that legged creatures
generally appropriate such easy places for their trails. "So extensively," he concludes,
"are the movements of men and of animals controlled by the previous movements of
certain snow-crystals combined as glaciers." 3 1
In each case the glacial theory links events and phenomena we would otherwise suppose
to be independent . It makes evident Muir's off-quoted observation that "when we try to
pick anything out by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the universe." 3 2 His
most important methodological advance in 1871 may indeed have been to apply this
truth to Yosemite Valley itself. When he first sought the Valley's origins, he wrote Mrs.
Carr, he considered it an independent entity, an end in itself. "Then I said, 'You are
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attempting what is not possible for you to accomplish. Yosemite is the end of a grand
chapter. If you would learn to re ad it go commence at the beginning ."' The Valley should
not be seen as a sublime but solitary exception, "full of chaos, uncompanioned and
parentless," but as a participant in the general community of causes. '' The emphasis of
Muir's work shifted in 1871 from the Valley to the tributary g laciers that formed it, the
causes of which it was the g rand effect. Similar causes had carved , he discovered , at least
rwo ot her "Yosemires ," "sister valleys " in the Sierra , with corresponding features that
testify to their common origins .
In this way, by stressing its glacial connections to prior causes, Muir effectively denied
the Valley the status of an "exceptional creation ." With proper admiration for the grandeur of its mig hty but unseen creators - the vanished glaciers - even it could pale
into insig nificance:
Wh en we walk rhe pathways of Yosem ite g laciers and co nremplare their separate works - the
mounrains th ey have shapecl, the canons they have fu rrowed, the rocks they have worn , and
broken, ancl scat tered in morain es - on reaching Yosemite , instead of being overwh elmed as
at first with irs un compared mag nirucle , we ask, Is this a!U wondering that so mig hty a
co ncenr rari on of energy d id nor fino yet g rande r expression. ' '

A second characteristic of the "glacial gospel, " from Muir's point of view, was thus that
it res tored a moral connection to such single wonders as the Valley, rendering them
comprehensible effec ts of a comprehensible cause , and thus restoring implicitly to the
Creator the attributes of openness, accessibility, and, by implication , love. Muir's object ion to such catastrophic theories of the Valley 's origins as Josiah Whitney 's was moral
as well as evidential: random and unique, a catastrophe carried with it the implication
that God is inscrutable and even chaotic. Nor so, Muir insisted: "God is living and
working , working like a human being by human methods and thoug h essentially always
unsearchable and infinite yet writing passages that we can understand and coming within
the range of our sympathies. ";> God is connected by such means as glaciers to us and to
all his creation.
Viewed in these ways , as agents of a second creation and bringers of harmony and
co nnect ion, g lac iers might well supply the content of a "gospel ," but Muir's writings in
187 1 suggest as well that he conceived them within the form of a gospel , to be approached
throug h the " readi ng" or interpretation of a text. We are apt to forget that the vivid
description , quoted above, of the death of a glacier was written before he discovered his
first live Si erran g lac ier, and that it was thus the product of interpretation- imagination
g uided by observation and inference. Later in his life Muir would gratefully visit the
g reat ice-streams of the world , in Alaska , the Alps, and the Himalayas, but at this time,
unlike hi s European contemporaries Tyndall ~nd Agassiz, his subjects were glaciers that
no longer ex isted; hi s principal work was historical. He repeatedly emphasizes the creatiz ,ity of this work by referring to the glacial record as if it were a text , "graven" on the
land scape, which he is qualified to read and interpret. A glimpse of Yosemite Valley in
the su mmer of 1869, for example , prompted him to write: "a g rand page spread here
and I would g lad ly g ive m y life to be able to read it." When he revised this passage for
publi cation, years later, he sharpened the metaphor: "a grand page of mountain manuJcript ."'r' Elsewhere at this time he speaks of glacial " inscriptions, " "blurred sheets of
g lacial writing, " "glacial manuscript ," "glacial characters" and, appropriately, "historic
lithog raphs" left by a vanished g lacier. As he sets out on an exploration of the Yosemite
creek basi n , he is "co nfident " that there is "a writing for me somewhere on the rock . " i 7
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To his mother he writes of "finding many a mountain page glorious with the writing of
God and in characters that any earnest eye could read. " 38 The Tribune article of December,
1871 , is built around the metaphor of landscape as book: "In this condition," he writes,
referring to a weather-worn volume he had found in the forest, "is the great open book
of Yosemite glaciers today: its granite pages have been torn and blurred by the same
storms that wasted the castaway book." 39
Muir sometimes tempts us , as he did his fashionable acquaintances in Oakland, to
regard him as a natural, untutored genius, self-exiled from the intellectual culture of his
age. Here, however, he works, typically, within a tradition closely associated with two
of the formative intellectual forces in his life - natural science and evangelical Protestantism . The metaphor of nature-as-book, which he applies with such frequency to the
glacial landscape ofYosemite, is at least as old as the middle ages. 40 Galileo had employed
it , as had the poet Milton, and in Muir's own century he knew it in the works of the
New England transcendentalists, of Charles Darwin, and very probably the lectures of
his professor, Ezra Carr, who (he remembered) had laid the "great book of Nature" before
him. " 1 The metaphor implies that nature i~ a book , written by God for human understanding, and that it stands beside and supplements that other divinely inspired book of
revealed truth, the Bible. The seventeenth-century divine, Sir Thomas Browne, wrote,
for example, of the "two bookes from whence I collect my divinity- besides the written
one of God, another of his servant Nature, that universal and publick Manuscript, that
lies expans'd unto the eyes of all." 42 Although Muir had used this metaphor sparingly
in earlier writings, the assumption behind i t - that landscape is a second gospel written
by God- applied with obvious and peculiar force to the Yosemite region and to the
interpretation of the traces left by the departed glaciers. It requires little metaphor to
see glacial striae, rock forms, and moraines, as a text, open to those qualified to read it.
On at least two occasions Muir carried the traditional metaphor to its logical extreme,
describing glaciers as writing instruments. In his journal for 1872, "glaciers, avalanches,
and torrents" became the "pens with which Nature produces written characters most
like our own. " 4 ·3 In a letter to his mother the previous November he compared the g laciers
ofYosemite to the pens, not of Nature, but of God . Yosemite, he wrote, is
. .. one chaprer of a g rear mounrain book wrirren by rhe same pen of ice which rhe Lord long
ago passed over every page of our g rear Sierra Nevadas. I know how Yosemire and all rhe or her
valleys of rhese magnificenr mounrains were made, and rhe nexr year or rwo of my life wi ll be
occupied chiefly in wriring rheir hisrory in a human book- a glorious subjecr, which God
help me preach arig hr. 44

The movement of thought is swift and sure, from God's book to his own- which later
in the letter he calls his "mountain gospel" - and then to his new vocation, that of a
preacher of this "glorious subject."
To preach the "gospel" of God's wilderness in fact remained Muir's vocation, and it
does not seem far-fetched to suppose that one of his great personal achievements during
these first Yosemite years was this perception of himself as an interpreter and preacher
of the second gospel, the book of nature . If Muir had never come to Yosemite, if he had
followed Humboldt to the Amazon as he had planned, he would still, no doubt, have
become a naturalist. What is striking about his situation in Yosemite, however, is the
clarity with which its glaciated landscape put the ancient metaphor into practice, allowing and indeed encouraging Muir to adopt the role of an evangelist reading the texts gospels - left by the vanished ice. As he sought the "writing" on the rocks he was at
the same time a scientist, a colleague of Agassiz and Tyndall, and a reader of the gospel,
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a preacher like his father. The ancient glaciers' gift to the young John Muir, then, may
have been a vision of his true vocation: an evangelist of God 's wilderness.
As reader of the glacial gospel, furthermore, Muir may have clarified his relationship
to his father, also a preacher, also profoundly committed to the word of God in Scripture.
The letter to his mother, quoted above, may have been intended as well for his father a reminder of their mutual dedication to the ministry of the Word and a defense of Muir's
very different text, the "book" of the glaciers. Muir had no doubt heard his father warn
against this heresy, and insist that the book of Nature was no substitute for Scripture .
In a letter written in 1874, Daniel Muir repeated that warning, urging his son to give
up the things of this world , to burn his book, and to return to the revealed Gospel.
"You cannot warm the heart of the Saint of God, " he wrote, "with your cold icy topped
mountains . 0 my dear son , come away from them to the spirit of God and his Holy
Word."lis
No answer to this appeal survives. It would not be surprising if by 1874 John Muir
had given up hope of communicating his views to his father, although such remonstrances
as this must have given him. pain. The answer he might well have given, however, is
written nowhere more clearly than in his Yosemite glacier writings , and in the vision
they present of the ancient glaciers. As agents of rebirth, as bringers of visible connection
to the disparate parts of the landscape, and above all as the sublime writing instruments
of a loving God, these vanished streams of ice were yet another incarnation of what his
father knew as "the spirit of God and his Holy Word. " As John Muir put it to Mrs. Carr,
" ice is on! y another form of terrestrial love ."
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"In the Wilderness zs the preservation of the
world. "
Henry David Thoreau
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"In God's wildness lies the hope of the world."
john Muir
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JOHN MUIR'S HOMAGE
TO HENRY DAVID THOREAU*

•

RICHARD F. FLECK

I
Though John Muir never met Henry David Thoreau in person, he was indebted to
him as his spiritual and literary mentor. The closest their paths came to crossing came
in the spring of 1861. Thoreau travelled to Minnesota via the Mississippi River from
East Dubuque , Illinois , past Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin , to Fountain City, Wisconsin,
and St . Paul, Minnesota. He took the trip in vain effort to improve his ailing lungs and ,
as Walter Harding notes , to study American Indian cultures and American flora and
fauna. 1 Thore au's return trip took him in late June , 1861 , back to Prairie du Chien and
by rail to Milwaukee and a Great Lakes passage to upstate New York .
During this same period, from May to June, 1861 , John Muir had left the University
of Wisconsin in Madison to return home for his summer holidays at the Muir farm at
Hickory Hill not far from Portage, Wisconsin. I suppose Thoreau and Muir were but
fifty miles apart when Thoreau rode the train from Prairie du Chien to Milwaukee on
June 26, 1861. By this time Muir had certainly heard ofThoreau but it was not until
1862, the year of Thoreau's death, that Muir became acquainted with the writings of
Thoreau and Emerson at the home of his geology professor, Ezra Slocum Carr. According
to Linnie Marsh Wolfe, Muir was led to read Emerson's essays "The American Scholar"
and "Nature ." Also on the professor's shelves were , in all probability, a copy of Walden
and A W eek on the Concord a nd M errimack R ivers. Mrs . Carr quite frequentl y discussed the
writing s of Emerson and Thoreau with young John Muir.
While Muir was barely beginning his career in 1861 , Thoreau was ending his. As a
result of his Minnesota journey, Thoreau further revised his lecture "Wild Apples" (which
was finally published the year of his death), and he rook more notes on Indian cultures
based upon his brief visit to the Lower Sioux Agency at Fort Ridgely, Minnesota. Thoreau
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had completed, as best he could, his Indian education which began in 1847 at Walden
Pond when he commenced his "Indian Notebook" project and first visited the Maine
woods which afforded him the unique opportunity of becoming friends with Penobscot
Indians. This education continued through the 1850s until his Minnesota journey in
1861. A dying Henry Thoreau was able to see his first Indian dances, including a Sioux
Dream Dance . 2 Though his notes are sparse, one can only assume that these people deeply
touched Thoreau's spirit. For Thoreau, the Indian was a key to understanding North
America. Another important event for Thoreau occurred on June 11, 1861, when he
discovered a wild crab tree growing along the shores of Lake Calhoun, just west of
Minneapolis; the discovery was indeed joyous, and it tinges his essay "Wild Apples"
which may very well have inspired John Muir ro write thirteen years later a similar essay
celebrating wild nature entitled "Wild Wool." Wildness is the central theme of both
Thoreau and Muir, and fascination for aboriginal cultures in the wild certainly constitutes
part of this theme.
If one closely examines the published writings of John Muir, including john of the
Mountains, edited by Linnie Marsh Wolfe in 1938 nearly a quarter of a century after
Muir's death, he will find frequent direct and indirect allusions tO Henry David Thoreau.
From Thoreau, who seemed ro inspire Muir more than any other individual writer
including Shakespeare , Milron, Burns, Ruskin or Emerson, one finds a great number of
images of spring and resurrection, dawn, the rising sun, crowing cocks, eyes of landscape,
and transcendent herons and frogs , as well as allusions to the mythic Ganges, "higher
laws, " and the need for the wild. Thoreau's rich experience of living in nature and
visiting the wilderness of Maine made him more important , I believe, than Ralph Waldo
Emerson . It must be added that all influences, as inspiring as they may be, are transcended; Muir created his own rich metaphysical imagery from his unique mind's eye.
Muir did not start producing books (except for contributing to Picturesque California
in 1887) until he was in his late fifties, his first being The Mountains of California ( 1894).
Of course he had written a number of articles for Harper's, Scribner's, and other journals
while he resided at the home of John and Mary Swett in San Francisco in the 1870s after
his Yosemite days. As a rule, in Muir's writing the later in life, the more John Muir was
a student of Henry Thoreau , as we shall see. Between 1894 and the year of his death,
1914, Muir published or worked on Our National Parks (1901) , My First Summer in the
Sierra (1911), Yosemite (1912), The Story of My Boyhood and Youth and A Thousand-Mile
Walk (1913), and Travels in Alaska (1915). William Frederic Bade collected and edited
various articles tO produce Muir's The Cruise of the Corwin ( 1918), Steep Trails ( 1918) and
two volumes of Life and Letters (192 3) . Yet-ro-be-published works coming from Muir's
late years are his aphorisms, autobiography, and a mountaineering book. (My selection
of his mountaineering essays is now available .) All of these works demonstrate a connection with Thoreau .
From Linnie Marsh Wolfe and William Frederic Bade we know that Muir was encouraged tO put his thoughts in writing by several people , including Mrs . Ezra Slocum
Carr, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Robert Underwood Johnson and Muir's own wife, Louie.
His ardent desire tO experience nature world-wide firsthand and ro become involved in
the struggle to preserve the wilderness in a national park system both fostered and
hampered his writing career, as did his simultaneous efforts robe a good husband, father,
and provider. Direct experience, as Thoreau suggested, is essential ro the growth of a
writer. Involvement in conservation battles gave Muir ideal subject matter, and his wife
and two daughters gave him necessary diversion and support. On the other hand, he
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resisted writing polished books because they took him away from his beloved wilderness.
Writing was a painful task for him; he was a revisionist par excellence, going through
multiple drafts and searching always for "le seule mot juste." Of course he relied heavily
on the word "glorious" as Herbert Gleason pointed out to him. Gleason, who was Muir's
and Thoreau's photographic illustrator, wrote on June 20, 1912 , "I hope you will go on
with your glorious writing, describing glorious scenes of California's glorious mountains
and glorious parks and glorious forests and glorious water-falls, just as long and just as
GLORIOUSLY as you can ." 3 But Muir more than made up for this weakness by creating
some of the most exciting prose ("A Perilous Night on Shasta's Summit" and "Stickeen"),
the most metaphysical imagery (the aurora borealis of Travels in Alaska), and the most
philosophical aphorisms (yet to be published) in American literature.
John Muir's battles and struggles for conserving Yosemite and the Hetch Hetchy
drained him of all his spiritual energies, as Stephen Fox so well describes in his recent
book j ohn Muir and His Legacy. For Muir to have been able to write such forceful essays
as "The American Forests" in Our National Parks is more than a tribute to his miraculous
reserve strength . Duties at his ranch in Martinez, such as raising fruit crops and preserving them for shipment, occupied much of his energies during the 1880s . Then
responsibilities were borne out of devotion to his beloved wife and daughters . Louie, the
ideal wife for John Muir, sensed when his energies were drained and insisted that he go
off to i:he wilderness of Mount Rainier or Alaska to renew his spirit and mind. Between
excursions to the wild from 1894 to 1914, Muir was busy in his "scribble den " at Martinez
where he wrote seven books for publication and countless thousands of letters , notes ,
journal entries, essays, aphorisms, and an autobiography which largely became incorporated in Boyhood and Youth and Travels in Alaska. One need only look at the index of
unpublished materials at the Holt-Atherton Center in Stockton, California, to see that
Muir's writing activities were phenomenal.

john Muir's scribble den today as interpreted by the National Park Service. From the window of
his den , located on the second floor of his hi//top home in Martinez , California , Muir could look
out over his orchards to ro//ing hi/Is of the Alhambra Valley.
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With the exception of The Mountains of California and Our National Parks, it can be
argued that all of Muir's books were written under the influence of Henry David Thoreau .
In 1906 John Muir wrote ro Herbert Gleason tO ask him to request Houghton Mifflin
tO send ro Martinez the twenty volume Riverside set of the writings of Henry David
Thoreau. Finally in 1907 the set was delivered to Muir, who proceeded tO read it
voraciously. Muir, of course, had already read Walden (probably at Madison in 1862) and
The Maine Woods by 1870 (he refers tO it in a letter tO Mrs. Ezra S. Carr dated May 29,
1870). Muir dedicated himself ro twenty years of writing and in the process felt he
needed a philosophical and literary guide. Henry Thoreau was his answer. 4
What does one find in examining John Muir's personal set of the writings of Henry
David Thoreau? The most obvious thing is a handwritten index at the back of each
volume. At the back of volume three, The Maine Woods, for instance, Muir has penciled
in various topics of interest with page references. Such ropics include: wolves, owls,
camp fire, literature, fish, mountaineering, mountain tops, trees, moose, motives that
carry men into the wilderness, Indians, glacial rocks, and instinct. If one goes ro the
text of each of the volumes, he will find underlinings, vertical lines, and occasional
marginalia consisting of Muir's reaction tO Thoreau. All of these markings give us a
clear indication that John Muir carefully read Henry Thoreau cover to cover. For the
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my native region so long and steadily, and made to
study and love this spot of earth more and more. What
would signify in comparison a thin and diffused love
and knowledge of the whole earth instead, got by
wandering? The tnweller's is but a barren and comfortless condition. Wealth will not buy a man a home
in nature, -house nor farm there. The man of business does not by his business earn a residence in nature,
but is denaturalized rather. ·what is a farm, house
and land, office or shop, but a settlement in nature
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Muir's handwritten note next to Thoreau's journal entry for November 12, 1853.
most part, Muir was an enthusiastic sympathizer, but on a few occasions he got his
"Scottish" up and chastized Thoreau in the margins. Next ro Thoreau's journal entry
for November 12, 1853, there is one such reaction. Thoreau writes, "I cannot but regard
it as a kindness in those who have the steering of me that, by want of pecuniary wealth,
I have been nailed down to this my native region so long and steadily, and made to study
and love this spot of earth more and more. What would signify in comparison a thin
and diffused love and knowledge of the whole earth instead, got by wandering. The
traveller's is but a barren and comfortless condition." And Muir: "You would be enabled
ro love your home spot all the more, Dear Henry." Thoreau's journal entry for January
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6, 1857 goes: "Do you think that Concord River would have continued to flow these
millions. of years by Clamshell Hill and round Hunt's Island, if it had not been
happy ... ,"and Muir comments, "It didn't. It is a young river and so are the hills and
islands. " In volume five, Excursions and Poems, containing the essay "A Winter Walk"
Muir writes "No" beside Thoreau's two sentences "The day is but a Scandinavian night.
The winter is an arctic summer. "
Muir's dialogue with Thoreau continues into his notes and fragments. In an unpublished fragment written approximately in 1910, Muir takes issue with Thoreau's essay
"Walking" ( 1862): "Take a walk saunter off make no fuss about it. Do not as Thoreau
advises first make your will .. . such self-conscious sacrificing preparation would render
you unfit for a walk in good wilderness . " 5 Of course Thoreau, I believe, was being ironic
when he wrote, "If you are ready ro leave father and mother, and brother and sister, and
wife and child and friends, and never see them again , - if you have paid your debts,
and made your will, settled all your affairs, and are a free man, then you are ready for a
walk ." 6
Nonetheless, Muir was for the most part deeply inspired by Thoreau 's writings.
Around 1910 Muir began tO arrange his philosophical thoughts or aphorisms around
peculiarly Thoreauvian topics, including philanthropy, solitude, sounds, spring, winter,
and on truly doing good. In these typed aphorisms Muir frequently alludes to or quotes
Thoreau. Muir writes, "Camping on Monadnock , Thoreau and his companion, when
they go ro the rop of the mountain, were welcomed by rain, so they said that the fatted
cloud had been killed for them , and every bush dripped tears of joy at their advent. "
Alluding ro Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience ," Muir creates an aphorism of his own: ''There
are nine hundred and ninety-nine patterns [not patrons] of virtue to one virtuous man ."
Quoting Thoreau, Muir writes: "Philanthropy is almost the only virtue which is sufficiently appreciated by mankind. Nay! it is greatly overrated." And again "Thoreau says
that when he shut the door on his eat 's tail the caterwaul drove two worlds out of his
mind. " On the same typed page of Muir's manuscript come the words "Thoreau says'I had rather keep bachelor's hall in hell than board in heaven. ' But there is no book
telling us how tO get an honest living in the wilder'ness ." 7 Many more examples of a
Thoreauvian Muir could be cited from his unpublished writings, bur suffice it to say
that there is strong evidence that Thoreau deeply influenced Muir during the time when
Muir was most literarily productive.
Muir's The Mountains of California ( 1894), though it does not have any direct citations
from the writings of Thoreau, abounds in Thoreauvian language and imagery. Muir was
familiar with both Walden and The Maine Woods while he was writing The Mountains of
California. We know from Samuel Young that Muir took a volume of Thoreau to Alaska
in 1879. x My guess is that it was the 1864 edition of The Maine Woods, a book which in
many ways parallels Muir's Travels in Alaska; both are based on three excursions to the
wilderness , and both involve a growing awareness and appreciation of Indian cultures.
To some extent the social concern for Arctic cultures expressed in The Cruise of the Corwin
parallels Thoreau's concern over the cheap commercialization by lumber industries of
the Penobscots . Traders in the Arctic had the same effect on the Eskimos, to the native's
disadvantage and even death . Some of the language of Mountains suggests shades of
Thoreau's Maine Woods. Muir writes that the Sierra is a "delightfully divine place to die
in." 9 Thoreau exclaims in The Maine Woods, "What a place ro live, what a place to die
and be buried in ." 10
Walden and particularly the chapter "Spring" are most assuredly echoed in Mountains.
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Muir's springtime imagery is characterized by the use of the resurrection symboL And
yet as Thoreauvian as this imagery is, it must at the same time be considered Biblically
pure Muir. Spring, in Mountains, is called the "annual resurrection ." Grasses of a hemlock
grove await "summer resurrection ." And after a forest fire, "Then a young grove immediately springs up, " writes Muir, "giving beauty for ashes ." 11 Thoreau's image of
cheerful cock crowi ng found throughout Walden is seen from time to time in Muir's
writings. In Mountains the water ouzel is an eternal creature of spring : "Never shall you
hear anything wintery from his warm breast . . . as free from dejection as a cock crowing. "12 For both Muir and Thoreau cyclic Nature is a perpetual source of living mythology. The coming of spring out of winter, the changing color of leaves, the raging
storms at sea, and the g rinding action of glaciers are indeed examples of a mythology in
which the gods (God) are (is) at work.
Our N ational Parks (190 1) quotes from or paraphrases Thoreau in several instances .
Muir writes in "Wild Gardens of the Yosemite Park ," regarding the benefits of tree
climbing, "Thoreau says: 'I found my account in climbing a tree once. It was a tall white
pine , on the top of a hill; and though I got well pitched, I was well paid for it , for I
discovered new mountains in the horizon which I had never seen before . I might have
walked about the foot of the tree for three score years and ten, and yet I certainly should
never have seen them . But , above all, I discovered around me , - it was near the middle
of June,- on the ends of the top most branches , a few minute and delicate red conelike
blossoms, the fertile flower of the white pine looking heavenward . I carried straight way
to the village the topmost spire , and showed it to stranger jurymen who walked the
streets,- for it was court week , -and to farmers and lumbermen and woodchoppers
and hunters, and not one had ever seen the like before, but they wondered as at a star
dropped down ."' tl Muir effectively ties Thoreau's quote into his own commentary on
the times by noting that the "same marvelous blindness" prevails in California.
In "The American Forests," a diatribe against the foolish government support of
lumber interests , Muir invokes the name of Thoreau once again: "Travelers through the
West in summer are not likely to forget the firework display along the various railway
tracks. Thoreau, when contemplating the destruction of the forests on the east side of
the continent, said that soon the country would be so bald that every man would have
to grow whiskers to hide its nakedness, but he thanked God that at least the sky was
safe . Had he gone West he would have found out that the sky was not safe; for all through
the summer months , over most of the mountain regions, the smoke of mill and forest
fires is so thick and black that no sunbeam can pierce it. " 14
The government, Muir maintained, must step in to protect trees, God's gift to humanity. As Thoreau is critical of the misuse of trees in Maine ("Think how stood the
white-pine tree on the shore of Chesuncook, its branches soughing with the four winds,
and every individual needle trembling in the sunlight , - think how it stands with it
now, - sold, perchance, to the New England Friction-Match Company!" 15 ), Muir lashes
out with equally strong irony: "The laborious vandals had seen 'the biggest tree in the
world ,' then forsooth , they must try to see the biggest stump and dance on it. " 16 The
most significant part of the destruction of the wilderness is not necessarily of the trees
but of the people of wilderness, the American Indians. Nothing is worse for Thoreau
and Muir than a degraded Indian . Thoreau writes in The Maine Woods that "There is, in
fact , a remarkable and unexpected resemblance between the degraded savage and the
lowest classes in a great city. The one is no more a child of nature than the other." 17
Muir was equally perturbed concerning some of the Indians of the California mountains:
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"[P]resently the English-speaking shepherd came in, ro whom I explained my wants and
what I was doing . Like most white men , he could not conceive how anything other than
gold could be the object of such rambles as mine, and asked repeatedly whether I had
discovered any mines . I tried to make him talk about trees and the wild animals, but
unfortunately he proved to be a tame Indian from the Tule Reservation, had been to
school, claimed to be civilized, and spoke contemptuously of 'Wild Indians,' and so of
course his inherited instincts were blurred or lost ." 18 The very thing Muir sought in the
wilderness this Indian had lost . As Roy Harvey Pearce points out in his book The Savages
of America: A Study of the Indian and the Idea of Civilization, it was not that primitivists
like Thoreau and Muir wanted to do away with civilization, but that civilized men should
have the integrity of the Indian.
The fate of the entire human race is at stake when civilization so effectively numbs us
into humble submission and dulls our inherent need for the wild. Stephen Fox in his
recent book,John Muir and His Legacy , asks why John Muir endangered himself to climb
the rugged Sierra. Fox believes that "what he found was a degree of psychic integration
previously unknown to him ." 19 No wonder he was so dismayed by a tame Indian who
had lost what he sought . But civilized townsmen did not even know what they had lost!
Near the beginning of Walden Thoreau observes , "I see young men, my townsmen,
whose misfortune it is to have inherited farms, houses, barns , cattle and farming tools;
for these are more easily acquired than got rid of. Better if they had been born in the
open pasture and suckled by a wolf, that they might have seen with clearer eyes what
field they were called to labor in. Who made them serfs of the soil? Why should they
eat their sixty acres, when man is condemned to eat only his peck of dirt? Why should
they begin digging their graves as soon as they are born? " 20 At the outset of Our National
Parks Muir also stresses the importance of being "suckled by a wolf": "Few in these hot,
dim, strenuous times are quite sane or free; chokes with care like clocks full of dust,
laboriously doing so much good and making so much money - or so little, - they are
no longer good for themselves ." But , continues Muir, "When, like a merchant taking a
list of his goods, we take stock of our wilderness, we are glad to see how much of even
the most destructible kind is still unsoiled." 2 1 To visit Yellowstone or Yosemite is to be
resurrected. Thoreau believed that each town should have a wild grove of woods for its
inhabitants to wander in so that they might not go mad . Muir not only believed that
wild parks are necessary but he fought to establish Yosemite National Park and a national
park system.
John Muir's next book, My First Summer in the Sierra , was produced four years after he
had received the twenty volume set of Thoreau's writings . In this book , based upon his
1869 journal, we can find richly subtle and sublimated Thoreauvian imagery indicating
that Muir was not an imitator but an integrator. As Muir's volume of Walden is heavily
marked - pencil markings abound along side of Thoreau's description of dawn, morning, and spring - and in My First Summer in the Sierra Muir also draws our attention to
the importance of dawn . He writes, " [O]ne feels inclined to shout lustily on rising in
the morning like a crowing cock. " 22 A bit later Muir reiterates the spiritual significance
of dawn : "How deathlike is sleep in this morning air, and quick the awakening into
newness of life! A calm dawn , yellow and purple, then floods on sun-gold, making
everything tingle and glow. " 2 ·' One cannot help but think of Thoreau's butterfly at the
end of Walden, which gnaws its way out of its cocoon deep in the applewood of a kitchen
table and bursts forth in glory by the warmth of some New England hearth, when he
reads the following segment from "The Tuolumne Camp" of First Summer:
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Butterflies and the grand host of smaller flies are benummed every nig ht, but they hover and
dance in the sunbeams over the meadows before noon with no apparent lack of playful , joyful
life. Soon they must all fall like p etals in an orchard , dry and wrinkled, not a wing of all the
mig hty host left to ringle the air. N evertheless new myriads will arise in the spring, rejoicing,
exulting, as if laughing cold death ro scorn. 24

Several other Thoreauvian images and ideas appear in Muir's book . Lakes shine like
"eyes beneath heavy rock brows." Of the desire to live in the wild, Muir writes, "If I
had a few sacks of flour, an axe, and some matches, I would build a cabin of pine logs,
pile up plenty of firewood about it and stay all winter." 25 In The Maine Woods Thoreau
explains that "If I wished to see a mountain or other scenery under the most favorable
auspices, I would go to it in foul weather, so as to be there when it cleared up; we are
then in the most suitable mood, and nature is most fresh and inspiring . There is no
serenity so fair as that which is just established in a tearful eye . " 26 Of the Sierra Muir
exclaims , "How fresh the woods are and calm after the last films of clouds have been
wiped from the sky!" 27 Muir's tearful eye image is more subtle than Thoreau's and works
quite well. I suggest that Muir did learn much literary skill from his exhaustive and
careful reading ofThoreau. We have ample proof now for the many earlier generalizations
made by scholars that Muir was a student of Thoreau.
In 1913 Muir published both The Story of My Boyhood and Youth and A Thousand-Mile
Walk. In these works one can notice subtle shades of Walden . In addition to Muir's love
of muskmelons and "mythological" railroads , there is a deep respect and affinity for
wildlife . In Muir's penciled index at the back of Walden is included "the loon" with a
note "perhaps the wildest sound ever heard here." In Boyhood Muir devotes a few pages
to the loon, which he recalls as being one of the bravest birds he ever encountered. In
Thoreauvian language Muir writes, "As soon as the lake ice melted , we heard the lonely
cry of the loon , one of the wildest and most striking of all the wilderness sounds , a
strange , sad, mournful, unearrhy cry, half laughing, half wailing. " 28 He continues his
narrative with an account of his wounding a loon with gunshot and taking it home where
the bird did not let on that it was wounded at all but held his head erect and stared
keenly with his small black eyes.
In chapter five of Boyhood, "Young Hunters, " Muir recounts the wholesale slaughter
of birds , squirrels and woodchucks by armies of boys who killed for the sake of killing.
Certainly Muir had in mind the "Higher Laws" chapter of Walden when , after scores of
examples are given of ruthless hunting, he comments, "Surely a better time must be
drawing nigh when godlike human beings will become truly humane, and learn to put
their animal fellow mortals in their hearts instead of on their backs or in their dinners.
In the meantime we may just as well as not learn to live clean innocent lives instead of
slimy, bloody ones." 29 When Thoreau added "Higher Laws" to his Walden manuscript,
he, of course , had become a vegetarian and had outgrown the "hunting and fishing "
phase of his life, which can be seen, surprising ly enough , in the same book, especially
the "Baker Farm" chapter written much earlier. Likewise, Muir became less and less a
hunter and more a conservationist and defender of wildlife in all forms . In A ThousandMile Walk Muir comes to the defense of alligators, bear and deer. Each creature has the
right to exist. He comments on deer hunting as the '" d---dest work to slaughter God 's
cattle for sport . 'They were made for us,' say these self-approving preachers ; 'for our food,
our recreation, or other uses not yet discovered .' As truthfully we might say on behalf
of a bear, when he deals successfully with an unfortunate hunter, 'Men and other bipeds
were made for bears, and thanks be to God for claws and teeth so long.' " 10 Muir's powerful
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sense of irony must have emerged out of years of struggle for the preservation of wild
lands from hunters, trappers and miners.
The scope of this article does not permit me to examine further published writings of
Muir, but suffice it to say that Steep Trails and Life and Letters (as well as unpublished
journals) abound in Thoreauvian imagery and theme. John Muir was no rote imitator of
Thoreau but rather a thoughtful integrator of this New England master into his own
system of Sierra values. He read and digested Thoreau , but energies coming out of this
process had the distinct quality of John Muir. Were it not for Muir's deep literary
appreciation of the writing of Henry David Thoreau perhaps he would have never really
overcome his difficulty with , as he put it, "dead bone heaps of words ." Henry Thoreau
gave him the inspiration to express his own unique feelings, thoughts and observations
coming from experience of which Thoreau could have never even dreamed such as climbing high, windy Mount Shasta to be trapped by a blizzard and then frozen and volcanically
roasted for one perilous night , or looking into the high Himalaya Mountains from the
deodar forests of India, or bouncing along a rough arctic glacier in a dogsled driven by
a Siberian Chukchi native, or camping in the High Sierra with a U.S . president and
succeeding in conveying to him the need for a national park system. John Muir gained,
I venture to say, immeasurable literary skills and enjoyment by reading Thoreau . But
were Thoreau able to read such books as Muir's Travels in Alaska or My First Summer in
the Sierra, who can say what may have been the effect on his life !
Though young John Muir missed Thoreau by fifty mi1es in Wisconsin in June, 1861,
he did get to see Thoreau's old haunts in June, 1893. He visited Sleepy Hollow Cemetery
and laid flowers on Thoreau's and Emerson's graves. "I think it is the most beautiful
graveyard I ever saw, " writes Muir.' 1 After leaving his beloved Henry Thoreau, he walked
through the woods to Walden Pond . He reflected that this was "a beautiful lake .. .
fairly embosomed like a bright dark eye in wooded hills of smooth moraine of gravel
and sand, and with a rich leafy undergrowth of huckleberry, willow, and young oak
bushes. " And Muir adds, "No wonder Thoreau lived here two years . I could have enjoyed
living here two hundred or two thousand ... how people should regard Thoreau as a
hermit on account of his little delightful stay here I cannot guess. " 32 That evening Muir

Walden Pond, "a beautiful lake . . . fairly embosomed like a bright dark eye in wooded hills of
smooth moraine of gravel and sand, and with a rich leafy undergrowth of huckleberry, willow,
and young oak bushes."
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dined with Emerson's son, Edward Waldo Emerson and, of all people, Edward's fatherin-law who was a college mate of Thoreau. Surdy Muir read his 1906 edition of Walden
back at Martinez with more intimacy than ever before. The spirit of Thoreau must have
touched him deeply during his exhaustive writing days after 1907 . When Muir's own
day came to an end on Christmas Eve, 1914, a final parallel occurred; Muir had Alaska
on his mind and while he may not have uttered the words "Indian " and "moose" just
before he died as Thoreau reportedly had done, John Muir was certainly thinking about
Indians and a relative of the moose, the caribou .

"Acknowledgments are due ro Archon Books , Inc., publishers of the forthcoming book Henry Thoreau and
j ohn Muir Among the l ndiam from which this was taken and to the University of Wyoming American Studies
Comm ittee in providing me a travel g rant ro come ro Srockron .
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JOHN MUIR'S YANKEE FRIENDS AND MENTORS:
THE NEW ENGLAND CONNECTION!

•

EDMUND A. SCHOFIELD

I
New Englanders to the Fore
John Muir was his own man. He deserves full credit for what he accomplished during
his long and productive life. He had many talents, great courage, amazing energy,
commitment, devotion , and zeal. His genius was apparent at once to all who met him .
I submit, however, that his multifarious virtues might have remained locked up far
longer than they did, or even for good, had New Englanders not given him unstinting
encouragement, guidance, and support over the course of many decades, and, beyond
these specific good offices, a ready-made world view called New England Transcendentalism. Westerners and midwesterners may bristle at this bald assertion, yet I believe
that there is much truth in it. This assertion is not based on any sense of New England
chauvinism but on a close reading of the historical record .
John Muir was in his fifties by the time he set foot in New England, yet for decades
he had been influenced by Yankees and by Yankee culture. Jeanne C. Carr, her husband
Ezra Slocum Carr (a New Englander by marriage and brief residency), James Davie Butler,
Asa Gray (a native of New York State but descended from Yankees), Charles Sprague
Sargent, Ralph Waldo Emerson, John Swett- all of these New Englanders helped to
liberate John Muir's genius, and proceeded to nourish it for years thereafter. They, as
well as other New Englanders- Yankees by birth, marriage, residence, or descentgave Muir abundant support at crucial junctures in his life . Above all, they gave him
the gift of Transcendentalism. 2
The New Englanders who influenced John Muir were of several subtypes, the most
conspicuous among them being Vermonters . But there were other subtypes of New
Englanders among his friends and mentors. There are four, perhaps five, such subgroups:

Edmund A. Schofield, New England native, botanist and ecologist by training and poet by avocation , became interested
in Muir and New England transcendentalists while working in San Francisco as a Sierra Club staff member. Currently
residing in Thoreau's hometown , he serves as editor for the Arnold Arboretum , whose first director, Charles Sprague
Sargent , was Muir's friend and colleague.
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(1) the BostOnian, or BostOn Brahmin; (2) the Harvard academic; (3) the Concord Transcendentalist; and (4) the Vermonter, or pioneer Yankee, the archetypal or quintessential
New Englander. Perhaps we should include a fifth subtype - the first-generation descendant of Yankees, removed or exiled ro the midwest or Far West.
Chronologically, Muir's intercourse with New Englanders came in almost the reverse
order of that I have just given, and in inverse degree of significance. John Muir came
first into contact with displaced or removed Vermonters - itinerant Yankees who introduced him tO the writings of the Transcendentalists (and ultimately to "The Transcendentalist," in the flesh)- and only later to a Harvard academic or two. Eventually,
Muir even got to know a Brahmin very well; by this time he had gained a national
reputation - was "safe." And, at what was probably the turning point of his life, he
was ministered to by a midwestern family whose immediate origins lay in New England.
Each of these subtypes of New Englander represents or symbolizes a certain aspect of
New England culture, according to where they lived and- if they had tO or wanted to
- worked . First, in Boston. The Brahmin was (and is) the epitome of respectability.
Born to wealth, family and high social status, he represented financial, political, and
social power- the Establishment . He was (and is) secure and confident and serene . It
was his wealth that pushed west the frontier, devastating the wilderness John Muir would
devote his adult life trying to save.
Second, in Cambridge . The Harvard academic represented (and did so until not very
long ago) intellectual authority. His predecessors had been the initial religious authorities
ofNew England. The academic, especially if he were a scientist, both aided and benefitted
from the Brahmin's financial schemes.
Third, in Concord . Over against Boston and Cambridge stood Concord's Transcendentalists, who spearheaded a cultural reaction to both Bosron and Cambridge and to
everything they srood for in heaven and on earth . For many Transcendentalists, Nature
was sacred, not simply grist for some Brahmin's mill, but infused with divinity, the very
divinity Harvard College once had presumed to define and (above all) to guard .
Fourth, in Vermont. Vermonters, whose state was settled by emigrants from Massachusetts, Connecticut , New Hampshire, and New York , were perennial pioneers, apostles of or refugees from the New England of the Brahmin and the academic and
occasionally of the Transcendentalist. Perhaps mentioning the names of Vermonters
Joseph Smith and Brigham Young is the most telling way of making my point here.
Vermont is of greatest significance, however, because it is the birthplace of both American
Transcendentalism and the conservation movement in the United States . Only by understanding Vermont and Vermonters can we hope to understand John Muir.
Two birth-right Vermonters played key roles in liberating John Muir's genius from
the shackles of Daniel Muir's Calvinism. They were Jeanne C. (Smith) Carr and James
Davie Butler. Carr's husband, Ezra Slocum Carr, though a native of Upstate New York,
lived in Vermont long enough, perhaps, and was married there, ro earn the name
Vermonter. (Upstate New York might with some justification be dubbed "New NewEngland.") A natural scientist, Carr specialized in chemistry and geology, but for convenience's sake I will place him squarely among the Vermonters, despite his obvious
affinities for Cambridge.
Another Vermonter, George Perkins Marsh, influenced John Muir, but to exactly what
degree is unclear. At the very least , Marsh's epochal Man and Nature (1864), which
Lewis Mumford has called " the fountainhead of the conservation movement" in the
United States, ' helped set the stage for John Muir's work in conservation by sensitizing
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From James Davie Butler, Muir learned the
classics and the importance of keeping a "Commonplace Book" as Emerson had done. As a
result of Butler's teachings , Muir always kept
a field journal on his wanderings. Today eightyone of these journals still exist.

Ezra andjeanne Carr played a most important
role in john Muir's life. They were responsible
for introducing Muir to new ideas and theories
as well as to prominent scientists and naturalists. In addition they provided him with unfailing faith and support.

the country to the damage done to natural ecosystems by uncontrolled exploitation of
forests . John Muir owned a copy of Man and Nature that he annotated heavily. 4 The
extent to which the book helped to determine Muir's philosophical outlook would depend
on which edition he owned, and when he acquired it. If it were the first (1864) edition,
and if he acquired it early, then the influence would have been seminal; if a later edition,
then it probably would merely have fortified attitudes and beliefs which Muir already
held .
The Vermont School of Transcendentalism
Significantly, Marsh's cousin, the Rev. James Marsh ( 1794-1842), sometime president
of the University of Vermont, is credited with having sparked the Transcendentalist
movement in this country, by introducing Coleridge's Aids to Reflection to American
readers. Specifically, it was Marsh's own "Preliminary Essay," the introduction to the
first American edition of Coleridge's work, as much as Aids to Reflection itself, that
captivated Ralph Waldo Emerson, Amos Bronson Alcott, and their associates . 6
When James Marsh was a student in Andover Theological Seminary during the 1820s,
he, his cousin George Perkins Marsh, and two of their friends had "formed and maintained
a club for the purpose of reading papers and exploring fields merely touched in the
classroom." James Marsh had taught himself German so as to read the German philosophers in their own language- philosophers who contributed much to the development
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James Marsh, cousin of George Perkins Marsh ,
is credited with introducing the basic philosophical theories a/Transcendentalism to America in
the 1820s and revolutionizing New England
college instruction. Both of these significant accomplishments would have an effect on Muir's
life.

of Transcendentalism in New England. During the discussions, the Marsh cousins profoundly influenced each other. "Each stimulated the other, but James Marsh, who had
already embarked on 'that ocean of German theology and metaphysics,' probably led the
way. " Later, when both cousins were living in Burlington, "they revived their Dartmouth
club, and spent one or two evenings a week reading and discussing Greek, German, and
English philosophy. "
Coleridge's Aids to Reflection, along with Marsh's own "Preliminary Essay," was first
published in this country in 1829, but several years earlier - sometime during the
period when James Marsh and his cousin were meeting for extracurricular discussions
- "Marsh had worked out for himself the fundamental principles which that book
contained, and ... he had for some time taught them to his students" by the time the
book was published.
The "Vermont School" of James Marsh was the immediate antecedent of New England
Transcendentalism, which was centered 150 miles southeast of Burlington, in Concord,
Massachusetts. Marsh's influence was felt in Vermont for a full century. He was president
of the University of Vermont for only seven years (1826-1833), yet
During the brief years in which he was associated with the university, he uansfocmed it, from
a struggling, ineffectual college, into an inscicucion so imponant chat for years it was considered the center of the most advanced thought in New England, and looked upon by ocher
colleges as daring in its innovat ions ; it was the original center of academic idealistic philosophy,
and the real link between the education of the eas e and the middle west. '

In short, "James Marsh revolutionized New England college instruction no less profoundly than he transformed New England philosophy."
When the better known Transcendental Club held its first meeting in Boston in
September 1836, the members all had been reading Marsh. One of the organizers of that
club was Amos Bronson Alcott . A native of Connecticut but a resident of Concord from
1840 until his death in 1888, Alcott had first read Aids to Reflection in 1832. He had
received a copy of the work from William Russell, the renowned educator, in 1830 but
apparently had not managed to read it for two years. Qohn Swett , John Muir's friend,
was a student of Russell's in New Hampshire.) But when Alcott finally did read it he
was profoundly affected. H
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George Perkins Marsh helped to build the foundation for Muir's conservation work with his
writing of Man and Nature, published in
1864 .

.

In January of 1836, eight months before the first (organizational) meeting of the
Transcendental Club, Alcott would record in his diary, "I am now reading - with an
interest not at all abated- for the fifth time , the Aids to Reflection. What a rich volume
this is! " In October of 1836, the first full -fledged meeting of the club convened in
Alcott 's home in Boston. As Alcott's biographer has said, "When they first came together
they were saturated, one and all, with Coleridge's Aids to Reflection and the comment that
President James Marsh of the University of Vermont had recently written upon it. " 9
Thus did Transcendentalism flow forth from the mountains of Vermont , enriched by the
fertilizing influence of German idealism, into the mainstream of New England culture.
Through his intellectual explorations, James Marsh was singlehandedly clearing the way
for John Muir through his influence on education in the midwest, on Emerson and
Emerson's associates, and on his cousin George Perkins Marsh.
Two Transcendentalists , to whose writings the Carrs and James Davie Butler introduced John Muir, influenced Muir more directly than either Marsh did but no more
profoundly. They are, of course, Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry D . Thoreau . Emerson
influenced Muir directly - personally in correspondence as well as in his own person
- as well as "indirectly," through his published writings . Thoreau, whom Muir never
met, influenced Muir's thinking indirectly, but nonetheless profoundly, through his
wntmgs .
It was the pioneer Yankees , the itinerant Vermonters, who brought Muir and the
Transcendentalists together. These were Vermonters of Calvinist heritage who had allied
themselves spiritually with Transcendentalist Concord , not with Unitarian Cambridge
or Boston . Perhaps when young they and the Marsh cousins had drunk from the headwaters of the same pure spiritual stream that flowed out of the Green Mountains , producing the movement we call American Transcendentalism . At the University of
Wisconsin, in California, and elsewhere, they were ideally qualified to point out the
way to young John Muir. 10
James Davie Butler, John Muir's professor at the University of Wisconsin , and an
1836 graduate of Middlebury College in Vermont , had an early and close brush with
the well-springs of Vermont Transcendentalism . In a letter, he recalls that , "Late in 1844
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Muir never had the opportunity to meet Henry
David Thoreau , but was nevertheless profoundly
influenced by Thoreau 's writings.

Ralph Waldo Emerson , considered the seminal
figure in American Transcendentalism , influenced Muir directly through a visit with Muir
in Yosemite and through correspondence, as well
as indirectly through his published writings.

I visited Woodstock and was taken under the roof of Charles Marsh . . . . " 5 Charles Marsh,
a stern, even tyrannical Calvinist , was the father of George Perkins Marsh.
"I soon consented to lecture on alternate evenings in Norwich as well as Woodstock,"
Butler continued . "After six months in Burlington, ... I came back to Norwich [Academy] as professor. . . . Dartmouth, a mile distant in space, from Norwich , was severed
[from] it by a great gulf of mutual contempt . . . . " In 1820, George Perkins Marsh had
graduated from Dartmouth with highest honors ; two weeks after graduating, he had
moved across the Connecticut River- and the great gulf of mutual contempt' - to
begin his first job , teaching English at Norwich Academy. Marsh was a native of
Woodstock.
Marsh's biographer, David Lowenthal, reports that Marsh had grown up a praticalminded Yankee "who prided himself on his devotion to utility and reason, but he was
also a romantic ." Further, Lowenthal states (pp . 17-18),
He was a((racred by Thoreau and by rhe eccenrric Transcendenralisr poer Jones Very , whose
lyrics reawakened "rhe sense of rhe delighr of life in close conracr wirh narure"; rhe sonner
"Narure" carried Marsh back ro his childhood in Woodsrock: "The bubbling brook dorh leap
when I come by/Because my feer find measure wirh irs call." Marsh was "foresr-born, " he
asserred in his old age ; rhe "bubbling brook, rhe rrees, rhe flowers, rhe wild animals were ro
me persons, nor rhings ." Ar rhe end of his life he recalled rhar as a lonely boy he had
"symparhized wirh rhose beings, as I have never done since wirh rhe general sociery of men, roo
many of whom would find ir hard ro make our as good a claim ro personality as a respecrable
oak can esrablish."
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It is easy ro understand the rapport that would develop between the Midwestern son
of a Calvinist, John Muir, and New England sons of Calvinism, James Davie Butler and
George Perkins Marsh (or, more accurately, the ideas of Marsh) , in particular.
Two Botanists and a Geologist
Two Cambridge academics, both of them scientists, ultimately contributed much ro
John Muir's own development as a scientist. Asa Gray, the Harvard botanist , though a
"Yorker," born in Upstate New York of Yankee srock, is always associated with New
England . Louis Agassiz, the Harvard zoologist (and a rival of Gray 's), was born in
Switzerland but, like Gray, is strongly associated with New England. While yet in
Switzerland, Agassiz had conceived the theory of continental glaciation, which Ezra
Slocum Carr passed on tO his students- including John Muir - at the University of
Wisconsin. It was in the field of glaciology that Muir was ro earn the right ro be called
a scientist- or, stated more accurately, perhaps, ro having conducted genuine scientific
research. Gray never consorted with Transcendentalists- perhaps never even met one ,
other than John Muir. Agassiz was their friend and ally.
Toward the end of the century, a single Brahmin, Charles Sprague Sargent , contributed
greatly to Muir's growing reputation as a forest naturalist and, no doubt, to Muir's selfesteem . Sargent was founding directOr of Harvard 's Arnold Arboretum (founded in 1872)
which, while a unit of the university, is situated not in Cambridge but in the Jamaica
Plain section of Boston near the vast estates of those Brahmins who lived in Brookline,
Wellesley, and other wealthy suburbs west of Boston. And, while himself a graduate of
Harvard College, Sargent was decidedly "Bosron ," not "Cambridge. " He was, after all,
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Louis Agassiz ( 1807-187 3)

Asa Gray ( 1810-1888)
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an alumnus of Harvard, not a member of its faculty in permanent residency there . Nor
was Sargent a trained botanist or - at least during his college years - a scholar in any
meaningful sense of the word . Graduating eighty-eighth in a class of ninety, Sargent
obviously would need time and the right opportunity if he were ever to achieve distinction
in a profession . He would have to establish an "identity" beyond that of Brahmin . Sargent
was offered the opportunity not because he had shown any great promise but strictly
because of his privileged social position . Yet he became a respected and even eminent
botanist - a conservationist - strictly on his own merits. I suspect it was he who
convinced Harvard to grant John Muir an honorary Master's degree in 1896, though
Robert Underwood Johnson, editor of The Century magazine and close friend of Muir's,
claims to have taken the initiative on this.
Asa Gray, who retired the year Sargent was made Director of the Arnold Arboretum
and, for all intents and purposes, Gray's successor at Harvard, introduced Sargent to
John Muir in 1878, according to Muir's biographer, Stephen Fox, but the "relationship
had lapsed during Muir's farmer days. In the early 1890s, Robert Underwood Johnson
brought them back together again."
In January, 1879, Sargent had begun a correspondence with George Perkins Marsh,
who was ambassador to Italy at the time . In later years, Sargent would claim (in a letter
of November 25, 1908, to Robert Underwood Johnson) that he owed his interest in
forests and forest preservation "almost entirely" to Marsh's Man and Nature. A copy of
the 1874 edition of that work, "Presented to my Arboreal friend C. S. Sargent Esq . by
Francis Skinner Dec. 1875," is almost certainly the copy Sargent read .
"I have long been a student of Man and Nature and have derived great pleasure and

Introduced by Asa Gray in 1878 , Charles Sprague Sargent andjohn Muir became lifelong friends.
They lived a continent apart and through the years they had a prolific correspondence and traveled
together on several occasions including a trip to Alaska and a world tour.
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profit from your pages, " Sargent wrote to Marsh in his first extant letter to him (that of
January 23, 1879). "I stand greatly in need of aid & counsel from all who like yourself
are interested in solving the problems which the waste of forests has forced us to this
generation," Sargent wrote on July 18 of the same year. "I feel," he continued, "that I
can count on you for much good advice, and that you will be willing to interest your
correspondents and friends in Europe in the undertaking , as I must build up as wide a
correspondence as possible," enlisting Marsh 's help in establishing the young Arnold
Arboretum. For his part , Marsh took a great interest in the arboretum. In a letter of
May 16, 1879, Marsh revealed to Sargent that , "I was born on the edge of an interminable
forest & passed a very large part of my early life among the trees. " 11
The year 1879 was a pivotal one for Sargent with respect to his involvement in "forests
and forest preservation. " In April of that year the Nation published his article "in regard
to the future of the California Forests." Later that year he accepted the invitation of
General Francis Amasa Walker, Superintendent of the Tenth Census of the United States
to, as he informed Robert Underwood Johnson in 1908, "assume charge of an investigation into the forest resources of the United States as a parr of the work of the Tenth
Census . The results of this investigation were published in the ninth volume of the Final
Reports of the Tenth Census in 1882 .... This report , I think I can say without vanity,
marked the first real step taken in this country toward forest preservation, and I believe
that it was owing to this report that the early forest reservations were made. " 12
In 1884, Sargent was appointed by the state ofNew York the chairman of a commission
to study the Adirondack forests and to make recommendations for their better management to the legislature in 1885. In 1888, Sargent launched Garden and Forest, a weekly
magazine published "as an organ for the Arboretum and to popularize ... forest preservation ." The magazine survived for only ten years and had to be abandoned "for want
of support." But during its ten years of publication it carried scores of articles on forest
preservation with titles such as ''The Future of Our Forests ," "The Adirondack Forests
in Danger," "The Forests of the White Mountains in Danger, " "The Forests of California, "
and "Organizing for Forest Preservation ." One article was titled simply "The Yosemite
Valley," another "The Nation's Forests ." Though John Muir apparently never wrote for
Garden and Forest, the magazine must have been an important ally for him in his political
campa1gns .
In 1896, Sargent was appointed by the National Academy of Sciences as chairman of
a commission to study public domain forests and to suggest legislation for their preservation and management. Muir chose not to be a member of the commission, but did
accompany it, as unofficial guide and advisor, through Oregon, California, and Arizona.
The commission recommended to President Grover Cleveland that he establish a number
of forest reservations with a total area of some 20,000,000 acres. Later, as Sargent wrote
to Johnson, he prevailed on President William McKinley not to revoke Cleveland's action
because doing so would help "western timber thieves. "
Sargent and Muir got to know each other, and they got along surprisingly well. As
Sargent's biographer has observed, "So different were Muir and Sargent that it is hard
to imagine their association progressing beyond a businesslike correspondence based on
common objectives . Even by Boston standards, Sargent was a reserved character. Yet,
somehow, Muir got through to him, and a strong sympathy bound the two from the
beginning of their acquaintance ." 1 '
In his laconic recollection of Muir, published in the "John Muir Memorial Number"
of the Sierra Club Bulletin , Sargent gives an excruciatingly brief summary of his travels
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with Muir: "Muir and I traveled through many forests, and saw together all the trees of
western North America, from Alaska to Arizona. We wandered together through the
great forests which cover the southern Appalachian Mountains, and through the tropical
forests of southern Florida. Together we saw the forests of southern Russia and the
Caucasus and those of eastern Siberia . ... "Sargent seemed to understand Muir. "No one
has studied the Sierra trees as living beings more deeply and continuously than Muir, "
Sargent declared, "and no one in writing about them has brought them so close to other
lovers of nature. " 13
Muir visited Sargent's home in Brookline twice , once in 1893 and again in 1896. In
1893 he visited, not only "Professor Sargent's grand place" in Brookline, but Thoreau's
and Emerson's graves and Walden Pond in Concord. The graveyard he thought "the most
beautiful graveyard I ever saw," Walden simply "beautiful." "Professor Sargent's grand
place" he declared " the finest mansion and grounds I ever saw." Muir was well received
wherever he went in New England, so great was his name and the respect in which he
was held there. 15
For evidence of Sargent's and Muir's mutual esteem, one need only examine Muir's
ecstatic review of Sargent's Silva of North America in the July 1903 Atlantic Monthly,
Sargent's praise of The Mountains of California, or Sargent's dedication of volume eleven
of his Silva to "John Muir lover and interpreter of nature who best has told the story of
the Sierra forests. "
Sargent and Muir corresponded for decades during the critical years of their collaboration . In the archives of Arnold Arboretum, for example, there are upwards of thirty
Muir and Sargent letters co each other, most of them from Muir to Sargent. Mingled
with business-like discussion of trees, forests, and conservation campaigns in the letters
is a sprinkling of humor, banter and gentle prodding that reveals the sincere rapport
that facilitated their professional relationship, as does their frequent inquiries after each
other's families. Of the two , Muir was , of course, the less inhibited .
Of all of the New Englanders John Muir knew and worked with, Charles Sprague
Sargent was one of the very few he did not meet or learn about through the Carrs or
James Davie Butler. Both Muir and Sargent were self-taught scientists , and professionally, at least, peers. "Socially, " of course - in the narrow nineteenth century New
England, or Boston , sense - they were not "equals. " Sargent, to his great credit, never
allowed his privileged social position to color his dealings with John Muir. Perhaps it
was his service during the Civil War, or his own inner struggles to establish an identity
of his own that allowed him to rise above the provincial Bostonian view of the cosmos .
Whatever the source of his insight, it played a key role in the Muir-Sargent relationship.
Also to his credit, Sargent seems never to have urged Muir to go East to Boston or
Cambridge - to Harvard or the Massachusetts Institute of Technology -as had Gray
(the Harvard academic), John Daniel Runckle (the Boston - MIT - academic), and
Emerson (the Concord Transcendentalist). Like Louis Agassiz, Sargent apparently preferred to think of Muir in his natural habitat, among the redwoods and glaciers of the
Sierra. Of all of the New Englanders who remained New Englanders, Sargent seems to
have disappointed Muir least, and to have aided him most during his years of
accomplishment .
One first -generation descendant of Yankees, Catharine Merrill, professor of literature
at North Western Christian (now Butler) University, in Indianapolis, Indiana, aided and
supported John Muir- both she and her relatives- beginning with Muir's brief but
epochal sojourn in Indianapolis in 1866 and 1867; at that time he was blinded by an
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industrial accident and tormented by the fear that he mig ht never see again, and he
vowed to devote the rest of his life to studying Nature if only his sight would return.
Return his sight did, and Muir kept his promise. Catharine Merrill may be included
among the New Englanders who were friends and associates of John Muir. And it was
in her city that Muir made the momentous decision that has had such wide-ranging
sig nificance for the conservation movement in this country and abroad . It was in Indianapolis that John Muir - literally and figuratively - saw the light.
Muir met Merrill (whose parents were born in Vermont) through a letter of introduction from his former college professor, the peripatetic and redoubtable Vermonter, James
Davie Butler. Butler and Merrill , in their turns , had met in Crawfordsville , Indiana, in
the mid-1850s, when Butler was teaching at Wabash College and Merrill was attending
a women's seminary. 16
It is intriguing that Muir came to know the several types of New Englanders roughly
in the sequence, first, pioneer Vermonters , then Transcendentalist, then Harvard academics, then the lone Boston Brahmin . By the virtue of his achievements and reputation,
Muir seems to have been "swept" eastward, against the mainstream of American society,
toward an older and less egalitarian society. From that of anonymous tramp loose in the
wilds of America, Muir's persona was slowly enlarged and transformed to the point where
he was accepted, sought out , even, by the haughty Bostonian - as a scientific colleague
and political ally, if not as a social peer. By the time Muir first visited Sargent in Boston
in 1893 , his reputation and influence spanned the nation west to east.
Ironically, Muir developed as he did largely because he identified with, and championed, that countercurrent of American culture which burst forth on the cultural landscape
from headwaters in the Green Mountains of Vermont and- in the guise of a book called
Walden - from the pure waters of Walden Pond in Concord , Massachusetts . Like George
Perkins Marsh's Man and Nature, like James Marsh 's "Preliminary Essay," and, perhaps,
like Emerson's "Nature ," Walden is a fountainhead of conservation thought in this
country.
Each type of New Englander whom Muir met reflected the successive stages though
which his career was quickly progressing: pilgrim, hermit , scientist, prophet, sage , and
cultural hero . Perhaps only one New Englander encompassed all of those stages in his
own life, Henry D . Thoreau.
Seed Time and Dispersal
During the 1850s, Henry Thoreau had grown more and more interested in botany
and ecology to the point that, by early 1860, when he was avidly reading Charles Darwin's
new book, On the Origin of Species, he was for all intents and purposes a working field
ecologist, well before the emerging science had been given a name. In 1860, Thoreau
was eagerly, one even might say furiously, studying the phenomenon of secondary ecological succession in the woodlots and fields of Concord . He had been interested in
succession for a full decade, but spurred on, perhaps , by an invitation to present his
findings to the Middlesex Agricultural Society at its annual fair in Concord on September
20, 1860, he began to accelerate his already intense field studies, counting the annual
rings on tree stumps and testing (or applying) some of the concepts and observations
about which he had just read in Darwin's book. During this period of incredible intellectual activity, Thoreau was also hard at work studying leaf fall and the dispersal of
seeds and fruits . 17
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Thoreau recorded his observations in his journal , which is replete with measurements ,
facts, hypotheses, and other accouterments of the scientific method , to the point that
many literary critics complain that the journal became overwhelmed by dry, scientific
facts and theorizing in the post- Walden years. Already in the second extant entry in
Thoreau's journal, that for October 24, 1837, six months before John Muir's birth , the
seeds were sown for Thoreau's preoccupation with ecological succession . "Every part of
nature teaches that the passing away of one life is the making room for another," he
wrote in the fullness of his Transcendental awakening . "The oak dies down to the ground,
leaving within its rind a rich virgin mould , which will impart a vigorous life to an infant
forest. The pine leaves a sandy and sterile soil, the harder woods a strong and fruitful
mould. "
"So this constant abrasion and decay makes the soil of my future growth," he continued.
"As I live now so shall I reap. If I grow pines and birches , my virgin mould will not
sustain oak; but pines and birches, or, perchance, weeds and brambles , will constitute
my second growth."

Black Frost, Failed Harvest
In 1860 , the first autumnal frost hit Concord early - September lOth- exactly a
week after Thoreau had recorded in his journal the "first decidedly autumnal day" of the
season , "a cloudless sky, a clear air, with, maybe, veins of coolness." It was not a severe
frost . Thereafter, pulses of cold air swept out of the north every week or so, inducing
rain in New England . On September 20th, the day Thoreau gave his lecture on the
succession of forest trees at the agricultural fair, it poured, just under two inches of rain
falling in twenty-four hours. More rain fell on the 25th (just under one inch), and on
the 28th a very severe frost hit- "what you may call a black frost," Thoreau wrote in
his journal. On September 29th, he reported "Another hard frost and a very cold day, "
on the 30th , "Frost and ice ." Finally, on October 1st, he entered this record in his
journal: "Remarkable frost and ice this morning; quite a wintry prospect. The leaves of
trees stiff and white at 7 A .M. It was 21° this morning early. I do not remember such
cold at this season ." These weekly pulses of cold air would continue to sweep over Concord
throughout the fall and winter. In a sense , they would sound a silent death knell to
Thoreau's life and work, for before winter even began that year Thoreau would catch the
cold that would kill him, through the damage it did to his lungs, in May, 1862. 18
The winter of 1860-61 had begun early, perhaps under the influence of the sunspot
cycle, which was at an eleven-year zenith during the summer and fall of 1860. Aurorae
boreales were especially frequent, even in the summer. In any event , the "black frost"
hit Concord at an uncommonly early date . Snow began falling in earnest early in December and remained on the ground for months. Even after it had melted in early March
1861, several massive snowstorms swept through Concord . For Henry Thoreau, who by
then had a worsening cold that was opening tubercular scars in his lungs , it was no
winter for easy recuperation. Thoreau was dying, in fact, and he was only forty -three
years of age .
Yet, it was not a particularly cold winter in southern New England . It was, in fact,
warmer than average. But the brief, recurring pulsations of cold Canadian and Arctic
air every week or ten days brought, first rain, then frost , then blizzard after blizzard.
One of those pulsations , a remarkably strong one, occurred early in February 1861. As
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David Ludlum puts it in Early American Winters II, "From the 6th of February to the
lOth - a period covering four days or 96 hours - the mercury dropped abruptly 70
degrees to congeal at -40°. Then the fluid, thawing, soared 95 degrees to a maximum
of 55° . Thus a change of 165 degrees had taken place in this short period . . .. " 19
The buds on virtually all fruit trees and unprotected grapevines were killed. During
those few hours, almost the entire potential fruit crop of 1861 was aborted in the
northeast , especially in New England. Most agricultural and horticultural societies cancelled outright their fruit-harvest displays that fall. In the case of at least one society, it
was the only such cancellation between the society's founding in the early 1840s and the
present day. Obviously, there was something very unusual, perhaps even unique, about
the winter of 1860-61. Beginning with the "black frosts" of the previous fall and ending
with the unprecedented failure of the fruit crop, it was a season to be remembered .
Among its human casualties was Henry D. Thoreau. 20

Succession
On or about September 20, 1860, the twenty-two year-old John Muir was leaving his
father's farm in Buffalo Township, Wisconsin, for the State Agricultural Fair in Madison
and, he hoped, an entirely new life. Within a matter of days he would be lionized in
Madison for his mechanical inventions and, shortly thereafter - in the pages of The
Prairie Farmer- throughout the Midwest. During the last days of the Wisconsin State
Fair, the "black frosts" were ravaging tender vegetation in New England. The stage was
being set by some cosmic force for a change of characters in the decades-long unfolding
of the conservation movement in the United States.
Meanwhile, late in November or early in December, Thoreau caught a cold that he
aggravated by making a 300-mile-round-trip journey to lecture on "The Fall of the Leaf"
in Waterbury, Connecticut. It was a fatal mistake to have made the journey for, not only
was Thoreau very sick, but it rained and snowed, then turned windy and very cold while
he was traveling. By the middle of December, when Walden Pond froze over, Thoreau
was housebound, the cold having lodged in his lungs. Like other members of his family,
he had suffered off and on from bouts of tuberculosis most of his life. This severe coid
once and for all placed the disease in the ascendancy.
At about this time, John Muir must have begun having second thoughts about the
course his life had taken when he had gone to Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, with Norman
Wiard to demonstrate Wiard's much-acclaimed ice boat, the Lady Franklin, which was
about ro be denounced in the press as "a humbug." Thus, in late January, as Henry
Thoreau sank into debility, John Muir returned to Madison and enrolled in the University
of Wisconsin. The term opened on February 6th and would end on June 26th. 21

"The Journey West"
In May, just as the oaks were coming into bloom, Henry Thoreau set out on a desperate,
two-month-long trip by rail and steamer to Minnesota in search of the hot, dry climate
doctors had advised him tO seek for the sake of his rapidly declining health . He was
accompanied by seventeen-year-old Horace Mann, Jr., son of the late educator and until his death from tuberculosis (which he may have caught from Thoreau during the
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journey west) - an aspmng botanist and the heir-apparent of an aging Asa Gray.
Fatherless now, Mann, with his mother and younger brother, had moved to Concord
from Ohio, where Horace Mann had died the year before . 2 2
Thoreau and Mann probably left Concord on the 11:59 a.m. train , heading west on
the Fitchburg Railroad, and at Groton Junction, catching a connecting train to Worcester
at 12 :45 on the Worcester & Nashua Railroad . At about 12:53 they would have passed
within 330 feet of Bronson Alcott's Fruitlands farmhouse in the town of Harvard, where
in 184 3 Alcott had conducted the renowned but short-lived experiment in Transcendental socialism. Five or ten minutes later, they would have passed near the site of Luther
Burbank's boyhood home in the northern part of the town of Lancaster. Very shortly
thereafter, they would have passed through the center of Lancaster, stopping at the
Lancaster town depot , a sixth of a mile from the site of the New-England Normal Institute
where, from 1853 until 1855, William Russell, Bronson Alcott's friend and mentor and
John Swett's former teacher, had conducted yet another of his schools based upon Pestalozzian educational principles, his last . Young Francis Amasa Walker was a student in
Russell's school. Walker would become president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and, as cited above, di rector of the Tenth United States Census . Perhaps Russell,
who settled in Lancaster when the school folded, was in town that day.
From Lancaster, the train sped to Worcester, the home of Thoreau's friends Harrison
Blake and T heophilus Brown and a hub of railroad connections for points south and west.
Thoreau and Mann spent a day in Worcester with Blake, having stayed the night at
Blake's home, and left Worcester early on the morning of May 13th, bound for Albany,
New York, and points west . That afternoon, as they traveled westward, both Thoreau
and Mann recorded a pronounced change in the aspect of the vegetation. "The leafing
is decidedly more advanced in western Massachusetts than in eastern," Thoreau recorded
in his journal. "Apple trees are g reenish . Red elder-berry is apparently just beginning
to bloom." In Albany, where they stopped for the night, young Mann wrote to his mother
that , "We see t hings much greener here than at home ."
The next m orning, they probably left Albany at 7:30 on the New York Central
Railroad, bound for the Suspension Bridge near Niagara Falls, going via the Rochester,
Lock Port, and Niagara Falls Division, and arriving at the Suspension Bridge at 8:30
p .m. They remained in the Niagara Falls area for a full five days, spending much time
botanizing on Goat Island . Then, oh May 20th, they left Niagara Falls for Detroit on
the Great Western (Canada) Rail road , going by way of Hamilton, Paris, London,
Chatham, and Windsor, Ontario, and proceeding on to Detroit, probably via ferry from
Windsor.
The next day, they left for Chicago on the Michigan Central Railroad, passing through
Ann Arbor, Jackson, and Kalamazoo, M ichigan, and Michigan City, Indiana. All along
the way, Thoreau was taking copious notes on the plants and landscapes he saw, both
from the train window and close-up . As the train passed through the sand dunes at the
southern tip of Lake Michigan, in Indiana, Thoreau noted that it was "All hard wood or
no evergreen except some white pine, when we struck Lake Michigan, on the sands from
the lake partly & some larch before ." The next day he recalled that he "Saw last p .m .
high dune hills along lake & much open oak wood low but old(?) with black trunks but
light fo.liage ."
Almost a quarter century earlier, in 183 7, George Perkins Marsh had visited Michigan
City. In 1857, he had visited Michigan City again . In Man and Nature, which was
published in 1864, he recalled the evolution of the dunes which he observed during his
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visits . 2 ·1 Three decades after Man and Nature was published, a young botanist from the
University of Chicago by the name of Henry Chandler Cowles (a native of Connecticut)
conducted a series of ecological observations on the succession of plant communities on
the Indiana Dunes of Lake Michigan. Cowles's work is a landmark in the science of
ecology; it elucidated the process of ecological succession that Thoreau had been working
on in Concord four decades earlier. 2 .1
Thoreau and Mann left Chicago at 9 : 15 on the morning of May 23rd, bound for
Dunleith [now East Dubuque], Illinois, on the Galena and Chicago Union Railway. After
passing through Belvidere, Cherry Valley, and Rockford , they began to see open prairie.
Thoreau was impressed . "Greatest rolling prairie without trees just beyond Winnebago ,"
he recorded .. .. "Distances on prairie deceptive. A stack of wheat straw looks like a hill
in the horizon V4 or V2 mile off. It stands out so bold and high. " The train passed through
Winnebago at about 2:22 in the afternoon . Twenty minutes later, at 2:42, it would have
passed through Pecatonica. At 6:20p .m . , right on schedule, they arrived in Dunleith.
They had reached the Mississippi River.
From Dunleith , Illinois, the two travelers went up the Mississippi on the boat Itasca,
to St. Paul and St. Anthony, Minnesota, arriving there mid-morning on Sunday, May
26th. En route, they had stopped at Dubuque, Iowa; Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin; and
Brownsville and Red Wing, Minnesota. In addition to recording the living plants he
saw, Thoreau had written of great mounds of wheat straw and sacks of wheat near homes
and on the wharves of the river towns . On the river itself he had seen "Great rafts of
boards & shingles 4 or 5 rods wide & 15 or 20 long ." "Banks in primitive condition
bet[ween] the towns , which is almost everywhere, " he had noted . Horace Mann had
written to his mother that "From the tops of the bluffs the country lays on every side
level and most[ly] pra[i]rie with a little wood on it in different places ." Thoreau had
taken note of McGregor, Iowa, a new town opposite Prairie du Chien . They remained
in Minnesota for almost exactly one month.

Commencement
On the return trip in late June, Thoreau and Mann traveled down river to Prairie du
Chien from St. Paul, arriving early on the morning of June 27th. After a wait of only
an hour and a half, they started up the valley of the Wisconsin River "By cars to
Milwaukee," via Madison, on the Milwaukee & Prairie du Chien Railway. It was a clear,
warm day in southern Wisconsin. Almost exactly five months before, a disillusioned
John Muir had returned to Madison from Prairie du Chien on the same railroad line to
enroll in the University of Wisconsin .
Thoreau and Mann departed Prairie du Chien on the 10:00 a.m. mail and day-express
passenger train, arriving in Madison about on schedule (1:27 p .m.) . As they approached
Madison from the northwest , Mann noticed the newly built University, or Bascom, Hall
"on a rise of ground near the track as we enter rhe city, " bur he mistook it for the "stare
house." (Thoreau recorded a perfunctory, "Madison, capital & irs 4 lakes .") Just beyond
or ro rhe right of University Hall they would have seen a smaller building - North
Hall, rhe dormitory in which John Muir had just passed his first term at the University.
Some eight minutes after arriving ar the Madison depot, they were off to Milwaukee and
thence , via Grear Lakes steamer and rail , to New England by way of Ontario and northern
New York.
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Bird's-eye view of Madison , Wisconsin , in 1867 . The upper left corner is the University of
Wisconsin were Muir was conducting his studies. In the lower left corner is the Milwaukee &
Prairie du Chien Railway on which Thoreau and Mann traveled.

The day before (Wednesday, June 26th), the University of Wisconsin had held its
seventh annual commencement exercises in the Baptist Church. The eleven and one-half
hour event was not over until 9:00 p .m. 25 According to Linnie Marsh Wolfe, Muir's
biographer, and other evidence, John Muir left Madison for home in "late June, " "after
commencement ," on foot. Exactly when he left is unclear, but it is doubtful that he
would have begun a fifty-mile trek to Portage after 9 p .m. Rather he probably departed
Madison within a day or two of commencement, possibly on the day after commencement,
as he was to do in 1863 . The following scenario may seem plausible.

The Passing of the Flame
John Muir left the campus some time around midday of Thursday, June 27, 1861, the
day after commencement . Skirting the southern and eastern shores of Lake Mendota on
his way north to Hickory Hill Farm, he climbed the small hill he would describe many
years later in the last paragraph of The Story of My Boyhood and Youth, to catch one last
glimpse of the campus. It was about 1:30 p.m. At just that instant, I like to imagine,
a train pulled into view, cutting across a far corner of the campus on its way east. On
the train were Horace Mann, Jr., and Henry D . Thoreau . Had Thoreau (a son of Cynthia
Dunbar and John Thoreau, Sr.) happened to be admiring Lake Mendota through the
train window, he just might have spied a lone figure atop a small prominence at the far
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end of the lake. It would have been John Muir (a native son of Dunbar, Scotland). If
Muir were casting one last glance back toward the campus , and therefore into the midday
sun, he would have had to squint, for the light would have been that bright. 26
The scenario I have just sketched may never have happened . Yet I am inclined to
believe that John Muir was still in, or else very near, Madison on the day Henry Thoreau
passed through. It would make a neat, symbolic summary of Muir's relationship to
Thoreau, an epiphany, perhaps . Thoreau, on his way home to die, had accomplished
nearly all he would accomplish in his short lifetime of forty-four years. John Muir, having
just left his father's home, had his entire public life ahead of him- had more life left
than Thoreau would have in total. Muir had not even begun the great life's work that
would make him famous, nor even his apprenticeship for it. Muir, at least, would not
be struck down by a "black frost" but would live to a ripe, hoary age.
I entertain this scenario because it represents to me the passing of the flame. And yet ,
while Muir never met Thoreau in person, regardless of how close his path may have come
to crossing Thoreau's, Muir already knew - or was very soon to know - the better
part of the man: his spiritual part, or soul, as expressed in his writings . If I may be
permitted to say so, it seems to have been arranged by the gods.

Closing the Circle
After about three days of botanizing on Mackinac Island, Michigan, Thoreau and
Mann proceeded south on Lake Huron by the propeller ship Sun to Goderich, Ontario,
where they boarded the Buffalo & Lake Huron Railway at nine in the morning of July
6th, bound for Stratford, changing at Stratford to the Grand Trunk Railway, after a twohour wait, fo r Toronto. They stayed overnight in Toronto, leaving the next morning
(probably at 6:30) for Ogdensburg, New York, which they would have reached late in
the afternoon or early in the evening by ferry from Prescott, Ontario. They probably left
Ogdensburg at 11:30 the next morning on the Northern (Ogdensburg) Railway for
Rouse's Point, New York (arriving at 6 :00 p.m .), thence, on the Vermont Central
Railway, to White River Junction, Vermont (arriving there at 6:00a.m.).
That night (probably the night of Wednesday, July 9th - Thursday, July lOth),
Thoreau and Mann sped through the very center of the most Yankee of the Yankee states:
into Vermont at West Allburgh, thence via Swanton, Milton, and other towns to Essex
Junction, a railroad junction four and one-half miles from James Marsh's University of
Vermont in Burlington; from Essex Junction to White River Junction by way of Montpelier, the state capital; Northfield, present site of Norwich University, at which James
Davie Butler taught ancient languages from 1845 to 1847, and equidistant (25 miles)
between Middlebury, site of Butler's alma mater, and Peacham, ancestral home of Catharine Merrill's family; Sharon, birthplace of Joseph Smith ; West Hartford, a village of
Hartford, James Marsh's birthplace; Woodstock, George Perkins Marsh's birthplace; and
(at White River Junction) within five miles of Dartmouth College, alma mater of both
James Marsh and George Perkins Marsh, and five miles from Norwich, Vermont, the
original site of Norwich Academy, where George Perkins Marsh taught upon his graduation from Dartmouth, and where James Davie Butler had taught; and on to Boston
and Concord through central New Hampshire, passing ten or eleven miles from Pittsford,
birthplace of John Swett, and through Merrimack, site of William Russell's normal
school, from which John Swett had graduated in the late 1840s or early 1850s. Thoreau
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and Mann probably arrived back in Concord, Massachusetts, at 11:59 a.m. on July 11th,
two months to the minute after they had set out for Minnesota, and one day before
Thoreau would observe his last birthday. In less than ten months he would be dead .

The Recurring Crossing of Paths
Thoreau's "Journey West," as he called it, was remarkable for the coincidences temporal and spatial- with John Muir's earliest apprenticeship years. As Muir himself
might say should he be able to examine the facts to be presented below, "Everything in
the universe is connected to everything else ." But the coincidences go even deeper than
this. For the next six years - until Muir left the Midwest for good on his thousandmile walk to the Gulf of Mexico - on every one of Muir's major botanical excursions,
his path would cross the route of Thoreau's "Journey West" altogether no fewer than
mne times, in Ontario, Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Michigan, and perhaps in New
York State.

Thoreau's map of the railroads in the United States , circa 1853.
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John Muir knew nothing about botany (or, at least ; plant identification) when Thoreau
died on May 6, 1862. Less than a month later ("in early June, " according to Linnie
Marsh Wolfe), Mil ron S. Griswold, also a student at the University of Wisconsin in those
years, introduced an astonished Muir to the marvels of botany. Sometime between these
two dates, Thoreau's essay, "Walking," was published as the lead article of the June
1862 issue of the Atlantic Monthly. "The West of which I speak," Thoreau declared, "is
but another name for the Wild; and what I have been preparing to say is, that in Wildness
is the preservation of the World." Years later this declaration would be echoed by John
Muir's "In God's wildness lies the hope of the world ." Did Muir read "Walking" that
spring, at the Butler or Carr home, perchance? Did this impassioned defense of wild
Nature , on which Thoreau put the finishing touches as he lay upon his deathbed, and
which was the first of his posthumous . publications, kindle in Muir a realization that
Nature was good, not evil, and that westward lay wildness/ Did "Walking" set John
Muir a-walking the wilds of America/
The next summer, Muir and two fellow students- one named James A . Blake, the
other named M.M. Rice - set out the day after commencement on a "geological and
botanical ramble" through south- and west-central Wisconsin . (Thoreau had made more
than one such excursion with his friend and disciple Harrison Blake, who was related by
marriage to the Rice family of Worcester, Massachusetts.) They botanized down the
Wisconsin River to its confluence with the Mississippi at Prairie du Chien, along the
same stretch of the river Thoreau and Mann had come by train, taking notes on the
landscape and vegetation , almost exactly two years earlier. Muir and Blake crossed the
Mississippi and headed south along the bluffs from McGregor, Iowa, across the river
from Prairie du Chien. (Rice, who had sprained his ankle and developed aching muscles,
had taken a train for home at Prairie du Chien.)
Thoreau, two years before, had recorded in his "Notes on the Journey West," "Macgregor [sic] a new town op[posite] to Prairie du Chien, the smartest town on the river.
Exports the most wheat of any town bet[ ween] St. Paul & St. Louis . Wheat in sacks.
Great heaps at P[rairie] du Chien, covered at night & all over the ground & the only
seed wheat ." The first night, Muir and Blake camped on the bluffs, looking down upon
the river in the morning. "Across the great Mississippi gorge the bluffs of the eastern
shore loomed black and near, as if one might leap over, " Wolfe states. At sunrise they
saw on the river "countless barges and white side-wheel steamers chugging ahead between
long, narrow log rafts and drifting 'strings. "' Perhaps one of the steamers was the Itasca,
on which Henry Thoreau and Horace Mann, Jr., had traveled upriver two years and one
month earlier.
Thoreau himself had noted "Great rafts of boards & shingles 4 or 5 rods wide &
15 or 20 long .... Load some 9 or 10 cords of wood at a loading. 20 men in 10 minutes .. :. " Wolfe reports (page 86) that, "As John gazed at the scene he got some idea
of the magnitude of the lumber industry. Millions of feet of logs - slain white pine
giants that only last winter stood lordly upon the hills of northern Wisconsin .. , . Maine
and Michigan were already stripped in large part of their vast forests. Wisconsin was
approaching the peak of lumber prod union . Minnesota was just at the beginning ." 27
·Muir's original plan during this excursion had been to wander down the Wisconsin
to the Mississippi, thence up to the Falls of St. Anthony in Minnesota, along exactly the
same route Thoreau and Mann had taken in May and June of 1861, and then south
through Minnesota and Iowa. But Muir and Blake had abandoned their plan to travel
northward and had , instead , crossed the Mississippi and headed south from McGregor.
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In August 1872, Asa Gray delivered the presidential address at the American Association for the Advancement of Science's annual meeting in Dubuque, Iowa. Henry
Thoreau had been dead more than ten years, Horace Mann, Jr. , nearly five, and John
Muir now living the Yosemite Valley. Gray gave his address on the return leg of a trip
to the Far West, during which he met and traveled for some time with John Muir, in
Yosemite and elsewhere. Merrill Moores, bound for college in Oregon, was spending
the summer with Muir in Yosemite. The title of Gray's presidential address was "Sequoia
and Its History." Charles Sprague Sargent had just been named curator of the newly
established Arnold Arboretum; in November, Sargent would be promoted to the directorship of the Arboretum and named director of the Harvard Botanic Garden in Cambridge, succeeding Gray in that post.
On March 1, 1864, John Muir boarded a train at Portage bound for Canada by routes
now only partially known . He "tramped through a portion of Michigan to Lake Superior
and thence crossed into Canada, " in the words of Linnie ·Marsh Wolfe, perhaps at Sault
Sainte Marie, passing from one of the Manitoulin Islands to the other - from Saint
Joseph to Drummond, Cockburn, and Sacred, the first, third, and last in Ontario, the
second in Michigan- having traveled only thirty or so miles north of Mackinac Island,
where Thoreau and Mann had botanized in 1861. Muir could easily have spotted the
propeller ship Sun plying the waters of Lake Huron had he been tramping the southern
shore of Drummond Island at the -right moment.
Muir proceeded south along the eastern shore of Georgian Bay (separated from Lake
Huron proper by a peninsula). Eventually, he arrived in southwestern Ontario, staying
in Bradford, a few miles north of Toronto, then drifting toward Niagara Falls . On August
1, 1864, he camped on a "mountainside overlooking Burlington Bay." He arrived at
Niagara Falls on September 2nd , where his brother joined him. For a week, the two
brothers explored the banks of the Niagara River. Earlier, for five full days in May 1861,
Thoreau and Horace Mann , Jr., had botanized in the vicinity of Niagara Falls- though
primarily on the American side. Muir no doubt had remained on the Canadian side.
From Niagara Falls, Muir, still accompanied by his brother, went to the vicinity of
Meaford, Ontario, on Owen Sound, remaining there for a year and a half, working in
the Trout family's factory. During his several wanderings in southern Ontario, John Muir
had to have crossed Thoreau's routes to and from Minnesota four times; after the Trout
family's factory burned in March 1866, Muir had to have crossed Thoreau's route at least
twice en route to Indianapolis.
John Muir was in Indianapolis about a year. On June 10, 1867, he left Indianapolis
for a visit to Madison. He was accompanied by eleven-year-old Merrill Moores, the
nephew of Catharine Merrill. Like John Muir, Moores (whose surname must be a variant
of "moor" -of which "muir" is also a variant) celebrated his birthday on April 21st. 28
As has already been noted, in 1872, when Asa Gray was visiting John Muir in Yosemite,
Merrill Moores , by then of college age, spent a summer in Yosemite with Muir, before
proceeding to his freshman year at Willamette University in Oregon . "As I remember
him," Moores was to record shortly before his death in 1929, "he [GrayJ was an unusually
handsome man, who, like Muir, wore a full beard, and presented a most impressive
appearance. He spent about a week in the Valley and was with Muir all day long every
day."
Muir and Moores went first to Danville, Illinois, by train, where they visited relatives
of young Moores. On June 13th they left Danville, going first to Decatur and then to
Bloomington. At three in the afternoon of the next day they arrived in Forreston and
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struck out on foot for the "Prairie home of Mr. Neely," which was situated "on the
prairie about seven miles southwest of Pecatonica," Illinois, apparently in Ridott Township. There, Muir and Moores botanized for a week.
Thoreau, on May 23, 1861, was traveling westward through this same stretch of
prairie en route on the Chicago and Galena Union Railway from Chicago to Dunleith,
Illinois, no more than five miles from the "Prairie home of Mr. Neely." At 2:22 on that
Thursday afternoon, the train passed through Winnebago; after another twenty minutes
it was passing through Pecatonica, some seven miles farther west. "Greatest rolling prairie
without trees just beyond Winnebago," Thoreau scribbled in a note. "Last 40 miles in
nw Ill quite hilly." It would be hard to believe that John Muir, if not Merrill Moores,
did not tramp to within sight of the railroad during his week of botanizing on the prairie .
In any event, a letter from Muir tO Merrill Moores' mother was mailed from Pecatonica,
and Merrill Moores recalled more than six decades later that they had traveled "From
Rockford to Portage ... by rail but by what railroad I have forgotten." Rockford, through
which Thoreau and Mann had passed twenty minutes before arriving at Winnebago, is
situated seven miles east of Winnebago. John Muir himself wrote that they had gone
north to Portage "by Rockford and Janesville." Thus, from either Pecatonica or Winnebago, Muir and Moores traveled eastward some seven or fourteen miles along the same
section of the Chicago and Galena Union Railway that Thoreau and Mann had traveled
seven years before.
These coincidences and near-coincidences are remarkable because they encompass all
of John Muir's earliest recorded botanical collecting trips. Beginning only in 1867, with
his thousand-mile walk tO the Gulf of Mexico, did Muir's path fail to cross or even
coincide with that of Thoreau and Mann .

Summary and Miscellany
It was a New Englander, Jeanne C. Carr, who introduced Muir to New Englandto her writers, her scientists, and most important, her unique contribution to American
culture, New England Transcendentalism. Carr's husband, Ezra Slocum Carr, and James
Davie Butler played similar though less central roles in this regard . Jeanne Carr, of all
the apostles of New England culture who influenced Muir, was preeminent. Whether it
was Thoreau's and Emerson's writings, Emerson himself, or Asa Gray, the Harvard
botanist, Jeanne Carr first sent Muir their way, or they his. She was the sine qua non, and
her role simply cannot be exaggerated. She may have failed tO persuade Muir to leave
the fastnesses of Yosemite in 1872 to see an ailing Louis Agassiz who was visiting San
Francisco, but it was not for want of trying . Muir was too busy measuring ice flow in
the Sierra that summer (aided, incidentally, by a college-bound Merrill Moores) ro visit
even Agassiz.
Two people I will have to mention only in passing, partly because their contributions
to Muir were indirect, though real, and partly because any possible direct connections
there may have been with Muir are elusive and would be very difficult to demonstration.
But they should be mentioned, as either agents or advocates of social attitudes that
formed the cultural backdrop against which John Muir worked.
The first was Frederick Law Olmsted, the renowned landscape architect, a Connecticut
Yankee, who played an early role in protecting Yosemite . While his approach to, or
attitude toward, nature only palely reflected Thoreau's Transcendentalist approach,
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Olmsted did help set the stage for the debut of John Muir a few years later. In 1872, a
decade or so after he left California, Olmsted began a long-term collaboration with
Charles Sprague Sargent on the design of the just-established Arnold Arboretum. The
present layout of roads and plantings in the Arboretum is a direct consequence of their
felicitous collaboration.
·The other was Albert Bierstadt, who though born near Dusseldorf, Germany, was
brought to N ew Bedford when he was only three and thus qualifies as a New Englander.
He returned to Germany in the mid- 1850s, when he was a young man, to study painting
at Dusseldorf. After returning to this country in 1856, he traveled west and began
painting western landscapes in the manner that was to make him very famous and rich.
He fell on hard times when tastes in art inevitably changed two or three decades later,
but in the meantime his canvasses of the American West - including some of the
Yosemite Valley - brought home visually and vividly to easterners the natural beauty
of the West . A painter of the so-called Rocky Mountain School, which was the successor
to the Hudson River School and the Luminists, all of which were indebted to Transcendentalism, Bierstadt benefitted from the revolution Transcendentalism had wrought in
America's attitudes toward wild nature. Bierstadt enlarged the tradition to accommodate
an expanding America. One of his legatees was John Muir.
John Muir was annoyed by New Englanders' urging him to go to Boston. They must
have seemed tiresome and smug. Yet they deserve credit for having helped Muir in one
way or another. The Vermonters, at least, and it seems, Charles Sprague Sargent, were
content that Muir remain where he was , doing what he was doing.

Conclusions
To summarize or epitomize New England's contribution to John Muir's career and,
therefore, to America it can be. argued that New England and New Englanders - New
England culture - were John Muir's mentors to an amazing extent, especially during
the crucial formative stages of his public career. NeVI England herself influenced Muir
at a distance - through her.writers and painters, and through her displaced children in
the earlier years. In later years, even a Brahmin contributed - perhaps because by then
Muir was not merely Sierran, but Olympian . Then again, the Brahmin, Charles Sprague
Sargent, was not bound by provincial Boston attitudes. In his profession Sargent was,
like Muir, a self-made man .
New England had long since won emancipation from Calvinism by the time John
Muir first made contact with her through the apostleship of Jeanne Carr - as well as
through the ministrations of James Davie Butler. They showed Muir the way to liberation
from the debilitating shackles of Daniel Muir's theology. Perhaps because of its primal
experience with Calvinism, New England was well qualified to speak to John Muir's
condition, was well qualified to point the way out.
The best in New England culture no longer passed Nature off as sinister, fallen, or
mere commodity. George Perkins Marsh, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and above all, Henry
D. Thoreau showed Muir the way. As time went on these New England. writers spoke
more and more forcefully to America's condition. Emerson gave America leave to fulfill
her destiny by exploiting Nature ·if she must, but also (thrqugh his writings) gave John
Muir leave to fulfill his, as he must, by preserving Nature . Thoreau, ever the consistent
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one, chose the latter (preservation) and rejected the former (exploitation) . It was Thoreau,
I am convin.ced, who showed Muir the way to Yosemite and beyond- impelled him,
perhaps.
The benefactions flowed in the opposite direction as well, eastward from Muir to New
England . Marsh, Emerson, and Thoreau, even Charles Sprague Sargent, expressed support for Nature, insisting that forests and wildlife be preserved or - if exploited at all
- be protected and managed well for later generations. But New England had been
settled (that is, devastated) by Europeans very early. New England had no vast public
domain to be apportioned wisely, no immense wilderness to be set off-limits to commercial exploitation, except, perhaps, in northern Maine . By 1850, Vermont itself was
a lost cause in this regard. The opportunity to implement Emerson's, Marsh's, and
Thoreau's words would have to come later, elsewhere, under the aegis of the federal
government, and only after public opinion had been galvanized by the appalling depredations of untrammelled commercialism .
Much of New England 's gift in this area to America in its literature and thought
might have proved empty had John Muir not come along to implement some of New
England's highest ideals. The ideals (which ultimately became all America's) would have
remained frustrated, stillborn - ideals merely - had John Muir not implemented
them . Muir fulfilled what stay-at-home New Englanders could only hope for, could only
hope to atone for. The Transcendentalists had built many castles in the air. John Muir
put a firm foundation under one of them .
The connections between Muir and New England moved in two directions , then . Muir
and New England owe each other mutual debts of gratitude. Central to the link between
them lie the writings of Henry D . Thoreau and the part played by Jeanne Carr in
introducing Muir to them and to the writings of the other Transcendentalists.

Epilogue
And what can reasonably be made of the uncanny coincidence between Thoreau's
career and Muir's, of the neat dovetailing of prophet into apostle' We might begin to
answer by asking whether all coincidences are meaningless, whether the universe is devoid
of meaning, mere cause and effect moving toward no particular end . I hesitate to speak
for the universe at large, but to this infinitesimal part and parcel of Nature there is
meaning in this coincidence at least, if in no other.
After all, what am I to make of the vanishingly small probability that both John Muir,
the principal spiritual heir of Henry Thoreau, and Henry Thoreau himself would be in
Madison, Wisconsin, on the same day, possibly at the same hour, when Thoreau was on
his way home to die , his life's work over for all intents and purposes , save for the resolute
pulling together of a few manuscripts for posthumous publication, and when John Muir
had just left home and was in the earliest stages of his career'
And what should I conclude ofJeanne Carr's and James Davie Butler's being in Madison
at that auspicious juncture in American conservation history? It was Nature herself, not
Fate, I contend, who brought these coincidences about, wild Nature ensuring herself a
future in America. With the Civil War just then beginning, perhaps it was time for
Thoreau to pass from the scene, for once the. new, ever more aggressive social order was
ensconced after the war, a new hero would have to assume center stage, vigorous , armed
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with incredible stamina, perseverance and enthusiasm, fabulous one-on-one encounters
with wild Nature, and- above all- with Thoreau's own powerful Nature-centered
philosophy.
I cannot help but wonder what America would be like now had John Muir not lived,
or had his life not unfolded exactly as it did. Would we have the superb national park
and wilderness systems we do, in the degree to which we have them? I doubt it. I like
to believe that something immaterial no thing - passed from Henry Thoreau to
John Muir early on the afternoon of Thursday, June 27, 1861, something akin to fire
-and that the fire ignited, energized, or was answered by some unique quality in John
Muir's soul that would sustain him through a long and productive life, and that ultimately
would bring all of us to the same concerns a full century and a quarter later. Sorely am
I tempted to accept the suggestion a friend of mine put forth in the form of a question
to me: Would you say, then, that Thoreau "died into" John Muir? Thoreau himself
answered my friend's question decades before it was asked. "Every part of nature teaches
that the passing away of one life is the making room for another," he had written six
months before John Muir's birth.
Of course, I don't believe in such things any more than I believe in the kind of telepathy
by which John Muir, atop North Dome, sensed James Davie Butler's presence in Yosemite
in 1871 and later found him wandering on Mount Broderick, or by which he knew that
his father was dying in Wisconsin, or his mother. But then, I am inclined to believe
even less in meaningless coincidence .
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ESTERN IMAGERY

Vernal Falls from Lady Franklin Rock. Photo by joseph LeConte, 1896.
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Mirror view of Clouds Rest, Little Yosemite . Photo by George Fiske, circa 1883 .
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The Sentinel Rock . Photo by joseph LeConte, 1897 .
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Upper and Lower Yosemite Falls from the Sentinel Hotel . Photo by Parsons, 1900.
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JOHN MUIR AND THE COMMUNITY OF NATURE

•

'

KATHLEEN ANNE WADDEN

I

This article is structured as an intellectual biography which emphasizes the philosophical development of its subject. The focus is on John Muir's relationship with his
lodestone, Yosemite Valley, between the years 1868 to 1914. Yosemite acted as the
symbolic force in Muir's life and thought, and his relationship with the Valley mirrored
his changing attitude toward the central question of an appropriate relationship between
man and nature. Muir's thoughts, actions and writings are linked to his relationship
with Yosemite and, as a result, Yosemite becomes a symbol for his self-development . 1
My focus has been on a love relationship between a person and place. The course of
that relationship provides the structural continuity necessary to demonstrate Muir's intellectual evolution.
The chronology of Muir's relationship with Yosemite can be characterized in four
stages. Muir perceived Yosemite first as a place, then a process, a park and a preserve .
In matching Muir's experience with his perceptions the "man's fate unfolds itself stage
by stage, like a bud that harbors within it a blossom ." 2
These four stages were the seasons of John Muir's relationship with Yosemite . They
reveal that his love of nature evolved from the spring of youthful romantic fancy to a
mature and ripened ecological, moral and social consciousness. In the end, Muir advocated a major shift in human consciousness toward nature, one which mirrored his own
evolution from traditional Christian belief to faith in a community of nature.
The writings ofJohn Muir unveil his different sides. His abundant periodical literature
portrays him as a literary man, a scientist, a glacial expert, and a political advocate of
parks and wilderness preservation. His letters reveal his business and personal sides.
Those to family, friends, especially Mrs . Carr, and associates reflect the indispensable,
inner man . Finally, Muir's journals contain his most valuable and comprehensive statements about nature as a life force.

Kathleen Wadden is currently an associate professor at the Graduate Institute of American Studies , Tamkang University
in Taipei, Taiwan. Her work in Taiwan includes a research project on environmental education funded by the Pacific
Cultural Foundation. She iJ also completing a Jtudy of Rachel Carson . This article is derived from her diJSertation on
j ohn Muir completed in Winter 1984.
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The upper end of Yosemite Valley from Rocky Point. Photograph taken by joseph LeConte, 1896 .

The development of this article has depended largely on a selection of Muir's published
writings related tO Yosemite . The publication dates of these choices may be deceptive.
They were selected because the subjects and time periods follow chronologically with the
developmental thesis. A Thousand Mile Walk to the Gulf was published in 1916 but it is
the first primary text evaluated because it covers important events in Muir's life during
1868 . Likewise, My First Summer in the Sierra concentrates on Muir's activities in 1869
but it was published on 1911. Studies in the Sierra documents Muir's glacial studies in
Yosemite Valley from 1870-1874 . It was first published in serial form in 1875 and 1876
in the Overland Monthly. Muir's articles on Yosemite National Park were published by
the Century in 1891, but his book Our National Parks was not published until 1901.
Finally, Muir's articles on Hetch Hetchy Valley were published at the time of the controversy, from 1901 until 1914.
Three primary goals are central to the structure , and tO the writing as well. The first
involved reconstructing Muir's relationship with Yosemite Valley and the controversy
surrounding it . Muir was a man committed tO his time and he responded carefully tO
the issues and problems of his day, as seen in an analysis of his thought.
The second was to evaluate the development of Muir's philosophy of nature through
its various stages . The cumulative effect of Muir's scientific and political work help tO
explain his personal journey from a solitary and fervent nature lover to a national park
spokesman and preservationist. Although Muir may not have been thoroughly comfortable in his role as a public figure, he perceived it as necessary for the realization of certain
goals . Muir's philosophical development indicates that his views changed and became
clarified as he responded over time tO the issues and problems surrounding Yosemite .
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The third goal was to explain the fundamental concept of Muir's philosophy of nature,
that is his concept of a community of nature representing the possibility of a reconciliation
between man and nature. His position, however, challenged certain political and economic attitudes of Americans toward their land. The tension between Muir's view and
these attitudes is discussed below.
The four stages of development in Muir's relationship with Yosemite reveal a patterned
sequence of changes . In each, Muir redefined himself as he built upon and clarified
different concepts in his philosophy of nature. He arrived at some insight, a special
realization, characterizing his point of view and summarizing what the Yosemite region
had taught him . All stages built upon Muir's fundamental concern for an appropriate
relationship between man and nature. They reflect his changing attitude as modified by
experience and increased knowledge. Finally, the stages are inextricably linked to his
personal maturation, the influences of aging and new role definitions .
Muir's study of the Yosemite landscape was a search for self in nature. Through the
journeying process , unlearning and relearning, through choosing nature as a teacher,
Muir found di~ection, purpose and his life's work. Muir's changing relationship with
Yosemite, over the course of the second half of his life, helped to crystallize his identity
and guide his thought and actions.
Muir's first long period of exposure to the Sierra occurred in the summer of 1869 and
marked the first stage of his development. Toward the end of his sheepherding expedition,
he wrote to his brother David, "I have enjoyed a most divine piece of life among the
snow peaks of the Sierra Nevada. Botany, Geology, and Sketching have been my principal
objects ."' During that summer Muir was very indecisive about his future direction. He
was caught between a desire to travel to South America, and the nagging feeling he
should stay close to the mountains . He grew increasingly appreciative and curious, and
the intimacy of his relationship with nature eased his internal struggle . As he gained
more exposure to the rock sculptures of the Yosemite Valley, Muir's interest evolved into
fascination and he made the decision to devote himself to a geologic study of the Valley.
Muir's summer in the Sierra helped him to overcome an understandable fear of the
mountains. The summer of 1869 marked the first stage of his philosophical development.
As the summer lingered, Muir extended his long walks, ascending unfamiliar mountain peaks . In this solitary activity of mountaineering Muir felt closer to God than in
any other activity. He wrote: "In every exigency what he (the mountaineer) needs nature
bestows. The loving sunshine, the cheer of flowers, irised glow of rock crystals and snow
crystals, and the aweful fateful power of the earth's sculpturing beauty forces, and the
sense of universal eternal love- all these cheer him, warm him to do and dare all that
is right to attempt. " 4 The mountains not only provided inspiration, they provided
courage.
Muir's poetic nature penetrated deeply into the comforting warmth and mystery of
the mountains, and he developed his concept of "mountainanity" through the influence
of these early Sierra experiences. This concept, which he defined as the reciprocal action
of men and mountains, was an early attempt by Muir to link the destinies of human and
non-human nature . He explained the linkage: "We have been taught to believe that in
looking into the faces of nature's landscapes we receive no impression but as we ourselves
bestow upon them, 'looking into a mirror we see only what we take to it.' This is not
true. In a mirror we may see not only ourselves but all within sight of us. They are real
as we ourselves are, we enjoy them because they were made with reference to us, and
they in some measure no doubt enjoy us because we were made for them." 5
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Although mountainanity can be interpreted as an ecological concept, Muir also expressed the idea as a love relationship. Muir's deep sentiment toward nature had romantic
roots . Donald Worster in Nature's Economy: The Roots of Ecology makes the point that the
romantic concept of community stressed love and sympathy, and emphasized them particularly in relationship to non-human nature. Worster explains : "Love is the recognition
of interdependence and that 'perfect correspondence' between spirit and matter; sympathy
is the capacity to feel intensely the bond of identity or kinship that unites all beings
within a single organism . If he does not come to nature by these avenues, the naturalist
cannot make any convincing claim to genuine truth, more than that he violates the moral
union of soul and world. " 6 Muir's nature philosophy expressed love and sympathy toward
all living things; this, in fact, is the seed of compassion underlying Muir's full view of
nature as a commumty.
While Yosemite remained Muir's lodestone throughout his life, he actually only lived
in the Valley for three years from 1870 to 1873. These years constitute the second stage
of his philosophical development. Initially Muir worked as a guide and a sawyer in the
Valley and took long rambles in his free time. However, as his interest in the geological
formation of the Valley grew, he spent more and more time away from his duties . His
pursuit of his studies created tension with his employer, James Hutchings. Furthermore,
while guiding visitors around the Valley, Muir proposed his own theory of its glacial
formation and in doing so contradicted the accepted opinion of California state geologist
Josiah Whitney. Muir's ideas attracted scientific experts to the Valley. The controversy
grew and Muir finally began to publish his views, winning recognition from the scientific
community. In asserting the role glaciers played in forming the Valley, Muir said:
"Avalanches sweep gaps in the forests making clean the page for other plants, other
writings. In like manner glaciers descended the whole mountain range making a clean
sheet for the new mountain sculpture." 7
Muir gained economic freedom by publishing articles, and he was able to pursue his
glacial work full time in the fall of 1871. His investigations uncovered the important
relationship between sculpture and structure, and he explained how the domes, spires
and cliffs of the Valley were sculpted. Muir commented on the nature of his scientific
investigations by saying: "The problem proposed is to establish the harmony of apparent
disorder. " 8
As his glacial studies absorbed him more, Muir began to wander further and further
from the Valley on long excursions . As the scope of his investigations expanded he began
to look at the whole design of the mountain landscape. He came to understand the
landscape and its design as a comprehensible creation, as a process and a cycle of creation
and destruction. This cycle could be understood through examining the process of landscape building. One passage, from his unpublished papers, argued that there was a
perceptible order one could see, that chaos was only harmony not understood . "The
notion seems to be all but universal that God has finished the world and harnessed it
with laws and sent it rolling through space all perfect and complete and moreover that
we can only know God by tradition as that he has not a single word more to say to us,
not another story to tell. But neither our own nor any other world is yet completed.
World building never was carried on more energetically than it is today. In the divine
calendar this is still the morning of creation ." 9
Muir's Valley studies successfully merged his religious instincts with his scientific
understanding of nature. Muir felt that although the methods of creation might at times
be "unsearchable and infinite," still, upon the face of the landscape there were written,
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Muir's drawings from a draft manuscript for his Studies in the Sierra series illustrates how the
north face of Half Dome, Yosemite Valley, and the north face of Half Dome, Kings River Yosemite
Valley, were sculpted.

"passages that we can understand coming within the range of our own sympathies." 10
Muir gained regional recognition as a writer with his Yosemite and Sierra essays, and
thereafter he surfaced in the national arena with his articles on Yosemite National Park
in 1890. In the third stage of his development, then, the endangered Yosemite became
the basis for his national park argument. His viewpoint was grounded in personal experience and political idealism. His love for the Valley had remained constant and was
rekindled by a protective instinct.
Muir's park thesis contained an ecological imperative: to protect the Yosemite region
from the ravages of sheep and lumbering. He was adamant that Yosemite must be
protected from the destruction inherent in such activities. He believed that there could
be no compromise for the sake of the natural environment. But he also wanted to bring
people closer to nature, to stress the healthful influence of nature on the souls and bodies
of men and women. In a fragment offering his impressions of nature's spiritual influence,
Muir said of mountain walking: "The expanse especially toward sunset fills the mind
with a sense of the infinite and frees the soul from the sensuous impressions of space,
allows it to expand with spiritual emotions of a higher order." 11
Muir interpreted communion with nature as a religious experience. In an unpublished
excerpt, labeled "flashes of light," Muir spoke of the unconscious influence of nature
upon man. "Many a time in the storms of business some small influence will stir the
latent memories of our youth but we little suspect that the youth of the world is in us
and that it only requires the same small influences of Nature to bring them out in plain,
perceptible relief. Therefore when in the most solitary and secluded valleys when gazing
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for the first time upon lakes and meadows never neared by human foot we recognized
them as familiar and as answering to their images forming part of the woof and warp of
our lives ." 12
In developing a written response to the influences of his wilderness experiences and
in translating them to appeal to public consciousness, Muir often spoke of beauty,
particularly untouched wilderness beauty. His concept transcended an aesthetic evaluation of wilderness. He perceived beauty as a transforming power, as a direct manifestation
of God. "If from some lofty dome we can contemplate the grove of the forests the first
impression is longing and melancholy, a mysterious sadness often produced by contact
with the infinite ." 1 '
Wilderness beauty was Muir's medicinal cure for an overly civilized society. He appealed to man 's need for beauty as well as bread . Muir advocated wilderness experience
in an effort to dispel egoistic interests and to instill harmony. He perceived that , if given
the chance, people would value and be enriched by the life force of nature .
The last critical phase of Muir's philosophical development occurred in response to
the Hetch Hetchy Valley controversy. The debate received national attention from 1901
until 1913. In the Hetch Hetchy controversy, Muir challenged government land use
policy and the interpretation of the law which established Yosemite National Park. He
adamantly opposed construction of the Hetch Hetchy Dam. No other issue made him
as angry, or pushed him to such a radical position of opposition, or caused him such
despair in defeat.
As a result of the Hetch Hetchy question, Muir, in a strong spirit of dissent, broke
formally from the nation's adopted conservation ideology and chose a radical preservationist stance . Hetch Hetchy compelled Muir to fully clarify his perception of the appropriate relationship between man and nature . The human compromise he had offered

A central part of Muir's National Park argument was the protection of the Yosemite Valley fro m
the ravages of sheep , called "mountain locusts" by Muir.
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in his park thesis was withdrawn. Muir, with moral vision and ecological insight, held
firmly to his commitment to protect the rights of the land as a biotic community from
human misuse.
In his early Yosemite years, Muir had isolated himselffrom society, spending his time
studying the mountains. Later, when he began writing, it was with the intention of
suggesting a reordering of human values which would restore man to nature. The social
dimension of Muir's philosophy addressed the relationship of the individual to the community. The moral foundation of this relationship involved renunciation of self-interest
in favor of community interest. The spiritual character of Muir's position placed him in
the revolutionary, and perhaps mythical, tradition of St. Francis of Assisi. Lynn White
in his article, "The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis" proposes Francis as a patron
saint for ecologists. White claims: "St. Francis proposed what he thought was an alter~
native Christian view of nature and man's relation to it. He tried to substitute the idea
of an equality of creatures, including man, for the idea of man's limitless rule of
creation." 14
John Muir shared this utopian vision of an egalitarian community of nature. He saw
the question of man's relationship with nature as fundamentally a religious question . He
proposed a relationship based upon love, appreciation of beauty and the humility of man
before the larger community of non-human nature. Muir expressed his disagreement
with the social, political and religious values of his day very explicitly in his essay "Wild
Wool":
No dogma raught by the presenr civilization seems ro form so insuperable an obstacle in the
way of right understanding ro the relations which culrure sustains ro wildness as that which
regards the world as made especially for the uses of man. Every plane and animal conrroverrs
it in the plainest terms. Yet it is taught from cenrury to cenrury as something ever new and
precious . .. . 1 .,
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Hetch Hetchy Valley from Sunrise Point, 1909.
Muir took upon himself the public role of challenging this conceit, a task perhaps arrogant
in itself.
In the course of this life-long relationship, Muir could not sacrifice the integrity of
Yosemite as a place, a process, a park or a preserve. Only through attempting to teach
others a reverence and respect for all life could Muir hope to promote the cause ofYosemite
on a larger scale. He argued that the integrity of the biotic community was neglected
in conservation ideology. He supported the qualities in nature - the aesthetic and
spiritual aspects - which did not have clear economic values. He highlighted the organic
process of nature as being systematically independent of man.
What did Muir contribute in the long run? Muir explained his view of nature's hidden
wholeness, its underlying order, history, evolution, cycles and patterns of change. He
developed social and ethical views with a moral foundation which encouraged man to
live in harmony with nature . Finally as a writer, speaker and organizer, Muir used the
political arena of his day to protect and preserve wilderness and to establish national
parks and forest reserves .

Muir advocated conservation as a general philosophy until the Hetch Hetchy issue, at
which point he was forced to question whether men could be trusted in their contracts
with nature . Muir had difficulty accepting the human need for control over nature even
with presumed just cause. He finally could not accept the violation of Yosemite for
commercial or industrial purposes. Muir felt people should commune, observe, study
but not interfere in the process and peace of the American wilderness . Preservation, in
Muir's view, was a national issue. His stance represented his deepest personal values . His
name endures with his effort to defend wilderness from man.
John Muir's influence has extended beyond his lifetime in both legend and legacy. A
redefinition of wild nature occurred in American thought in the transition from the
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nineteenth century to the twentieth. Muir contributed groundbreaking efforts to increased public awareness and appreciation of wild beauty. His writings and political
advocacy influenced decisions in environmental policymaking. In his life and work Muir
attempted to bridge the romantic and scientific world views of two centuries .
Yosemite and the controversy surrounding it helped Muir to define himself in words
and deeds, and he evolved a philosophy of nature which demonstrated that the inner and
outer worlds of a person interpenetrate and influence each other. Yosemite symbolized
the man and his views . His lifelong relationship with the Valley exemplified an active
search for truth in nature.
Muir was not an imitator, but an inheritor and a contributor. It follows, then, that
Muir has inheritors. Aldo Leopold, Rachel Carson, Wendell Berry and Gary Snyder are,
among others, likely candidates for that category. Perhaps one of the more challenging
tasks set before future Muir scholars is an analysis and defense of Muir's influence upon
twentieth century nature writers .
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2. Jolande Jacobe, The Way of Individuation (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1967), p. 6.
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JOHN MUIR AND THE RIGHTS OF ANIMALS

•

LISA MIGHETTO

I

No late nineteenth-century writer was a more eloquent observer of wildlife than John
Muir. "Any glimpse into the life of an animal," he explained, "quickens our own and
makes it so much the larger and better in every way," 1 Muir, whose name has long been
associated with mountain scenery, recognized that wild creatures are an essential component of wilderness . His writing not only familiarized readers with the habits of animals
but also encouraged them to consider the natural world from a new perspective.
Muir's appreciation for what he called his "horizontal brothers" went far beyond that
of his contemporaries . Although concern for wildlife increased in his day, much of the
impetus came from practical-minded sportsmen who desired the protection of game.
Several historians have pointed out that this group comprised a large portion of the early
conservation movement . 2 But rarely did Muir have a good word for hunters. Summing
up their utilitarian rationale for preservation, he wryly noted that "the pleasure of killing
is in danger of being lost from there being little or nothing left to kill." Muir, on the
other hand, hoped for a "recognition of the rights of animals and their kinship to
ourselves. " 3
While it is true that he shot wild creatures as a youth in Wisconsin and later accompanied hunting expeditions in the Sierra, Muir had no liking for the "murder business"
and rarely carried firearms. Blood sports, he argued, are a debasing pastime, capable of
transforming even "the decent gentleman or devout saint" into "a howling, bloodthirsty,
demented savage." Nei ther did he approve of angling, which encouraged people to seek
"pleasure in the pain of fishes struggling for their lives ." Such activity, in Muir's estimation , was inappropriate in the "Yosemi te temple," for it violated the "rights of animals ." At times this aversion to blood sports rook the form of subtle ridicule . Lacking
regard for the character and intelligence of their prey, hunters, he claimed , remain

Lisa M ighetto holds degrees from the University of California at Santa Barbara and Arizona State University, and is
currently completing a doctorate at the University of Washington. She has published articles on nineteenth-century
A merican attitudes toward wildlife in the Pacific Hisrorical Review, the Alaska Journal , and Sierra, and is
compiling and editing an anthology of Muir's essays on animals to be published by Sierra Club Books in 1986.
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john Muir and '~California " Stickeen seated on the front porch of Muir's home in Martinez ,
California . "California" Stickeen had been named after the "wee doggie " with whom Muir had
shared a dangerous glacial adventure and later wrote about in a short story. In addition to Stickeen ,
Muir and his daughters kept a variety of other pets on the ranch, including cats, dogs, horses and
a screech owl who lived in the bell tower.

unaware that they "are themselves hunted by animals," who "in perfect safety follow
them out of curiosity. " 4
Slaughtering for food also bothered him . Repulsed by the "depraved appetite" which
craved meat, Muir, like Thoreau, preferred "bread without flesh" - at least while in
the Sierra. Man, he lamented at several points in his journal, "seems to be the only
animal whose food soils him"; ideally, "one ought to be trained and tempered to enjoy
life ... in full independence of any particular kind of nourishment . " 5 Such squeamishness, coming from a person who reveled in wildness, stemmed from more than a simple
offense to a delicate sensibility: Muir's distaste was in keeping with his denial that the
natural world is brutal. Unlike many conservationists, he was concerned with the protection of individual animals as well as species.
To be sure, Muir's sensitivity to the suffering of wild animals was not unique. During
his lifetime, a "comparatively modern social manifestation" - labeled by one Victorian
commentator as the "New Humanitarianism"- flourished on both sides of the Atlantic,
giving rise to numerous animal welfare organizations. What distinguished the late nineteenth century in this regard from previous eras was an increasing awareness of pain . 6
Accordingly, capacity for feeling became a basis for the protection of animals - wild
as well as domestic. "Erase sentiency from the universe," suggested animal rights advocate
J. Howard Moore, "and you erase the possibility of ethics." 7 Unlike many turn-of-thecentury preservationists, humanitarians objected to the killing of wild creatures not
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because it was wasteful but because it inflicted suffering. Although concerned primarily
with animals in urban areas, the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals protested the wholesale slaughter of western wildlife and urged Congress tO create a department for the protection of such animals as the buffalo. Henry Bergh, who established
the group in this country, exemplified the link between humanitarians and preservationists by becoming the first vice-president of the Audubon Society. 8
Similarly, Henry Salt - a leading English humanitarian whose works were read and
debated in the United States - denounced cruelty tO wild creatures . Entire chapters of
his book Animals' Rights (1892) were devoted tO "Amateur Butchery" and "Murderous
Millenry" - Salt's terms for sport and fashion . He portrayed the liberation of animals
as an inevitable extension of the same spirit which granted rights tO slaves and women .
To him, vegetarianism was an essential step in this progression: it is not possible, he
argued, to assert the rights of an animal "on whom you propose tO make a meal. " 9 Muir,
roo, wondered at the inconsistency of "preaching, praying men and women" who killed
and ate animals "while eloquently discoursing on the coming of the blessed, peaceful,
bloodless millennium ." Io
These views, which formed Salt's "Creed of Kinship, " owed much to nineteenthcentury science. The link between man and other animals being affirmed, Salt contended
that nearly all creatures possess a sense of morality and an aesthetic sensibility, along
with "a character, a mind, a career" of their own. They should enjoy a "restricted
freedom," he concluded, allowing them "individual development." So bent was Salt on
according liberty to animals that he opposed keeping them as pets or in zoos - a practice
which implied subservience and smacked of condescension. Few people would delight
in a captive animal, he claimed, "if they . . . fully considered how blighted and sterilized
a life it must be." Moreover, tO prevent the tendency to regard animals as "things," Salt
suggested that we refrain from the pronoun "it" when referring tO them . The term
"vermin," when applied to "rabbits, rats, and other small animals" further offended
him, for "the application of a contemptuous name" encourages cruelty. II
Such ideas were not widely accepted in turn-of-the-century America, where the "New
Humanitarianism" affected only a small portion of the population. Salt himself was
derided as being a "compendium of the cranks."I 2 Muir did not align himself with
humanitarians or comment on Salt's works . Yet their attitudes toward the animal world
were similar: throughout his writing, Muir emphasized the intelligence and individuality
of wildlife .
This respect took years tO develop. Upon first arriving in the Sierra, Muir in fact
"lacked the right manners of the wilderness. " His initial encounter with a bear, however,
provided him with some animal etiquette. Sighting one of these animals in the Sierra
was a rare opportunity, for they were especially elusive in the days before large numbers
of visitOrs flocked to campgrounds, generating attractive garbage. Hence, he was eager
tO make the most of his "interview" with the "big cinnamon." After studying the bear
from a distance, Muir, desiring tO observe the animal's gait, rushed forward, shouting
and waving his arms . The bear, though, not only refused tO run but also indicated
willingness to fight. His mistake thus made "monstrously plain," Muir "began tO fear
that on myself would fall the work of running ." To his relief, the bear eventually withdrew
into the forest. "I was glad to part with him," Muir confessed. His subsequent meetings
with bears were marked by caution and humility: when he encountered a "formidable"
grizzly, Muir hid behind a tree, hoping to escape notice. In any case, his fright did not
keep him from observing the "fine dignity" of the animal. I3
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Muir later advised tourists in the Sierra to adopt a similar approach to wildlife.
Answering frequent complaints about the scarcity of animals in the Yosemite Valley, he
pointed out that large groups of boisterous people tend to alarm wild creatures. "Even
the frightened pines would run away if they could," he explained. But if travelers "would
go singly, without haste or noise, away from the region of trails and pack trains , they
would speedily learn that these mountain mansions are not without inhabitants, many
of whom, confiding and gentle, would be glad to make their acquaintance." In fact ,
Muir's animals often sought him out, displaying the "liveliest curiosity." 14
Like Salt, Muir believed these wild creatures ro possess unique characters. Our conceit ,
he argued, prevents us from perceiving their individuality. While his fellow nature writer
John Burroughs maintained that animals are guided solely by instinct, Muir's writing
emphasized their refinement and nobility. The Story of My Boyhood and Youth (1912), for
instance, recalled the "wonderful sympathy" and "self-sacrificing devotion" of a wild
goose who attacked Muir in defense of another bird he had shot. In this passage , which
recounted one of Muir's "strangest hunting experiences ," it was the goose who emerged
as the admirable character. 15
In his early years, though , Muir's esteem did not include animals brought into the
mountains by man . Exasperating experiences from his shepherding days had convinced
him of the stupidity of these creatures: "A [domestic] sheep," he concluded , "can hardly
be called an animal, " for "an entire flock is required to make one foolish individuaL"
Moreover, Muir found tame sheep to be far less graceful than their wild cousins, whom
he considered to be "the best mountaineers of alL " This theme was developed in an essay
entitled "Wild Wool" (1875), in which he argued the superiority of mountain animals
to those of the lowlands . 16
Not only did domestic sheep lack character as far as Muir was concerned, but these
"hoofed locusts" also destroyed the vegatation of mountain meadows . In contrast, "nature's cattle and poultry" - deer, sheep, and fl ocks of grouse - left their "mountain
gardens" unmarred. Writing in the 1870s, before predator elimination had created
overpopulation of deer, Muir claimed that these "dainty feeders" did not crush the flowers
and grass in the Sierra . Instead, they pruned the vegetation, "keeping it in order. " All
wild animals, from agile sheep ro broad-footed bears, "beautify the ground on which
they walk, picturing it with their awe-inspiring tracks ." 17
Later in his life, Muir revised his assessment of tame creatures. At his ranch in
Martinez , he kept a variety of pets, including cats, dogs, and a screech owL "I suppose
that almost any wild animal may be made a pet, " he wrote . His most celebrated animal
essay featured the dog Stickeen, who accompanied him on a harrowing excursion across
an Alaskan glacier. As night was falling, the two encountered an enormous crevasse,
passable only by means of a precarious ice-sliver bridge. At first reluctant to follow Muir
across; the terrified dog finally reached the opposite side of the chasm . Safe at last , he
"ran and cried and barked and rolled about fairly hysterical in the sudden revulsion from
the depths of despair to triumphant joy." This shared ordeal - which was to become
Muir's "most memorable" experience in the wilderness - poignantly illustrates the
appeal of his animal portrayals . Stickeen "enlarged my life, " Muir wrote, for "through
him as through a window I have ever since been looking with deeper sympathy into all
my fellow mortals. " 18 His change in perspective was reflected throughout The Story of
My Boyhood and Youth , one of his last literary efforts .
Written for boys, this work was designed to instill respect for all creatures. While
the young M uir had delighted in tormenting cats , the book pointed out , he developed
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an early appreciation of birds . Projecting his reverence for living things back to his
childhood, Muir also offered sympathetic portraits offarm animals from Wisconsin days.
These portrayals, which emphasized near-human qualities of animals, repudiated the
"loveless doctrine " that they have "neither mind nor soul." 19
Each animal in the book thus had an "individual character." The ox, Buck, for one,
was a "notably sagacious fellow" who "seemed to reason sometimes almost like ourselves."
Although at feeding time the other cattle had to have their pumpkins split open for
them, this resourceful ox crushed them himself with his head. "He went to the pile,"
Muir explained, "picked out a good one, like a hog choosing an orange or apple, rolled
it down on the the open ground, deliberately kneeled in front of it, placed his broad,
flat brow on top of it, brought his weight hard down and crushed it, then quietly arose
and went on with his meal in comfort." This action, Muir was careful to indicate, derived
not from "blind instinct, " but from intelligence. When hungry, another ox who lived
by his wits was given to "opening all the fences that stood in his way to the corn-fields." 20
The Story of My Boyhood and Youth also had its share of dog stories. One of these was a
variation of the tale of the "noble, faithful" canine who, after defending a child against
a wild beast, was mistaken for the attacker and unjustly slain. Similarly, Watch, the
family dog, was an admirable creature who "could not read books" but "could read
faces, " and "was a good judge of character. " In fact, Muir's affection for dogs preceded
his acceptance of other domestic animals : in his journal in the 1870s, he praised his
canine companion Carlo for his "wonderful intelligence. " 2 1
The message here was clear: Muir wanted to convince his young readers that animals
should be treated respectfully. His book not only extolled the virtues of farm animals,
but also deplored their abuse by humans. Muir looked forward to "a better time" when
people would become "truly humane, and learn to put their animal fellow mortals in
their hearts instead of on their backs or in their dinners." His aim, then, was comparable
to that of the humanitarians, for he, too, believed that animals should be regarded as
"fellow citizens. " 22
When it came to predators, though, Muir parted company with the humanitarian
movement. While its adherents were kind to "desirable" animals, they were intolerant
of seemingly bloodthirsty creatures who were cruel to their fellows or posed a threat to
man. Carnivores who did not live by humanitarian principles were deemed unworthy of
protection. Henry Bergh, for instance, threatened P. T. Barnum with prosecution for
feeding live rabbits to snakes . When the circus caretakers pointed out to the S. P. C. A.
leader that these animals eat only live prey, Bergh suggested that the "hateful reptiles"
be allowed to starve. So serious was this humanitarian that Barnum's employees were
forced to convey the snakes in suitcases across the border to New Jersey- away from
S. P.C.A . jurisdiction- for feeding. 2 ·' Even Salt, the most radical and vocal of the animal
rights advocates, did not extend his good will to "wolves, and other dangerous species." 24
Echoing Alfred, Lord Tennyson, yet another vegetarian who found meat-eating repugnant hoped to "let the wolf and tiger die. " 25 Objections to carnivorous pets were also
raised by humanitarians, who outlined vegetarian diets for dogs and cats. 26
Conservationists shared their dim view of predators. William T. Hornaday, Director
of the New York Zoological Park, suggested in 1913 that "several species of birds," all
hawks, be "at once put under sentence of death for their destructiveness of useful birds."
Owls, although under "grave suspicion," were saved from "instant condemnation" by
"the delightful amount of rats, mice, moles, gophers and noxious insects they annually
consume." The Pilot Black-Snake - "long, thick and truculent" - seemed to Hornaday
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to be particularly "deserving of death." Another "bad" animal, to his mind, was the
domestic cat, who preyed on squirrels and birds in his zoo. Some grizzlies, too, belonged
to "the pest class. " 27 Such statements, indicating Hornaday's utilitarian bent as well as
his hatred of predators, were not unusual : Theodore Roosevelt, the great conservationist
president, similarly denounced the wolf as being "the arch type of raven, the beast of
waste and desolation." 28 The coyote, on the other hand, was sometimes characterized as
a "scoundrel of much more imposing character. " 29 This disdain was translated into policy;
even the National Park Service and the Audubon Society advocated the elimination of
predators on their lands. 30 The war against wolves in present-day Alaska demonstrates
the longevity of this attitude.
In contrast to humanitarians and conservationists, Muir presented all wild creatures
favorably . Rattlesnakes - traditionally regarded as dangerous and repulsive- were in
his estimation "downright bashful" and deserving of respect. Lizards, too, were "gentle
and guileless" creatures with "beautiful eyes, expressing the clearest innocence, so that,
in spite of the prejudices brought from cool, lizardless countries, one must soon learn
to like them." Moreover, Muir delighted in the company of a variety of insects, including
flies. 31
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journal page from Muir's 1879 trip to Alaska. The small fly drawn in the margin shows Muir's
respect for insects as well as his sense of humor.

Neither did he condemn larger meat-eaters for their apparently cruel habits. In Our
National Parks ( 190 1), Muir marveled at the number of animals a bear can consume. "In
this happy land no famine comes nigh him, " he observed. "What digestion! A sheep or
wounded deer or a pig he eats warm, about as quickly as a boy eats a buttered muffin;
or should the meat be a month old , it still is welcomed with tremendous relish." Though
Muir viewed this scene with a degree of squeamishness, there is no judgment reflected
in his words. He in fact regretted that these "good-natured" animals were hunted. 32
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Drawing of a lizard by John Muir found on a loose scrap of paper.

This inclination appears stronger in a disconcerting passage from his Thousand Mile
Walk ( 1916), which note~ that alligators should be "blessed now and then with a mouthful
of terror-stricken man by way of dainty." In his original journal , these sentiments were
reinforced by Muir's drawing , which did not appear in the published version , of an
alligator eating a man while another saurian looked on with approval. Also unpublished
were his praises of the coyote, a "beautiful" and "graceful" animal who has been persecuted for his supposed taste for mutton. 33 Because many turn-of-the-century readers
would not have approved of Muir's position, · his wildlife portrayals which appeared in
print featured such "inoffensive" animals as deer, squirrels, and non-predatory birds.
Muir's acceptance of carnivores was in part linked to his denial of their brutality.
Lamenting the "dismal irreverence" with which humans viewed the animal world, he
found their talk of "ferocious beasts" to be morbid. To him, all of nature was beneficent;
the woods were full of "happy birds and beasts," none of whom were "[f]ierce and cruel. "
Alligators and snakes are not "mysterious evils ," he argued . Neither were Muir's animals
subject to the bloody teeth and claws envisioned by Darwinists: "I never saw one drop
of blood," he reported, "on all this wilderness." 34
There is little animal suffering, then, described in Muir's writing. His wild creatures
experienced "[n]ot a headache or any other ache amongst them ." Young birds, he imagined, enjoyed an ideal home life, for they were "protected [by both father and mother]
and fed and to some extent educated." Muir's ouzel - the subject of one of his bestknown animal essays - died without "gloom," vanishing "like a flower, or a foam-bell
at the foot of a waterfall." Another of his favorites, the Douglas squirrel, was depicted
as being "as free from disease as a sunbeam ." Even his grasshopper was a "jolly fellow,"
full of "glad, hilarious energy." In the life of this insect, "every day is a holiday; and
when at length his sun sets, . . . he will cuddle down on the forest floor and die like the
leaves and the flowers, leaving no unsightly remains for burial. " 35
It would be a mistake , however, to label Muir's view of the animal world "sentimental."
For all his observations of benevolence, he had come to recognize that wild creatures can
be dangerous: throughout his travels, Muir recorded his fear of bears, wolves, and
alligators . But unlike his contemporaries, he refused to evaluate animal behavior by
man's standards. "[I]t is right," Muir claimed, that creatures "make use of one another" ;
what bothered him was the spirit in which most humans use other animals. The ego-
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centric assurance that the earth was made only for the pleasure and convenience of humans
is "not supported by the facts," he argued in his journal. (In the published version, this
passage was amended to read "by all the facts.") What about the carnivores, he asked,
who "smack their lips over raw man?" Speculation concerning the purpose of these
troublesome beasts irritated Muir, who could not see why man should "value himself as
more than a small part of the one great unit of creation." 36
Such sentiments have earned Muir an association with modern-day biocentrism . Perceiving the interconnectedness of living things , he noted the importance of maintaining
ecological balance. Like Aldo Leopold, Muir denounced predator control: in one unpublished essay describing a jack rabbit hunt in the San Joaquin Valley, he pointed our that
ranchers would not be plagued by the overpopulation of rodents had they not destroyed
the "snakes and hawks and coyotes." Yet Muir differed from biocentrists in his emphasis
upon the singularity of animals. Leopold, for example, was more concerned in the 1930s
and 40s with the health of the biotic community than with the welfare of individual
creatures. In contrast, Muir was convinced that despite "universal union there is a division
sufficient in degree for the purposes of the most intense individuality; no matter, therefore, what may be the note which any creature forms in the song of existence, it is made
first for itself, then more and more remotely for all the world and worlds." Each animal,
he concluded, has "rights that we are bound to respecc." 37
Muir's "intense love of animals" was, according to his friend Henry Fairfield Osborn,
one of his striking characteristics. 38 So strong was his interest that in 1910 he began
writing another animal book, which was never completed . Certainly the uniqueness of
Muir's subjects, which he believed to be essential to their "pure wildness," added to the
charm of his writing. 39 The recent reissuing of the story of Stickeen in paperback attests
to the growing appeal of his portrayals of animals.
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JOHN MUIR'S ALASKA EXPERIENCE

•

FRANK BUSKE

l
It was not the worst of times but it certainly was not the best of times, either.
Early in 1879, John Muir spent a winter of discontent in San Francisco. He wrote to
his friends, the Strentzels, a wealthy fruit-ranching family of Martinez, California, in
the Alhambra Valley just north of San Francisco:
The streets here are barren and beeless and ineffably muddy and mean-looking . How people
can keep hold of the conceptions of New Jerusalem and immortality of souls with so much
mud and gutter, is to me admirably strange . A Eucalyptus bush on every other corner, standing
tied to a painted stick, and a geranium sprout in a pot on every tenth window sill may help
heavenward a little, but how little amid so muckle down-dragging mud' '

The letter does not, of course, mention the extent to which one of the Strentzels, Louie,
was contributing to his discontent. Further, his life seemed to lack direction at this
point: the writing he was trying to accomplish - and he always stated that it came
difficult for him - did not compel his attention; he had decided that he would not
return for another summer with the Coast and Geodetic Survey in Colorado; he did think
he would accept an invitation to lecture at a Sunday School convention in Yosemite (he
would, after all, be paid one hundred dollars for two lectures); and he might get back
to Wisconsin to visit his mother in the fall, but clearly he was seeking something that
would provide some guidance for a decision about his future.
Apparently Muir did not make any decision beyond accepting the Sunday School
convention speaking invitation, though he probably arrived in the Yosemite with a
steamship ticket in his pocket to sail to Seattle: he had long had a desire to study glaciermade landscapes in Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. The Dakota would
depart from San Francisco on June 20, shortly after the close of the convention.
Sunday school conventions may not be big news currently, but in 1879 both major
San Franciso newspapers, the Chronicle and the Bulletin, sent reporters. The Chronicle for
June 12 headlined its story, "Nature's Cathedral. Pleasure and Piety in the Yosemite
Valley," and included the information that
... some lectures of a highly interesting character have been given, notably one by Dr. Sheldon
Jackson on 'Alaska', and one by John Muir on 'The Geological Records of the Yosemite Valley
Glaciers.'

Frank E. Buske is the editor of the Peregrine Smith edition ofjohn Muir's Wilderness Essays ( 1980 ), and is currently
working on a larger M uir study.
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The Bulletin on the same day reported that Muir,
fortified with a background of diagrams , proceeded to unfold the geological records of the
Yosemite Valley glaciers. He said he made the Yosemite glacier one hundred tons to the square
foot, enough to crush to any depth, dissenting from the Whitney theory of local subsidence.
He humorously inquired where the little granite plug went to that fell out.

On June 13, the Chronicle summed up the impressions of that first lecture:
John Muir's living rehearsal of the testimony of the rocks would charm an audience on the
sands of the Sahara - how infinitely more delightful in the very theatre of his well-studied
facts.

It is in that last phrase, "his well-studied facts," that I believe we get a glimpse of
Muir's discontent during that period. Or, at least, some of it. He had poked, pried and
peered into the Yosemite, he had measured it, and he knew it better, probably, than
any other human being. But what he was seeing, after all, was an end product: the
glaciers had done their work, for the most part, and those that remained were small and
dying . He might write in his journal, as he had in 1869 (and was to repeat frequently
later), that it was still the morning of creation, that the morning stars were all singing
together and all the sons of God shouting for joy, but he must have felt that there were
still glacier landscapes to see and to study.
The other aspect of his discontent related to his own life. In his early days in the
Yosemite he had often written wistfully of the happiness ofhis married friends. He often
wondered if he was destined to wander on through the world alone. Now he must have
realized that Louie Strentzel would accept him if he proposed and that her parents would
present no objections. He solved matters in a typically John Muir way.
After the convention, Muir made a quick visit to the Strentzel home, his head filled
with what Dr. Sheldon Jackson had told him about the Stickine River glaciers in the
vicinity of Fort Wrangell, Alaska, where Jackson had helped to establish a Presbyterian
missionary effort. There, on June 19, he wrote the Bidwells and McChesneys, California
friends he had met since coming to the Yosemite, that he was headed "to the snow and
ice and forests of the north coast." In a similar note to Mrs. Carr, his mentor and spiritual
advisor since his days at the University of Wisconsin at Madison whose husband was now
a member of the faculty of the newly organized University of California, he added, "May
visit Alaska." That night, he proposed to Louie, was accepted, and the next day he was
on the high seas, after an emotional, tearful farewell from his betrothed.
The trip to Alaska, the first of seven Muir made there, followed the "Inside Passage,"
a waterway almost completely sheltered from ocean waves by a buffer of islands, and
Muir supplied the San Francisco Bulletin with "Notes of a Naturalist," a series of letters
describing his adventures. To Muir, the inland waters were "about as waveless as a
mountain lake." It was as if "a hundred Lake Tahoes were joined end to end and sown
broadcast with islands. " 2 Everywhere there were new wonders, or new expressions of old
wonders: "The forests and glaciers are the glory of Alaska." 3 In his book, Travels in
Alaska, based on these letters, Muir added, "To the lover of pure wildness Alaska is one
of the most wonderful countries in the world. " 4
The ship's itinerary took it to a turn-around at Sitka where, on July 16, Muir wrote
the Bidwells, "I will probably visit the Stickene [sic] Glaciers and will be in Port
Townsend in a month from this date." On the return trip, Muir disembarked at Fort
Wrangell, in the company of a party of Presbyterian divines (Muir's word for them),
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Circa 1890s view of Sitka, Alaska by Edward de Groffs.
Yosemite Sunday School convention speaker Sheldon Jackson among them. Muir described Fort Wrangell in a letter to Louie as
a rickety falling scaccermenc of houses, dead and decomposing, sec and sunken in a blacky
oozy bog , the crooked trains of wooden hues wriggling along either side of the streets , obstructed by wolfish curs, hideous Indians, logs, stumps and erratic boulders, the mud between
a licde coo chick co sail in and far coo soft co walk in. '

But the weather was "safely salubrious, " the clouds forming "a bland, muffling , smothering, universal poultice." 6 Muir found a place to live with the Vanderbilts (he ran a
local trading post) and set out to explore the new wonderland .
From the first it was clear to Muir that he was in a vast glacier laboratory; he could
go by boat up to the very face of the huge ice masses where
every seeing observer, not co say geologist , muse readily apprehend the earth-sculpturing ,
landscape-making action of flowing ice ... . That mountains, long conceived , are now being
born, broughr co light by rhe g laciers, channels traced for river, basins hollowed for lakes .'

When his allotted month was up, Muir was still in Alaska, too enthralled by the sights
to be able to leave.
Muir continued to travel out from Fort Wrangell. There were trips to the Cassiar
mining region, with stops at all the major glaciers on the Stickine River. There was also
a very important trip with the Presbyterian ministers during which Muir made some
important realizations.
While in the Sierra, Muir had had many contacts with the Indians. Of one group of
Mono Indians he had written, "The dirt on some of the faces seemed almost old enough
and thick enough to have a geologir significance. " 8 When he saw them in their encampment, he continued:
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Most Indians I have seen are nor a whir more natural in their lives than we civilized whites .
Perhaps if I knew them better I should like them better. The worst thing about them is their
uncleanliness . Nothing truly wild is unclean. 9

But on this trip in Alaska, the party stopped to see an abandoned Stickine village and
Muir was impressed: "The magnitude of these ruins and the excellence of the workmanship [is] manifest in them." 10 What was left of one building was especially noteworthy:
the nibble marks of the adz were still visible and the pillars were beautifully carved into
the shapes of birds , fishes, men and various animals . Of the whole scene Muir observed:
Their geometrical truthfulness is most admirable . With the same cools not one skilled, civilized
mechanic in a thousand would do as well. Few, indeed, could do as well with steel cools.
Compared with this , the bravest work of our hardy backwoodsmen is feeble and bungling .
There is a completeness about the form, finish and proportions of these timbers that suggests
instinct of a wild and positive k ind, like that which guides the woodpecker in drilling round
holes , and the bee in making its cells .... The childish innocence and audacity displayed in
the designs, combined with "manly strength in their execution, is truly refreshing when viewed
against the shame of civilization as a background .... Most of these old ones, even, still stand
fas t , showing the erectness of the backbones of their builders . 1 1

These letters from Alaska in the summer of 1879 mark a departure in Muir's nature
writing. The rhapsodies of rock and rill, wind and waterfall, bird and bear, that marked
his writings from the Yosemite now take on another dimension. He is still the landscape
artist with words, and his writings continue to be superb inspirational travelogues, but
the Alaska letters become landscapes with figures, with people he has come to know well
enough tO like, tO respect and to admire, who live in harmony with nature and respond
on a direct level tO it. And already he fears the future:
These noble ruins seem to foreshadow coo surely the fate of the Stickene (sic] tribe. Contact
with the whites has already reduced it more than one-half. It now numbers less than 300
persons , and the deaths at present greatly exceed the births. Will they perish utterly from the
face of the earth ? A few years will tell. Under present conditions their only hop~ seems to lie
in good missionaries and teachers, who will stand between them and the degrading vices of
civilization and bescow what good they can. Thus a remnant may possibly be saved to gather
fresh strength co g row up into the high place that they seem so fully capable of attaining to. 12

Muir continued to miss the ships headed south; his projected month in Alaska
stretched into two months and still he was seeking new areas to study. In October, Muir
undertook his greatest adventure of exploration, one that put his name permanently on
the maps of Alaska and that strengthened his regard for the Indians who lived there.
Ever on the lookout fo r new glacier areas, Muir questioned the Indians he met. They,
of course, thought that he was crazy; they were accustOmed tO prospectOrs who wasted
their time looking for gold, but they had never heard of anyone looking for ice . But one
man, known as Sitka Charley, rold Muir that when he was growing up in Hoonah, far
to the north, he and his family used to go hunting for seals in an area filled with ice; he
further said that he thought that he could guide Muir to that place.
Muir quickly set about organizing an expedition. S. Hall Young, the Presbyterian
missionary stationed at Fort Wrangell, volunteered tO go along to take a census of the
Indians and tO preach the gospel tO them . For a crew, Muir hired four Indians : Toyatte ,
a grand old chief of the Stickines, who became the expedition's captain; Kadachan; John ,
the interpreter; and Sitka Charley.
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The young resident missionary at Fort Wran gell, S. Hall Young, who Muir met on his first
visit to Alaska in 1879 and with whom he
remained lifelong friends. Young accompanied
Muir on various canoe and land expeditions,
including an expedition to Glenora Peak during
which Muir saved Young's life.
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The party left Wrangell on October 16, a poor time of the year for travel since the
winter srorms could be expected at any time. The trip was uncomfortable; it rained
almost constantly and the wind added ro their misery. They stopped at all the Indian
villages along the way, Young preaching a sermon and then , at the insistence of the
Indians, Muir speaking a few words. His message was usually about Nature and God
and man's relationship tO the world.
Late in October, the party rowed into a bay of floating icebergs which the Indians
called Sit-a-da-kay or Ice Bay. The weather was the worst it had been on the entire trip
and Toyatte grumbled, "Muir must be a witch to seek knowledge in such a place as this
and in such miserable weather. " 13 Muir goaded and pushed his crew ro see as much of
the area as possible; he made sketches and gave names ro the glaciers he found . He
realized that he was in unexplored territory but his crew was rebellious, Young still had
a large supply of unpreached sermons, and so he did not find out all he wanted ro know
about this strange new world in the making . He did not give it a name , although later
he did remark that Vancouver's chart, made only a century earlier, had showed no trace
of it.
By the time the party returned to Fort Wrangell, the last regular ship of the season
had returned ro Seattle; it would be months before another came ro bring supplies and
mail. In fact, Muir did not get back to the continental United States until January,
1880. On his way back ro California - and Louie - he stopped in Portland to visit
one of the Presbyterian divines he had known in Fort Wrangell the previous summer.
On January 7, the Daily Oregonion carried an advertisement that the Natural Science
Association would sponsor an illustrated lecture by John Muir on "The Glaciers of Alaska
and California, describing the shaping of the great mountains and valleys of the coast,
together with facts of interest on Natural History." A second advertisement promised
that Muir would "illustrate on the blackboard thus making the lecture entertaining as
well as instructive. " There was another announcement on January 14 that Muir would
give a second lecture on "Earth Sculpture, The Formation of Scenery, the Influence of
Glaciers in the Development of Mines, and The Gold Mines of Alaska." It is no surprise
that there was a third announcement on January 20 that "owing to the greath length"
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of the lecture on earth sculpture, some subjects had been "omitted and Mr. Muir has
kindly offered to give a free lecture to all interested on the development of the 'Resources
and Gold Fields of Alaska."'
The people of Portland were not, however, the only ones to benefit from John Muir's
experiences in Alaska. Although it would seem that publication of his newspaper letters
in only one paper in one city would preclude a wide audience, newspapers across the
country reprinted these letters : he had word from friends in Indianapolis and his family
in Wisconsin that they had seen some of his pieces. Muir was, of course, by this time a
well-known nature writer; it is not surprising that his reports on the huge new unknown
land of Alaska would be of interest to publishers and readers.
The 1879letters from Alaska contain much ofliterary interest . They are, to be brutally
truthful, more interesting than some of his formal essays; there is a spontaneity about
them, a freshness and vitality that echo the reported informality and charm of his conversation. From his earliest years, Muir had a gift for turning a phrase; his excellent
memory provided him with examples of alliteration, metaphor and simile from the poetry
he loved to read, memorize and recite . Muir must have recognized the quality of that
earlier writing for when, in 1914, the year of his death, he tried to put together a book
about his travels in Alaska, many of the letters went into that book with few or no
changes.
Muir finally got back to California where, in April of 1880, amidst tears., raindrops,
fruit tree blossoms and fruitcake, he and Louie were married. Their marriage was put to
its first test in July when Muir accepted an invitation from a friend to return to southeastern Alaska. Muir would have been glad to take his new wife along but she was
pregnant and not much interested in lands beyond the Alhambra Valley where they lived .
He told her not to expect him back before October.
At Fort Wrangell, Young had a canoe and a crew waiting, though Muir's friend decided
to return to California. The purpose of the trip, according to Muir, was to find a lost
glacier at Sum Dum Bay where, the year before, they had not been able to complete
their observations because of the large number of icebergs floating in the bay. Just before
pulling away from the dock, Young's little mongrel dog, Stickeen, jumped into the
canoe. Muir d isliked the dog: he described it as about the size of a rat, with long silky
fur; he obviously thought it more a pillow poodle than a respectable man's dog. Stickeen
liked to wander away just before the canoe left, then come swimming madly; when lifted
aboard, he would carefully make his way to a spot between Muir's legs before shaking
the water off his back, then put his head in Muir's lap and go to sleep.
This voyage of exploration appears to have been far more enjoyable than the one the
previous October. The weather was better and the crew seemed to be more relaxed and
fearless. In Sum Dum Bay, Lot Tyeen, captain of the expedition, teased Muir that the
glaciers were bidding him "Sagh-a-ya" (how do you do), and of the thunder of calving
bergs, Tyeen said, "Your friend has klosh tumtum (good heart) . Hear! Like the other
bighearted one he is firing guns in your honor." 14
On the way to the area of the huge glaciers they had seen the year before, the party
stopped at Taylor Bay and Muir decided to investigate the glacier at its head . He set out
on a morning of wind and rain and had not gone far when he found that Stickeen was
following him and that he could not make the animal return to camp. Muir continued
his investigations, the dog at his heels, the weather worsening every hour. Finally,
needing to return to camp because of approaching darkness, Muir found himself in a vast
area of crevasses. Weakened by weather and lack of food, Muir was pushed to his
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uttermost resources. He and Stickeen persevered, however. Muir wrote that Stickeen had
taught him that "human love and animal love, hope and fear, are essentially the same," 15
that Stickeen was a "fellow mortal," a "horizontal manchild, his heart beating in accord
with the universal heart of Nature." 16 It took Muir many years to write the story of
Stickeen but when it was finally published in book form in 1909, it became an immediate
popular seller and has sold well ever since.
At last, the party reached the bay of glaciers that Sitka Charley had remembered and
to which he had led them. Muir was now filled with some sense of urgency; he explored
quickly, making sketches, estimating distances, noting directions. Perhaps he felt guilty
about being away from Louie. After a very brief period of exploration, the party hurried
on to Sitka where Muir planned to catch the next steamship back to the continentia!
United States.
In Sitka, Muir and Young made a courtesy call on Captain Beardslee of the U .S .S.
Jamestoum, the highest ranking American government official in the Territory of Alaska.
Since the area they described had never been mapped, Beardslee asked them to make a
sketch for him. When Beardslee forwarded his annual report to the Navy Department
that winter, he included Muir's sketch and pencilled in the name, "Glacier Bay," for the
icy bay and named the largest ice mass therein, "Muir Glacier." Muir had also supplied
Beardslee with many observations about possible areas in which gold might be found.
All of this information, and the sketch, were published in an official government report
in 1882.
All during his brief stay in Alaska in 1880, Muir had once more sent letters to the
San Francisco Bulletin. These were again widely reprinted. However, Muir apparently
was not aware of the significance of the ice bay which he and his crew had explored; he
did not write about it for eight years, by which time it had become a famous tourist
attraction. But Muir's letters continued to focus attention on the beauties of the newest
land possession of the United States .
Perhaps John Muir really did intend to remain at home to become a family man, but
he could hardly pass up opportunities that might come to him but once in a lifetime.
In March, 1881, Captain Calvin L. Hooper of the U.S.S . Thomas Corwin, invited Muir
to dinner in San Francisco where he proposed that Muir join him on the ship's next
cruise. The Corwin was to be dispatched to Alaska's Arctic waters to search for the
jeannette, a ship that had not returned from an 1879 Polar expedition. Muir was anxious
to know the extent of glaciation in Western Alaska; he was also anxious to see the Aleutian
Islands; he accepted the invitation, and shortly after the birth of his first daughter, he
was on his way to Arctic and sub-Arctic regions. According to the Corwin's mission, the
ship and its crew should make every effort to locate the jeannette, and if their journeying
should find them caught in the ice, they would have to wait up until two years, perhaps,
to get free and return to San Francisco. Little wonder.he wrote his mother in justification
of his actions, "Man must work and woman must weep!" 17
The Corwin's major scientific achievement was to locate and make a landing on Wrangell Land, north of Siberia, a mysterious often-spoken-of land on which, apparently, no
white had previously set foot. Muir was with the landing party and although the group
was not able to remain long because of shifting ice, he was able to collect more than
twenty different plants and to make a rough map sketch, though neither he nor Hooper
was able to determine whether they were on an island or part of some mainland. Muir
could report, however, that Lieutenant Hooper had taken possession of the land in the
name of the United States.
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In 1881 Muir received an invitation to accompany Captain Calvin L. Hooper on the United
States revenue cutter, the Thomas Corwin, in
an Arctic relief expedition. The Corwin crew
was in search of the lost steamer Jeannette and
its crew of thirty-three men which had gone on
a polar expedition in 1879 . This provided Muir
with the rare opportunity to explore the northern
parts of Alaska and Siberia .

/

One of the chief themes of Muir's more than thirty Corwin letters to the San Francisco
Bulletin is his emphasis on the people he met, the Eskimos who lived on the shores of
the Bering Sea. A look at their faces convinced Muir that Eskimos were "better behaved
than white men, not half so greedy, shameless, or dishonest," 18 and he felt that "they
probably were better off before they were possessed of a single civilized blessing - so
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Muir's impression of"The First Landing on Wrangel Land" on the morning of August 12 , 1881.
Wrangel Land had long been a land of mystery, sought in vain by the Russian Baron Wrangel,
and sighted in 1849 by Kellett, but the landing by the Corwin crew was the first time a human
had stepped on the land.
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many are the evils accompanying them!" 19 They gathered only what they required and
used everything they took; the articles they manufactured demonstrated taste and ingenuity. As he expressed it,
These people inreresc me g ready, and it is worth coming far co know them, however
slighdy. . .. There was a response in their eyes which made you feel char they are your very
brothers. 20

Muir's drawings of Eskimos he met on St. Lawrence Island in his 1881 Alaska journal.

The direct results of John Muir's loving descriptions of Alaska began to become
apparent in 1883 with the advent of tourist travel through the southeastern region of
the territory. E. Ruhamah Scidmore, a sometime society reporter, was on the bridge of
the Idaho when its rambunctious Captain Carroll sailed into Glacier Bay, a copy of Muir's
sketch for Beardslee in his hand. Scidmore wrote accounts of her travels for the St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, and the following summer for both that paper and the New York Times.
In 1885 she published Alaska, Its Southern Coast and the Sitkan Archipelago, in effect the
first guidebook to Alaska, and in it she paid tribute to "Professor" [sic] John Muir. In
1893, the Baedeker series published a guide to travel in the United States, including a
side trip to Alaska, and proclaimed that the Muir Glacier was the outstanding feature
of a trip north.
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What Muir had done was to bring Alaska to the attention of the world in an attractive
way, making it a place of beauty, a place to be visited, and a place to challenge his
beloved Yosemite as witness to the greatness and goodness of God. It was, in addition,
the home of Indians and Eskimos, worthy human beings who lived in harmony with
nature.
For the next nine years, Muir stayed away from Alaska, managing his fruit ranch and
making a great deal of money. But when his health deteriorated in 1890 almost to the
point of death, he packed his bags and headed for the healing influence of Muir Glacier.
He travelled on the Queen with Captain Carroll but he was hardly prepared for the changes
he found. The glaciers had receded; Captain Carroll could take his ship to within a few
hundred feet of the glacier front and passengers were taken ashore to climb up on the
ice for a closer look. This time there were no letters to the newspapers, only jottings in
his journals which he used later in preparing his Alaska book . By the time he arrived
home in September, all traces of his cough were gone and his appetite had returned.
The formation of the Sierra Club and a number of personal activities kept Muir busy
for the next six years, but in 1896 Muir headed north once more. The trip had two
purposes: he would try to find a ship headed westward so that he could continue his
glacier studies in the region of Mount St. Elias and beyond, and he would act as guide
for the Henry Fairfield Osborns who were taking an Alaskan cruise. Although he enjoyed
traveling with the Osborns, Muir could find no transportation out of Sitka and he had
to content himself with "a good review of old ground ."
Muir had been slow to write up his Alaska experiences for publication. Although he
should have been the first to celebrate the wonders of Glacier Bay, his initial coverage of
it came in an essay in the lavishly illustrated book he edited in 1888, Picturesque California
and the Region West of the Rocky Mountains from Alaska to Mexico, while his article, "The
Discovery of Glacier Bay" did not appear until1895. He had, in the meantime, however,
written a promotional brochure for the Northern Pacific Railroad and published an article
on Alaska in the American Geologist in 1893.
It was in 1897 that John Muir reached his widest reading public with his wellrespected views about Alaska. At the very time that he and William M. Canby and
Charles S. Sargent were travelling across the northern United States, inspecting forests,
the world thrilled to the news that gold had been discovered in the Klondike. Fortuitously, the August issue of The Century carried Muir's article, "The Alaska Trip." The
three men continued their inspections into Alaska (though how they got passage on the
steamships in the face of the hordes of men rushing to the Klondike is a mystery), and
there the Hearst newspapers tracked down Muir and got him to agree to write some
newspaper articles about the best ways to get to the gold fields. His stories are vintage
Muir, full of practical advice about what supplies to take, how to bake bread on the trail,
and plenty of moralizing about the folly of seeking for gold in the first place . Finally, in
September, "An Adventure with a Dog and a Glacier," (a title Muir found cheap and
disgusting) telling of Muir's and Stickeen's crossing of the Taylor Glacier, appeared in
The Century.
By the time the Harriman Expedition sailed to Alaska in 1899, John Muir was literally
the grand old man of Alaska. It would have been unthinkable to undertake such a voyage
without him and he was delighted to act as guide to the land he loved so well. The ship's
travels took him into areas he had always wanted to see, Prince William Sound, Cook
Inlet, and other places still filled with active glaciers, and he wrote the expedition's
report about the glaciers of Alaska.
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Some of the prominent members of the scientific
community that made-up the Harriman Alaska
Expedition of 1899 . Included in the photograph
are John Burroughs and John Muir (first row,
second from left) and Edward H. Harriman
(jar right, with feather in hat).

It was well that John Muir never returned to Glacier Bay after 1899. In September of
that year, a powerful earthquake struck the region, pulverizing the faces of the glaciers
and filing Glacier Bay with so much floating ice that tourist ships were not able to enter
it until after 1908 .
John Muir loved Alaska and wanted to write as many as five books about it. Ironically,
his first attempt at one of these books, Travels in Alaska, lay in manuscript on his bedside
table, unfinished, when he died on December 24, 1914. But Muir had done much for
Alaska, perhaps how much was best summarized by Norman Foerster in Nature in American Literature:
Whoever would know the Far West, from Alaska to Mexico, from the coast to the Rockies,
must know John Muir .. . [he] gave this region to the country - both to those who could
not go to see and to those who, having eyes, saw nor. That is his foremost achievement. 2 1
NOTES:
1. Bade, William F., The Life and Letters ofjohn Muir (Boston: Houghton Mifflin , 1924), p . 118 .
2 . San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, October 29, 1879, p. 4, col. 1.
3. San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, September 27, 1879, p . 1, col. 1.
4. Muir, John, Travels in Alaska (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1915), p. 13.
5. John Muir to Louie Strentzel, July 15 , 1879, John Muir Papers , Holt-Atherton Center, University of
the Pacific (hereafter referred to as Muir Papers).
6. San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, September 6, 1879, p. 1, col. 4.
7. Bulletin, September 27, 1879 , p. 1, col. 4.
8. Muir, John , My First Summer in the Sierra (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1911), p. 219.
9. Ibid., p. 226.
10. San Francisco Daily Evening Bulletin, November 1, 1879 , p. 1, col. 4.
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid.
13. Travels , p. 146.
14 . Ibid. , p. 229.
15. Wolfe, Linnie Marsh, ed. ,john of the M ountains (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1938), p. 277.
16. Ibid. , p. 278.
17. John Muir to Anne Gilrye Muir, May 19, 1881, Muir Papers.
18. Muir, John, (William Bade, editor) Cruise of the Corwin (Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1917), p. 69.
19. Ibid . , p . 64.
20. Ibid., p. 70.
21. Forester, Norman, Nature in American Literature: Studies in the Modern View of Nature (New York:
MacMillan, 1923), pp. 261, 263.
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john Muir standing next to one of his beloved giant sequoias.
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JOHN MUIR AND THE TALL TREES OF AUSTRALIA

•

P.]. RYAN

I

In 1903, John Muir embarked on a 'round the world "tree hunting" expedition with
one of his close friends, Professor Charles Sprague Sargent of Harvard University, perhaps
the world's greatest authority on North American trees. This journey, endorsed and
supported by the President of the United States through the U.S. Consular Service, and
financially supported to a degree by another Muir colleague, the transportation magnate
Edward Henry Harriman, was the culmination of a dream for Muir. Muir wanted to
visit personally all the "tree friends" he had read about in scientific journals during his
long and fruitful life. More specifically, Muir wanted to see the Baobabs, the true Cedars
of the old world, the Kauri of New Zealand, the strange Araucarias that had so long
fascinated him, but, most of all, he wanted to visit Australia and see if the rumors about
the great Eucalyptus were true.
His good friend, Bailey Millard, city editor of the San Francisco Examiner tells of John
Muir's quest: "One day," while in his 65th year, John Muir came into my office in San
Francisco, where he was an occasional visitor, and told me he was tired of hearing it
asserted that there were larger trees than our sequoias and that he was about to make a
tour of all the countries of the world in which big trees of any species could be found. 'I
am going to investigate the claims of those foreigners who have been doing so much
bragging about their gigantic vegetation' he said, 'And find out if what they say is true."'
Millard apparently thought this a splendid project and urged Muir to keep him
informed of his progress. Accordingly, Muir wrote Bailey Millard from Tokyo, Mukden,
"and other Asiatic places." "I haven't found any big trees yet," he wrote from a small
town in Manchuria, "but I have seen some pretty tall Cryptomerias along these streams."
Muir then went to India and measured "some of the noblest of the much vaunted Deodars.
None was .to be compared with some of our largest second growth Sequoias."
The next time Millard heard from Muir, the great naturalist was in Australia. "I
wanted to see," he wrote, "if these wonderful old Eucalyptus trees down here were really
the largest vegetation in the world .. . . " At 6 A.M., December 16, 1903, John Muir

P.]. Ryan , former park ranger at the john Muir National Historic Site, is a free-lance writer who has been retracing
the overseas journeys ofjohn Muir. He is editor o/Thunderbear, an alternative environmental journal.
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arrived at Freemantle, Western Australia. As a scientist, he dutifully took the local
temperature. It was 66.5 degrees that morning, high summer in Australia. Muir took
the train to Perth, the capital and largest city of Western Australia. John Muir's Perth
had a population of around 60,000. Today, Perth has a population of 1,500,000. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on one's viewpoint, the rest of Western Australia
has not grown to match Perth and the city remains the most remote large city in the
world , just as it was in Muir's time. Remoteness did not spell civic backwardness however.
Among the priorities of the colonial British when setting up a new town was to establish
a botanical garden and a "domain" which is a multi-use public park. Perth was no
exception.
"First went to the city park," says Muir's journal. "All in good order." Muir was
particularly impressed with the Australian "Christmas Tree (Nuytsia florabunda, which,
true to its name, was in full bloom). "One grand, luxuriant mass of orange yellow
blossoms," exulted Muir. " .. . An old fashioned tree about 30 or 40 feet high, 18 inches
in diameter; endures all sorts of adversities, burning, etc., and blooms the better the
more it is made to suffer like good martyr Christians." Muir made the acquaintance of
the director of the gardens (undoubtedly Daniel Feakes). Director Feakes, showing the
usual Australian hospitality, took Muir to lunch and on a long drive around Kings Park,
an area that had been allowed to survive as native bush. Muir was impressed with this
wild city park land, but he did note that the merchantable timber had been cut.
Muir had dinner with Feakes and his family and then went to the home of Professor
Bernard Woodward, who showed him photos of some of the larger Australian trees.
According to Muir, "Never were strangers more royally and kindly entertained. Wish I
could spare a year here." Muir returned to his ship and left Freeman de the following
day, December 17.
Muir noted the great forests of Jirrah and Karri Eucalyptus on the hills near Albany.
It is quite possible that Feakes or Woodward mentioned to Muir that the Karri Eucalyptus
are the tallest trees in Western Australia with the Jirrah Eucalyptus not far behind in
height , or, unfortunately for them, in commercial value. Tall as they are (often 200 feet),
the Karri are not the tallest trees in Australia. Muir was to meet up with them in the
state of Victoria.
As the ship paused at Adelaide, capital of South Australia, Muir took time to visit
the Adelaide botanical garden and gaze longingly at the Eucalyptus dad hills outside the
town. "Wish I could have spent a week in them," he remarked. Muir was fast falling in
love with the flora of Australia.
Muir's ship left Adelaide on December 22, bound for Melbourne, capital of the state
of Victoria. This would be the moment of truth in the big trees controversy. The forests
of the state of Victoria were believed to possess the tallest trees in Australia, and according
to some, the tallest trees in the world. The candidate for this honor was the magnificent
Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) . The homesick English settlers had named the strange
and eerie trees of Australia for the imagined resemblance of their wood to that of familiar
English tress. Thus a number of Eucalyptus and Acacias became "Oaks" and "Ashes."
The Mountain Ash is a Eucalyptus (E. regnans) and, as its Latin name indicates, is king
of the Eucalyptus . Like the Sequoia sempervirens, it is a very unique tree found in a very
limited range in Victoria and the island state of Tasmania. Like the sempervirens, it is a
water loving tree seldom present when annual precipitation is less than forty inches. Like
the Redwood, the Mountain Ash occurs in almost pure stands . Like the Redwood, it
was one of the most valuable lumber trees in its region. The Mountain Ash produces a
strong, general purpose timber that can be stained to any color and used for everything
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from structural beams to cabinet work. Unlike the California redwood, it is not durable
in contact with the ground. It is Australia's number one Eucalyptus for pulp and paper.
John Muir was not interested in the Mountain Ash's economic potential but rather in
the tree itself, and more particularly, the height of the Mountain Ash. There were
persistent reports coming out of Australia of Mountain Ash five hundred feet tall, a
hundred feet taller than that cited for the tallest Coast Redwood. If these reports came
from credulous newspaper reporters who had gotten them from the tall tales of Australian
loggers, Muir would have merely shrugged and smiled; he had heard this type of story
many times before. However, Muir had reason for concern that his beloved Coast Redwoods were indeed not the tallest trees in the world.
The report of Eucalyptus five hundred feet high was made by none other than Baron
Ferdinand Von Mueller, one of the great botanical explorers of the nineteenth century.
He was appointed government botanist of the State of Victoria upon the suggestion of
Sir Joseph Hooker, later director of the Melbourne Victoria Botanical Gardens, veteran
of an epic four thousand mile botanical trek though largely unexplored territory in
considerable danger from aborigines and bush rangers, and collector of some fifteen
hundred specimens, many entirely new to science. His life collection of botanical specimens was estimated at 350,000 items. Von Mueller was the author of eight hundred
books and articles on the flora of Australia in general and was regarded as particularly
expert in the genus Eucalyptus, including E. regnans, the species which became known
as E. regnans Von Mueller. Von Mueller actively sponsored the spread of Eucalyptus
throughout the world's Mediterranean climatic region .
For this work and his scientific research he was made a hereditary baron by the King
of Wurtenburg in 1869 and was knighted by Queen Victoria in 1879. He received
honors from France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria, Denmark, Holland and Sweden .
He was a fellow of the Linnean and Royal Societies. Von Mueller died in Melbourne in
1896, and was given a full dress state funeral befitting one of his rank and stature. As a
scientist, Baron Von Mueller was almost a stereotype of the plodding German; he was
humorless, hard working, dedicated, and not given to exaggeration. Clearly, Muir was
not dealing with the stories of a Blarney-stoned, Irish-Australian logger, but rather, the
considered reports of a fellow scientist, one of the eminent botanists of the day.
John Muir, as always whenever in a strange city and he had the chance, went directly
to the botanical garden and asked to see the director. It was the day before Christmas ,
and Australian civil servants like their American counterparts tend to wind down a bit
the day before Christmas. At first, Director William Robert Guilfoyle refused to make
an appointment, but Muir's enthusiasm, charm, and warm personality caused the director
to relent and see the American tree hunter. Apparently, it was a delightful experience
for both men and they got on famously. Muir put the question of the giant Eucalyptus to
Director Guilfoyle, Baron Von Mueller's successor at the gardens. Guilfoyle was recognized as a good scientist and perhaps a better manager than Von Mueller, though not so
renowned or expert as his famous predecessor.
Guilfoyle was justly famous for turning the Melbourne Botanical Garden from a plant
study area to the world renowned city park that Muir beheld in 1903 . Paderewski, who
visited the garden in 1904, remarked that "Guilfoyle did with trees what a pianist tried
to do with his music." Sir Arthur Conan Doyle pronounced the Melbourne Gardens to
be "absolutely the most beautiful he had ever seen." John Muir was a bit more restrained
in his admiration. His journal laconically allowed that "With a zoo and the botanical
gardens, the people of Melbourne are well off for rest and recreation places ."
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In his interview with Guilfoyle, Muir came directly to the point. "Were there any
Eucalyptus over 300 feet tall?" Guilfoyle, who was a great landscape gardener and a good
botanist , pondered the question. "No, " he said, he had never seen a Eucalyptus over 300
feet ... except, perhaps bilurens Lorn (the Latin name for E. regnans at the turn of the
century). It is possible that Muir's heart may have skipped a beat . Here was a tree
mystery that must be solved. As a scientist, he required more information. "Mean to
see Chief of Forests Department for education on this subject," Muir states in his journal.
The information officer apparently decided against passing judgment and, instead,
sent Muir to a gentleman that Muir referred to as "Grand Photographer Caire ." Gohn
Muir had a delightful habit of bestowing personal knighthoods on persons who possessed

Two views a/Eucalyptus regnans near Bulga Park, Victoria, Australia. Circa 1900.
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great skill or kindness .) In the case of Nicholas Caire, Muir's admiration was quite
justified. Caire was one of Australia's great pioneer nature photographers. What Carleton
E. Watkins was to Yosemite, Nicholas Caire was to the mountains of Victoria. He was
a perfectionist, often producing only one or two plates a day as he roamed the mountains
and bush . His photographs were used as graphic evidence of the need for national parks
in the state of Victoria. He frequently gave lantern slide talks urging people to share his
delight in the bush. His photographs were used to decorate the interiors of the passenger
coaches of the Victorian railway system . He was a romantic with a camera, and like Muir,
something of a mystic. When his young daughter asked him if he saw any snakes in the
mountains, Caire, who had hauled his large box camera by ropes to dizzy heights to
capture the best views, replied, "No, no snakes, but I saw glory." His works showed
such sensitive and artistic composition that they commanded high prices on the market.
Caire was delighted to show his photographic collection to John Muir who stated that
he: "Found a lot of good pictures and interesting scenery with Eucalyptus Forests and
Fern Forests ." Nearly as important as the photographs was the fact of Caire's years of
experience in the Victorian bush. Evidently, Caire believed that a "gum tree 40 feet in
circumference would be considered a giant." Muir was apparently relieved , though the
journal does not state whether or not Muir put his 300 foot question to Caire.
One of the most important attributes of a successful researcher is the ability, innate
or acquired, to be pleasant, interesting, and charming enough so that one informant
will be willing to pass the researcher on to another source of information. John Muir
possessed these attributes. It is quite likely that either Guilfoyle or (more likely) Caire,
suggested that Muir visit another renowned Australian photographer and bush walker
at his home in the heart of the Big Tree country of Australia: the area around Black's
Spur, Healesville, and Marysville. The photographer in question was John William Lindt
(1845 - 1926). Born in Germany, he went to sea and jumped ship at Brisbane, Australia,
at age seventeen. He developed an interest in the new science and business of photography
and soon began to produce marketable albums of nature photographs as well as the family
portraits which were the bread and butter of the photography industry in the nineteenth
century. He moved his studio to Melbourne but remained mobile enough to photograph
the capture of the Ned Kelly gang after the desperate and dramatic gun battle at-Glenrowan on June 29, 1880.
Like Caire, Lindt loved the mountains and forests of Victoria and--spent as much time
as possible in hiking and photographing them. In 1895, Lindt built "The Hermitage,"
a well known pleasure resort at Black's Spur. It had three New Guinea type tree houses
in a garden designed by his friend and fellow German, Baron Ferdinand Von Mueller.
John Lindt was the archtypical adventurer-explorer turned successful resort operator.
Guests remember his bush walking treks, hospitality, story telling, and musical ability.
Muir, of course, had to meet the legendary Lindt and see for himself the equally legendary
big trees of Victoria.
On Christmas day, Muir started for "Lindtland," as he called it, at 6:50 in the morning.
He probably went to Heavesville by train and then three hours by stagecoach to the
Hermitage at Black's Spur. He arrived at 2 P.M. and found the resort to be "a charming
place in the heart of the forest primeval." Muir spent the rest of the day happily making
friends with "new treefaces" as he called them, "Magnificent Beeches 5 to 6 feet in
diameter with small huckleberry like leaves, fine asphidicum-like fern, Blackwood,
Acacia and many others. " Muir had a good night's sleep and awoke to a:
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... charming morning calm, cool, bright, glorious sunshine; hushed peaceful, vase woods .
Lase evening a thunderstorm and after, a heavy shower, the sun shone on the wee leaves . ..
[and] cooled air full of fresh ozone. How the tree ferns enjoy ir 1 After breakfast Mr. Linde
assembled a parry and conducted us through rhe best of the great forest hereabouts. . . The
great trees Eucalyptus Amandoline(') are about 200 feet high average, a few 250 feet and a
very few 20 or 30 feet caller. Mr. Linde says he has spent 40 years in the bush and does nor
believe a single tree on rhe continent exceeds 300 feet in height . The rings are very indistinct,
rhe few I was able co count showed that nor even rhe very large trees are nor [sic] very old,
say 200 or 300 years.
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Post card from Muir's personal papers showing john William Lindt and the popular resort, "The
Hermitage" at Black's Spur.

Muir returned to Melbourne to enjoy the zoo, buy a few books, and enjoy the sights
with some shipboard friends. On December 29, Muir and his ship sail~d for Sydney, and
arrived at that port at 5 P.M., Decemeber 30. Muir duly noted the effects of glaciation
on Sydney harbor, booked into the Australia Hotel and early the next morning made
straight for the world renowned Sydney botanical garden.
As a botanist and "tree hunter," John Muir had a career-long fascination with the
Araucarian "Pines ." These strange and somewhat primordial looking conifers are, of
course, not pines at all, but a single genus confined to the southern hemisphere. John
Muir had a burning desire to see each species of genus Araucaria in its native setting,
whether in Australia or South America. For the moment, Muir made do with observing
the Araucarians (cookii , bidwelli, and excelsa) in the Sydney Botanical Garden . Apparently
its illustrious director, Joseph Henry Maiden was not available (possibly because of the
holidays). If anyone could answer the giant Eucalyptus question with any degree of finality,
it would be Maiden. Muir resolved to meet with Professor Maiden at the earliest possible
opportunity, which was January 8.
Muir, some of whose successful attributes as a researcher have already been cited, also
had the important ability to use time and circumstances wisely, no matter what the
interruptions . The reader is often struck by Muir's efficiency in traveling through a
strange country, making exactly the right contacts and connection under severe time
constraints. Muir resolved to put his time to good use by touring the magnificent Blue
Mountain Country around Mount Victoria to see the trees and the famed Jenolan Caves
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via train and private stage coach. Muir complained bitterly in his journal of the practice
of girdling and killing trees for the "supposed improvement in pastureage." Calling it
"A sad sight, especially the tens of thousands of dead, bleached tree ruins, prostrate,
encumbering the ground, or great, gaunt, bleached stumps with a few stubs or main
branches stretched tO heaven as if for help. " Where the forests were still intact, the
"round headed" Eucalyptus and the low Australian "Mountains" reminded him of the
Alleghennies . The Jenolan Caves were (and are) one of Australia's premier rourist
attractions.
Discovered in 1838, the Jenolan Caves made conservation history by becoming the
first cave in the world to be set aside by a government as a public park in the year 1866.
By the time of Muir's visit the caves had long been electified ( 1887) and a palatial
limestOne Queen Anne style hotel housed the cave guests who generally spent three or
four days in the leisurely nineteenth century manner of cave "inspection." Since Muir's
time, there have been discoveries of larger and more colorful caverns in Australia, but
the entrance to this cave is still one of the most spectacular in the world. In Muir's time,
it was awe inspiring. According to Muir: ''The approach tO the hotel cottages is perfectly
magnificent .. . . The four horse teams dash through a noble cave arch ... . I know of
nothing like this in the world." (Today's arrival, by rour bus, while not nearly so dramatic
is still impressive.)
Muir spent the day "Walking perhaps 8 or 10 miles through the heart of a gray, rough
marble ridge ... along many wide and narrow jewel alleys to many jeweled hills and
nooks and secret chambers, decorated with stalagmites and stalagtites of every form and
color." Muir found the scenery of the Blue Mountains "very fine " but found the 4, 000
foot mountains to be "sadly in need of lofty white summits, real mountains for these
foothills so gloriously forested. Drive and walk ro falls. The falls would be thought
nothing of in California but the forests are glorious." Actually, Muir's California chauvinism was a bit unkind; several falls are over 400 feet high, surely enough even ro be
noted in California.
Muir noted that Pinus insignis (now known as P. radiata) from California was almost
the only pine planted here and it seemed to thrive better here than in the United States.
This fact amounted to a very mixed blessing as the rapidly growing Monterey pine is
regarded by many modern Australian environmentalists as a real threat to the environment as native Australian bush is clear cut to be planted with a monoculture of "The
world's fastest growing pine tree. "
Muir returned to Sydney on January 6 and spent the 7th touring Sydney's fiord-like
harbor, again seeking signs of his beloved glaciation. Muir noted approvingly that Araucaria was the ornamental tree of choice. He found the famed Manly Beach to be a kind
of Coney Island and was delighted to escape by ferry to a "fine, wild shaggy common.
Most of the big Melaleuca and Eucalyptus have been slaughtered, but there is a fine,
hopeful second growth and a lot of interesting bushes and small trees where one could
wander happily for years."
On January 8, Muir went to the Sydney Botanical Garden to seeJH . Maiden and ask
his familiar 300 foot question . Joseph Henry Maiden was born in England in 1859 and
educated at the University of London. Like Baron Von Mueller, he went to Australia for
his health, arriving in 1880. He developed as interest in Australian flora and published
Useful Native Plants of Australia, in which he acknowledged his debt to Von Mueller with
whom he had long corresponded. In 1890, he became consulting botanist to the New
South Wales Department of Forestry and Agriculture. He was appointed director of the
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Sydney Botanical Gardens in 1896. In 1903, he began to publish his seven volume
Critical Revision of the Genus Ettcalyptm, his most important work. He was to be awarded
the Von Mueller medal by the Australian Association for the Advancement of Science in
1922. According to his biographers "Maiden was a kindly sincere man with a sense of
humor, and a wealth of information that was always at the service of his fellow scientific
workers .. . he was both methodical and enthusiastic and his name deservedly ranks high
among the botanists of Australia." Here then was the moment of truth . Muir would hear
from the lips of Australia's greatest living botanist if the stories of sky scraping 500 foot
Eucalyptus were true.
The meeting could not have come at a more inauspicious time. According to Muir,
"He (Maiden) was attending an inquiry into the origin of a fire in some of the gardens
buildings and could spare me but little time. Directed me to the Queensland Araucarius,
bidwelli and cttnniinghami and said there were no Eucalyptus much if any, over 300 feet in
heighth. That all the stories of Baron Von Mueller were based on gross exaggeration."
So there it was, bluntly and succinctly put: there were no gigantic Eucalyptus. Sequoia
sempervirens was still king of the forest. If Muir breathed a sign of relief or jubilation, his
journal does not indicate such an unscientific reaction . Maiden, true to his reputation
of always being at the service of his fellow scientists, seems to have later provided Muir
with an (apparently) unpublished monograph entitled "Where are the Largest Trees in
the World?" As Muir makes no reference to this paper in his journal, it is qui te possible
that John Muir andJ . H. Maiden continued to correspond with each other on the subject
of the Big Trees of the world. At any rate the Maiden monograph turned up in John
Muir's papers, indicating that Muir was quite familiar with Maiden's refutation of Baron
Von Mueller's claim that the Mountain Ash, E. regnans, was the largest, i.e., tallest tree
in the world .
Maiden was, as his biographers wrote, a methodical and humorous man who sought
to track down the giant Von Mueller Eucalyptus legends in twelve short pages. According
to Maiden, Mueller noted in the Gardeners' Chronicle for the year 1862 that several trees
had been recently measured at the Upper Yarra and on the Dandenong, and "The highest
known is ascertained to be 480 feet and therefore as high as the Great Pyramid and that
a Mr. Klein measured a tree on the Black's Spur and found it to be 480 feet high." In
1889, the Honorable F. Stanley Dobson of Melbourne quoted Mueller as having stated
in his Botanic Teachings, "that our gum trees attain a height of 500 feet ." "But" as the
laconic Mr. Maiden says, "we have not reached high water mark yet. Mr. David Boyle,
who, for 27 years had been identified with big trees, wrote an 1889 letter to the Melbourne Argus giving 525 feet as the height of a tree known to him some years previously."
Even Baron Von Mueller had not claimed such a tall tree. Understandably, there were
some who doubted Boyle. Maiden went on to note that Boyle returned to the forest after
ten years and rediscovered his tree. The top had blown off, but the tree was still a
respectable 466 feet tall, a shrinkage of 59 feet, but still a world record, according to
Boyle's account .
But the plot began to thicken . According to Maiden: "Visitors to the Melbourne
International Exhibition of 1888 will remember the photograph of the large butted gum
tree by N .J. Caire, "who stated that he had come across this monster in Gippsland, and
that its height was 464 feet. He called it 'The Baron' after Von Mueller." Now here was
something the press could sink its teeth into! The elusive Loch Ness Monster of tall trees
had not only been sighted but actually photographed! It is an understatement to say that
Australians are a very competitive people, and it is not surprising that they were delighted
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to believe that they owned the tallest tree in the world. There remained only the small
technicality of finding the tree and formally measuring it. There would be no problem
as Nicholas Caire could lead them to the tree .
According to Maiden, Caire started to show a little hesitancy. Was money a problem?
No matter! The trustees of the Melbourne library voted one hundred pounds to find
"The Baron"! The trustees of the Melbourne Exhibition added another one hundred
pounds to the prize. Finally, the Victorian Minister for Lands promised eight hundred
pounds . "The Baron" must be found! Caire led an expedition into the Gippsland and
rediscovered "The Baron," which had not changed a bit since last photographed. The
Inspector of Forests and the Victorian Government Survey set up their instruments and
measured it . "The Baron" proved to be 219 feet 9 inches tall. Professor Maiden dryly
stated that, " .. . the 52 5 foot tree shrank over 300 feet ." The Australians were disheartened but not defeated . The Honorable James Monroe, Premier of Victoria, offered one
hundred pounds out of his own pocket for any Victorian tree four hundred feet in height.
The money has never been claimed. It was probably a chastened, modest, and very
conservative "Grand Photographer Caire" who showed John Muir his collection of photos
of tall trees . Muir does not mention the photographer making any unusual claim for
height.
Maiden dismissed Von Mueller's claim that the Karri that John Muir saw from shipboard constituted the second tallest species of tree in the world. (Von Mueller was a bit
more modest with the Karri, allowing it to rise to only "approaching 440 feet. ") Maiden's
calm, scientific insistence that "if records are sought to be established, they must be
confirmed by a surveyor, the tree should be standing and we should have at least two
independent measurements" shrank most Australian tall tree stories down to manageable
size. Maiden graciously concluded his paper by quoting John Muir's good friend, Charles
Sprague Sargent. According to Sargent "The Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) which is the
tallest American tree probably occasionally attains the height of 400 feet and more. The
tallest specimen I have measured was 340 feet ." Maiden graciously accepts Sargent's
statement. Curiously enough , Sargent, according to Maiden, apparently believed the
reports that the E. regnans was the tallest tree in the world, perhaps basing his judgment
on the erroneous reports of the famous botanist. It is quite possible that Sargent had
passed along Von Mueller's stories about five hundred foot Eucalyptus to John Muir.while
the two Americans were traveling together. Such claims would have certainly fired Muir's
scientific curiosity - and Redwood chauvinism. John Muir was pleased to write his
friend Bailey Millard that there was absolutely no truth in the rumors of Giant Eucalyptus,
and they did not exceed 300 feet.
His scientific curiosity satisfied, Muir immediately embarked on a ship to New Zealand to check out rumors of a giant geyser, larger than any geyser in Yellowstone, which
turned out to be true, and the Giant Kauri trees that were rumored to be of greater
volume that the Sequoia gigantea, which was false (now Sequoiadendron gigantea). But was
Muir correct on the question of the big trees ? Are the Sequoias really the big trees of
the world? Are there no Eucalyptus over 300 feet? In this case, Muir was quite wrong.
He did not go to the State of Tasmania which has some very tall trees, including the
325 foot Styx River Tree (which, in fairness to Maiden and John Muir, had not been
discovered when the two men had their brief talk in 1904). Since we know that the Styx
River tree and a number of other E. regnans have broken the magic 300 foot barrier and
have been duly certified by modern surveyors, might it not be possible that some of the
vanished Australian giants might have challenged the Coast Redwoods? The now accepted
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view is that the maximum height recorded by a qualified surveyor was 375 feet for the
Corthwaite Tree, E. regnans, in Thorpdale, Gippsland, Victoria, in 1880.
The 1985 Guinness Book of Records has grim news for Redwood chauvinists : "The
tallest tree ever measured by any government forester was recently rediscovered in a
report by William Ferguson, Inspector ofVictoria State Forests. He reported in February,
1872, a fallen Mountain Ash, E. regnans, eighteen feet in diameter and 435 feet in
height. This beats the (fallen) 385 foot Douglas Fir (believed to be a hoax) found in
Washington State in 1930, the 375 foot Mountain Ash found in Victoria in 1880, and
what was long believed to be the tallest tree (a California Redwood) at 367.8." Now it
is entirely possible that the methodical, conservative Professor Maiden could have effectively refuted both the claims of the Corthwaite Tree and the Ferguson Tree; in the case
of the former, Maiden's criterion of having the tree surveyed by an expert seems to have
been followed as the tree was measured by the State Surveyor of Victoria himself. There
is a monument marking the site of "The World's Tallest Tree" in Thorpedale . Muir
would have been saddened; the forest has been completely cleared and the land is a sheep
pasture.
There is little doubt that the tallest standing trees in the world are the Sequioa sempervirens; what little doubt there is centers in a remote valley of Tasmania, where 400 foot
E. regnans are still said to hold out. On the other hand, under ideal conditions, what
would be the species with the greatest height? Stephen Viel, a national park scientist
assigned to Redwoods National Park, stated that if you were to build a glass box 500
feet tall and carefully monitor the microclimate and the nutrients, you could probably
grow a 500 foot Redwood. "How about E. regnans?" I asked mischievously. "Possibly,"
he chuckled. Another possibility would be to have a "race" between the world 's champion
Redwood and the world's champion Eucalyptus by planting them side by side and seeing
what happened.
At one time, this would have been impossible, but now, thanks to the wonders of
modern genetics, we can have our tree race . In 1977, Dr. William Libby of the University
of California cloned a seedling from the world's tallest conifer, the 367.8 ARC 154. An
Australian scientist, Dr. Kenneth Eldridge cloned a shoot from the world's tallest hardwood, the 325 foot Styx River Tree. The two scientists waited until both trees were
approximately twenty centimeters tall, and then, with suitable ceremony, they planted
the two great trees side by side in April, 1978, behind the forestry building at the
University of California. The growth rate of both trees has been phenomenal, but E.
regnans is far ahead, with an impressive twenty-two meters, while Sempervirin lags
behind at only sixteen meters. "The race is not always to the swiftest" laughed Libby,
"We expect ARC 154 to start closing the gap in about one hundred years; then it should
be an interesting race ."
It is a race that Muir would have found intriguing ... and perhaps purposeless . Much
of the ecology of the prime habitat of E. regnans has been altered, perhaps forever, for
farming purposes . On the other hand, where there is a will there is a way. In the last
decade Australians have perhaps become more ecologically aware of their continent's
unique flora and fauna than their American cousins . As previously noted, the Australians
are highly competitive . While John Muir and most scientists would correctly argue that
every species should be preserved for its own unique qualities, it would not hurt the
cause of preserving large areas of prime E. regnans habitat if there were a future world's
champion competition, Libby said, with a twinkle in his eye, "The preservation of the
species and the habitat rather than the individual is the critical factor in biology .. .
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Dr. Kenneth Eldridge , Director of Forest
Research at the Commonwealth Scientifi<" and
Industrial Research Organization of Australia ,
planting a clone of Eucalyptus regnans in
1977 behind the Forestry D epartment at the
University of California.

D r. William L ibby from the Department of Forestry at the University of Cctfij(mzia 11'ith hi.1
done of the wor!cts !ttl/est redU'ood jJ!cmted ~~ext
to the done of the wor!cts ta!feJ! mecdyj;t m.

but," he continued, expressing every bit as much competitive spirit as the Australians,
"I think we should throw down the gauntlet to the Australians and have an annual race
just like the America's Cup! We could have six sites , three in Australia and three in the
U.S. At each site, a clone of the tallest E . regnam and tallest S. sempervirens would be
planted side by side! Each year, the growth (total) of the six E. regncms and the six S.
sempervirem would be compared and the year's winner declared . The cup, which could
be called the Muir Cup, would move back and forth across the Pacific. Scientifically, it
would be an experiment of dubious validity, but it would provide public interest in
learning more about each of these two great trees , something I am sure that Muir would
have applauded."
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"WILDERNESS SAINT" AND "ROBBER BARON":
THE ANOMALOUS PARTNERSHIP OF JOHN MUIR
AND THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY
FOR PRESERVATION OF YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

~
RICHARD]. ORSI

I

Many fail to realize that at its inception in the late nineteenth century conservationism
was not popular. Its practitioners were a tiny elite of artists, writers and naturalists political amateurs short on numbers , financial backing , and political savvy. To overcome
public indifference and p owerful opponents, the conservationists often allied themselves
to stronger, more experienced groups . On many specific questions , particularly the
development of national parks and forest preserves , the western railroads provided the
leverage to transform conservationist visions into actual laws and functioning programs .
One of the first and most vigorous corporate participants in the conservation movement
was the Southern Pacific Company. In the late 1880s, John Muir and other wilderness
preservation leaders formed an alliance with the Southern Pacific which lasted for more
than two decades and produced some of the landmark victories in the early preservation
crusade, particularly the creation of Yosemite National Park .
The affinity between Muir and Southern Pacific leaders has always baffled conservation
historians and Muir biographers. Muir, the "Son of the Wilderness, " and the "robber
baron" rulers of the infamous "Octopus" were strange bedfellows indeed. Even by the
1880s, Muir's image as a selfless defender of nature against exploitation for private gain
was well established . For Muir to cultivate political alliances and even close friendships
among leaders of a railroad which had come to epitomize greed, corruption, despoliation
of nature, and the flaunting of the common interest inherent in the early days of indus-
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trialization, caused consternation among Muir's friends, as well as a dilemma for later
scholars. 1 •
Invariably, writers have offered incomplete, contradictory, and unconvincing explanations for Muir's anomalous relationship. The motivations of Muir and the railroad
leaders appear particularly illusive . Only dire necessity, most have assumed, could have
driven Muir to suspend his wilderness and reform values and seek the assistance of the
evil monopoly. 2 Some have maintained that the Southern Pacific's championing of wilderness preservation was little more than a thinly-veiled scheme to court public favor in
order to conceal its other nefarious deeds. 3 Others have advanced the fanciful theory that
the railroad was secretly plotting to use wilderness preservation to undercut competing
lumber companies operating in areas remote from its own timbered land-grant sections. 4
One recent account attributes the inexplicable relationship to the strange , almost perverse
attraction which opposites sometimes have for one another. 5 In general, most later writers
treat the political cooperation of the Southern Pacific and John Muir in preservation
projects as an aberration in the behavior of both parties, a chance byproduct of the personal
affinity between Muir and a few railway leaders such as Edward H . Harriman . 6 With
few exceptions, historical accounts have been built on flimsy sources, particularly on the
railroad's activities , and suffer from unfounded speculation and simplistic caricatures of
both Muir and the Southern Pacific leaders . What writers have overlooked is the obvious
possibility that Muir's alliance with the Southern Pacific was born of shared ideas and
interests, and was therefore not much of an anomaly at all .
Actually, on many environmental questions, Muir and the Southern Pacific were not
far apart . It is a mistake to try, as some popularizers have , to refashion John Muir into
a latter-day environmental purist . Muir was a nineteenth, not a twentieth-century man.
As much as Muir might have decried the devastation caused by railroads and other
industries in wilderness areas, he stopped short of condemning technology, industry, or
modern progress in general. For his generation, the full scale of industrialism's impact
on nature , such as the astounding revolution which the mass automobile culture would
work in wilderness areas, was unknowable . Most of the issues of twentieth-century
environmentalism were undefined. During the early 1900s, for example, when Muir
and the Southern Pacific were joining hands to save Yosemite Valley, a mere five to eight
thousand visitors came to the isolated Valley each year, and their numbers had not grown
appreciably for the previous thirty years. 7 Mass tourism had yet to become the menace
to wilderness that it would by the 1920s. It is no wonder that Muir and the railroad
could agree on the need to improve access to the Valley and promote tourism, though
for somewhat different reasons - Muir, in order to win converts for the radical idea of
wilderness preservation; the railroad , of course, to build its passenger traffic. 8
His important environmental accomplishments notwithstanding, Muir had a worldly
side which modern-day idolizers hesitate to admit. Muir's other dimension- the realm
of family, friendship , and livelihood- and its influence on his environmental ideas and
activities needs far more attention from biographers . Muir had only to look to his own
life for signs of the miracle of modern progress wrought by railroads . After a period in
the 1860s and 1870s, during which he shunned family , the pursuit of wealth , and
modern civilization, discovered Yosemite , and agonized his way to his major and most
radical environmental ideas, Muir married Louie Strentzel in 1880 and settled down to
the life of a gentleman farmer on the lands of his wealthy in-laws . Gradually, he assumed
the management of the sprawling orchards and vineyards near Martinez, California, and
when John Strentzel died in 1890 he became their proprietor.
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For an interval often years, 1881 to 1891 , Muir devoted himselfto fruit ranching in the Alhambra
Valley. Through scientific experimentation Muir produced some of the finest varieties of Bartlett
pears and Tokay grapes grown in California. These famous products brought top prices and were
demanded by both eastern and western markets. Shown here are the Strentzel-Muir orchards and
vineyards surrounding the family home.

Muir's experience paralleled that of many such people in California's urban and agricultural boom ignited after 1880 by the extension of the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe
railroads. Like others of his generation, Muir took advantage of the new markets made
possible by the railroads to transform the Strentzel estate, which had hitherto been farmed
only eclectically, into a modern, scientifically managed factory of green gold. Even in
that day, agriculture was one of the most environmentally devastating of all human
endeavors . In search of profit, Muir plowed, grafted, irrigated, and fought off weeds
and crop pests in the attempt to replace nature's diversity with a specialized, man-made
landscape. To labor in his expansive vineyards, Muir, like other large growers of the
time, hired poorly paid and socially oppressed Chinese immigrants. He experimented
with the highest value new market crops , such as pears and grapes, and bargained toughly
with workers, buyers, shippers, and suppliers. Within ten years, Muir had become one
of the leading commercial farmers in the San Francisco area and a wealthy man by the
standards of his day. Like others in his region , he dispatched his produce to market
aboard Southern Pacific freight trains. By occupation, Muir was a typical California
"agribusinessman" of the late nineteenth century. His personal fortune, which came to
support his later environmental research, writing, and politicking, depended directly
on the railroad and the new economic opportunity it had created . 9
Unsurprisingly by the late 1880s, when he reemerged as an environmental activist
after nearly a decade of tilling the soil, John Muir's early environmental radicalism had
been somewhat tempered. Muir was more tolerant of tourists and nature buffs, anxious
to reach a wider audience with his appeal for wilderness preservation, and willing to
compromise somewhat in order to win converts to the cause . He was even coming to
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admire many of the businessmen who had brought progress and wealth to the people,
and he appeared to feel comfortable with them. His writings had made him a celebrity,
not only in literary and scientific circles, but in business circles as well. He met many
business leaders, especially in the San Francisco Bay area, including some officials of the
Southern Pacific Company, then the major corporation operating on the Pacific Coast.
It is not accidental that the more "civilized" Muir proved more appealing to the business
community and that the Sierra Club which he formed in 1892 to further the work of
preservationism received healthy business support. Southern Pacific executives were
especially prominent among the Sierra Club's charter members , so much so that some
other members less tolerant than Muir complained that the Club's purity was tainted . 10
Eventually, Muir developed close friendships with two of the most powerful and
controversial Southern Pacific leaders - Edward H . Harriman, who purchased the
railroad from the families of its builders and added it to his national transportation
empire in 1901, and William F. Herrin, chief counsel, vice president, and infamous
founder and operator of the "Southern Pacific political machine" which held considerable
influence in California from the 1890s to the 1920s. Muir's relationship with Harriman
especially demonstrates how far Muir had come since the 1870s toward making his peace
with the American industrial system. Having met the financier and railroad tycoon on
the famous Harriman Alaska expedition of 1899, Muir soon came to admire Harriman
and his works, to appreciate Harriman's devotion to conservation and preservation causes,
and to hold the man and his family in genuine affection. The great naturalist corresponded
regularly with the railroad magnate, traveled frequently under his passes or patronage,
and spent writing vacations with the Harriman family. In his letters, Muir often praised
Harriman for his many business accomplishments and their service to mankind. 1 1 To
console Harriman for losses during the great national panic of 1907, for example, Muir
wrote "you have done a giant's work in the past years." 12
When Harriman died in 1909, Muir was grief-stricken . Despite his own failing health,
the exhausting battle to save the Hetch Hetchy Valley from San Francisco's designs, his

Portrait of Edward Henry Harriman autographed, "My best regards & esteem to john
Muir. E.H. Harriman Pelican Camp 1908. "
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In 1908 Muir was invited to join the Harriman family for a few weeks' visit at their country
home on Pelican Bay, Klamath Lake, Oregon . During his stay Muir was persuaded to dictate his
memoirs to Mr. Harriman's private secretary, who followed Muir around taking down everything
Muir said. This group portrait was taken during Muir's visit. From left to right: Hugh Neill;
R.P. Schwerin;Julius Kruttschmitt; William Keith; William Hood; W.V. Hill; E.H . Harriman; W .H. Holabird; William H. Herrin and john Muir.
aversion to writing, and opposition from some of his anti-monopoly friends, Muir in
1911 penned a short memorial book on the life of E.H. Harriman. 13 Muir warmly
praised Harriman as a "great builder," similar to the glaciers which had crafted Yosemite
Valley.
He fairly reveled in heavy dynamical work and went about it naturally and unweariedly like
glaciers making landscapes- cutting canyons through ridges, carrying off hills , laying rails
and bridges over Jakes and rivers, mountains and plains, making the Nation's ways straight
and smooth and safe, bringing everybody nearer to one another. He seemed to regard the
whole continent as his farm and all the people as partners, stirring millions of workers into
useful action, plowing, sowing, irrigating, mining, building cities and factories, farms and
homes .... Fortunes grew along his railroads like natural fruit.

Muir was grateful for Harriman's aid and friendship. "To him, " he wrote, "I owe some
of the most precious moments of my life."
Muir's comparison of Harriman to a glacier in his 1911 tribute was not casual or
accidental. As Professor Paul Sheats has demonstrated, Muir, since his formation forty
years earlier of the glacial theory ofYosemite's origin, had invested glaciers with immense
emotional and symbolic meaning, as powerful concentrations of creative force - builders, agents of birth and rebirth, transforming bland landscapes into beautiful ones,
capable of sustaining richer life. In his own lexicon, Muir could hardly have chosen a
more positive metaphor to characterize the departed railway leader. 14
Muir's willingness to make common cause with the railroad to preserve remnants of
the fading American wilderness was not, then, simply political expedience, as some
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writers have asserted. Nor was it an anomaly. It followed logically from Muir's altered
experience after 1880 and his partial rapprochement with modern industrial life.
If Muir did not quite live up to his twentieth-century reputation as an environmental
purist, the Southern Pacific failed to live down to its nineteenth-century image of "octopus ." Despite vigorous conflicts with many specific groups in California and its other
states, particularly over freight rates, rail services, and political influence , Southern
Pacific officials, like the leaders of other land-grant railroads, realized that the profits of
the company depended upon the economic and social well-being of its hinterland. The
company became especially committed to the expansion and modernization of an agricultural system in California built upon irrigation. The railroad's identification with the
long-term public interest led it also to support many late nineteenth and early twentiethcentury conservation programs .
At first glance, Southern Pacific interest in conservation appears incongruous. As
typical railroad officials in that era, company leaders promoted farming, industry, urban
development, and population growth throughout Southern Pacific territory. The railroad
settled farmers on its land grants, planted new towns along its lines, helped farmers and
businessmen increase production and markets, and advertised the glories of the Far West
in Europe and the East to attract immigrants and tourists. By the early 1900s, the
Southern Pacific was spending well over $ 1,000,000 per year on development of its
region and had become one of the leading boosters of the West . 15 Along with other
railroads, the Southern Pacific greatly accelerated the process of exploiting resources and
disturbing the landscapes all along the American frontier. 16
The very introduction and operation of railroad technology proved incompatible with
the preservation of natural conditions . Building the lines was an assault on nature.
Construction crews wantonly dynamited hillsides, filled in depressions, altered watercourses, cut down trees, excavated sand and stone for construction materials, and slaughtered wild game for food or whim. Flooding and erosion were aggravated , and wildlife
patterns were disrupted , at least temporarily. Despite precautions, cinders and sparks
from locomotives or crew campfires ignited great grass and forest conflagrations, which
raged uncontrolled across arid regions . On heavily traveled routes, the roadbed fairly
reeked from garbage casually thrown overboard by dining car workers and from human
excrement discharged by countless train toilets directly onto the tracks . The trash heaps
and open privies of line maintenance crews added to the stench. By the end of the
nineteenth century, the rights-of-way of many western railroads had become wasteland
corridors. 17
John Muir, a regular rider on the Southern Pacific, complained in 1901 that the
outlook along rail lines through the wilderness was so universally bleak that "every train
rolls on through dismal smoke and barbarous melancholy ruins." Instead of issuing
"gorgeous many-colored folders" proclaiming theirs tO be the most "scenic route," Muir
recommended, the railways should compete over which was "the route of superior
desolation .. . the smoke, dust, and ashes route ." Then, their advertisements could more
truthfully read:
Come' Travel our way. Ours is the blackest . It is t he only genuine Erebus route. The sky is
black and the ground is black, and on either side there is a continuous border of black stumps
and logs and blackened trees appealing to heaven for help as if still half alive, and their mute
eloquence is most interesting ly touching . ... The charring is generally deeper along our line,
and the ashes are deeper, and the confusion and desolation displayed can never be rivaled. No
other route on this continent so fully illustrates the abomination of destruction . '"
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While railroad construction and operation was upsetting environmental balances in
some regions, enlightened corporate self-interest prompted Southern Pacific leaders to
welcome many conservation projects. Although they aggressively promoted development
in low elevation valleys near their rail lines, Southern Pacific executives, taking the longterm view, realized that the company's complex needs and interests, ultimately depended
upon balanced, efficient, renewable use of resources. Especially in the semi-arid Far
West, the sale of railroad land and increased crop production, the source of most of the
company's traffic, relied upon irrigation water. The need to assure future water supplies
led the company to support protection of forest watersheds, control of erosion and flooding, and management of water flow through steams, lakes, and reservoirs. The Southern
Pacific's managers understood that tourism and industry, two other important sources
of rail revenues, also depended upon a planned approach to using scarce resources,
including scenic wilderness. 19
More than simple corporate self-interest, however, led many Southern Pacific executives to advocate conservationism. The railway's officials were educated pioneers in a
modern, highly technical business, well-versed in new scientific ideas . Moreover, as
prominent members of the business community, they had wide networks of friendships
and professional associations among educators, scientists, artists, and writers - the very
groups most involved in the early environmental movement. Muir and Southern Pacific
leaders, for example, had many mutual acquaintances by the 1880s, particularly in
California cultural circles. With leaders from these other fields, Southern Pacific officials
shared a rational, scientific world view and the modern pursuit of "efficiency, " as well
as an older romantic faith in the spiritual benefits of communion with nature. Support
for conservationism among the railroad's leaders, then, stemmed naturally for their
private beliefs, as well as the changing needs of a dynamic company. 20
Many of the railway's leaders, therefore, had long careers in environmental affairs,
both within and beyond their Southern Pacific service. The persistence and diversity of
their involvement cannot be explained completely in terms of the railroad 's business
interests. This was especially true of chief land agents Benjamin B. Redding (1865 1882), William H. Mills (1883-1907), and B.A. McAllaster (1909- 1930). These men
administered the land grant and lent remarkable continuity to the company's resource
policies. All three became recognized experts on soil, climate, forestry, irrigation, and
flood control. They wrote and lectured on these topics, helped to advise, organize, or
guide the activities of many conservation groups, and sat as members or consultants for
a number of government agencies with environmental concerns. Lesser company land
agents scattered throughout Southern Pacific territory promoted or attended forestry,
agricultural, and water conferences, or participated in local conservation movements. 21
The land agents were not alone. Passenger department managers, such as James Horsburgh, Jr., and E.O. McCormick, worked for the founding of local and national parks
and recreation facilities between the 1890s and the 1920s . The department's booster
monthly, Sunset Magazine ( 1898- 1914), provided a major national forum for writers on
water conservation, scientific forestry, and wildlife and wilderness preservation. Counsels
in the law department, particularly W . W . Stow in the 1880s and early 1890s and
William F. Herrin after the mid- 1890s, lobbied on behalf of important environmental
legislation . Even the top executives and owners, such as Leland Stanford, Charles Crocker,
and Collis P. Huntington, donated funds and land to build or improve parks, including
Golden Gate Park in San Francisco and Lake Merritt Park in Oakland. E.H. Harriman
was an especially important patron of environmental science, forestry, and wilderness
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preservation. For decades, Harriman fought against the destruction of forests in his home
state of New York. At his death , he bequethed to the state for a wilderness park a gigantic
estate, which he had rescued grove by grove over the years from the timberman's axe. 2 2
In a vacuum created by powerful anti-conservation interests, public indifference , and
governmental inaction, the Southern Pacific often provided crucial publicity, financing,
organization and leadership, and political support for conservation efforts in its territory
from the 1860s to the early twentieth century. The company's alliance with John Muir
to preserve the Sierra Nevada was not a departure from, but rather a natural outgrowth
of, its general corporate policy.
The emerging Southern Pacific environmental policy was not always uniform or consistent. On specific issues, corporate interests could be contradictory, ambiguous, or
opposed to the preservation of the natural environment. This was true in the famous
Hetch Hetchy controversy from 1905 to 1913, when the company's support for San
Francisco's search for more water overrode its traditional protectionism toward Yosemite
National Park. 2 3 In general, the Southern Pacific most warmly endorsed "utilitarian"
conservation activities, which aimed at rational resource management to reduce waste
and to contribute to balanced, long-term development. In many instances, however, the
railroad supported "preservationism," the protection of undefiled nature. The events
covered in this article transpired before the internecine battles of the early twentieth
century, such as the Hetch Hetchy conflict, had wrenched the conservation movement
and splintered utilitarians and preservationists into hostile camps. That optimistic, romantic, and perhaps naive generation believed that it was possible to exploit resources
more wisely in the interest of healthier development and to democratize access to nature,
while at the same time preserving wilderness and scenery. 24
The partnership between John Muir and the Southern Pacific is best illustrated in the
creation of Yosemite National Park, one of the major achievements of the conservation
movement. In the 1860s, the national government had entrusted Yosemite Valley to the
guardianship of the state of California · as the first American wilderness preserve. 25 By
the 1880s, Muir and a few fellow defenders of Yosemite had become outraged at the
extent to which pioneer development was already ravishing this unique glacial valley and
the surrounding wilderness paradise. Even though only a handful of wealthy tourists
visited the isolated state park, neighboring ranchers poached on the high-elevation meadows with their voracious sheep (which Muir described as "hooved locusts"). Loggers
shaved the forests from the higher slopes, bringing down silt to clog the Valley's rivers
and lakes . Carelessly set fires scorched meadows and woodlands. On the Valley floor,
farmers plowed, hayed , and grazed livestock in the very mist of majestic waterfalls, and
campers cut down trees and littered the woods with trash. Enterprising settlers even
dynamited boulders out of the Merced River, speeding the river's flow, weakening its
banks , lowering the water table in the Valley, and encouraging trees and brush to .choke
out most meadow grasses and wildflowers and obscure scenic views of cliffs and waterfalls.
Blighted by erosion and cluttered wi th make-shift fences, run-down shacks, dusty,
poorly-maintained roads, and other human debris, Yosemite Valley was , in Muir's words ,
"a frowzy, neglected backwoods pasture ." 26 Hamstrung by public apathy, political intrigue, and stingy budgets, the state Yosemite Valley Commission appeared powerless
to halt this deterioration . In the late 1880s , Muir, aided by a small but dedicated crew
of artists , writers, and scientists, began a struggle to save Yosemite by converting it into
a national park. 27
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Muir and the Southern Pacific joined together to prevent such vast forest destruction. Photograph
of Millwood, California , by Parsons titled, "Where the Giant Sequoias Once Stood."
Formidable hurdles stood in their path. Americans were accustomed to exploiting
resources as rapidly as possible. To most people, preserving wilderness was a new, strange,
even unpatriotic idea. Moreover, powerful local interests strenuously opposed protecting
Yosemite. Instead, they wanted free rein to log the forests or graze their livestock in the
lush summer meadows. Park concessionaires also fought to retain their lucrative monopolies over lodging and transportation, while other developers proposed converting the
Valley itself into a gaudy tourist carnival along the lines of Niagara Falls . All of these
groups preferred dealing with a lax, easily manipulated state commission, as opposed to
an unpredictable federal agency. With much influence in the state legislature, the governor's office, and even the Congress, the enemies of Yosemite preservation repeatedly
blocked programs to increase protection of the region, to transfer it to federal jurisdiction ,
or to vote sufficient funds to enforce existing regulations. Like many other natural
landmarks, Yosemite appeared doomed . 28
The Southern Pacific's leadership had long realized its stake in preserving Yosemite .
Conscious of the park's importance as a tourist attraction, the railway had dispatched
writers, artists, and photographers into the Valley as early as the 1860s and had broadcast
its beauties around the world in posters and travel pamphlets . 29 As they had welcomed
other writers and scientists , company leaders also befriended Muir after the mid- 1870s,
provided him with free rail passes and letters of introduction to influential businessmen,
and in other ways assisted him in his research, lecturing, and writing about the High
Sierra. 30
Some Southern Pacific executives were even more directly involved in preserving
Yosemite . One was William H. Mills, the long-time land agent and editor and part
owner of the Sacramento Record-Union (the other part was owned by the Southern Pacific).
Throughout his long public career in California, Mills was a staunch defender of farm
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interests and one of the West's early conservation leaders. Convinced that in the long
run agriculture could only be expanded in this semi-arid state through comprehensive
water management, Mills became one of the first promoters of public irrigation, scientific
forestry, and mountain watershed preservation . In the late 1870s and early 1880s, Mills
used the Record-Union to lead a journalistic war against hydraulic mining which helped
to bring about the ultimate prohibition of the dumping of mining debris into California's
Central Valley streams. 3 t
Mills, who was a friend of Jeanne Carr, John Muir's early mentor, opened up the
columns of the Record-Union to the great naturalist's first major appeal for wilderness
preservation. In 1876, only one year after he and the railroad had taken over the newspaper, Mills ran Muir's important article deploring the rampant obliteration of California's forests by grazing, lumbering, and carelessly set fires. Muir intended the piece to
awaken legislators at the state capitol to the crisis looming in the mountains and to prod
them into inaugurating a modern forestry program for the state, such as other countries
had done. If the "waste and pure destruction" were not halted immediately, Muir predicted, soils would be irreparably eroded, and irrigation waters would cease their flow.
California would revert to barren desert, and "man himself will as surely become extinct
as sequoia or mastodon, and be at length only a fossil." In recommending the "profoundly
interesting article" to its readers, Mill's newspaper described Muir as "the California
geologist ... a practical man and a scientific observer." 32 Although Muir's warning had
no noticeable impact on California's complacent and development-minded legislators,
its message undoubtedly impressed Mills. For the next thirty years, Mills and the RecordUnion championed scientific forestry, fire control, and watershed and wilderness
preservation. 33
After 1879, Mills also served a long term on the State Yosemite Valley Commission.
One of the few dedicated commissioners, Mills repeatedly fought against exploitation of
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William H. Mills, long-time Southern Pacific
land agent, editor and part owner of the Sacramento Record-Union .

the Valley. A powerful member of the commission's Executive Committee, he led campaigns to enlarge the park, adopt comprehensive scientific management policies, increase
the Commission's authority and funds, crack down on violators of park regulations, break
the monopoly of the concessionaires, and reduce transportation and lodging prices in
order to open up the Valley to more people. While Mills served on the Commission,
Southern Pacific civil engineers advised on the construction of roads, bridges, and other
facilities in the Valley, and the company supported efforts in the legislature to increase
appropriations for Yosemite preservation . Despite the criticisms of Muir and other conservationists, the Yosemite Valley Commission in the 1880s, under the leadership of a
few conservation-minded men like Mills and State Engineer William Hammond Hall,
made considerable progress in beginning to cope with the Valley's complex ecological
problems. Many of the modern wilderness management techniques the Commission
pioneered, such as less invasive roadbuilding, brush clearing, using controlled burns to
maintain meadows and guard against destructive forest fires, and subject ing concessionaires to stricter regulation, were copied in Yellowstone and the later Yosemite national
parks. Yosemite's enemies, however, by keeping the Commission's legislative appropriations tiny and its authority limited, thwarted most protectionist measures . 34
Finally in 1889, Mills resigned from the commission in frustration, convinced that
current policies were only hastening the Valley toward destruction . The state's administration of Yosemite, he wrote in an 1890 editorial in the Record-Union, was guilty of
"ignorance, stupidity and vandalism . " 35 To his frequent correspondent Robert Underwood Johnson, conservationist editor of Century Magazine and Muir's close ally in early
preservation battles, Mills confided that he had become "painfully conscious" that California had violated a "trust on behalf of the lovers of nature throughout the world" and
that the management of Yosemite should be "brought to the bar of public conscience." 36
Although Mills encouraged the efforts of Johnson and Muir to preserve the Valley, he at
first doubted that federal administration would bring any improvement and balked at
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Robert Underwood johnson, editor of the Century magazine. It was J ohnson , at a camp-fire
in the Tuolumne Meadows in 1889, who first
suggested to M uir that he initiate a project for
the esta blishment of the Yosemite National
Park . The following year a series of articles
entitled, "The Treasures of the Yosemite" and
" Features of the Proposed Yosemite N ational
Park ," written by M uir appeared in the Century . The series aroused strong public support
for the proposed project .

the idea of relinquishing state control. In the 1890s, however, Mills was converted by
Johnson and Muir into an ally in the movement to reorganize all the Yosemite region
into a g reat national park. 37
Muir and Johnson had hatched their scheme to return Yosemite Valley to federal
control in 1889, but fearing that a direct assault on California's stewardship might wound
local pride and provoke too much opposition , they concentrated first on preserving the
territory surrounding the Valley, which was still in national ownership. 38 To counter
powerful opponents in California and the nation's capital, Muir and Johnson turned to
Southern Pacific leaders, who by this time grasped the importance of protecting watersheds and scenic wilderness . The railroad provided the political muscle to extend
federal protection over the Yosemite region . On March 18, 1890 , United States Representative William Vandever of los Angeles, probably acting at the request of Southern
Pacific officials , introduced legislation into Congress to create Yosemite National Park .
The measure allowed the state to retain authority over the Valley itself and provided for
a park much smaller than the preservationists favored . Although they had no role in
introducing the proposal , Muir and Johnson testified before committees in support of
Vandever's bill and organized a campaign among eastern conservationist friends to pressure Congress for its passage. 39
The Southern Pacific's lobbyists joined in. Senator Leland Stanford , a builder and
executive of the railroad, quietly encouraged the company's political friends to move the
bill through Congress . Although Stanford did not move aggressively enough to suit Muir
and Johnson, W . W. Stow, chief Southern Pacific attorney and political organizer, labored
among California's congressional delegation with apparently greater effect. Muir later
recalled that "Mr. Stow in particular charged our members of Congress that whatever
they neglected they must see that the bill for a National Park around Yosemite Valley
went through. " 40 Despite the efforts of Muir, Johnson , Stanford, and Stow, the Yosemite
park bill lang uished in House committees through the summer of 1890, besieged by
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California interests opposed to protection of the Yosemite region. With Congress scheduled to adjourn on the first of October, the bill appeared lost for that session . 41
When the Yosemite bill finally came up for consideration in September, 1890, Daniel
K. Zumwalt, the Southern Pacific's district land agent for the San Joaquin Valley, was
in Washington attending to railroad land-grant business and promoting one of his pet
projects, the formation of Sequoia National Park south of Yosemite . An agricultural and
irrigation innovator and a devoted lover of wilderness, Zumwalt, through his friend and
host in Washington, Congressman Vandever, was instrumental in getting the Yosemite
legislation strengthened by enlarging the park beyond even Muir's initial proposal.
Zumwalt also had the bill amended at the last minute to add provisions more than
doubling the size of the Sequoia park. (The original measure creating Sequoia National
Park, also supported by the Southern Pacific, had passed Congress in early September.)
For nearly a month Zumwalt marched from office to office in the Capitol pushing for
the passage of the amended Yosemite/Sequoia bill before Congress adjourned. Finally,
during the last two frenzied days of the session, both the House and Senate quickly took
up and passed the bill in the scramble to finish their business. Vandever and the other
floor managers allowed virtually no debate. The enemies of preservation were caught off
guard, and the bill passed with few Congressmen understanding its contents. Only hours
later on October 1, President Benjamin Harrison signed the legislation creating Yosemite
National Park. Most authorities credit Zumwalt with being the moving force behind
both the amendment and the miraculous last-minute passage of the Yosemite/Sequoia
bill. 42
The victory had been a narrow one . With Congress preoccupied with tariff and election
reforms and the park's opponents working hard to bury the legislation, only the dogged
efforts ofYosemite's few supporters had succeeded in forcing the bill through that session.
Just after the battle, Robert Underwood Johnson informed Muir that the park bill had
passed "only through the hardest sort of following up" on the members of House and
Senate committees . 43 The labors of Stanford, Stow and especially Zumwalt had been
invaluable. The railroad's political aid apparently puzzled Muir, who had anticipated
opposition from the company. Like many Californians, he was still leery of entanglement
in the "octopus ." Later, when recounting the Yosemite victory during an 1896 address
before the Sierra Club, Muir acknowledged that "even the Southern Pacific R. R. Co.,
never counted on for anything good, helped nobly in pushing the bill for this park
through Congress. " 44
In the 1890 session, the railroad had actually worked to pass legislation creating three
wilderness preserves in California: Yosemite National Park, Sequoia National Park, and
General Grant Sequoia Grove . During the next few years, the Southern Pacific also
supported the establishment of the huge Sierra National Forest. In the late 1890s and
early 1900s, land agent William H. Mills and Senator William Stewart of Nevada, a
close political associate of the Southern Pacific, were the major publicists and lobbyists
behind the creation of forests preserves covering the large Lake Tahoe basin . By the early
1900s, the Southern Pacific had played an important part in placing more than two
hundred miles of the Sierra Nevada range under federal protection. 45
The struggle to save Yosemite Valley had only begun, however. In the 1890s, environmental depredations continued unabated in the Valley, and the state commission
proved incapable of dealing with the problem . Meanwhile, Muir and his cohorts were
impressed by the United States Army's success in driving poachers from the surrounding
national park. 46 When a sympathetic governor, George C. Pardee, took office in 1904,
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Muir resumed the assault on state control of the Valley. By this time, Muir had founded
the Sierra Club to organize conservation battles. Led by Muir as president and William
Colby as secretary, the Club decided to press the California legislature to return the
Valley to the United States government for inclusion in the national park. 4 7
The Southern Pacific's assistance was even more crucial to federal recovery ofYosemite
Valley itself. The 1904 proposal to return the Valley to federal jurisdiction did not
actually originate in the Sierra Club. When he initiated the Club's lobbying at the start
of the state legislative session in December, 1904, William Colby discovered that the
California State Board of Trade was already at work in Sacramento on behalf of Yosemite
Valley retrocession. Ancestor of the present-day California State Chamber of Commerce,
the Board of Trade had been founded in 1887 largely through the efforts of Southern
Pacific land agent William H. Mills. Composed of representatives from leading commercial bodies around the state, the Board of Trade had developed under Mills' guidance
into a powerful advocate of tourism, immigration, agriculture, irrigation, and forest
preservation. At Mills ' request, Muir himself had authored essays for inclusion in Board
of Trade promotional pamphlets. 48 Now, a committee of the Board led by Mills, who
was by this time also a member of the California Redwood Commission formed to govern
the new state park at Big Basin, was preparing a bill to protect Yosemite Valley by
returning it to federal jurisdiction. After cordial conferences with Mills and other Board
leaders , Colby and Muir decided to move the Sierra Club somewhat into the background
and defer to the Board of Trade, because in Colby's words, that organization was "a
powerful body with a very large backing and all that we want to do is to see that the bill
passes. " 49
Thus, the Board of Trade and the Sierra Club joined forces. Mills and Colby coauthored a retrocession bill, which they introduced into the legislature in January,
1905 . 50 At first, all went well. Relying on editorials in the Call and Chronicle of San
Francisco and other state newspapers, as well as the Board of Trade's contacts with local
business organizations, Mills mobilized public opinion behind the measure. Ultimately,
he was able to secure the backing of nearly every important newspaper and commercial
body in the state. 51 Meanwhile, the Sierra Club marshalled dignitaries and scientists,
including Muir of course, to lecture, pamphleteer, and parade before legisla6ve committees denouncing the ruin of Yosemite under the state regime. The retrocession bill
passed the Assembly easily on February 2. 52
Trouble loomed in the Senate, however. There, the despoilers of Yosemite had dug in
for a bitter struggle to retain the Valley under state management . The opponents of
retrocession were led by William Randolph Hearst's San Francisco Examiner, arch-enemy
of the Southern Pacific, which stressed the theme of California's injured pride, and by a
powerful state senator, John Curtin . Curtin, who had personally clashed with national
park authorities over his rights to graze cattle in Yosemite, was also retained as an attorney
by the Valley concessionaires. An early canvass of votes convinced Muir and Colby that
the Senate would defeat the Yosemite bill by a wide margin. Thinking that amateurs
like themselves could not compete with such professional adversaries, Muir and Colby
feared defeat in January and February. 53
To rescue the project, Muir wrote to friend Edward H . Harriman. Described by some
contemporaries as "the most powerful man in America," Harriman ruled over a large
financial and business empire, which by that time included not only the Southern Pacific
but also the Union Pacific and the Illinois Central railroads , and wielded considerable
influence in the national Republican Party. 54 Aware that the railway president shared his
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concern for preserving wilderness, Muir asked in his letter of January 5, 1905, for
Harriman's assistance in the Yosemite matter. After describing how California had
"grossly mismanaged" the Valley, Muir complained that the bill to restore the Valley to
federal control, though supported by virtually all Californians, was being blocked in the
Senate by vested interests and the Examiner, which "with damnable perverted industry
is trying to bury the truth beneath a sham storm of fables." Yosemite's welfare, Muir
explained to Harriman, demanded strong federal protection, such as Yellowstone had
received . "If you are like-minded, and can help us secure its passage," he implored, "I
wish you would. " 55
Harriman responded quickly and decisively. Upon receiving Muir's letter, he sent
telegrams to Muir assuring him of his support, and to William F. Herrin, than head of
the Southern Pacific's legal department in San Francisco, directing him to mobilize the
company's supporters in the legislature behind retrocession . As the railroad's chief counsel
and lobbyist, Herrin was widely recognized as one of the most influential men in the
state . An amateur naturalist and committed conservationist, he already knew Muir
through a mutual friend, artist William Keith. Herrin undoubtedly welcomed Harriman's instructions . As Herrin and his assistants journeyed and telephoned inconspicuously to Sacramento several times to work for the Yosemite bill, the margin narrowed. 56
Nevertheless, when the bill neared a final vote in the Senate in late February, Colby's
canvass still showed that it would lose by several votes . Just before the roll-call on February
23, however, a group of pro-railroad senators suddenly switched sides, propelling the
bill to victory by one vote. George Pardee, a strongly conservationist governor, eagerly
signed the bill reconveying Yosemite Valley to federal control. "You will probably note
the Hand of Providence guiding matters through all this doubt," a jubilant Colby reported to Muir from Sacramento. 57
Muir and Colby knew better. The hand of the Southern Pacific had been guiding
matters . In explaining their triumph to Robert Underwood Johnson, Muir acknowledged
that, despite favorable public opinion, vested interests were so deeply entrenched that
"we might have failed to get the bill through the Senate but for the help of Mr. Harriman,
though of course his name or his company were never in sight through all the fight . " 58
Muir also wrote appreciative letters to Harriman and Herrin. "Many thanks," he told
Herrin, "for your Sacramento Yosemite work, the best thing ever done for the mountains
and the world, carrying blessings for everyone, and covering a multitude of real or
imaginary railroad sins." In March, Muir, Herrin, and William Keith luncheoned together in celebration of their rescue of the Valley from venal state management . 59
Muir and Herrin became fast friends, and toward the end of Muir's life, frequent
companions. The two comrades tramped together across the San Francisco Bay hills,
relaxed at Herrin's San Francisco home or at his forest retreat on the slopes of Mount
Shasta, one of Muir's favorite places, held gatherings with Keith and other conservationist
friends, or trundled off in Herrin's private rail car to explore wilderness areas throughout
the American West. Sharing Muir's reverence for nature, the railway attorney provided
transportation and political backing for Muir's preservation projects until the great
naturalist's death in 1914. 60
In 1905, however, the battle over Yosemite Valley was far from settled; the front
merely shifted to the other edge of the continent. To complete the transfer, Congress
had to pass legislation accepting California's grant and adding the Valley to the national
park. Despite strong support from Muir's friends, President Theodore Roosevelt and
Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot, the Yosemite bill faced an uncertain future . In the spring
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During the last years of Muir's life, William Herrin and Muir spent a great deal of time together.
This photograph of Muir and the Herrin family was taken in August of 1914 at the Herrin 's
family home near Mount Shasta. William Herrin is standing on the right.

of 1906, California lumbermen, cattle grazers, and Valley concessionaires , once again
led by State Senator Curtin, swarmed to Washington with proposals to reduce the park's
boundaries or weaken park authorities' control. Failing this, they hoped to delay congressional consideration until after the statute of limitations in California's bill had expired.
If they could cause the park to revert to state jurisdiction, they were confident they could
thwart future retrocession plans. Responding to these pressures, the Republican Speaker
of the House, "Uncle" Joe Cannon, on the pretext of governmental economy, refused to
allow the Yosemite recession bill to come to a vote. In the upper house, Senator Kittredge
of South Dakota, acting on behalf of a local California railroad company seeking to
protect its monopoly line up the Merced River Canyon to the Valley's border, succeeded
in getting the measure bottled up in committee. A worried Colby wrote Muir that their
contacts in Washington believed the cause was doubtful. "I t is a case of get the bill
through now or never," he warned. 6 1
To break the impasse, Muir once again called upon Harriman. On April 8, he wrote
the Southern Pacific president asking for more assistance. "I will certainly do anything
I can to help your Yosemite Recession Bill," Harriman responded on April 16. 62 Although he soon became preoccupied with personally directing the railroad's relief efforts
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following the great San Francisco earthquake and fire, Harriman contacted Cannon with
a request that he free the Yosemite measure for a vote. In early May, Cannon reversed
himself and released the bill onto the House floor, where it promptly passed. Harriman's
intercession with Senate leaders also helped to clear the way in the upper house. On June
11, 1906, President Roosevelt signed into law the legislation accepting Yosemite Valley
and preserving the park's powers intact. 63 The decades-long struggle had finally ended.
The precious Valley had been saved, returned to federal jurisdiction, and merged into
the national park for more modern and vigorous protection.
John Muir certainly deserves credit for having inspired and orchestrated the movement
to protect the Yosemite, one of the great achievements of early conservationism. However,
the consistent support of the Southern Pacific over four decades was also important,
indeed crucial. Without the company's assistance , the efforts of Muir, Johnson, and the
Sierra Club might not have succeeded at all, or might have produced only a tiny, highlydeveloped upper-class resort in a blighted Valley, surrounded by a denuded landscape .
Yosemite National Park, as it is known and celebrated today, might never have come
into existence. The collaboration of "wilderness saint" and "robber baron" may have
appeared anomalous to contemporaries and later historians. Actually, it was rooted in a
wide common interest in preserving forest watersheds and scenic wilderness.
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TOWARD FUTURE MUIR BIOGRAPHIES:
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

•

FREDERICK TURNER

In 1979, when I conceived the idea of writing a biography of John Muir there seemed
a good deal more room and reason for such a book than there does today six years later.
At that time there were only four extended narrative treatments of Muir- those by
Bade, Wolfe, Jones and T.H. Watkins- and the last named was over three years old.
Since I began my labors, a good deal of significance has appeared, notably the books by
Stephen Fox and Michael Cohen; more are in the works and will appear shortly. But if
there is now somewhat less room than there was previously, there is still, I think, plenty
to be done, and I want to sketch here the remaining agenda as I now see it.
All the essential facts of Muir's life have been known since Bade and Wolfe established
them. In the years since the latter published her Pulitzer Prize-winning biography,
nothing of transforming significance has come to light . Rumors of unpublished Muir
letters may still be heard - especially in the vicinity of Yosemite- but these letters
are almost always said to concern but a single episode in a long and rich life, and even
if they should exist, I doubt that they would substantially change what is now known
and thought of Muir.
Both Bade's book and Wolfe's were authorized by Muir's descendants . Bade had been
a colleague of Muir's at the Sierra Club and after Muir's death was appointed literary
executor. Wolfe was a family friend and when Bade died, became his successor. The
family was justifiably pleased with her skillful editing of the unpublished portions of
the journals and subsequently encouraged her to write a biography. The advantages these
two pioneers enjoyed were about equal to the disadvantages under which they labored.
They had the advantage of family cooperation , access to the primary materials in something of their raw, original state, and access also to those who had known Muir. Of these
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Muir's daughter, Wanda Muir Hanna, her husband, Thomas R. Hanna holding unidentified
infant, Elizabeth Bade and William Frederick Bade on an outing, circa 1919.
advantages, only the last-mentioned is not also a disadvantage . There is a gingerly quality
to their characterizations of Muir, a hesitancy to make judgments even mildly critical,
often the mark of family participation. There is as well a tentativeness in their approaches
to the career, the mark of the wholly unmapped way through which they had to write .
And there is a lack of dimension and cultural context to their portraits, the consequence
of the absence of historical perspective, that steadily enlarging view that only time
discloses.
That said, it is clear to all of us who have worked on Muir that we remain much in
the debt of these two pioneers . Muir traveled widely and often on itineraries known only
to himself. He wrote steadily, compulsively from about 1863 until his death half a
century later. Yet it was not until the 1880s - if then - that he began to think of
himself as having any sort of career, and he never began any type of systematic recording
of his life . His love of the wilderness and the personal freedom available in it occasioned
in him a profound ambivalence about both career and authorship, and the evidence of
this is in the chaos of the papers he left behind; also in his reluctance to write a formal
biography.
Bade and Wolfe were the inheritors of this . They had the work of sifting through what
Muir late in life called the "lateral, medial, and terminal moraines" of his papers. The
task was further complicated by Muir's lifetime habit of writing on any available scrap
of paper, under any conditions, and with soft, smudgy pencils or adamantine ones that
left scarcely a trace. In later years he often composed half a dozen versions of a single
incident . Bade made a brave beginning at establishing a chronology out of this welter.
There are, however, large gaps in his two-volume Life and Letters, and it was left to Wolfe
to fill these in as best she might. Anyone who has spent time with her papers at the
Holt-Atherton Center knows how painstakingly she labored to put the thousands of
pieces together into a coherent whole. And still for some periods of Muir's life the
chronology can only be approximate .
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After Wolfe's efforts a sort of literary interregnum ensued, as if she had wrapped it
all up and there was nothing important left. Edwin Way Teale produced a handsome
edition of Muir's essays culled from various sources, The Wilderness World ofjohn Muir
( 1954), but for a surprising length of time this was about all. The "age of assessment"
began with Holway Jones, john Muir and the Sierra Club (1965), and with what might
be described as the better sort of coffee-table book, john Muir's America (1976), text by
T.H . Watkins, photos by Dewitt Jones. The book was, in fact, far more than that, for
Watkins, prying, scratching, searching for another Muir behind the established portraits, invented conversations with Muir's ghost and in this way revealed the quirky,
competitive, sharp-tongued Scot who awaited discovery. This was a brilliant stroke and
unrepeatable, but it seemed to have the effect of opening the way to the second phase of
literature on Muir.
The examples of my predecessors helped me to define the nature of my own endeavor,
and in a moment I will indicate briefly what I think that endeavor has been. But first,
I want to indicate what I think needs to be done in future Muir biographies, as I do not
for a minute imagine I have said the last word and that there will not be such books in
good time .
First, I have no doubt that just as Thoreau and Hemingway, Thomas Jefferson and
Woodrow Wilson have been subjected to the posthumous scrutiny of the psychobiographers, so will John Muir. Muir would, indeed, be a rich subject for such a study,
and in the course of writing my own book I was tempted to effect a psychoanalysis,
especially in treating the years before 187 3. I refrained, aware that I simply lacked the
thorough theoretical competence for such a task, and that in any case I was not writing
Young Man Muir (to borrow from Eric Erikson) . As we await a Muir psycho-biography,
we must hope that others similarly tempted will similarly refrain until a writer such as
Jay Martin or Michael Paul Rogin comes to the task, armed with both theoretical
background and training as well as with a sound grasp of American cultural history.
Turning to less arcane fields, I think we need a better, more careful analysis of Muir's
literary influences. Too often Muir has been pictured as an absolutely sui generis talent,
Untutored, owing little or nothing to predecessors, literary or scientific. To some extent,
Muir himself was responsible for the spread of this view, for in some of his remarks from
the 1890s on, it is clear that he was willing to disseminate the image of a man who had
made himself even as he had fashioned those wonderful inventions of the Wisconsin
years, a man whose cast of mind had been formed out of a solitary, intimate contact with
the natural world. To an extent, the image is accurate . But it is very doubtful whether
Muir could have arrived at some of his insights wholly unaided by books, and it is
impossible that he could have become the writer we know without example. I think we
need to retrace as best we can the book trails of his youth and adolescence to find there
some of the sources of his inspiration. I think we need to explore systematically the large
library he collected, much of which is now housed at the Holt-Atherton Center. I did a
cursory inspection of the volumes of that library, and I can report on that basis that Muir
was an extremely well-read individual, one who in our time would surely be classed an
intellectual. There are numerous marginalia in those books that show that Muir read
most of his books and carefully, too. True, many of the volumes I inspected were
purchased from the 1880s on - well after, presumably, Muir's philosophy and literary
style had been formed . Still, these were the books he was reading during the years of
his public career and his literary one as well, and they ought to tell us something .
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In this connection, Muir's literary and intellectual contacts in the '70s and '80s may
be more significant for his development than we have previously supposed. In Kevin
Starr's book, Americans and the California Dream, he writes that in the 1870s Muir was a
member of the Bohemian Club of San Francisco, a group of artists, intellectuals, writers,
and bon vivants that included his friends William Keith, Charles Warren Stoddard, and
Joseph LeConte, as well as the writers J. Ross Browne, Joaquin Miller, Ambrose Bierce,
and also James D . Phelan, later stigmatized, perhaps unfairly, as the ogre of the Hetch
Hetchy battle. What did Muir gain from such contacts? What were the hot items of
discussion in the meetings of this group? This might prove a fruitful avenue of research
leading to a fuller picture of Muir the writer as well as to a more comprehensive understanding of Muir in those early and formative Bay Area days .
Just as we need a better understanding of Muir's literary background and influences,
we need a more precise understanding of Muir's scientific achievements in the context
of his time. Here again, I think at present we have a partial view of Muir's work. And
again, Muir seems to have been in part responsible for the limited glimpse we have . To
judge from remarks he made, including those attributed to him on the Harriman Alaska
Expedition of 1899, Muir arrived at his glacial theories of Yosemite almost wholly
unassisted. Louis Agassiz, in fact, seems the only acknowledged predecessor in the entire
field. However, when Muir was studying at Wisconsin glacial studies were the rage in
American and Canadian geological circles, and he surely would have caught some of this
in working under Ezra S. Carr. We ought to find out as precisely as possible what the
state of glacial studies was in the 1860s; then we would be better able to assess the
intellectual baggage Muir might have been carrying with him when he first viewed the
evidence of Yosemite's rocks .
It has also been suggested that Muir was really no more than a gifted amateur as a
naturalist, that some of his field notes are technically inaccurate and that some of his
botanical identifications - including those preserved at the Martinez house - are just
plain wrong. Was Muir essentially a gifted amateur rather than a first -class, professional
naturalist? If so, what difference does it make? How does Muir's scientific work look
when judged in the full context of his era's achievement in geology, botany, and what
we now call ecology?
As a part of such a reappraisal, I think there is still plenty of room for an investigation
of the development of Muir's land ethic. Despite the fine work recently done by Stephen
Fox and Michael Cohen, no one to my mind has yet fully described the history of American
environmental thinking that led up to Muir. The lines of descent and connection, for
instance, from Nathaniel Southgate Shaler, George Perkins Marsh , and Frederick Law
Olmsted through Increase Lapham and Ezra S. Carr to Muir have not been satisfactorily
traced . Nor has the environmental movement been connected with the rise of the antimodernist thinking that was so conspicuous a feature of the American post-Civil War
decades. In his study of the anti-modernist trend of these years, Jackson Lears in No Place
of Grace does not deal with Muir or the environmental movement, yet the connections
here seem to me waiting to be made.
The antithesis of the American landscape in Muir's view was the city. I think we need
to look more carefully at that antithesis. What was the influence of the city on Muir and
his thinking? What part might his old home town of Dunbar have played in the formation
of his view? And then, what was the impact of the Bay Area and San Francisco on Muir's
views of civilization and its relationship to wilderness? By all accounts San Francisco in
the '70s was a grim and gamey place, replete with the human wreckage of the Gold
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Rush, a variety of social misfits, and beset with an alarming suicide rate. Contemporary
observers commented on the lack of authentic social ties in the city, the savagery of the
economic contest. In the '70s San Francisco coined the term "hoodlum" ro describe the
young street toughs who mugged pedestrians and preyed upon the Chinese. And the
city itself as a physical artifact was possibly of significance in suggesting to Muir the
congenital shortcomings and discontents of civilization and the consequent necessity of
contact with the wilderness . Ill-planned, haphazardly administered, hygenically unsafe
in its poorer sections, San Francisco as America's newest major city was perhaps a telling
comment for Muir on the urban environment as a whole.
And what was true of the city itself and its life was also by extension true of the
spreading influence of the city into the California countryside. I think we could use a
careful and specific analysis of the influence of the city and its culture on the state's
natural resources and rural life. Kevin Starr, for instance, mentions the wanton destruction of trees, deer, and sea lions in California in the 1870s. For the most part the destroyers
were city people. So roo were those absentee landlords whose hoggish holdings engaged
the attention of Henry George, whom Muir knew and who was so good a friend of John
Swett's. From the perspective of Yosemite, Muir looked back on the city as he had come
ro know it in the early '70s and observed that there wasn't a perfectly sane person in all
of San Francisco. A rhetorical flourish, perhaps, but then maybe from that vantage point
the city did look like a madhouse and one that was spreading its contagion intO the
remotest parts of the state. Was Muir driven to his entry into the public arena by his
sense that if something were not done - and soon - the city and its culture would
dominate all of northern California and gobble up all the remaining wild spots?
The subject of Muir as a businessman has not been thoroughly investigated yet, partly
because we have accepted Muir's own valuation of it. He clearly detested business life
and the sacrifices of his time and talent it required. Still, he did exhibit a real talent for
the work, and as Muir students we ought to know more of what was involved here. Since
Bade sketched the outlines of Muir's work on the Martinez ranch during the 1880s,
hardly anything more has been added tO what is actually a pretty indefinite picture. It
is said that Muir put the acreage into more intensive and profitable production during
these years , that he was a shrewd and rough bargainer with agents and middlemen, and
that by the 1890s he had accumulated enough money tO last him and his family the reSt
of his days. All well and good, but there are few specifics tO this picture, and if some
could be supplied, I am convinced they would enlarge and sharpen our view of Muir's
character.
In the Martinez Public Library I found a few facts relating to Dr. John Strentzel and
his vigorous promotion of fruit ranching in the Alhambra Valley. There must be other
sources of kindred information, telling us the state of agriculture in the valley before
Strentzel began his work and before Muir inherited the running of the ranch . We ought
ro find out from agricultural and economic histOrians what the specifics were of the
market situation then: how fruit ranchers had to market their crops, what the middleman
situation was, what the prices were for the kinds of fruits Muir specialized in. How did
Muir succeed in circumventing the machinations of agents and middlemen when others
were unable to? How was Muir regarded by his colleagues in the valley? And what is
meant by that "great deal" of money he made? I do not claim there are answers ro all
these questions. Moreover, the question of Muir's reputation among his Alhambra Valley
contemporaries may now be impossible to answer. But I am convinced that there is more
information on this subject that still awaits the intrepid researcher, and I believe it will
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prove to be more than a minor sidelight to Muir's life and character.
Two other subjects clearly call out for more sober and sensitive attention than they
have yet received. I refer to Muir's relationship with Jeanne Carr and with women in
general .
As to the first, we all know what a lot of uninformed speculation and silly gossip it
has generated, and I have no doubt that as long as John Muir remains a subject of study
this phenomenon will continue with us, no matter what should finally be proven. Rumor,
as we know, is no respecter of either particularities or possibilities. People who know
little more about Muir than his name and who do not know Jeanne Carr's name at all
are sure they had a genuine love affair. I seriously doubt it . On the other hand, there is
no doubt that Muir's own studious, prolonged efforts to retrieve his Carr letters from
George Wharton James opened the subject to exactly the sort of continuing speculation
he obviously wished to avoid. Then there is the vexing and mysterious matter of the
subsequent crude mutilation of other Muir-Carr letters held in the Holt-Atherton collection and the removal of certain other letters between these two friends. Clearly, this
suggests that somebody felt there was something to hide.
Apparently rumors were current in Muir's lifetime. Clara (Mrs . J.B.) McChesney,
wife of J.B. McChesney and hostess to Muir in Oakland in 1873-74, felt compelled to
deny hotly to Bade that there was anything more than a friendship between Muir and
Jeanne Carr. The whole relationship, Mrs. McChesney said, had been greatly misunderstood, as had Jeanne Carr's donation of the letters to James. Stephen Fox in john Muir
and His Legacy suggests that the real reason Muir was so interested in obtaining the
letters from James was that they dealt with his relationship with Elvira Hutchings . I
think that may well be so, though to say it hardly proves the letters contained anything
incriminating. But I think it likely that this was only part of the reason Muir wanted
those letters back. I think the other reason was that they contained material relating to
himself and Jeanne Carr.
Stating that neither proves the existence of the much-alleged love affair, nor should it
be taken to suggest that I incline to that hypothesis; what I think is that the letters
would have revealed to public scrutiny a level of emotional intimacy that Muir would
naturally have found embarrassing. It must be remembered that at the time of the MuirJames flap Muir was a widower with children, was internationally famous, the friend of
presidents, and was involved in controversial conservation issues.
In view of all this - the rumors, the state of the evidence, and Muir's own behavior
in the matter - is there any way that the matter might be somewhat settled? I think
so . I think someone with a firm grasp of all the extant materials and a clear vision of the
whole of Muir's life should look at the Muir-Carr relationship from a historical and
cultural point of view instead of from a narrowly intrapersonal one. By this I mean that
there existed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a tradition of both male and
female confidant(e)s, a relationship between men and women that could be quite initimate
without being - or indeed seeming - in the least improper. The female confidante
was a culturally recognized and entirely blameless role that many women were willing
to play for men, and one has only to read the novels of Henry James to see how intimate
the role might become.
This is not to say, of course, that there was never any romantic edge to such relationships. And, indeed, in the case of Muir and his confidante, Jeanne Carr, I think it is
impossible to read the extant letters and to think soberly about their relationship through
the years without concluding that both felt more than an intellectual and spiritual affinity
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for one another. Be that as it may, I think the introduction of a historical and cultural
perspective- on their relationship might somewhat dispel this little mystery. But we
must, I think, be content that there will always be the rumors.
The subject of Muir and Jeanne Carr leads on tO that of Muir's relationship to women
in general and Louie in particular. Without here approaching that psycho-biography I
have already confessed myself incompetent tO write, I do think there is profit in thinking
about Muir's long pattern of attachment to older women and of the relationship of that
pattern to his marriage tO Louie. We do not know whether the pattern began in Muir's
childhood days in Dunbar. He says little about Grandmother Gilrye or any older women
other than a passing reference tO his Aunt Margaret Rae Luman. However, in the
Wisconsin farm years there was David Galloway's mother, a person he ackowledged as a
second mother to him and one who encouraged him in his studies. He paid a handsome
tribute to her in afteryears. Then in Prairie du Chien there was Frances Pelton of the
Mondell House who filled a role analogous tO Mrs. Galloway's. Then, of course, and for
a long time, there was Jeanne Carr, and whenever he was without her, others such as
Catharine Merrill in Indianapolis and Clara McChesney in Oakland were willing tO fill
the gap. During this period, on the other hand, there are but two significant relationships
with women about his owr: age: those with Emily Pelton in Prairie du Chien and with
Elvira Hutchings. Both relationships were flawed and inconclusive and seem to have
troubled Muir considerably.
Thus , there is a period in Muir's life, roughly from 1850- 1880, when the most
satisfying, intimate, and sustaining female relationships he had were with older women,
all of whom, except Catharine Merrill, were married. What does this pattern tell us
about Muir? What did these older women give him that he obviously felt he needed?
Conversely, what was there about his feminine peers that he seemed tO shy away from?
What, finally, may be the significance of his breaking the pattern at age forty-two with
his marriage to Louie? It will no longer do, I think, to simply dismiss this crucial aspect
of Muir's life as did Linnie Marsh Wolfe when she wrote that for a long time Muir's love
of the wilderness lay like a sword between him and any woman.
Yet, while I apparently dismiss that judgment of Wolfe's, at the same time there may
be more in it than meets the critical eye - maybe even more than met Wolfe's eye. The
great Brooklyn Dodgers catcher Roy Campanella once observed that baseball is a little
boys' game and that you have a lot of the little boy in you to be able to play it well as a
man. So, too, in the life of one involved in the natural world and the wilderness . In the
lives of some of our great naturalists and explorers there runs a strong vein of truancy:
the cross-grained kid who will not stay on the beaten path, who will go off into the
woods, who will, like Thoreau, write "Whim" above his door and go fishing . Muir had
a generous amount of the boy in him all his life; it was one of his most endearing,
engaging characteristics. And I wonder whether the pattern of his attachment tO older
women, surrogate mothers, tells us this: tells us that for a long time Muir was determined
ro remain essentially a boy, free of entangling, permanent heterosexual relationships and
family obligations , free also to ramble the woods of what he called the "schoolless,
bookless American wilderness. " However this may be, I find this pattern in Muir's life
intriguing, and I think an examination of its implications might shed some light on his
marriage to Louie.
Surely we could use light here. At the risk of appearing foolishly contentious, I cannot
forbear remarking that at the Muir conference in 1980 at the University of the Pacific I
tried tO raise the question of Muir's relationship to his wife and was met by a stony
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The women in john Muir's life. jeanne C. Carr (center) , Emily Pelton (top left), Catharine
Merrill (top right) , Elvira Hutchings (bottom left) , and Clara McChesney (bottom right).
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silence. The intent of the question then - as now - was not in the least muckraking.
I simply thought that there was a great void here and that our understanding of a crucial
aspect of Muir's life was very thin indeed. At the time, I supposed the silence on the
subject was the conference's polite way of telling me that I was ignorant of the materials
available: that if I would examine the papers at the Holt-Atherton Center and elsewhere,
I could easily satisfy myself on the subject. So, I went to the papers.

Muir family portrait. From left to right: Wanda , Helen, Louie, john and "California" Stickeen .
This is one of the few existing photos of Louie Muir, taken not long before her death.
Maybe I have missed something . It would not be the first time a biographer simply
did not find what was there all along. However, having finished my Muir biography, I
must ruefully confess that the pages I devote tO the Muirs' marriage seem to me pitifully
weak and vague. I just could not find enough evidence on the inner workings of that
marriage tO write of it in more than the general and derivative way I did. Nor could I
do more than speculate on the character and life of Louie Strentzel Muir. The dearth of
evidence on her - even of photographs - amazes me . Even the matter of her fatal illness
and death comes out of a vacuum : suddenly Louie has lung cancer and then she is dead.
Not tO make light of so mortal a matter, I will simply remark that this is not very lifelike, nor does it appear so in the narrative this biographer attempted to construct.
If currently unavailable evidence on Louie Muir does not somewhere turn up (and
there are said to be letters and a diary still under lock), then I think future Muir
biographers are going to have to attempt a difficult reassessment of what we do have,
searching among the few scraps for clues to the character of a woman who was apparently
remarkable in a quiet, old-fashioned way. Is there, for instance, evidence available at
what is now Mills College which Louie Strentzel attended? What is tO be made of the
fact that she refused the chance at a musical career to devote her talents to the family 's
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ranch? Why in a state then heavily male in population did she stay so retiring and single
until she met Muir? And then, when she was married to a famous man, how could she
have remained so retiring that she apparently slipped out of life leaving behind scarcely
more than the shadow of a photographic negative' If there are no answers to these
questions, perhaps the mere asking will in itself lead to more pointed and informed
speculation that may help us to understand the arrangements Muir and Louie constructed
and lived with. And if this should prove so, then a light will shine into what remains,
for me a least, a dark corner of Muir's life and character.
Having raised, even so preliminarily, these questions as potential lines for future
investigation by Muir biographers, it may well be wondered what I did in my own book.
It took me, after all, four years, so surely I must have done something. I hope so .
Let me tell you how I came to write the book. It happened in a dream. In it, I was
walking the stacks of a large library, seemingly in search of something, when my eye
was drawn to a book pulled out of line on its shelf. Its spine read, simply, "John Muir"
in that gold stamping libraries use in rebinding . The morning following, I acted on the
dream, canvassing the area libraries where I found that despite his fame relatively little
had been written on Muir - far less, for instance, than on the comparable figure of
Thoreau .
The dream, of course, is not too mysterious, and it is even less so when I remark
further that I was then a writer between books and hunting for a new subject . Then,
too, my previous book had been an examination of western civilization's historic attitudes
toward wilderness, in the course of writing which I had encountered the work of
John Muir.
Reading Bade and Wolfe subsequently was not, however, very encouraging . Was their
subject a saint, perhaps? Where were the edges to this man, anyway, and how could a
writer make a narrative out of unalloyed goodness' It was not until I came across the
Watkins book that I began to see the possibilities for another kind of Muir biography.
The relative flatness of the established portraits and their necessary lack of historical and
cultural perspective defined for me the shape of my own intention . I wanted to create a
picture of a man slowly, painfully coming to creative terms with his own uniqueness and
then bringing the full force of that uniqueness to bear on his adopted culture . And I
wanted such a picture to be merged securely in the context of Muir's own time.
If I have been successful, my portrait of John Muir will point not only to that past in
which he lived; it will point also at our time in which we are making the future, for it
is here that Muir must have his meaning for us. Once I dreamed Muir's name. Now I
dream that the reading of this book about him will be a kind of action, one involving
readers in that life lived over but also in its implications for us in our lands and times.
Writing in "History," Emerson spoke of this need to read history actively. We ought,
he told us, truly to sympathize in the "great moments of history, in the great discoveries,
the great resistances, the great prosperities of man; because there the law was enacted,
the sea was searched, the land was found . . . for us. . . . "
But first, it is the responsibility of the writer to so place the reader that the sympathy
may be felt . It is the writer who must show the reader that here in truth was a life lived
for us . In the biography of John Muir that I hope I have composed, this would be,
finally, to show that one man's rediscovery of America may also be our own.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
The editor continues the policy of informing THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN's readers
and subscribers of the evolution and growth of its staff and policies so that the journal
and its operations resemble a living organism rather than an impersonal and stagnant
institution.
It is a pleasure to introduce the new book review editor after a time of transition in
that office . Dr. Harlan Hague, a long-time member of the faculty of San Joaquin Delta
College and a member of the publications advisory board of the Holt-Atherton Center,
is now the book review editor. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Nevada and is
the author of Road to California concerning a southern overland trail, and of many articles
on the early West. He is an active member of the Western History Association and other
western historical groups .
THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN is fortunate in having a new position added to its staff,
that of a text editor. Dr. Douglas M. Tedards, Director of Expository Writing at the
University of the Pacific since 1982, has assumed this position and is already cushioning
the work of the Managing Editor. He holds a Doctor of Arts degree from UOP and has
published reviews and poetry. THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN is grateful to have these two
talented Southerners as additions to the regular staff.
New to the publications advisory board is Dr. Kenneth L. Beauchamp who is serving
in the rotating position on the board as the representative of Pacific's Faculty Research
Committee . He holds a Ph.D. in psychology from the Claremont Graduate School , has
been a publishing member of the UOP faculty since 1969, and currently chairs the
Faculty Research Committee .
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REVIEWS OF WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative reviews of recent publications

INVENTING THE DREAM: CALIFORNIA THROUGH THE PROGRESSIVE
ERA. By Kevin Starr. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1985. xi + 380 pp., biblio ., index. $19 .95)
Twelve years after the publication of his
first book on the regional culture of California, Americans and the California Dream,
Kevin Starr has written a sequel, Inventing
the Dream: California Through the Progressive
Era, in this instance focusing on southern,
rather than northern, California. As with
the first book, the reader meets a wide
cross -section of Californians - intellectuals, politicians, artists, architects, and a
sprinkling of con-men. For one raised in
southern California, there is excitement in
learning the origins of many street names
such as Nordhoff, Sepulveda, or Lankershim. Above all, Starr writes out of such
obvious love for his subject that the reader
is swept up in his infectious enthusiasm.
Nonetheless, it is possible to offer a few
criticisms . In the first place, Starr's affection leads him to adopt a tone that occasionally verges on uncritical boosterism.
That the Bank of America was originally
the Bank ofltaly and was founded by a man
from immigrant stock should not blind us
to the fact that it became the world's largest
bank. Surely there is more to this saga than
A. P. Giannini's fondness for the little guy.
Even more troubling is Starr's treatment of
that undoubted genius, David Wark Griffith. However great a film Birth of the Nation may be, it is profoundly flawed by
vicious racism. Robert Sklar, for one, offers
a sophisticated discussion of the aesthetic
dilemma this poses in his Movie-Made
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America (New York, 1975). Starr, on the
other hand, refers only once to the film's
racism and spends the rest of the time discussing Griffith's career in what can only
be described as a gee-whiz fashion.
A more fundamental difficulty is the
stance one takes with regard to the mythand-symbol school of cultural history. At
one time, path-breaking work by Henry
Nash Smith (Virgin Land), Leo Marx (The
Machine in the Garden), and R. W. B. Lewis
(The American Adam) suggested that one of
the more imaginative ways to deal with the
American past was by locating central symbols and then explicating these symbols.
As the profession moved in the direction of
being more rigorously social-scientific in
the 1970s, this approach fell from favor.
Now that anthropology has replaced sociology as the favorite sibling social science
of histOrians, we are perhaps ready once
again to be receptive to myth-and-symbol
history. Starr's book certainly belongs to
the genre and has the strengths and weaknesses this would imply. That is, he allows
his imagination free rein - which is good
- but also allows himself a generalization every now and then for which there
is no conceivable "proof' - which can be
problematic. Moreover, the book lacks
footnotes .
On balance, however, all students of
American culture can read Starr with
profit. He is particularly astute on the
interplay between regional and national
cultures . And his descriptions of the
California dream are beautifully rendered.
"Rarely, if ever, (save in the vineyards of
the North), has such beauty and civility,
such luxuriance and orderly repose been

achieved on an American landscape as that
brought about by citrus on the landscape
of Southern California .... " (p. 143).
Those who recall the Southland of forty
years ago know that he is speaking the
truth.
Glenna Matthews
A professor of history at Oklahoma State University, G lenna Matthews has published articles
on western history in scholarly journals and recently held a grant from the American Council
of Learned Societies to research the ideology of
domesticity.

CALIFORNIA'S MISSION REVIVAL.
By Karen}. Weitze . (Santa Monica , CA:
Hennessey and Ingalls, Inc . , 1984 . xiv
+ 160 pp . , i llus. , notes, biblio. , index .
$22 .50 paper)
How did mission churches built during
the Spanish colonial campaign in Alta California become the models for late nineteenth to early twentieth century hotels,
railroad stations, schools, chambers of
commerce and houses? And if, as the
author so amply demonstrates, the revival
of mission-style architecture rolled like a
great wave over California beginning in the
1880s, why did it recede, never to return,
by about 1910?
A half century ago, buildings with elements derived from the Franciscan missions - notably, tile roofs, bell towers,
espadaiias, curved gables, arcades, and wall
surfaces rendered in stucco and concrete pervaded the California scene.
Today, with many buildings gone, the
evidence, though still strong, is fragmentary and puzzling. One simply finds it hard
to understand why, in Yuba City where no
Franciscan monk ever set foot, there is a
hall in the mission style built by the Masons, a notably anti-Catholic organization.

Mission SanJuan Bautista, 194 5.

Karen Weitze's book explains all of the
above and more . She divides the revival
into four phases : the sublime, the picturesque, the historic and the promotional.
She then proceeds to document each phase
in terms of what was built and by whom
and what was published about it, perhaps
more thoroughly than we might wish. This
monograph is not a critique of the buildings and the state of mind which spawned
them . Rather, it is an exhaustive panorama
of the rise and fall of an image . For all its
relentless pace, this is a book for mission
revival buffs and for those who are interested in the components of the "California
Dream." Weitze has given us the fruits of
her years of research and, for the first time,
has put the verbal and pictorial pieces of
this historical puzzle together.
Sally B . Woodbridge
Sally B. Woodbridge is an architectural historian, critic and lecturer at the University of
California at Ber.keley and San Francisco State
University. She is a co-author of several guidebooks to the architecture of California and
the Pacific Coast, the most recent being Architecture Sao Francisco, with john M.
Woodbridge.
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THE TRANSFORMATION OF SAN
FRANCISCO. By Chester Hartman . (To towa, NJ: Rowman and Allanheld, 1984 . xx
+ 372 pp., notes , index. $28.50 cloth,
$10 .95 paper)
This painstaking and impassioned study
by Chester Hartman of housing and redevelopment in San Francisco concerns three
issues . The first is the big business community's decision in 1953 that the financial-commercial district of San Francisco
would have to expand into the area south
of Market Street . That issue concluded in
197 3 with the settlement of a suit requiring equivalent housing for displaced area
residents.
From the early 1970s to 1978 a separate
but related struggle occurred over the second issue, the construction in the renamed
Yerba Buena district of the Moscone Convention Center. Political battles over matters such as building height limitation,
rent controls, and affordable housing compose the third issue . These battles overlapped the convention center controversy
and continue to the present day. Hartman
also relates San Francisco developments to
the larger urban scene .
Hartman's thesis is that the big business-financial community of San Francisco
exerts the most powerful influence over the
city's planning and redevelopment. That
community plans very well for its own immediate and mid -term interests. In the
process, however, a great many official lies
are told, people displaced by redevelopment receive brutal treatment, and the taxpayers are bulldozed. Once the business
community agrees on a program , rt rs next
to impossible to stop or deflect it. It has
the funds, the political access, and the talent to continue the struggle and succeed.
A participant and observer in some of
the activities he details, Hartman lays bare
the arrogance of the redevelopment agency
and its cruel treatment of some four thousand people displaced by the Yerba Buena
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renewal. They were mostly middle-aged or
elderly, single and male. They were a
highly mobile population, yet Yerba Buena
was home, however "seedy" it might have
appeared to others. They deserved better
treatment than they got.
Hartman is less conclusive concerning
his other assertions. Most of the difficulties
with his analyses spring from two assumptions common to the political left, a belief
in its monopoly on righteousness and in
mankind 's goodness which would shine
forth if only the shackles of prevailing institutions would fall away. In any case,
Hartman's study is valuable. It is a trenchant view of change in San Francisco, and a
frankly ideological patterning of that
change .
William H. Wilson
W illiam H. Wilson is a professor of history at
North Texas State University, Denton. He is
the author of Railroad in the Clouds: The
Alaska Railroad in the Age of Steam ( 1977)
and is presently writing a history of the City
Beautiful movement.

DUST BOWL DIARY. By Ann Marie Low.
(Lincoln : University ofNebraska Press , 1984.
188 pp . $ 17 . 95 cloth, $7 .95 paper)
Ann Marie Low's Dust Bowl Diary is an
interesting and, at times, compelling look
into rural life in North Dakota during a
crisis-filled era. The diary begins in "the
last good year" of 1927 when Low was a
high school sophomore. It ends in 1937
when she left rural school teaching in the
Badlands to help her parents eke out a last
year on their farm. The farm was not a
casualty of the Dust Bowl or the Great
Depression, but of the New Deal's concern
for ducks, geese and pelicans .
This is a bitter story which evokes pathos . The most sensitive part of the diary

is its portrayal of how the natural elements,
especially the wind, dominated daily life.
This domination required constant work
that left the body, the mind and the spirit
weary. It set the first tragedy in motion.
The ordeal of constant labor during harsh
times turned Low's younger sister and
brother and, in part, herself against a future in farming. Without an heir, the
dream of their parents was shattered.
The second tragedy lay in the struggle
co save the farm for the parents. The family's descent into impoverishment and its
determination to endure are cold with intensity and insight. The family's situation,
however, was not as desperate as that faced
by many others. Living on a homesteaded
farm meant that there was no mortgage.
The three children also entered college.
Their father was determined to provide
them with a sure means of escape, something which his father had been unable to
provide for him. Two of the children, in
turn, continued to earn money for the farm
during college. By 1937 the family appeared to have withstood the worst of the
drought and the Depression. Nonetheless,
the struggle was lost. After several years of
encroachment, the federal government
forcefully purchased the family's farm in
1938 for inclusion in the Arrowwood
Wildlife Refuge.
The third tragedy was a scarred family.
In her search for escape, Low's sister isolated herself from the family. Her brother
apparently never found peace of mind .
Low's ambition to be a single, career
woman ran afoul of circumstances. She settled for a career of marriage. Her parents
became townspeople.
In retrospect, Low remains unforgiving.
She is also content to make only a cursory
effort to place the events of her youth into
a larger context. Nevertheless, this is a
thoughtful book that makes worthwhile
reading.
Lawrence J. Jelinek

Lawrence J. Jelinek is associate professor of history at Loyola Marymount University. He is
the author of Harvest Empire: A History of
California Agriculture.

DOWN AND OUT IN THE GREAT
DEPRESSION: LETTERS FROM THE
FORGOTTEN MAN. Edited by Robert
S. McElvaine . (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1983. xviii + 251
pp., illus., notes, biblio., index. $23 cloth,
$8.95 paper)
Edited by Millsaps College histOrian
Robert S. McElvaine, this volume is
timely. With pictures of factory closings
and unemployment lines from the recession
of 1979-1982 still fresh in our minds,
Down and Out is the vivid testimony of the
generation which endured the greatest of
American depressions. Through the publication of 17 3 letters to the political
principals of the decade of the thirties,
McElvaine resurrects the voices of the
Depression poor- black and white, old
and young, rural and urban - and so recreates their hard, seemingly forsaken
world.
The intrinsic worth of this remarkable
collection of letters is brought out by the
editor's skillful historical packaging. In
particular, readers will benefit from the
book's thoughtful introduction which
advances the notion of the Depression as
personal event. Letters such as th~se,
McElvaine explains, can "bring us mto
contact with the thoughts of expressive
working-class people," and with them "we
can begin to see the Depression through
the eyes of those who lived it." Passing such
communications through the grid of various sociological and attitudinal categories,
McElvaine effectively captures the elusive
variety of opinions and moods which exist
among the more articulate poor. Here we
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discover a range of responses to economic
disaster, covering the spectrum from desperation to rebellion, together with a fascinating mix of reactions to FDR himself.
Happily, the editor's careful reading of
heretofore unexploited source materials
produces interpretations which suggest important historical revision. Take, for instance, the case of relief and the conflicting
attitudes of the poor and nearly poor, documented by several of the letters . A letter
to the President from a financially harassed
farmer reveals how work-ethic sensibilities
could be genuinely shocked by the effects
of the dole: "Relief recipients dont aven
raise agarden or a thing to help theirselves
just go around braging about the goverment keeping them . . . . " On the other
hand, a note from a World War I veteran
exposes an equally dismaying need for assistance: " [M]y children have not got no
shoes and clothing to go to school. . . . I
have to steal coal from the Railroad to keep
us warm ... . "
Furthermore, according to McElvaine,
opposite attitudes could be found in the
same person, as the "desire for self-reliance
and independence could coexist with appreciation for work relief and even criticism
of its inadequacies." Such a nuanced understanding of the historical problem underscores its complexity: persons and issues
were not all darkness or light , even in the
1930s.
The only matter which the reviewer hesitates to endorse is McElvaine's ranking of
the various kinds of evidence available to
historians of the Depression . McElvaine
tends to down play the importance of oralhistorical evidence vis-a-vis traditional documentary evidence. But a limitation of the
letters which he fails to discuss is their
brevity: there are as many authors as there
are letters. Individually, they give us only
a glimpse , often leaving us hanging for
more. Doesn't oral history have an advantage here? Because tragedy marks so many
of these letters, this book is not easy read-
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ing . Even so, the frequent expressions of
human dignity and power contained in
them should carry the casual reader. That
it helps us to hear the voices of forgotten
men and women in our own time is a valuable bonus.
Tod Moquist
Tod Moquist is a graduate of the University of
California , Davis, and is a Ph.D . student in
History in the Graduate Theological Union,
Berkeley. Currently he is editing an oral history
of the dust bowl migration.

JOHN DEERE'S COMPANY: A HISTORY OF DEERE AND COMPANY
AND ITS TIMES. By Wayne G . Broehl,Jr.
(New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. ,
1984. xv + 8 70 pp . , illus . , appendices, notes,
biblio . , index. $24.95)
This history of the John Deere Company
is an impressive volume consisting of nine
hundred pages, 170 illustrations, and
weighing over four pounds. In this work,
Professor Wayne G . Broehl, Jr., of Dartmouth College has endeavored ro cover almost two centuries of events associated
with an enterprise beginning with the
birth of John Deere in Rutland, Vermont,
in 1804 and following the story up to the
present time .
To trace the developments in agricultural technology from the blacksmith shop
of John Deere in Grand Detour, Illinois, in
1837 to the formation of the largest manufacturer of farm machinery in the United
States is a formidable task. The writer has
done a superb job of making sense out of a
long period of extremely complex financial
affairs under the leadership of such men as
John Deere, William Butterworth, William D . Wiman and William A. Hewitt.
The text demonstrates that the manufacture and sale of farm machinery was a very
competitive business . To survive , company

officials had to cope with boom and bust
business cycles, adjust to periods of war and
peace, anticipate the marketing needs of
rural Americans and to succeed in an industry noted for its financial casualties. For
example, since 1892, there have been 453
companies formed to build farm tractors in
the United States - of these only a few
survive today. John Deere, International
Harvester and Caterpillar Tractor Co. are
about the only corporations which have a
long history of successful tractor production - the rest ended in bankruptcy or
were swallowed up in mergers.
In convincing fashion, the author explodes the old myth which held that pioneer farmers in .the midwest could not get
their plows to scour in the heavy soils until
1838 when John Deere used an old saw
blade to form the mouldboard of a plow,
thus making the first steel plow in America. Actually, numerous blacksmiths had
built steel plows prior to the John Deere
experiment of 1838. For instance, John
Lane of Lockport, Illinois, had used steel
from a saw blade to make a plow as early
as 1831. However, John Deere was successful in producing steel plows on a commercial basis and, for this achievement, he
deserves credit .
This narrative is well-written . The descriptions of farm implements, tractors and
combines can be easily understood by the
general reader. The fifteen chapters are
divided under 170 sub-titles which also
makes for easier comprehension .
Professor Broehl has concentrated on the
business history of this company from the
vantage point of those in management
rather than from the perspective of the
farmers who operated the machines in the
field . Thus, the book will probably offer
more to those interested in the production
side of farm machinery than to those who
like to recall their experiences in the use of
this agricultural technology.
Reynold M. Wik

Reynold M . Wik, former professor of history at
Mills College, a Fulbright lecturer at the University of Berlin and a Guggenheim fellow, is
the author of articles and books pertaining to the
technology of rural America. His latest are
Henry Ford and Grass-roots America
( 197 4) and Benjamin Holt and Caterpiller:
Tracks and Combines ( 1984) .

MINING TOWN: THE PHOTO GRAPHIC RECORD OF T.N. BARNARD AND NELLIE STOCKBRIDGE
FROM THE COEUR D'ALENES . By
Patricia Hart and lvar Nelson. (Seattle:
University of Washington Press, 1984 .
178 pp., illus., biblio. , index. $24.95)
This is a finely designed book containing
good quality reproductions of over a
hundred photographs by Thomas Nathan
Bernard and his associate and successor,
Nellie Stockbridge. But Mining Town is no
mere coffee table work. As its subtitle aptly
states, it is a "photographic record " of aspects of life in Wallace, Idaho, and its environs over a fifty year period. The authors
have both selected interesting images from
the collection of nearly thirty thousand
held at the University of Idaho Library and
have written a commentary which endows
their chosen views with a lively context.
All told, Mining Town constitutes an informative introductory history of the Coeur
d' Alenes mining area, an evocation of interior Pacific Northwest small town life
around the turn of the century, and the first
account of two professional photographers
whose work deserves wider recognition.
Hart and Nelson are competent historians and, as their welcome bibliographical
essay demonstrates, have ferretted primary
materials relevant to their two photographers and their images. They appear also
to have made judicious use of the few secondary regional mining history materials
(considering the area's status as the world's
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largest producer of silver). On one topic,
the prolonged and bitter struggles between
capital and labor of the 1890s, my own
preference would have been for a little less
"balance" and a dash more passion to the
telling. While some of the miners did take
violent action, the systematic quasi-legal
extinction of their right to unionize was
shameful, and had repercussions, as Hart
and Nelson show, well beyond the region.
The need for a more sophisticated awareness of the particular properties of photographs as photographs is still a new area for
most historians. Hart and Nelson acquit
themselves reasonably well in this respect.
They offer full data, including technical,
for each image wherever possible . They include information, perhaps not enough, on
the two photographers' training . Barnard's
was a kind of apprenticeship to L.A. Huffmao, a well-known frontier photographer
of the 1880s, and Stockbridge's was at a
school in Chicago. They give some attention to the kinds of commissions ordinary
photographers lived by, flattering views of
window displays for local shopkeepers, for
instance, and to some extent, the generic
constraints and conventions within which
they worked. This is the general area in
which I have some quibbles. I raise them
not to detract from a fine book, but opportunistically, to press for more consideration of such issues. First, Hart and
Nelson do not declare any principle of selection; that is, we do not know precisely
what these images are. Second, in particular, since there i~ no analysis of the formal
visual properties of the pictures, it is difficult to assess the significance of their attribution to Barnard or Stockbridge, or
anyone else. This last means, third, that
we also have no sense of the particular nuances of each photographer: we have no way
of assessing his or her own bias or, more
positively, vision of the world. Photography is a realistic medium. It is good that
historians are making more use of it; but,
like all other forms of evidence, whether
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from statistics or novels, it provides its own
pitfalls as well as its own privileged insights. If more by good instinct than on
principle, Hart and Nelson have mostly
avoided the former and offer us the latter.
Mick Gidley
Mick Gidley is the first director of the Center
for American and Commonwealth Arts and
Studies at the University of Exeter, England.
As well as many essays on American literary
topics , he has published Kopet: A Documentary Narrative of Chief Joseph's Last Years
for the British Association for American Studies. His With One Sky Above Us: Life on
an Indian Reservation at the Turn of the
Century: Photographs by Edward H. Lathan has recently been reissued by the University
of Washington Press .

HORSE SENSE. By Willard "Bill" Leonard. (Portland: The Press of The Oregon Historical Society, 1984. xii + 132 pp. , illus . ,
index. $15.95 cloth, $9.95 paper)
Bill Leonard grew up in south central
Oregon. His father Alphonse, always
known as "Foocy," was a blacksmith and
carriage builder in Lakeview. Bill started
working summers on the J. C. Oliver ranch
when he was teo. In his six summers there
he learned the cowboy trade including riding bucking horses. He also got a practical
education in the care and training of horses .
There were many big ranches in eastern
Oregon including those of Peter French,
Bill Hanley, Ben Snipes, Dave and Bill
Shirk, Miller and Lux and the Kern County
Land Company. Leonard worked for or with
most of these ranchers and writes entertainingly about them and their cowboys .
Since he knew just about everyone involved
in ranching in the area and includes numerous incidents in their careers , the first
three-fourths of his book is a great person-

alized memorial to his friends and their
horses.
The last fourth is devoted to horse training which was Leonard's specialty. He discusses the hackamore, bitting, bridle reins
and chains, ropes and saddles and is a firm
believer in the California and Spanish
methods of training. He provides a useful
glossary and the book is illustrated with a
number of good photos and two maps.
HASHKNIFE COWBOY: RECOLLECTIONS OF MACK HUGHES . By Stella
Hughes . (Tucson : University of Arizona Press,
1984. 234 pp . , illus., glossary, index .
$17 .50)

Stella Hughes, horse woman, rodeo rider
and ranch wife , wrote this book from the
recollections of her husband Mack, the
Hashknife cowboy. Fortunately, she lets
Mack tell his story in his own words.
Mack drew full cowboy pay when he
went to work for the Hashknife when he
was twelve years old. This was in the spring
of 1922 and Pat Hughes, Mack's father,
had just moved the family from Bear Flat
under the Tonto Rim in central Arizona to
take a steady job with the Hashknife outfit.
Pat was an expert horse breaker whose services were always in demand and he was
away from home much of the time while
the family lived on Bear Flat. Mack learned
a lot from Pat and from his ranching uncles
and was a good rider and roper when he
and Pat joined the Hashknife. Mack seems
to have total recall, as he covers his first
spring's work with the Hashknife in great
detail. He rode the outer circle on the
round-up with the foreman and helped
move camp to the different parts of the
range. Mack rode a black three-year old
belonging to rancher Henry Mitchell, but
Mitchell said he couldn't ride him . When
the branding was finished he gave Mack
the colt.
There is much in the book about Mack's
older brother Jim, his sister Viola and his

younger brother Bill. Jim had car fever, was
not interested in being a cowboy and
worked for the Forest Service while Bill
could hardly wait until he was old enough
to be a cowboy. Mack had his share of rough
times including a broken leg out on the
range and a mile crawl dragging it before
he could get back to the house and help.
Before his leg was completely healed he was
bucked off and stepped on by his horse.
His leg had to be reset and he had a miserable summer.
There is a chapter on a stampede on the
Hashknife and one on a move to Nevada.
The problem of killer wild dogs is treated
and there is a chapter on the death of a
young rider and his horse . It was not an
easy life being a cowboy, even in the 1920s
and 1930s.
The book ends rather suddenly as Mack
decides to leave the high, rough, cold
country of the Hashknifes for a warmer climate. One wishes that Mrs . Hughes had
followed the lead of some of the Victorian
novelists and told us what eventually happened to Pat, Jim, Bill, Viola and other
members of the family, but maybe there is
another book in the making?
There is a good list of cowboy terms,
and Joe Beeler, founding member of the
Cowboy Artists of America, has provided
a number of very appropriate drawings.
Strongly recommended.
Jeff Dykes

jeff Dykes has had a varied career as teachercoach in Texas high schools, a professor of agriculture at Texas A&M , and thirty years in
soil conservation service for USDA, ending as
Deputy Administrator. He reviews and deals in
books on the American West .
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MONTANA AND THE WEST: ESSAYS
IN HONOR OF K. ROSS TOOLE. Edited
by Rex C. Meyers and Harry W. Fritz. ( Boulder: Pruett Publishing Company, 1984 . x +
202 pp., illus., notes, index. $21.50 cloth,
$9 .95 paper)
With a foreword by Wallace Stegner and
a joint introduction by Rex Meyers and
Harry W. Fritz, this collection of ten essays
pays tribute to one of Montana 's best
known historians, K. Ross Toole, who died
in 1981. Indeed, its title, Montana and the
West, comes from the fantastically popular
course, History 367, which Toole taught
for sixteen years at the University of
Montana.
Like most festschrifts, this is a disparate
collection, which clearly relates to the
themes of history that interested Toole especially corporate influence and land use
and abuse - with an emphasis on the
period of Montana statehood and the twentieth century. After Harry Fritz's initial biographical sketch of Toole, the essays fall
into rough chronological order, beginning
with Delores J . Morrow's piece on Helena's
Jewish merchants in the 1860's and 1870's.
Daniel F. Gallacher writes on one narrow
episode that had an impact on improved
conditions for the Northern Cheyenne on
the Tongue River Reservation, and W.
Thomas White provides a superb description of the economic and political rivalry
in Montana of the Northern Pacific and
Great Northern railroads between 1881
and 1896.
Rex Meyers reviews Montana journalism, contrasting the "Great Gray Blanket"
era of Anaconda control and the colorful
bare-knuckle approach of an earlier period.
Richard Roeder gives an interesting analysis of nineteen novels, all twentieth century, which use Butte as a setting, arguing
that while Butte was not the fount of great
literary works, many of the novels have factual and social validity. Other essays are
· directly concerned with the land and environment in Montana.
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Frank Grant describes the long-running
dispute between advocates of dry-land
farming and Robert N. Sutherlin, editor
of the Rocky Mountain Husbandman, who argued that only irrigation could make the
northern plains a permanent agricultural
asset. Donald E. Spritzer follows with a
solid assessment of the role of democratic
Senator James E. Murray in attempting to
establish a Missouri Valley Authority during the Roosevelt, Truman and Eisenhower
administrations . George M. Lubick traces
historic preservation in Montana, from the
forties to the eighties, putting it nicely into
a broader national context . The volume is
distinguished, too, by one of the last of
Robert G . Athearn's contributions, "The
Tin Can Tourist's West," an assessment of
automotive tourism prior to World War II
that treats not merely Montana but the
West in general.
Ross Toole would have liked this selection. There is nothing here of George Armstrong Custer or Henry Plummer or the
dramatic side of western development. Focus rather is on more prosaic and, in the
end, more important questions of a later
industrial and exploitative era.

A past president of the Western History Association, Clark Spence is interested in agricultural and mineral history. He is the author of
Mining Engineers and the American West,
Montana: A Bicentennial History and The
Rainmakers: American Pluviculture to
World War II. Recipient of numerous honors,
including the Beveridge Award of the Organization of American Historians, he is a professor
of history at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign .

TEXAS COWBOYS: MEMORIES OF
THE EARLY DAYS. Edited by jim and
Judy Lanning. (College Station: Texas A & M
Press, 1984. xvii + 2 3 3 pp. , illus., biblio.
$15.95)
"This country has never been the same
since it has been cut up .... We old fellows
used to have lots of fun in our early days."
Home, before barbed wire and cattleguards, was on the open range, with the
cowboy's "conk" protected from giant hail
and blazing sun by a stiff, wide-brimmed
hat . Food "to line the flue" was chuck (cut
right out of the herd), baked beans, cornbread or sour dough, canned vegetables,
and - with luck - maybe a fruit pie.
Entertainment? Breaking the wildest of
the wild mustangs while companions
watched; roping; shooting contests with
one's fellows; story-telling; playing poker;
and "agitating the catgut ." Visits to a town
or city were few and brief.
Here are thirty-two reminiscences selected from about four-hundred that were
given orally to Work Projects Administration interviewers in 1938 by a generation
born in the 1860s. The lessons urged on us
are stimulating and thought-provoking.
Life was better then; people were happier
(than in the Depression, to be sure) . Men
were infinitely tougher, had more endurance, were loyal, protected each other from
harm, and treated women with great respect. Black and Mexican cowboys were
fully accepted when they proved they had
the right stuff. Newcomers were hazed
vigorously.
Some women, raised in the saddle, were
equal to the best of the cowboys. Modern
rodeo riders, we learn, could never have
handled the riding tasks routinely engaged
in during the open range years. Stampedes
were common, with a cowboy suffering
about a hundred in a lifetime.
A different picture of the now despised
rustler sometimes emerges, for the range
was open, branding was irregular, and

ownership was not always clear. The Indians described here were sometimes friendly
but often hostile and savage, frequently
hungry, and as "thieves" were as often as
not stealing mustangs that had been
rounded up in the wilds of New Mexico by
the whites. Indians would not attack a
black man, we are told with great assurance
and some examples.
". . . The work got in my blood and I
couldn't leave it." Here is a common
theme. Says one old ranch woman, ''I've
done most every kind of work known to
man or woman." Yes, cattlemen and sheepmen did clash, and the open range crowd
faced off with those who tried to fence their
lands. But the professional gunfighter was,
more often than not, hired by a boss to
shoot down cowboys who squawked too
loud about pay that was months overdue.
The illustrations in this fascinating book
are outstanding . Readers who get hooked
on the book's theme can move on to volumes listed at the end. The Lannings have
given us a well-edited book that can be a
greatly-appreciated gift.
Vaughn Davis Borner

Professor Barnet's vicarious acquaintance with
Texas stems from labors on his recent volume The
Presidency of Lyndon B. Johnson, ~hich
was nominated by the publisher (in vain, he
reports) for the Pulitzer Prize in history and the
East Texas Historical Society Medal.
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FIREARMS OF THE AMERICAN
WEST, 1803-1865 . By Louis A . Garavaglia and Charles G . Worman . (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press , 1984 . xiii +
402 pp., i//us . , notes, biblio., index. $35)
The authors of this excellent compendium of data about varieties of firearms involved in major aspects of western histOry
are collector and object oriented writers
first, and historical research writers second. This weights the contents more tOward technical and descript ive material
about firearms used in the West from
1803, the start of Captains Lewis and
Clark's leadership of the U.S . Army "Corps
of Discovery," to the end of the "War of
the Rebellion" in 1865 , than tO descriptions of uses and the significances thereof.
However, this reviewer would judge that
this is still the best single-volume study of
the firearms of the 1803- 1865 period in
the West . Many western historians could
profit by using this book, as many books
and articles dealing with some aspect of
armed conflict in the West reveal less than
adequate comprehension of the significances of various types of arms uses, limitations and advantages. An example is the
fact that the Mexican army of 1846-1848
was armed with obsolete firearms, mostly
flintlock British smoothbores left over
from the independence struggle and other
odd-lot old European imports. U.S . arms
were almost always superior to those of the
Mexican troops .
Much of the information here will appeal mainly tO antiquarian arms hobbyists ;
however, there is a lot of information about
firearms used by particular historic personalities and other westerners of the period,
and the significance of their use . This book
has far more histOrical information than do
nearly all the collector-oriented historical
arms books . 'There are five main sections,
from "The Explorers : Military Arms,
1803-20," to "Gold-Seekers and Gamblers: Civilian Arms, 1849-65 ," that are
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roughly chronological. The sections have
some overlap, such as "Trappers and Traders: Civilian Arms , 1803-48" and "Doughboys and Dragoons: Military Arms, 182154." The lengthy part of the section on
Civil War arms, "Muskets and Minie
Rifles: Military Arms, 1855-65, " covers a
very complex and important aspect of
mainstream American military arms history that has applications to western history
as well.
All the descriptions and arms photographs are very good, and where the
authors could find documentation, the histOrical uses and significances of different
arms are included . Since the book is subdivided intO types of firearms, i.e . rifles ,
smoothbores, handguns , carbines, etc. , a
researcher investigating the arms of a particular expedition , event, or development
in western history will need to read all
parts of the book dealing with his subject's
period to get all the firearms data he may
need.
In portraying the use and distribution of
various firearms in western history, from
1803 through 1865, the authors have generally made good use of National Archives
materials and various government documents . Otherwise, their bibliography
indicates the difficulty involved in documenting firearms use and significance.
Don G . Rickey
Don Rickey, Jr. , has been a historian with the
National Park Service and Bureau of Land
Management, Assistant Director of the U .S .
Army Military History Institute, and on the
faculty of the Army War College, at Carlisle
Barracks, Pennsylvania . He is the author of
Forty Miles a Day on Beans and Hay
(1963) , and $ 10 Horse, $40 Saddle: Cowboy Clothing, Arms, Tools and Horse Gear
of the 1880's (1976).

THE MORMON GRAPHIC IMAGE,
1834-1914: CARTOONS, CARICATURES, AND ILLUSTRATIONS. By
Gary L. Bunker & Davis Bitton. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1983. 154
pp. , il/us., biblio., index. $25)
Authors, Gary L Bunker and Davis
Bitton, state that their objective in writing
The Mormon Graphic was to try to better
understand the role that pictures played
during the period from 1834 to 1914 in
forming popular views of Mormons. Further, they indicate their belief that such
artifacts expose the prejudices of the past
and thus strip away the "layers of stereotype."
The results of their wo~k represent both
"good news" and " bad news"- good news
in that the text and analysis of their work
do, in fact, help explain the prejudice to
which Mormons were subjected . The "bad
news" comes from the thought that "one
picture is worth a thousand words ." My
impression is that readers will see all those
pictures which will reinforce the stereotype, and the logic and analysis of the
printed words will somehow fail to override
that analysis . Thus, the authors are caught
in an insoluble dilemma.
Nevertheless, I applaud their efforts.
This type of study needs to be done. The
authors have accomplished, academically,
what they set out to do . Their step-by-step
approach, showing how these stereotypes
and prejudices became so deeply imbedded, is managed with great skill and
thought. Careful readers will find a very
methodical analysis, explaining how images create stereotypes with such devastating impact - and why those stereotypes
become so difficult to eradicate. One can
only hope that so much effort will not go ·
unrewarded.
Other groups have also suffered image
problems. If Bunker and Britton's work
represents a study from which "principles
with broad application can be learned,"
their efforts will indeed have been fruitfuL

I wish them well if such is contemplated.
The task of using words to combat the result of pictures is a formidable one indeed.
Barton C. Olsen
Barton C. Olsen is a professor of history at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo . His special studies include the origins of
the Arab-Israeli conflict and lawlessness and
vigilante movements in the United States .

MORMON ENIGMA: EMMA HALE
SMITH, PROPHET'S WIFE, " ELECT
LADY," POLYGAMY'S FOE, 18041879. By Linda King Newell andValeen Tippetts Avery. (Garden City, NY: Doubleday
and Company, 1984. xii + 394 pp., illus . ,
notes, biblio. , index. $ 19.95 )
This carefully researched biography of
Joseph Smith's wife deals skillfully with
many important aspects of early Mormon
history. Emma Smith had a substantial influence upon Mormonism prior to 1844 ,
particularly in relation to plural marriage.
Although she accepted celestial marriage
as a religious doctrine, her resistance to
polygamy as practiced in early Mormon
communities helped to delay its public
acceptance. Her participation in Mormon
development furthermore affected a variety
of institutions aside from marriage .
Originally a Methodist, Emma Hale left
her family to marry Joseph Smith three
years before he published his book of
Mormon scriptures. After he organized his
followers into the new American Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, April 6,
1830, Emma Smith assumed responsibility
for compiling sacred hymns and estab~
lished important women's organizations.
Her unusual ability to deal with adversity
and to handle difficult situations contributed greatly to Mormon success in overcoming early resistance to ncvel doctrines
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and religious practices. A successful
teacher before her marriage, she had business talent sufficient to run a boarding
house or manage a hotel when financial exigencies required that she support her
growing family.
Frontier violence and intolerance created
severe hardships and difficulties for large
numbers of Mormons. Emma Smith did
not escape the turmoil. Anti -Mormon
pressure drove Joseph Smith's followers out
of Ohio, where they had built a temple near
Cleveland in 1836. She joined a Mormon
migration to Missouri and responded to an
impossible situation there by moving toIllinois . After rioters in Missouri and Illinois
had left her a widow in 1844 and forced
most Saints to move on to Utah in 1846,
she finally managed to return to Joseph
Smith's model city of Nauvoo, where she
was able to settle permanently. There
Emma Smith finally affiliated with a midwestern Mormon minority that established
a reorganized church over which they persuaded her son to preside . Rejecting plural
marriage , Mormons in Nauvoo after 1846
encountered less hostility than did those
who followed Brigham Young to Salt Lake.
Any historical investigation of early
Mormon activity is hampered by bias in
documentation. Anti-Mormon materials,
some of them representing different factions of church leadership, also present
conflicting interpretation. Aspects of
Emma Smith's career cannot be clarified
with certainty. In this account, divergent
explanations are represented dispassionately, and information that cannot be established with confidence is identified as
speculative. This assessment of Emma
Smith's career provides a valuable new
context for interpreting early Mormon
development . Details of daily life are incorporated along with information concerning controversial issues and major
developments. Emphasis, naturally, is
given to matters of special concern to
Emma Smith, but an improved under-
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standing of early Mormon church history
also emerges from this highly successful
reevaluation.
Merle Wells
Merle Wells , Idaho State Historic Preservation
Officer, is the author of Anti-Mormonism in
Idaho, Boise: An Illustrated History and
Gold Camps and Silver Cities. He is also
currently the archivist of the State of Idaho.

TORN BETWEEN TWO LANDS: ARMENIANS IN AMERICA, 1890 TO
WORLD WAR L By Robert Mirak . (Cam bridge: Harvard University Press, 1984. x +
364 pp. , i/lus., map, appendix, notes, biblio.,
index. $25)
Immigration history continues to fascinate historians , as the complexities of a
multicultural society help define the American experience. Robert Mirak's study of
Armenians in America assesses the similarities of Armenians with other immigrants
and the unique characteristics that set them
apart. Like other ethnic groups, the Armenians left a troubled homeland for the
opportuni t ies of an open society in the
United States. They endured discrimination , worked hard and found success . In
contrast to other peoples who came to
America, Armenians achieved success ;n
business on the east coast and in agriculture
in California almost from their arrivaL The
immigrant generation shared the stresses
of a new language, the competition of the
public schools for the hearts and minds of
their children, and the need to make the
compromises required between Old World
and New. But there was an additional facet
to the Armenian experience. Those who
came to America were constantly reminded
of the tribulations of their compatriots
in Turkey as Ottoman Empire officials
periodically endorsed massacres of entire
Armenian villages.

It is this extra dimension that gives
Mirak's book its greatest cogency, for his
research uncovers the compelling tragedy
of Armenians in a homeland governed by
conquerors. Living under conditions of extreme hardship, many Armenians left for
America, but the agonies of those who remained could not be ignored . The fate of
the Armenian community in Turkey during World War I is beyond the chronological limits of this book, but the background
is here, the tragic signposts made clear by
the massacres in the 1890s and early 1900s.
In attempting to deal with the Ottoman
Empire and, after 1908, the Young Turks,
Armenian Americans maintained a dual
and at times controversial loyalty to two
lands.
Mirak's comprehensive research has resulted in a near definitive study of Armenians in America for the period covered .
His introductory chapters cover conditions
in the homeland, followed by an examination of the voyage to America; other
chapters deal with employment, social
structure, religion, and politics. Despite
his obvious sympathy and admiration for
his subject, Mirak remains objective, letting the story tell itself. He describes
immigrant successes, but he also notes
shortcomings and excesses, as in the Armenian revolutionary movement. Mirak
apologizes at the outset for the delay between completion of his dissertation in
1965 and its revision into book form two
decades later. It was worth the wait, but if
Mirak plans additional studies covering the
period from World War I to the present,
hopefully the work will not take so long.
Abraham Hoffman
Abraham Hoffman teaches history at Benjamin
Franklin High School in Los Angeles. He is the
author of several studies on minorities in the
West, including Unwanted Mexican Americans in the Great Depression. He received
his Ph .D. in history from UCLA and has done
post-doctoral work at the University of Califor-

nia at Berkeley. His article on the field research
interviews of PaulS . Taylor on Mexican labor
in the United States appeared in the Summer
1976 issue of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN .

NOTABLE WOMEN OF HAWAII. Edited by Barbara Bennett Peterson. (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press , 1984. 427 pp.,
illus., notes, index. $27 .50)
"Free eating!" was the rallying cry in
1819 when Hawaiian women liberated
themselves from the oppressing system of
taboos that forbade them to eat with men
and prohibited to them such foods as pork,
bananas, and certain kinds of fish. The
movement for liberation was led by one of
the most remarkable women in any country's history, Queen Kaahumanu . She also
established herself as the first kuhina nui,
or queen regent, with powers equal to those
of the king. Her actions redirected the
course of Hawaiian history.
The stories of many other notable
Hawaiian women are chronicled in this
thorough and well-documented work of
collective historical biography that complements the four-volume Notable Women of
America . Dipping into this readable and
carefully crafted volume, one is constantly
reminded of the many cultures that have
influenced events in Hawaii. Not enough
is known on the American continent of the
history of the Sandwich Islands, as they
were called, and surely not enough is
known of the significant parts played by
women -- Hawaiian women, missionaries,
Chinese, Japanese , Korean, Portuguese,
and many others. As an example, Betsy
Stockton, born a slave, opened the first
school for Hawaiian commoners in 1824.
Another, Athena Geracimos Lycurgus, hotel entrepreneur and community leader,
was born in Greece . Japanese-born Ishiko
Shibuya Mori became a physician, journalist, and poet.
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Biographies provide accurate information about the women's lives, summarize
their professional careers, and suggest
additional readings. These sketches comprise a significant contribution to United
States history, to the history of the state of
Hawaii, and to women's history.
Besides, it turns out to be great fun to
read about the women who were either
"Born in Paradise," as Armine von Tempski entitles her delightful book of memoirs,
or arrived there later. Their lives form a
study in the history of the "melting pot of
the Pacific."
Carole Hicke
Carole Hicke is a consulting historian in San
Francisco. She edits the newsletters of the Western Association of Women Historians and of the
Coordinating Committee of Women in the Historical Profession.

FIJI: A SHORT STORY. By Deryck Scarr.
(Honolulu: The University of Hawaii Press,
1984 . xvi + 202 pp., illus. , biblio. , index.
$18.95)
Deryck Scarr, renowned expert on Fiji
culture and history, sought in this book to
write a general history of the Fijian island
cluster. In three chapters he skims across
pre-history, ten years of take-over by Europeans and the creation of a multi-racial
community via the presence of imported
Indian contract workers. He outlines in the
last chapter the making of the Fiji nation
from 1914 to 1982. Scarr acknowledges
that he has rushed through those centuries
where records are scanty and devoted most
of his narrative to e~ents of the last 125
years.
Following the arrival of Europeans,
mostly by way of Australia, Fiji natives
found themselves in conflict with sugar and
copra plantations . As in other island societies, land, a premium commodity, was
given freely to Europeans, leading to a
plantation economy which slowly eroded
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the psyche of Fijians. The Colonial Sugar
Refining Company, headquartered in Sydney, Australia, soon controlled the political-economic structure.
Indians comprise a majority of the population. Even before the Colonial Sugar Refining Company built its first mill in 1881,
Indians arrived as five-year indentured
workers. Many returned to the sub-continent but most, free men after their service,
remained to become tenant farmers and
small businessmen . By 1946 Indians outnumbered Fijians by about thirty thousand .
Politically, the islands underwent several structural changes from a tribal society
to a formal kingdom in 1871. But this
kingdom lasted only three years before Fiji
came under British control. Scarr traces the
evolution of a colonial government where
economic issues and concern for the native
islanders shared attention. Indians were
excluded at first from the emerging government but over the years gained an increasing role . When Fiji won dominion
status and independence in 1970, issues of
race and religion threatened the political
system, leading to schemes to provide representation by race.
Economically, Fiji's wealth remained in
the hands of absentee Australians. In comparison to other Third World countries,
Fiji, with sugar, copra, tourism, farming,
and gold, was well off. Even so, like other
developing nations, Fiji lived beyond its
means.
The narrative has a rushed feeling. Because there is so little d.e tail, one has to keep
turning back to find clues about people and
events. This sense of compression is even
conveyed by the one map which requires a
magnifying glass.
H. Brett Melendy
H. Brett Melendy is a professor of history at
San jose State University, California. His publications include The Governors of California
( 1965) and Asians in America ( 1977 ). In
progress is a two-volume history of the territory
of Hawaii .

FRANCIS RATTENBURY AND BRITISH COLUMBIA: ARCHITECTURE
AND CHALLENGE IN THE IMPERIAL
AGE. By Anthony A . Barrett and Rhodri
Windsor Liscombe. (Vancouver: University of
British Columbia Press, 1983. xii + 391
pp. , illus. , notes, biblio ., index. $24.50 US,
$29 . 95 Can.)

A successful feature is the inclusion of
213 photographs, sketches, maps, and
plans of works associated with Rattenbury.
Most are valuable in appreciating his buildings as they originally were conceived. Of
dubious merit, however, are some overly
reduced floor plans and elevations which
are difficult to read .
The book includes three useful appendices: a chronological, annotated list of Rattenbury's architectural works and designs
from 1890 to 1931; a catalogue of the
eighty-seven Rattenbury letters; and hotel
and station drawings. The chapter notes
also provide considerable information not
included in the main text.
In spite of drawbacks, the book is thorough and meticulous and will undoubtedly
be a useful work on the shelves of architectural and economic historians studying
early twentieth century British Columbia
and the Pacific Northwest.

Francis Rattenbury's architecture is
probably the best known in British Columbia. Notably, it features a grouping of
landmark structures around Victoria's Inner Harbor, including the Parliament
Buildings (completed in 1898) and the
Empress Hotel (1908), in addition to his
courthouses, banks and commercial buildings in other centers throughout the province. Rattenbury also became involved in
transportation schemes and land developments in the north, for which he is little
remembered.
Barrett and Liscombe use previously unavailable letters from Rattenbury to family
John D . Adams
members which allows them to deal with
some of the architect's innermost feelings
John David Adams is currently Head of Interand character. They do this sympathetipretation for British Columbia's Heritage Concally, avoiding focusing on some of his
servation Branch in Victoria . He also teaches
faults, and actually refuting or minimizing
museum studies at the University of Victoria .
a number of previously alleged negative
His fields of research include brickmaking and
points. Even the details of his sensational
brick construction in British Columbia, historic
murder in 1935 are almost glossed over.
cemeteries, and neighborhood preservation.
Nevertheless, as useful as the letters are,
quoting excerpts from them sometimes
seems to be the central purpose of the book,
and long and sometimes irrelevant sections
from the letters add to its general turgidity. GAUCHOS AND THE VANISHING
A chronological approach is useful in FRONTIER. By Richard W. Slatta . (Linproviding insight into Rattenbury's simul- coln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983. ix
taneous architectural comm issions and + 271 pp., appendices, notes, biblio . , index.
business ventures. However, it precludes a $21.95)
unified analysis of his most important
works, and to follow their progress the
This excellent book presents a vivid, texreader must refer to the index and assemble tured portrait of the gaucho, the rugged
the information piecemeal. The format also cowboy who once physically dominated the
leaves li ttle room for a major overview of sprawling Argentine pampa. It also anahow Rattenbury's architectural work lyzes the process that eradicated gauchos as
evolved, or even of the various influences an identifiable social entity during the last
third of the nineteenth century.
on it.
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Richard W . Slatta begins with an intriguing discussion of competing theories of
the social origin of the gaucho. He then
describes gaucho life, including the working world , fami ly experiences, material
culture, and contrasting perspectives of
gaucho men and women . Next he examines
the larger social , economic, and political
forces that influenced and ultimately destroyed the traditional gaucho way of life,
namely : the growth of latifundia (large
landholdings), the power of the cattle
ranching elite , legal restrictions, forced
military service, the introduction of fences,
the rise of immigration and the spread of
sheep-raising and farming. Finally, Slatta
discusses the literary reincarnation of the
gauchos by writers who have transformed
them into romanticized mythical symbols
of Argentine cultural nationalism.
The villains of Slatta's book are the
estancieros or terratenientes, the powerful
ranchers who, in complicity with urban
politicians, "worked assiduously to eliminate all vestiges of the gaucho's lifestyle
and reduce his status from one of selfsufficiency to debt peonage" (p. 69). In
contrast , the gauchos emerge not as heroes,
but as victims, buffeted by outside forces
that ultimately determined their destiny.
Slatta admires the gauchos' strength, spirit
and vitality. But he also recognizes less admirable aspects of gaucho life - such as
the extensive violence - and the fact that
the gauchos contributed to their own
downfall through their narrowness of vision , inability to adapt and incapacity for
understanding the larger forces that were
contributing to their demise .
The book is rich with interesting details,
revealing anecdotes and myriad illustrative
quotations, ranging from literature to
travel accounts and from government reports to contemporary journalism . My only
major reservat ion concerns Slatta's occasionally imprecise and distracting use of
labels . National policies, which Slatta continually excoriates because of their destruc-
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rive impact on gauchos, suddenly become
" progressive " (p . 99), whatever this
means. Slatta decries the absence of a rural
middle class, which he ambiguously asserts
would have been a "conservative" influence
(p . 104). While effectively demonstrating
that urban and rural elites did create laws
to redefine traditional gaucho activities as
legally unacceptable, he then goes roo
far by therefore characterizing the entire
Argentine judicial-political system for its
"illegitimacy" (p . 125) simply because it
favored ranchers over gauchos . However,
this occasional terminological carelessness
contrasts sharply with the book's overall
preClslOn.
One final caveat : those without prior
knowledge of Argentine history may have
some difficulty following Slatta's non chronological, thematic structure and
understanding his references to certain
Argentine historical figures and events.
Therefore, such readers might be advised
to peruse a chapter on Argentina in some
basic Latin American history textbook before reading Gauchos.
The extra effort will be well rewarded.
The book is a joy to read and a pleasure to
recall, one of the finest portraits of a segment of Latin American society that I have
ever read.
Carlos E. Cortes
Carlos E . Cortes is professor of history at the
University of California , Riverside, and author
of Gaucho Politics in Brazil : The Politics
of Rio Grande do Sui , 1930- 1964, forwhich
he received the 197 4 Hubert Herring Memorial
Award of the Pacific Coast Council on Latin
American Studies.

NATIVE AMERICAN PERIODICALS
AND NEWSPAPERS, 1828-1982 : BIBLIOGRAPHY, PUBLISHING RECORD,
AND HOLDINGS. Edited by James P.
Danky, compiled by Maureen E. Hady, with
Ann Bowles, Research Assistant. Foreword by
Vine D eloria, Jr. ( Westport, CT: Greenwood

Press in association with the State Historical
Society ofWisconsin, 1984. xxxii + 532 pp .,
illus. , notes, biblio. , indices . $4 9 . 9 5)

AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA
NATIVE NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, 1826-1924. By Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr. , and James W. Parins. (Westport,
CT: Greenwood Press, 1984 . xxxv + 482
pp. , notes, biblio. , indices . $45)
These two new reference works represent
the most extensive guides ever compiled on
their subjects . Whether used individually
or in tandem, they offer researchers some
invaluable and long-awaited tools for locating primary sources on a variety of Native American topics.
The Danky and Hady volume is the
product of a special research project conducted in association with the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, which houses
the largest collection of Indian publications . Maureen E. Hady examined every
issue of every title in the society's collection
and requested colleagues in libraries
throughout the United States and Canada
to do the same. The result is an amazingly
comprehensive guide to the holdings and
locations of 1,164 contemporary and historic publications by and about Native
Americans. It begins with the bi-lingual
Cherokee Phoenix, published in Georgia by
Elias Boudinot in 1828, and includes literary, political, and historical journals as
well as general newspapers and feature
magazmes.
The citations in this guide are arranged
alphabetically by title and include information regarding dates and frequency of
publication, current subscription rates,
names and addresses of current editors,
library reference or call numbers, and format data such as types of illustrations and
advertising. They also include an indication of where the titles are indexed and if
they are available in microform, information on present and previous publishers,
the subject focus, and variations in the

titles and places of publication. Detailed
information is also presented on which libraries or other institutions hold the titles,
and on titles which were printed in languages other than English .
The main bibliography, which contains
all of the variations in titles, is followed by
a series of indexes to the subjects, editors,
and publishing organizations, as well as
geographical and chronological lists of
titles. James P. Danky's introduction to the
guide offers a brief historical overview of
the Indian periodical press, as well as instructions on how to best use the bibliography . This is followed by lists of the
indexes and libraries used in the compilation and reproductions of some fifty representative periodical covers .
In contrast to the sweeping parameters
of the Wisconsin bibliography project,
Daniel F. Littlefield, Jr., and James W.
Parins , professors of English at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, have
worked within a much narrower scope to
provide a more informative narrative history of over two hundred newspapers and
periodicals that were either published by
Indians or whose primary purpose was to
disseminate information about native peoples. Their volume, American Indian and
Alaska Native Newspapers and Periodicals ,
1826-1924, excludes scholarly journitls
and Canadian and Mexican titles , and uses
as a cutoff date the legally significant year
of 1924, during which Congress passed the
Pueblo Lands Board Act, the Indian Citizenship Act, and the Court of Claims Indian Jurisdictional Act. It also begins with
Henry Schoolcraft's The Muzzinyegun published in Michigan by him and his Ojibwa
relatives in 1826 rather than the Cherokee
Phoenix of 1828.
The titles in this volume are also
arranged alphabetically and are crossreferenced to variant titles . Each title is
profiled by a narrative history of the publication, including as much information as
could be found regarding its content, edi-
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tors, and affiliations with parties, organiThe stunning, stylized art of the Indians
zations, or tribes . Each profile is followed of the Northwest Coast of North America
by an information section which includes a has elicited mounting interest and appreciation over the past two decades . These
guide to location sources, a bibliography,
and brief publication history which two volumes approach Northwest Coast art
includes volume and issue data. The and Indian life by covering the motivations
alphabetical profiles are followed by a and methods of those largely anonymous
supplemental list of tides for which the au- artisans who represent the tension of indi thors were unable to find copies, and lists vidual expression within the rigid bounds
of all tides arranged chronologically by of defined motifs to produce an impressive
date of establishment, according to loca- array of works .
Victoria Wyatt, a doctoral student in
tion, and according to tribal affiliations or
emphasis. This is followed by a subject in- history, developed her interest in collectors
dex . Throughout the text, the authors have of Northwest Coast Indian art and her ethplaced special emphasis on those publica- nohistorical studies into a catalog for the
1983-84 exhibition at the Peabody Mutions that were published by tribal members. In doing so they have demonstrated seum of Natural History at Yale . Wyatt's
the dramatic impact of training in printing premise is that the art of the North Pacific
. Coast, collected over the last 150 years , is
at Indian boarding schools.
Because the Native American periodical a powerful, cultural document. It shows
press represents such a vital source of in- the dynamics in Indian life mirrored in the
use of new materials, changing art forms,
formation on Indian issues and viewpoints,
these works will contribute to a wealth of and development of new designs .
To support her thesis, Wyatt leads her
future research. For that reason, they deserve a high priority on the accession lists readers of through a series of tightly writof both academic and public libraries, as ten essays, each handsomely documented
well as the personal collections of those who with black -and -white photographs of
specialize in any aspect of Native American pieces displayed in the Peabody exhibition.
culture and history.
Basketry hats in derby and sailor's cap
Michael L. Lawson style, argillite pipes with ships' rigging
motifs, and a wooden grease pourer lookMichael Lawson , ethnohistorian with the Bu- ing very much like a tea kettle are among
reau of Indian Affairs, Washington D .C. , re- the seventy different objects illustrated in
ceived the Phi Alpha Theta Book Award in
this volume . Wyatt has found resilience
1984 and the Ray A . Billington Award of the
and creativity in the post-contact art which
Western History Association in 1983. He wrote
has evolved in response to largely nonDammed Indians: The Pick-Sloan Plan and
Indian patrons and purchasers. Her mesthe Missouri River Sioux, 1944-1980 .
sage is persuasive and the elegance of the
design of this volume, though lacking
SHAPES OF THEIR THOUGHTS: RE- in color plates, persuades the reader of its
FLECTIONS OF CULTURE CONTACT validity.
IN NORTHWEST COAST INDIAN
Hilary Stewart has treated readers and
ART. By Victoria Wyatt. (Norman: Univer- fortunate audiences for the past decade to
sity of Oklahoma Press , 1984. 80 pp. , illus . , her research and understanding of the technotes, index. $9 .95 paper)
nology and art of the Indians of the Northwest Coast . Cedar joins her volumes on
CEDAR. By Hilary Stewart. (Seattle: Uni- fishing methods and Northwest Coast art
versity of Washington Press, 1984 . 192 pp. , as another major account of the traditional
illus. , notes, biblio., index. $24 .9 5)
lifeways of this region.
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Stewart has used prehistoric materials
secured through archaeological excavations, ethnographic accounts, old photographs, detailed studies of museum
collections, and on-site visits to present a
broad perspective on the uses of cedar by
the Indians of the Northwest Coast . Her
approach is comprehensive. She explores
the distribution of this tree, the Indian beliefs and taboos about it, the variety of tools
employed by Indian woodworkers and the
tremendous medley of products which they
manufactured : dugout canoes , cordage,
basketry, totems, masks , boxes and binding withes.
Stewart's text is supported by 550 of her
meticulous drawings of raw materials,
st ages in manufacturing, and finished
products . Her casual explanations of kerfing - manufacturing a bent-wood boxare made clear with a series of twenty-eight
drawings. Such is the abundance of infor-

marion that one readily agrees that the
Long Life Maker of this region was , indeed,
"the in com parable - the cedar tree ."
These two volumes are readable and
handsome . The authors have each sought
counsel from other experts in the field , and
their care in crafting these works is supported by the quality of design and printing of the publishers .
Stephen Dow Beckham
A professor of history at L ewis a nd Clark College, Stephen D ow Beckham has written broadly
on Oregon topics, particularly on Indians and
land use. He is the author of The Indians of

Western Oregon: This Land Was Theirs
( 1977) and The Taylor Grazing Act in Oregon, 1934- 1984 ( 1984 ). He has served as
an expert witness on Indian rights litigation and
as an ethnohistorical consultant for tribes in Oregon and Washington.
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ENVIRONMENTALISM AND
RESOURCES
An increased interest in rhe history and fare of rhe
American land is reflected in a growi ng body of literatu re. D ecade of Change: The Remaking of Forest
Service Statutory A uthority D uring the 1970s , by Dennis C. Le Master (Greenwood Press, 88 Posr Road
Wesr, Westport, CT 06881. 1984. xiv + 290 pp.
$29 .95 ), chronicles the substantial changes in Forest
Service law broug ht about principally by the influence of the environmental movement.
Part of a projected series of five volumes, The Sierra
Club Guides to the National Parks: The Desert Southwest
(Stewart , Tabori & Chang , Inc ., 300 Park Ave.
South , New York 10010. 1984. 352 pp. $ 12.95)
and The Sierra Club G uides to the National Parks:
Pacific Southwest and Ha waii (S te wart , Tabori &
Chang, Inc. , New York. 1984 . 261 pp . $I 1.95) are
durable , handsome and useful. For each park, there
is a discussion of rhe natural and human history and
derail on attractions and facilities.
Wilderness: A New Mexico Legacy, by Corry McDonald (The Sunsrone Press, P.O. Box 23 12, Santa
Fe 87504-23 12 . 1985 135 pp . $ 15.95), is both

history and description of rhe desig nated wilderness
areas in rhe state. The first officially-designated wilderness area in rhe nation, rhe Gila Wilderness, is
in New Mexico.
Another recent addition ro the g rowing literature
about Muir is Dear Papa: Letters Between john Muir
and His Daughter Wanda, edited by Jean H anna Clark
and Shirley Sargent. T he volume includes an introduct ion by Clark, who was Muir's granddaughter.
Trains of Discovery: Western Railroads and the
National Parks, by Alfred Runte (Northland Press ,
P.O. Box N, Flagsraff86002 . 1984.89 pp. $8 .95
paper), is a delightful account of the role of railroads
in publicizing and providing access to parks before
rhe advent of the automobile. One is led ro wonder
what went wrong.
The rescue of historically important adobe structures is rhe subj ec t of A geless Adobe: H istory and
Preservation in Southwestern Architecture, by Jerom e
Iowa (S un st one Press, P.O. Box 2312, Santa Fe
87504-2312 . 1985. 158 pp. $ 16. 95 paper). The
focus is on New Mexico.

EXPLORATION AND TRAVEL
Mary Lee Spence has ably ed ited another volume
in rhe monumental series documenting Fremont's
travels. T he Expeditions ofj ohn Charles Fremont, Vol.
3, Travels From 1848- 1854 (University of Illinois
Press , Urbana 61801. 1984. lxxxi ii + 64 1 pp.
$3 7. 50), includes the relevant documents for the
period and rhe ediror's thorough narrative of Fremont 's activities in pos t-Mex ican War California
where he became a businessman and mining magnate
of sorts.
jefferson & Southwestern Exploration: The Freeman &
Custis Accounts of the Red River Expedition of 1806,
edited by Dan L. Flores (U niversity of Oklahoma
Press , Norman 730 19 . 1984. xx + 386 pp.
$48. 50), is the story of rhe president's g rand plan ro
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begin rhe exploration of the recently-purchased Louisiana. Flores also includes documentation on rhe
Spanish reac ti on ro the probe.
Our of print for many years , rhe journal of John
Woodhouse Audubon, kept during h is journ ey
through the Southwest, is now available in Audubon's
Western J ournal, 1849-1850, intro. by Frank Heywood Hodder (The U nivers ity of Ar izona Press,
1615 E. Speedway Blvd., Tucson 85719. 1984. 254
pp. $22 .50 cloth, $8.50 paper). Modern travelers
seeking traces of rhe Santa Fe Trail will find help in
Following the Santa Fe Trail: A Guide for Modern Travelers, by Marc Simmons (Ancient City Press , P.O.
Box 540 1-R, Santa Fe 87502. 1984. xvi ii + 215
pp. $8. 50 paper).

INDIANS
Evidence that Indians continue to cherish and defend their heritage is found in Pueblo Indian Water
Rights: Struggle For a Precious Resource, by Charles T.
DuMars, Marilyn O'Leary and Albert E. Urton (The
Univers ity of Arizona Press, 1615 E. Speedway
Blvd., Tucson 85719. 1984. vi + 183 pp. $22. 50).
The Pueblo Lands Acts of 1924 and 1933 are analyzed and related to the Indians' twentieth-century
legal claims.
Straight With the Medicine: Narratives of Washoe
FolliFWers of the Tipi Way, as told to anthropologist
Warren L. D 'Azevedo (Heyday Books, Box 9145,
Berkeley 94709. 1985. ix + 52 pp. $5 .95 paper),
includes a short description and oral testimonials on
the "Peyote Road" of the Native American Church.
The popular perception of the fierce Blackfoot
warrior is replaced with reality in The Reservation
B lackfeet 1885-1945: A Photographic History of
Cultural Survival, by William E. Farr (University of
Washington Press, Seattle 98105. 1984 xxi + 210
pp. $ 19.95) . The suspension of the Indians between

two cultures is strikingly evident in the photographs.
Two recent publications highlight Indian artistic
achievement. Indian Art Traditions of the Northwest
Coast, edited by Roy L. Carlson (Archaeology Press,
Simon Fraser U niversity, Burnaby, B.C. V5A 1S6,
distributed by University of Washington Press.
1984. 214 pp. $ 15 paper), is an examination of the
prehistoric background to the Indian art of the
northwest coast. It takes into account the extensive
archaeological excavations on the coast that began in
the late 1950s. The utilitarian arts of the Karuk
people in California's northwest corner is the subject
of The Hover Collection of Karuk Baskets (Clarke Memorial Museum, 240 E Street, Eureka, CA 95501.
1985 . 112 pp. $18) . The book includes an account
of Karuk history and culture and an illustrated catalog of the Hover collection of baskets . There is also
a discussion of the weaving process and the basketmakers. This volume is the most comprehensive
source available in the scant literature on the Karuk
culture.

The rich literature of the Southwest has grown
substantially in recent years. A welcome aid in coping with the volume of materials is Borderlands
Sourcebook: A G uide to the Literature on Northern Mexico
and the American Southwest, edited by Ellwyn R. Stoddard, Richard L. Nostrand , and Jonathan P. West
(U niversity of Oklahoma Press, Norman 73019.
1983. xv + 445 pp . $52. 50). Fifty scholars of the
Borderlands evaluate sources in fifty-five topics. This
is the most comprehensive bibliographical guide
available on the region.
Glimpses of the Ancient Southwest, by anthropologist
David E. Stuart (Ancient City Press, P.O. Box 5401R , Santa Fe 87502. 1985 . xii + 115 pp. $6 .95
paper), discusses early Indian societies of the region .
The book is illustrated with photographs and original drawings by Scott Andrae.
Two recent publications will interest Arizona enthusiasts. A pictorial , titled simply Arizona, features
color photographs of some of the state's delights by

Gill Kenny and text by Karen Thure (Oxford University Press, Roger Boulton Publishing Services, 70
Wynford Dr., TorontoM3C 1J9. 1984. 92 pp . $ 15).
The book should be useful as either introduction or
nostalgia. Tales From the Grand Canyon, Some True,
Some Tall, by Edna Evans (Northland Press, P.O.
Box N, Flagstaff86002 . 1985. 90 pp. $7.95 paper),
is a collection of stories about people and yarns associated with the canyon.
Riders Across the Centuries: H orsemen of the Spanish
Borderlands, with drawings and text by Jose Cisneros
(Texas Western Press, The University of Texas , El
Paso 79968 . 1984 . xi + 199 pp. $36), is a gallery
of southwestern horsemen from the conquistador to
the contemporary charro. Readers will appreciate the
biographical sketch of the artist by John 0. West.
The story of Ben F. Williams, entrepreneur and
rancher, once owner of the 2,270,000 acre Palomas
Ranch just south of the New Mexican border, is told
in Let the Tall Go With the Hide, by Teresa Williams
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Irvin, with an introduction by Tom Lea (Mangan
Books, 6245 Snowheighrs Court, El Paso 79912.
1984. 287 pp. $40). The price and the handsome
leather binding make the volume a collector's item.
Ranchers, Ramblers and Renegades: True Tales of
Territorial New Mexico, by Marc Simmons (Ancient
City Press, P.O. Box 5401-R, Santa Fe 87502 .
1984. x + 113. $5 .95), isanunconnecredcollecrion
of vignettes about people, places and incidents in
New Mexico during the territorial period. Robert
H. Terry, in Light in the Valley (Sunstone Press, P.O.
Box 2312, Santa Fe 87504-2 312. 1984. 148 pp.
$9.95 paper), tells the story of the McCurdy Mission
School in Espanola, New Mexico. Opened in 1912
to serve a scattered population, the residence school
still thrives under the auspicies of the United Methodist Church.
The second volume in a series on land grants in
New Mexico, Four Leagues of Pecos: A Legal History of
the Pecos Grant, 18S0-1933, by G. Emlen Hall (Uni-

versiry of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque 87131.
1984 . xxi + 367 pp. $24.95 cloth , $14 .95 paper) ,
tells rhe story of the legal squabbles concerning the
18 ,000 acre land grant during Spanish , Mexican and
United States sovereignty.
Santa Fe continues to attract irs chroniclers. Santa
Fe: A Pictorial History, by John Sherman (Donning
Company, 5041 Admiral Wright Rd., Virginia
Beach, VA 23462. 1983 . 216 pp. $29.95 cloth,
$ 16.95 paper, a~ailable from William Gannon , Publisher, 143 Sombrio Drive, Santa Fe, NM 8750 1),
documents the town 's past in pictures and narrative
from Anasazi to irs "discovery" in the 1980s.
Oil field workers of the early twentieth century
tell their own stories in Voices From the Oil Fields,
edited by Paul F. Lambert and Kenny A. Franks
(University of Oklahoma Press, Norman 73019.
1984. xii + 260 pp. $19.95). The stories were
collected in the 1930s by employees of the Federal
Writers Project of the Works Project Administration.

CALIFORNIA
The latest volume in Boyd & Fraser's fine Golden
State Series , Spain's Colonial Outpost, by John A.
Schurz (Boyd & Fraser, 3627 Sacramento St., San
Francisco 94118. 1985. xii + 126 pp. $6.95), is a
concise, useful overview of Spanish California. While
focusing on history, Schutz does nor neglect the
origins of the Hispanic idyllic fantasy.
Posh hotels and gracious living are the subjects of
Pasadena: Resort Hotels and Paradise, by Thomas D.
Carpen ter (Marc Sheldon Publishing, 777 Loren,
Azusa, CA 91702 . 1984. 171 pp. $24.95). Nearby
Warts conjures up opposite images: riot and hardship. MaryEllen Bell Ray tries to counter that popular perception in City of Watts, 1907-1926 (Rising
Publishing, P.O. Box 72478, Los Angeles 90002.
1985. vi + 90 pp. $6.95 paper).
Modesto: Images of Yesterday, Images of Today
(McHenry Museum Society Press, 1402 I. St., Modesto , CA 95353. 1984. xv + 240 pp. $39 .95) is
a photographic survey of the town by Robert Gauvreau. Modern views are marched with vintage photos. Fresno County: The Pioneer Years , From the
Beginnings to 1900, by Charles W. Clough & William
B. Secrest, Jr. (Panorama West Books, 8 E. Olive
Ave. Fresno 93728, CA. 1984. ix + 362 pp.
$29.95 ), is the most comprehensive history of the
county available. The narrative is enriched by the
addition of excerpts from original documents.
Benjamin Holt and Caterpillar: Tracks and Combines,
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by Reynold M . Wik (American Society of Agricultural Engineers, 2950 Niles Road, Sr. Joseph, MI
49085-9659. 1984. 129 pp. $ 16.95), is a short biography of the long-neglected mechanical genius,
the inventor of the crawler, or caterpillar, tractor.
The city of bears, hippies and Emperor Norton
also remembers an unusual friendship of the early
1860s in Bummer & Lazarus: San Francisco's Famous
Dogs, by Malcolm E. Barker (Londonborn Publications, P.O. Box 42278, San Francisco, CA 94101.
1984 . xiii + 80 pp . $6.95 paper). Edward Jump's
contemporary illustrations complement Barker's
lively narrative.
From lore to folklore, the legends i n Heroes ,
Villians and Ghosts: Folklore of Old California, by Hector Lee (Capra Press, P.O. Box 2068, Santa Barbara,
CA 93 120. 1984. 189 pp. $8.95 paper), have their
roots in California history. Some are based on the
lives of real people, others purely imaginative.
Finally, from folklore to hard reality: California
and the American Tax Revolt: Proposition 13 Five Years
Later, by Terry Schwadron, Paul Richter, and Jack
Citrin (U niversiry of California Press, Berkeley
94720. 1984. 194 pp. $ 19.95 cloth, $6.95 paper),
assesses the long-range impact on California of irs
trend-setting Proposition 13. T he book is based on
a survey conducted in 1983 in both the private and
public sec tors by Price Waterhouse and the Los
Angeles Times.

PACIFIC BASIN
Magnificence and Misery: A First-Hand Account of the
I 897 Klondike Gold Rush, by E. Hazard Wells, edited

by Randall M. Dodd (Doubleday & Company, 245
Park Ave., New York 10017. 1984 . xviii + 254
pp. $ 17.95 ), is a story of a young reporter's experiences in the Yukon. The book is illustrated with
Wells ' original photographs. On the same subject,
Terrence Cole claims that the real Alaska gold rush
was not so much to the Klondike Territory, in Canada, as to "Alaska's greatest gold rush town," which
he describes in Nome: City ofthe Golden Beaches (Alaska
Geographical Society, Box 4 -EEE, Anchorage
99509. 1984. 184 pp. $ 14.95). Alaska in a lighter
key is H oney Buckets on the Kuskokwim, by Helen
Youngsman Teeter (Alaska Northwest Publishing
Company, Box 4-EEE, Anchorage 99509. 1984.
129 pp. $6.95 paper). This is the humorous story of
two yo ung missionaries in post- World War II
Alaska.
The history of one of the least known of the Hawaiian Islands is told in Kauai: The Separate Kingdom,
by Edward Joesting (University of Hawaii Press and
Kauai Museum Association, 2840 Kolowalu St.,
Honolulu 96822. 1984. xiv + 299 pp. $22. 50).
The account begins with its prehistory, describes its
development, separation from King Kamehameha's
dominions , and its ultimate absorption into the Hawaiian kingdom.
Japanese Women in Hawaii: The First 100 Years, by
Patsy Sumie Saiki (Kisaku, Inc., 920 Prospect St.,
Honolulu 96822. 1985 . 158 pp. $ 11.95), was issued on the hundred-year anniversary of the arrival
of the first Japanese contract laborers in Hawaii. The
book discusses Japanese women from subservience to
positions of leadership in Hawaii.
Japanese also emigrated to Washington's Puget
Sound . Their story is told in Social Solidarity Among
the J apanese in Seattle , by S. Frank Miyamoto (U niversity of Washington Press, Seattle 98105. 1984 .
xxiv + 74 pp . $7 .95 paper). The author describes
the Japanese community in the 1930s, placing them
in the social and historical context, showing partie-

ularly how the seeds of the 1942 evacuation were
sown during the 1930s.
.
Mountain tramping sixty years ago is the subject
of Charles Francis Saunder's The Southern Sierras of
California (The Big Santa Anita Historical Society,
7 North Fifth Ave, Arcadia, CA 91001. 1984. 187
pp. No price). Saunder's love of the Sierra was influenced by the works of John Muir. A collection of
some of Muir's best writing is Mountaineering Essays,
edited by Richard Fleck (Gibbs M. Smith, Inc. , Peregrine Smith Books, P.O. Box 667, Layton UT
84041. 1984. xxiv + 175 pp. $4.95 paper).
Detention of another sort in Puget Sound is covered in The McNeil Century: The Life and Times of an
Isla nd Prison, by Paul W. Keve (Nelson-Hall Publishers , 111 N. Canal St., Chicago 60606 . 1984. xi
+ 331 pp. $26.95). This small prison in an unlikely
site opened in 1875 and operated until 1981.
The Eyes of Chief Seattle (The Suquamish Museum,
available from University of Washington Press, Seattle 98105. 1985. 56 pp. $8.95 paper) is both a
catalog of an exhibition and an introduction to the
native cultures of Puget Sound. The book is richly
illustrated with historic photographs and color
plates.
Mountains also have their historians. Koma
Kulshan: The Story of Mount Baker, by John C. Miles
(The Mountaineers, 7 15 Pike St., Seattle 98101.
1984. 232 pp. $9.95 paper), and Discovering Mount
St . H elens: A Guide to the National Volcanic Monument,

by Scott Shane (University of Washington Press , Seattle 98105. 1985 . viii + 167 pp. $8.95 paper),
document the natural histories of these mountains
and the people associated with them. The latter begins with the eruption of Mount St. Helens in 1980 .
Wayne Morse: A Bio-Bibliography, by Lee Wilkins
(Greenwood Press, 88 Post Road West, Westport,
CT 06881. 1985 xiv + 115 pp. $29.95), includes
a biographical sketch of this important statesman
from Oregon and a listing of works by and about
him . This is the first of a Greenwood Press series of
bio-bibliographies in law and political science.
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The srory of rhe silver rush in rhe 1870s ro rhe
SanJuan Mounrains in sourhwesrern Colorado is rold
in An Empire ofSilver, by Roberr L. Brown (Sundance
Publications, 250 Broadway, Denver 80203. 1984.
224 pp. $39). An unexpected western mineral is rhe
subject of Yogo: The Great American Sapphire, by Stephen M. Voynick (Mounrain Press Publishing Company, P.O. Box 2399, Missoula 59806. 1985. xii +
199 pp . $16.95 clorh, $9 .95 paper). This is rhe srory

of rhe Yogo mine in Monrana which has produced
millions of dollars of fine sapphires .
Wells Fargo & Co. in Idaho Territory, by W. Turrenrine Jackson (Idaho State Historical Society, 610
N. Julia Davis Dr., Boise 83702 . 1984. 120 pp.
$5 .95), rells rhe well-documenred srory of Wells
Fargo's short service in rhe rerrirory during rhe
1860s and 1870s.

ART AND LITERATURE
Two excellenr publications conrribure ro an understanding of early perceptions of rhe Wesr. Visions
of America: Pioneer Artists in a New Land, by Ron Tyler
(Thames and Hudson, 500 Fifth Ave., New York
10110 . 1983. 208 pp. $35), is illustrated throughour wirh black and white and color drawings, prinrs
and painrings. Treasures of the Old West: Paintings and
Sculpture from the Thomas Gilcrease Institute of American
History and Art, by Perer H. Hassrick (Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., 100 Fifth Ave. New York 10011.
1984. 127 pp. $35), samples rhe rich collection ar
one of rhe mosr imporranr repositories of western
arr. Borh volumes feature excerpts from conremporary accounrs.
Views of a Vanishing Frontier, by John C. Ewers
(Cenrer for Western Srudies/Josl yn Arr Museum,
Omaha; distributed by University of Nebraska
Press, 901 N. 17rh Sr., Lincoln 68588. 1984 . 103
pp . $29 .95 ), is a catalog of an exhibition of painrings
by Karl Bodmer. The exhibition in 1984 commem-
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orated rhe 150th anniversary of Prince Maximilian's
expedition ro rhe American West which was so beautifully documenred by Bodmer.
William de la Montagne Cary: Artist on the Missouri
River, by Mildred D. Ladner (University of Oklahoma Press, Norman/Thomas Gilcrease Insrirure of
American History and Arr, 1400 N. 25th W. Ave .,
Tulsa 74127. 1984 . xix + 242. $39 .95), is an
illusrrared biography of rhis imporranr arrisr who
was one of rhe last ro painr rhe people and land of
rhe plains before rhe rapid changes of rhe posr-Civil
War era.
Yosemite, like rhe Wesr itself, is borh a place and
a srare of mind for irs devotees. David Robertson 's
West of Eden: A History of the Art and L iterature of
Yosemite (Yosemite Natural Hisrory Association and
Wilderness Press, 2440 Bancroft Way, Berkeley
94704 . 1984 . xvii + 174 pp. $ 14.95) discusses rhe
arrisrs, writers and photographers who focused on
Yosemite.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

li

39TH CALIFORNIA HISTORY INSTITUTE is scheduled for April 11-12, 1986.
The focus of the conference will be "Heritage of Uncertainty: The California Factor in
National Politics." It is sponsored by the Holt-Atherton Center for Western Studies and
will be held at the University of the Pacific. It is open to scholars, buffs, students, and
the general public. For further information, write to the Director, Holt-Atherton Center,
UOP, Stockton, CA 95211.
"PLAINS INDIANS CULTURES: PAST AND PRESENT MEANINGS" will be the
theme of the tenth annual symposium sponsored by the Center for Great Plains Studies
of the University of Nebraska, March 20-22, in Lincoln. For more information, write
to the Center, 1213 Oldfather Hall, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588 .
The annual meeting of the HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO will be held
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, June 5-8, 1986. Inquiries are welcome and should be directed
to Michael Olson ; New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas, NM 87701.
The CLIFFORD M . DRURY MEMORIAL AWARD has been announced by the
Huntington Corral of Westerners International. Essays of 5000 words or less on appropriate themes are eligible . The deadline is June 1, 1986. For particulars, write to Drury
Award, the Huntington Corral, P.O. Box 80241, San Marino, CA 91108.

THE ZAMORANO INDEX OF HISTORY OF CALIFORNIA
by HUBERT HOWE BANCROFT

This important two-volume work unlocks the contents of Bancroft's seven-volume History of California, published in San
Francisco, 1884- 1890. In addition to indexing the 5063 pages
encompassed in this monumental work, The Zamorano Index
also indexes the "Pioneer Register" found in installments at the
end of volumes II through V. Compiled by members of Zamorano Club, a long-time Los Angeles book collectors organization, and edited by Anna Marie and Everett Gordon Hager,
The Zamorano Index runs to over 900 pages, conveniently split
into two volumes. Designed to be a companion to the original
publication, the two-volume set measures 6Vz x 93/s. It is
printed in readable Schoolbook type on quality paper and
bound in a sturdy binding . Priced at $125.00 per set, plus
postage/handling and California Sales tax (where applicable),
this highly useful index to Bancroft's History of California may
be ordered from Bancroft Index, LAS/ADM 200, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-4012. Available
December 1985.

